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Abstract

of

THE GARDEN AND THE SEA:
 A RE-ANALYSIS OF TROBRIAND COSMOLOGY

by

Caroline Hoppe Gardner

Statement of Problem:
This thesis explores to what extent we can use elements of the sea as organizing

principles to describe Trobriand life. The received Trobriand text began, in large measure,
as an analysis framed in the context of the sea (e.g., Kula, inter-island ceremonial
exchange). Our understanding of the society moved inland, providing us a model of
Trobriand village garden practices, and its significance to broader issues of exchange,
political hegemony, mortuary ritual and cosmology. This analysis returns the perspective
to the domain of the sea, as a framework for analyzing the connectivity of Trobriand sea-
garden cosmology.

Sources of Data:
This study employs DEPTH, a digital ethnographic database designed to enhance

in-depth text based ethnographic research. DEPTH is a research tool and instructional
environment, employing commercial and information retrieval software. The database,
itself,  includes more than 6000 pages of text devoted to the Trobriand Islands and related
Massim societies. Other related materials not accessible through DEPTH were consulted,
including lexical and folkloric texts.

Conclusions Reached:
The Trobriand garden model provides a nexus for exploring the inter-

connectivities of soil and sea. It is conjectured that inter-island competitive kula, termed
uvalaku, is figuratively and structurally present in traditional garden practice. Historically,
Uvalaku was aligned not only with patterned gardening, but also with regional mortuary
ceremonials. The nature of uvalaku as an inversion of kalavau, new year’s yam food, is
explored.
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 A. Introduction

Some Trobriands say, “people own the land but not the sea” (Montague 1995:59).

In coastal and inland contexts, men’s monopoly on sailing and fishing corresponds to the

common association, among Pacific Islanders, of maritime activity with men and land-

based activity with women. In contrast to coastal settings, where sea-associated activity

serves as a source of income for local villagers, the economies and social life of inland

Kiriwinians is framed, spatio-temporally, by the rhythms of the gardening season

(Malinowski 1965a:fig.3). In certain contemporary island contexts, the sea is considered a

source of  “amusing pastime,” traditionally known as kula. For example, “once every

several years Kaduwagans will travel overseas for purposes of kula” in the large ocean

going canoe, “waga mwasawa,” or “amusement craft” (Montague 1995:61). Montague

(1995:61) provides a description of this ‘amusement’ as follows:

They sail in conjunction with people from other villages as part of what
they call the Kaileuna boda ‘enablers’. These are people drawn from
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villages on Kaileuna, Kuawa, and Munuwata Islands in the Trobriands and
from villages in the Lusancays, a small atoll series to the west of  the
Trobriands. The boats provided by the ‘enablers’ add up to a fleet. In
Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Malinowski spoke of the Kaileuna kula
fleet and indicated that it consisted of about twenty large canoes...when I
arrived at Kaduwaga in 1971, I was surprised to discover there were only
two large canoes in the harbor, along with one that was under construction
on the land...I failed to realize that the so-called Kaileuna fleet vessels do
not come just from Kaileuna...the fleet is just about the same size as it was
in Malinowski’s day.

Kaduwagan villagers say that more people want to sail on kula voyages than space and

expenses allow (Montague 1995:62).  Although these large canoes are used for fishing,

and owned by prominent fishermen, they are not utilized so much for trading ventures.

This is because the regional inter-island market “is tipped in favor of the Trobriands” who

export  the regional staple crop, yams. In contrast,Trobriands import only luxury items. As

Montague (1995:62) writes, Trobrianders “do not like to engage in any more overseas

voyaging than necessary, except in contexts of  Kula; instead they allow their trading

partners to come to them.”

 Kaduwagan sailors are fortunate in that their sailing crafts are protected by the

cove harbor. It is the only indigenously constructed boat harbor in northern Kiriwina.  In

contrast, sea-going men on Kiriwina have to moor their craft by dragging them up onto

the beach front. While the small, dry-caulked, light weight canoes are relatively easy to

pull ashore, the larger sea-going canoes are wet-caulked, thus heavy and difficult to beach.

Yet, all vessels must be brought to shore for protection from rough weather. It is natural,

therefore, to see canoes beached along  Kiriwinian shoreline, even though it takes
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“onerous labor” to keep them wet so that their hulls do not crack (Montague 1995:66).

Traditionally, the shoreline has not been the only place canoes are envisioned.

While canoes may be constructed inside villages and stored in sheds (bunatogu)

along the beach front, their image may be figuratively and structurally imagined inside

northern Kiriwinian gardens (cf. Damon 1990; Powell 1995). The canoe is a ‘vehicle’ for

conveying Trobriand politics of meaning. In the Kiriwinian garden, canoe is a performative

vehicle, “transcending thought’s verbal and categorical boundaries by enacting meanings

that are interstitial to them” (Wagner 1984:145; Turner 1982). The ‘canoe’ is submergent

as cultural imaginary, yet emergent in cultural practice (see Battaglia 1994). In traditional

garden practice of northeastern Kiriwina, competitive kula fleet sailing, uvalaku, is

invisibly imaged in garden discourse, and phenomenally present, aligned with local and

regional social exchange relations.

These insights build upon prior analyses of  kula cosmology and Trobriand garden

practice (e.g., Malinowski 1922; 1965 a,b; Weiner 1989, 1992; Munn 1990; Montague

1974;  Brindley 1984; Damon 1990; Leach and Leach 1983). This thesis will offer some

suggestions as to canoe-garden symbolism, and its relationship to kula as cultural artifact.

Given the cultural complexity of  Kiriwinian society, the kula and garden practice as local

and regional systems, as well as limitations posed by data, time and intellectual constraints,

this study is, by nature, conjectural and inconclusive. Analysis is framed by: (1) the

historical relationship of  kula and death rituals in Massim societies of the kula ring, and

(2) the Trobriand calendar year that aligns gardening, fishing, social activities and kula

ceremonial exchange events.  It is hoped the ideas presented here will generate further
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examination of the imaginary and its pragmatic value to cultural practice and authoritative

agency (cf. Battaglia 1994).

B. Uvalaku and Kalava’u: “Coefficients of Weirdness”?

Malinowski (1965a:222) once described Trobriand garden magical words as

having a certain coefficient of  “weirdness, strangeness, unusualness.” I think he would

find my conceptualization of kalava’u an exemplary disconcertion. Kalava’u is a

traditional Trobriand term for the new year’s yam crop, harvested from the main gardens

of  Omarakana and associated villages (see Malinowski 1965a). As described by

Malinowski (1965 a, b), kalava’u was the product of a complex cycle of garden practice

and magical rites (cf. Weiner 1976). Throughout recorded memory, this garden practice,

coupled with the fertility of the northeastern soil, provided the foundation of  Kiriwina’s

horticultural renown. Yam is the basic commodity in Trobriand formal exchange cycles,

and figures as a symbolic nexus for the development of cosmological thought (e.g.,

Malinowski 1965 a, b; Powell 1950; Weiner 1976; Brindley 1984; Montague 1980, 1989).

In the main, ethnographic descriptions use the terms “taytu” for “exchange yams,”

and “kanua” for yam “body building food” ‘(e.g., Weiner 1976, Montague 1989). Such

glosses denote contemporary lexicon. Yet, Malinowski’s (1965 a, b) two volume study of

Omarakana garden practice alerts us to a wealth of associated lexical expressions. This

study points to the role of  precontact or archaic lexical usages, such as kalava’u, as

important markers and mediums of  cultural expression. It is conjectured that

Malinowski’s usage of  the term, kalava’u, provides a key to furthering our understanding
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of the development, articulation, and dynamics of intra-regional exchange, social

interaction and ritual performance.

My hypothetical assertions, concerning the role of kalava’u, fall within the realm

of “secrecy.” Secrecy ensures that “words and the shared conventional understandings that

they convey will retain their centrality and significance” (Wagner 1984:152). Father

Bernard Baldwin (1945), who began documentation of  Trobrianders’ poetry, folklore and

song, suggested that Trobrianders “possess a secret language that they will never divulge.”

As Glass (1986) has demonstrated in his analysis of the Trobriand war shield designs, the

Trobriand’s language is, as Malinowski (1965 a,b) and Baldwin (1945) suggest, full of

play on words, particularly in relation to the language of magical spells. Glass’ analysis

suggests it is possible to put forward hypotheses built upon linguistic links, even if  based

simply upon aesthetic evidence. Also, Scoditti (1984) reminds us of the’hidden’ metaphors

and images that are encoded on the prowboards of seafaring, kula canoes. Only a master

carver possesses entre to this knowledge; (poetic formulae  or magic). He, alone has the

ability to transfer this knowledge to the initiate carver.

The aesthetic philosophy of  Kitavan carvers is embodied in the rite of initiation

into the profession of carving. In this rite, the master carver penetrates the world of

invisible mechanisms through the “device of mirroring;” initiate and initiator are

represented as an image and its double reflected as in a mirror (a pair of opposite

principles). During the performing rite, the image and the double coincide into a third

entity. ‘Mirroring’ or synthesis implies an image ‘interchanged’, or its constituent parts

arranged in reverse order (Scoditti 1984). To reproduce like images on wooden surfaces
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requires a “recalling act” of the symbols that are engraved on given spaces. During the rite

of the initiate carver, the master artist instructs the initiate how to explicate and recreate

engraved symbols. When an initiate carver sees a canoe prow, he perceives the whole

object; he does not understand that the image is an articulated ensemble of symbols.

In like manner, we, as cultural-apprentices, approach whole images as ‘others’ or,

in this case as, ‘others as texts’. In the process, it is possible to miss significata which we

have not imbibed as ‘remembrance’. Unencumbered by creative imagination, we may fail

to see the meaning of the ordinary, if not the extraordinary. Thus, it  behooves the

anthropologist to draw upon her or “his creativity to communicate something of  the

creativity” of the native culture (Wagner 1984:154). As Wagner (1984) underscores,

descriptions of the transformative aspect of culture, such as ritual enactment, must broach

rigid structural models which obscure the “becoming,” or the dynamic, transforming

factors which inform ritual.

In its usual definition, ritual is a ‘restricted code’ and implies ‘secrete elements’

which the anthropologist deciphers. The study of  ritual “is a sort of double relation”--a

communication between the anthropologist and the internal relations of subject culture

(Wagner 1984:143; Douglas 1966). Interpretation of the efficacy and conveyed meaning

of ritual calls for analytical and creative interplay, through our symbols. Ritual, as a system

of communication, may also be one of metamessage, i.e., regulation, control. Thus, ritual

as a restricted code “is used economically to convey information and sustain a particular

social form; it is a system of control as well as communication” (Douglas 1966:79).  This

thesis provides a starting point for examining the role of  ‘reversals’or inversion relative to
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the creative interplay of three ritual forms--Trobriand garden practice, ceremonial kula,

and regional mortuary ceremonials. It also explores one manifestation of this interplay--

canoe imagery in the garden context. This, obviously is a broad and complex topic,

beyond the range of this study. Yet, this analysis provides a starting point (for certainly

analysis is not yet complete) at the most general level; it opens the way for future analysis

of the inter-connectivities of Trobriand lifeways centered in the soil and the ‘articulated

ensemble’of regional seafaring and ritual practices.  It speaks to the possible

interrelationships between Trobriand garden practice and kalava’u, ceremonial kula fleet

sailing (uvalaku), and regional mortuary ceremonials.

In northern Kiriwina, the main exchange yam gardens are called kaymata, as

opposed to subsistence (gubakayeki) gardens (Weiner 1976; Malinowski 1965a). The

main garden “standard plots” are called “leywota.” Damon (1990) reminds us that

‘standard’ implies the elite sense of the word, rather than ‘normal’. These plots are

gardened by  high rank men and preeminent gardeners. The annual garden cycle is initiated

at the leywota; these are given full magical rite and meticulously attended to. Their

pragmatic value and aesthetic nature, marked by the new year’s yam crop, kalava’u, thus

reflects the epitome of  Kiriwinian garden renown. Use rights to these plots are decided by

the land owner, and distributed at the garden council  (Malinowski 1965a:90-94;

Montague 1989). Full magical rites are conducted by the principal garden magician--the

towosi. In Omarakana, home to the Paramount Chief of  Kiriwina, towosi is a ranked man,

and holder of the local lineage garden magic (e.g., headman or chief). The ritual care and

assignment of the leywota expresses priority of  real or symbolic rank. As Damon
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(1990:199) argues, it is symbolic of the proclivity of Trobriands to “pull” their powers in

from the periphery to the center, denoting the ability of high-ranked men to wield control

over prosperity and plenty. The standard leywota plots, four to six in number, are oriented

to the point where the village meets the road that divides the garden. This is called the

village stile, kalapisila.  It is the ‘interstitial’ leywota plots, closest to the village, which

help define this orientation. Their interstitial, spatial orientation is not unlike that of the

sea, and kula sailing in Trobriand cosmology (vertically: sky, surface of the sea,

underneath the sea; Tambiah 1985:312). Preeminent gardener men are most likely to be

kula players. Complementary activities of these renown men, as gardening / kula, is

associated with syncopated time--interstitial activities expressed as garden ‘slack time’ and

kula, competitive ‘game time’.

In Omarakana garden practice, garden land to be cultivated is selected and ‘cut’

from the odila (uncultivated bush area). It is sectioned into smaller garden plots; the scrub

is burned and cleared, and then the garden is structurally created (e.g., yam poles, fences,

sections marked off with dividing sticks). After planting, there is a period of slack time

from the rigors of garden work. It is during this time (monsoon season) that the crops are

in full development and work is turned over, in large measure, to women. It is they who

conduct weeding, an activity essential for productivity. Also, the towosi conducts potent

growth magic, effecting prolific new year’s yam food (kalava’u). A bountiful harvest of

exchange yam and subsistence foods is anticipated by all; it is especially hoped for during

the monsoon season of molu (hunger, low supplies of yam food). Thus, the garden

magician and hamlet women labor to insure a bountiful harvest of yam--the commodity
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needed to meet exchange obligations and advance corporate and individual self-interests.

During this period, northeastern rank men may be away from the village, engaged in  kula.

For northeastern village men, it is the most advantageous time; favorable northwesterly

winds allow for inter-island sailing to easterly islands (Powell 1995). Malinowski

(1922:Ch.XX) records it is a time when kula men vie for individual renown through

competitive fleet sailing, uvalaku.

There is evidence that such kula competition was generated, in the past, by

traditional mortuary rites practiced on contiguous islands, aligning ceremonial kula with

final feast events. In this way, the Omarakana garden cycle (symbolized by kalava’u) was

aligned with regional cycles of mortuary ceremonials. Traditional garden rites evoke

metaphors of birth / life, while regional mortuary events express varied notions of death,

rebirth and reaffirmation of the collectivity. Also, kula as a regional system conveys

notions of life / death. Kula transaction figuratively expresses aspects of men’s

regenerative potential, through metaphors of marriage / birth. Male regenerative ‘worth’

also is validated through internal exchange cycles, which command the use of men’s

wealth (e.g., Weiner 1976; Bridley 1984; Tambiah 1983, McDougall). Kula transactions

are shadowed by death; should a kula competitor be driven by jealousy or desire to

possess a certain high-ranked shell, the death of the possessor, via sorcery, is a real

possibility (e.g., Montague 1980).

Through collapsing and colliding symbolic operations, Trobriand thought employs

the Saussurean notion of “language as a system of interdependent terms in which the value

of  each term results solely from the simultaneous presence of the others” (quoted in
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Tambiah 1985b:315). Such interdependence of values is expressed, at another level, as

‘inversion’. Trobriand cosmological thought may incorporate the symbolic inversion of

kalava’u and uvalaku. These terms denote a juxtaposition of order (productive harvest,

marriage / birth / life) and disorder (death; ‘excessive’ fame, loss of  shell / renown

‘name’). The conceptualization of inversion, itself, recalls the anthropological writings of

Durkheim, Mauss, Leach, Geertz , Kunzle and van Gennep (see Babcock 1978). Symbolic

inversions and reversals of  ritual behavior and categories are associated with: (1) the

liminal period in rites of passage; (2) mortuary ceremonials and year ends; (2) the

cosmological ordering of  a ‘presocial period’ of  social disorder that anticipates an

ordered society; (3) the creation of a spatial context in which one may take chances with

new roles; and (4) rites of reversal (e/g., folk rebellions) that act as steam valves,

preserving and strengthening the established order. Symbolic inversions manipulate and

thereby question or comment upon the existing order of things. They mark boundaries

between peoples, categories of  persons, and life and death; “group membership is

determined not only by what members share, but by what they do not share” (Babcock

1978:27-29). Symbolic inversions point up and express social contradictions and conflicts,

enabling us to see certain features of a social order more clearly simply because they have

been turned ‘inside out’. Moreover, the process of symbolic inversion is not a residual

category of experience. What is socially peripheral is often symbolically central; “if we

ignore or minimize inversion and other forms of cultural negation we often fail to

understand the dynamics of symbolic processes generally” (Babcock 1978:32).
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In the Trobriand case, the inversion ‘kalava’u and uvalaku’ points to the central

importance of  spatial periphery for rank men. Traditionally, regional kula provided a

context for social climbing and hierarchical differences among men. The inter-island

peripheral world of  kula provided a medium through which rank men could play out and

reassert their political clout, if not individual prowess and powers of  persuasion. Thus,

kula was a transformative vehicle, whereby personal identities and renown were achieved

as well as possibly reversed through competitive skill and rhetorical talent. A high ranked

man’s command of  local resources (kalava’u) allowed him to finance uvalaku expeditions

and host visiting kula partners. Through such events, his political hegemony could be

reasserted; a man’s success in kula brought personal renown, which would be reflected

back upon his immediate matrilineage and the community at large. In this way, kula as

‘play activity’ framed local political challenges--a medium for bringing order out of

disorder or  potential disequilibrium. Intra-regional kula communities could ‘play’ off of

each other’s social orders and poles of oppositions. Certain regional mortuary

ceremonials, perhaps, were expressions of disorder, paradoxically organized to encourage

the possibility of disorder (e.g., internal contests for political authority). They, thus, could

have provided a context  in which neighboring island men, of achieved renown, attempted

to mimic or poke fun at kula players whose political stature was framed, in large measure,

by hereditary privilege. In particular, mortuary taboo that dammed up kula shell may have

had ramifications for the political maneuvering of  kula partners / players (Malinowski

1922: 489-493).
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Omarakana men of renown were not only the sole ‘chiefly’ players, but also were

regional men of  renown economic clout. Yam food was a prime export commodity, and

exchanged locally for ritual use and consumption. Also, the context for the ritual release of

shell may have provided certain Trobriand men a dimension of individual competitive

‘enjoyment’. It served as an opposing  pole to the corporate demands implied in kalava’u-

-reliance upon garden work and produce to fulfill internal exchange obligations (e.g.,

annual yam prestations, mortuary distributions) and to undergird local political power and

privilege (see Weiner 1976; Powell 1995). On one level, uvalaku as a competitive ‘game’

of  leisure’, conducted during garden slack time, was an inversion of  the patterned,

regulated and binding demands of  corporate atoll living. As Turner (1978:280) has

explained, “leisure can release potentially creative powers, individual or communal, either

to criticize or buttress the dominant values of a culture.”

One might say that uvalaku was a metasocial event, which seen in association with

regional mortuary practice, infers a wider sense of inter-island communitas. In this way,

symbolic inversion is a process which holds good for the larger Massim community--not

merely expressive of divided interests but a signal of shared meaning and recollection of

shared experience. When uvalaku is seen in juxtaposition to mortuary and gardening

ritual, its role in symbolic inversion points up society’s transformation from that of a

liminal, sacred, silent growth period, to that of reincorporation. It denotes the mediatory

process between what was and what will be (e.g., old to new year’s yam food kalava’u).

Such symbolic inversion may be signaled by the use of archaic or secret language. In the

Trobriand case, the archaic lexicon includes kalava’u and uvalaku (see Turner 1978).
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In a discussion of comparative mortuary rites in the societies of the kula ring,

Wagner (1989) draws attention to Malinowski’s (1922) discussion of mortuary exchanges

on the eastern ring of the Kula.  These had the effect of  “pulsing the kula” like “the

escapement mechanism on a clock, which shows the uncoiling of a tightly wound spring so

that, in a manner of speaking...time can catch up with” (Wagner 189:270-271). In

mortuary ceremonials called so’i, the kula can be thought of  as “a kind of vital or mortal

clock that ticks out the crises of its eastern participants,” providing “a revolving credit

association” (Wagner 1989:271). Exchanges at these mortuary feasts involved shell

valuables ‘held up in large clumps’, subsequently released to kula partners. For inter-island

kula partners, such events involved ‘anticipated’ shell valuables and notions of

‘imaginary’. Also, such events included the exchange of lesser valuables, denoting a

‘sealing promise’ for future kula transaction (Wagner 1989:271).

Kiriwina was connected in certain ways by the imbalances and asymmetrical

relationships of the mortuary cycles in the eastern kula limb. Only with the eventual

reciprocation of  valuables (e.g., kula necklace returned for armshell), would the

respective imbalances be restored. This early historical mortuary-kula scenario of

damming kula valuables made for the potential sudden releases of wealth along the eastern

Kitava-Tubetube circuit. As Wagner (1989:271), explains, it would have raised the

tensions “and the ante” of competition. These engineered stoppages “were like joking and

other institutionalized “violations”of relationships,” providing “ a foil for the activation of

relationships themselves” (Wagner 1989:272). Wagner (1989) describes this event of

mortuary  “stoppages” as dialectical countersurges for the western (e.g., Kiriwinian) limb
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of the kula. These participating communities would have provided the positive value or

impetus for re-winding this ‘clock-like system’. This scenario calls into play spatio-

temporal relations; hierarchy would be realized and enabled through “the recursive sweep

of the kula over space-time, giving rise to greater potentiality of flow over “space-time”

(Wagner 1989:272). Thus, there is reason to view Kula in a relational perspective within

the broader schema of regional contrasts in internal exchange, such as mortuary rituals.

The amassing of wealth for a final mortuary feast and the interdiction of kula trafficking

was a medium for the co-opting of prestige or valuation from the kula for mortuary

purposes on islands, such as Muyuw and Tubetube (Wagner 1989:273).

Wagner’s  (1989) discussion of the pulsating rush of kula valuables did not

discuss the details of the context itself. Of interest is his wording, “imaginary” in

“anticipated” valuables. The enforced separation through mortuary taboo, coupled with

strategies and rules of  kula negotiation (armshells or necklaces given in return for a

promise of one of the other kind), imply the generation of  more “imaginary” objects

than the release of ‘real’ counterparts (Wagner 1983:271). Wagner (1983:271) notes,

this pulsing of  kula transactions is  “merely these people’s system of delayed mortuary

exchange;” it does not explain why it exists in the form that it does, or who may have

arranged it.

The social significance of mourning practice is mutileveled. It entails: (1) the

moral and emotional consequence of death, which is worked throughout the events; (2)

the formal and social reenactment, or construction of the deceased, who as true

“ancestors,” provide for society’s renewal; rites allow for the social assimilation of the
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individual person; and (3) the enactment of the social plurality of the deceased--the

“individual” person as product of collective action (Wagner 1983:266-267). Mortuary

exchanges, raised and distributed through current affinal and other exchange

relationships, provide for the resolution of prestige accrued throughout the life of the

individual. The effects of prestige are not realized at death; mortuary ceremonials allow

for the relative unlikelihood of  this effect surviving, so as to form the basis of class

inheritance. Death is the point where the person as “focus and nexus of social

relationships is resolved in terms of those relationships; social hierarchy “goes into

resolution, “as two goes into an even number, leaving no remainder” (Wagner

1989:26). Thus, these rites of passage are not anti-hierarchical in tendency or principle;

hierarchy is “brought into perfect resolution by the forces that engender it.” (Wagner

1989:268).

The principle of social hierarchy, integral to Massim society, is expressed and

developed most fully in the northeastern Kiriwina region through the concept of guyau.

The institution of hereditary rank divides matrilineal descent groups (dala) into guyau

‘chief’ and tokay ‘commoners’.  It is chiefly rank, which legitimizes wealth and power,

that senior men acquire by traditional privileges.

In the Trobriand case, ranking is not equivalent with political power. A person’s

birthright through matrilineal inheritance is the primary criterion for chiefly actions

(Weiner 1988:102). Trobriand cosmological beliefs, sanctioned through ancestral origin

stories, provide for social boundaries separating chiefly lineages (guyau) from

commoners (tokai). These stories sanction the prerogatives of rank, “making a person’s
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birthright through matrilineal inheritance the primary criterion for chiefly actions”

(Weiner 1988:102). Yet, chiefs must work to solidify their authorship of power and

status, negotiating their rise to fame at the expense of other chiefs, and other ranked

lineages. Over generations, chiefs have competed to solidify and protect their ancestral

domain from being destroyed or diminished. Origin stories, which sanction prerogatives

of rank, record the loss of magical spells, lands, decorations, or other intrusive acts.

They attest to the importance of  one’s prowess of ‘detachability’ as a means to

negotiate and extend corporate and personal power and fame.

Prerogatives of rank, including body decorations and food taboos believed to

enhance physical appearance, extend to all members of chiefly matrilineages. Yet, the

full measure of rank is ‘condensed in the body of the chief’.  For example, the

‘paramount’ Tabalu chief  communicates deference and ‘fear’ through ‘noise’, gesture,

and material objects of rank. His persona is embodied in rules of etiquette.

Traditionally, a key symbol of  “height”  was the forehead, the focus of authority. As a

sign of  chiefly integrity, a chief would hit his forehead to mark the end of warring and

the re-establishment of village relations after warfare (Seligman 1910). Rules of social

decorum defined his head as ‘sacred’, such that no one, but members of the highest

ranked lineage, could touch it. Likewise, no one could stand above him. Traditionally, a

guyau did not even touch his own food, but was fed with long wooden forks by a

trusted guard. Today, long kuvi yams, decorative motifs (e.g., fish, dolphins,

anthropomorphic figures), and shells  define a guyau’s yam house (Weiner 1988:photo

25).  Shells are hung from uppermost branches of  his coconut and betel palms, which
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mark the edge of the hamlet, “clinking together like chimes in the wind, announcing to

anyone that this is chiefly property” (Weiner 1988:102). As Weiner (1988:103) writes,

Historically, individual chiefs created differences in the ongoing political
status of a lineage. A person’s right to sit higher than the rest comes from
his birth and the authority brought by his ancestors. How many people
actually sit under him comes from authority...and power to make others do
what he wants him to do...to act on someone directly by carrying out his
will.

Individual’s attempts to manipulate cosmological belief and social prescriptions

act as a barometer of the corporate realm. Yet, such actions express undercurrents of

the non-corporate arena where individuals test the waters of  prescribed social space,

structurally and figuratively communicated on the landscape. Thus, men usurp chiefly

authority by gestured pretense, considered sopi (‘only lies’), adopting food taboos or

body decor of higher ranked men. Lower ranked men will feign the social ladder of

others, pretending to follow the customs of  ‘higher’ up. These efforts communicate

not only competition for chiefly regalia and claims to ancestral ranking, but also the

importance of the intent of individual’s to claim authoritative agency and authorship.

Thus, the quest for political leverage and personal renown continues today, as some

high-ranking lineages have much less power than their chiefs, who are members of

lower-ranking matrilineages (see Battaglia 1994).

Social-political tension inherent in sanctioned  privilege is expressed at the

village-hamlet level.  In each hamlet, one man controls all matrilineal land and other

property originally established by his ancestral dala.  Marriages between hamlets

establishes alliances between leaders, generating close affinal and kinship ties (Weiner
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1988:103). Yet, political alliances are often flavored by jealousy and distrust, such that

the “ebb and flow of these encounters makes some hamlets, with or without chiefs,

more powerful and dominant than others (Weiner 1988:103).1  A politically strong

leader must be able to balance personal interests and engage the interests of others

toward his advantage. Thus, the “generous” man attracts others to him, whereas a

“hard” man makes others afraid or angry (Weiner 1988:103). A hamlet leader’s

political acumen is recognized publicly in his bwayma, a large yam house built by his

wife’s relatives. This structure, filled with the preeminent exchange good, endorses his

status and provides him the needed economic leverage for political advancement. It is

the fulcrum around which all important exchange transactions are oriented. Yams

represent the most critical relationships that men and women construct between the

members of one matrilineage and another; “they are the public measure of a villager’s

power and the most significant statement of the political currency of a chief”  (Weiner

1988:110;1988:Ch 5; see Weiner 1976).

                                                       
1 A village is composed of 2-8 hamlets, of 6-20 households each.  Only a few members of
a matrilineage may actually reside in the hamlet (e.g., the leader and actual successor -
younger brother or sister’s son). Most members live elsewhere for part of their lives.
Women reside with their husbands, while men often live with their fathers.Women usually
do not move very far from their primary kin (mother, father). Son’s residence is
circumscribed by use garden labor/ use rights to garden lands (e.g., father’s, mother’s
brother’s). These patterns frame the hamlet leader’s sphere of influence, which he
endeavors to extend by controlling the affairs of those members residing elsewhere. A
bwayma may be filled by some hamlet men, but most importantly by non-resident (e.g.,
wife’s brother, father) of other hamlets. Weiner (1988, 1976) has shown that usually both
men and women marry into their father’s clan (preferred marriage=FZD). Marriages
between hamlets in one village, and neighboring villages, means that almost entire villages
are related through affinal bonds. At a death, mortuary exchanges entail most residents
within a village (Weiner 1988:104; 1976: Ch. 6, 188-189).
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In villages without chiefs, each hamlet leader works to build alliances at the local

level. A chief, however, extends his sphere of influence by forging support networks in

many different villages, even beyond his immediate district. Chiefly authority is

localized; a chief’s authority extends through individual matrilineages, via marriage and

through ancestral lines of authority (e.g., from the same place of origin).2  Yet even

then, his position depends upon personal ability to balance ‘generosity’ against

‘hardness’.  In a society where self-interest is paramount. All individuals endeavor to

manage their own self-images, agency, and political destinies through the “unremitting

attention to the exchange of things” (Weiner 1988:160-161).  Expansion of one’s social

self  begins with the care and nurture (kopoi) given by one’s father (e.g., food,

carvings, kula path), and father’s sister (e.g, food, earrings, beauty magic). Through

marriage, one’s patrilateral connections are expanded, such that the “matrilineal

boundary that sets off  the self from others is penetrated;” the renown of one individual

bespeaks the renown of the group (Weiner 1988:160-161).  “Success” (e.g., seduction,

marriages, births, alliances, land rights, protection, yams, men’s and women’s wealth)

advances the interests of  dual affinity. The political consequences of such synergism

provides for their ‘fame climbing higher’.

At death, the costs of  expanding an individual’s social identity entails attention

to the totality of relationships. Not only do members of the deceased’s matrilineage

                                                       
2 Polygny allows a chief to extend his power base; annual harvest yams, from the
matrilineal kin of each wife, fill the woman’s individual yam house. Only when a wife’s
relatives make an exceptionally large harvest exchange are yams placed in the chief’s
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repay all others for their past care, but also they also endeavor to ‘hold onto them’ now

that the death has occurred. They do so through extended mortuary observances (e.g.,

carrying the bone’s of the deceased) over the course of  ten to twenty years (Weiner

1988:161). Death exposes the dynamics and dangers of agency, dominance, and

renown. Such achievements expose one to jealousy, anger, and rejection that is

ultimately expressed as sorcery induced death. The power of a man to detach life is

symbolized in his power to obtain the very means by which that detachment is

achieved--payment of sorcery via men’s heirlooms, kula-derived  beku (stone axe

blades). In Trobriand society, valued objects (e.g., shell, axe blades, yams, banana-leaf

skirts) are used to engender bonds of mutual interests, and also to delineate self from

others through dominance, authority, fame and power. At deaths, enormous amounts

of  women’s wealth (banana-leaf skirts and bundles) are given away to display the

strength of the matrilineage, and to avert severance of relationships (affinal, matrilineal)

connected to the deceased. Women’s wealth “metaphorically unties the dead person

from her or his attachment to others,” constituting the means by which “oppositional

processes of repaying and regenerating are ameliorated” (Weiner 1988:161). The

expansive quality (as ‘quantity’) of women’s fiber valuables, procured through men’s

resources and symbolic of  the labor of  women, ensures the political power of high-

ranking men. Their hard wealth, axe blades and kula shells, are not used exclusively in

                                                                                                                                                                    
bwayma. Thus, his status is measured publically, as is the intent of the wife’s kin whose
labor creates the largest (or smallest) contribution (Weiner 1988:105).
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mortuary exchange because of  generability of the women’s wealth. Thus, men’s wealth

remains more specifically political (Weiner 1988:162).

In the ‘game of exchange’ men, as ‘winners’, are those whose wealth of magic,

work-power and objects enable his measure of success over others. Just as a man

works the social arena to advance personal gain, so, too, does he, through magic and

political acumen,  cull the best yams from Kiriwinian soil, and the highest valued shells

from the waters of the Massim. As Weiner (1976, 1992) has argued, men’s identity is

more singularly encapsulated in male wealth, which destines him to seek ‘their measure

of immortality’ through perpetuating individual as opposed to matrilineal (dala)

identity. Durable shell and stone carry a man’s name outside one’s immediate garden

lands; both valuables move around, circulating his fame, spatially and temporally, as

long as one’s memory inscribes true history and ownership. Genealogies of ownership

are often changed to hide ‘theft’. Theft as ‘quest for artificial immortality’ is recorded

in the historical past (Weiner 1976, 1988). In traditional warfare, chiefs would have to

create an artificial base of power, soliciting support from hamlet leaders by sending  axe

blades. Although these blades would be accepted, warriors would abandon the field

when the fighting started (Weiner 1988:181; 105, ft. 9). Thus, the inherent

impermeability of men’s wealth is circumscribed by the permeable tenuousness of

male/male relationships, and the elusive nature of renown.

C. Why Did Northeastern Kiriwinians Kula? 

In pre-European times, a commoner who broke a leader’s monopoly of wealth

items (e.g., pigs, pottery, greenstone axe blades, palms) would have been the target of
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jealous attack. He had crossed the limit of established prerogative, that provided for the

exploitation of other men’s wealth. Polygynous marriages provided for the command of

yams in bulk; accumulation of yam funded chiefly competitive events (e.g., exchange

feasts) and other political interests, placing others under obligation. A chief could extend

his level of autonomy and command the wealth and support of affines, potentially

dominating all of  Kiriwina and beyond (Powell 1960).

Powell (1995) argues that, given the limitations of their seamanship, northeastern

Kiriwinians were effectively out of  kula for most of  the year. Other intervening factors

included local ecology, related social-political life, and the chief’s role in kula. Historically,

locational advantages of fertile garden soil were juxtaposed by locational disadvantages of

the sea.

Northeastern Kiriwinians are the only communities whose possible trade partners

are upwind to them. They are the only district in Kiriwina which must sail with, rather than

against, the southeasterly trade winds. Importantly, it is during the season of  the

southwesterlies that the preeminent social activities take place. These include the annual

yam harvest, the milamala season of feasts of merit, ceremonial distribution of the harvest,

dancing (and nowadays cricket), and the ritual expulsion of baloma (ancestral spirits;

ritual yoba). The inauguration of the gardens follows. In addition to social demands,

villages in pre-contact times could not do without the manpower of  warriors. As Powell

(1995:82) records, in 1951, the five canoes that sailed from Omarakana comprised all the

warriors of the village. Fleet sailing to their primary kula site, Kitava, therefore, meant real

risks to the community. Taboos on outsiders, when men were away, provided some
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protection, as did the Chief’s potent sorcery and weather magic. His position thus,

“justified the military potential of his marriage alliances and reinforced the taboos” (Powell

1995:84).

In order to maintain their kula roads against rivals, northerners had to wait for

slack periods in gardening (Nov.- March), when the northwesters set in  (Malinowski

1935:fig.3). In times past, this wind system interfered with the interception of kula shells

from Kitava. To avoid risks imposed by the winds, these men could have opted to sail via

a longer route. This entailed rounding the northern shore of Kiriwina, sailing through the

lagoon and traversing via Gilibwa to Kitava. Sailing through the waters of  rival lagoon

villages exposed them to potentially dangerous waters; they would have had to force sea

passages should they have been opposed (J. W. Leach 1983:135-138).

In pre-contact time, lagoon village were either ‘political rivals’ and enemies, or

welcomed kula guests. Kula’s code of conduct required reciprocal entertaining.  Although

hosting posed restraints on the villagers’ resources, kula guests were honor-bound to

reciprocate at a later date, creating mutual incentives to support and nourish kula paths.

Kula with the northerners was risky--as men of potent magic, they were able to extract

higher ranked shells. Yet economics was also a factor; host villages had to match their

hospitality to the visitor’s prestige (Powell 1995:81).

Southern kula villages communities, such as Sinaketa and Vakuta, could have

monopolized kula to Kitava, yet pressure from other communities made this unlikely.

Again, the political and economic dominance of the Tabalu discouraged infringement of

nearer rivals. The Tabalu of  northern Omarakana, as the high-ranking lineage of
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Kiriwina, occupied the richest garden lands in Kiriwina. Its cadet branches occupied less

fertile soil, restraining competition in the densely populated northern environs (Powell

1960).  Historically, the focus of power shifted with the age and unpopularity of

leadership. The structure of social relations was relatively stable, except during times of

famine when basic survival was overriding factor (Powell 1960).  Northeastern Kiriwinians

were motivated to support the dominance of the Tabalu Chief as the leader of  “a body

strong enough to gain entry into the Kula ring by force if  necessary.” The Chief of

Omarakana was, as political leader and ritual figurehead, the one through whom they

could break into overseas kula (Powell 1995:86). Thus, these men maintained their fleet of

mwasawa seagoing canoes, preserving the tradition of building and sailing in northeastern

Kiriwina.

As geographical location precluded northeasterners from usual kula sailing routes

from the Trobriands and Kitava, they needed to compete effectively in inter-island kula so

as to maintain dominance at home, specifically in intra-island conventional competition

(Powell 1995:87). The political stature of rank men could not easily be maintained nor

singularly culled from competitive exchange of  yam, the primary internal exchange item.

This was due in good measure to the pragmatics and logistics of conducting intra-island

competitive exchanges of  bulk commodities. Thus, inter-island kula provided men an

alternative means to carry on competitive displays of  power and prowess. Conventional

inland exchange included exchange relationships of  kinship, rank,  polygynous marriage,

mortuary distributions, and merits of feasts (e.g., Milamala dance, yam competition). Kula

gave Omarakana and associated northeast communities intra-island  political edge,
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maintaining their sphere of influence when other factors (distance) precluded their ability

to compete as men of  reputed political, economic, and magical strength. Not to have

participated in overseas kula would have effectively left Omarakana with the same status

as other local leaders (Powell 1995). By maintaining kula paths, high ranking men gained

access to valuable wealth  (e.g., stone axe blades, pottery, and shell) necessary to meet

internal exchange obligations and forge political alliances in order to engage as men of

renown (Weiner 1976).

For Omarakana inter-island kula players, who remained logistically outside of  kula

for most of the year, kula-derived valuables were physically absent, yet anticipated as

cognitively imaged, or ‘present’. As discussed, kula players, of  northern and southern

Kiriwina, periodically awaited news of  mortuary ceremonial at distant locals, such as

Kitava and Vakuta, wherein hoped for ‘gushes’ of wealth items might flow their way.3  It

was through the full ceremonial kula feet sailing, uvalaku,  that western players negotiated

‘imaginary’ wealth objects.

Uvalaku, I believe, is what is, in part, imaginary in Trobriand garden practice and

magical rite. If we view the Trobriand garden cycle as a backdrop for larger spatio-

temporal movements, it is possible to coordinate inter and intra-island  movement. This

evokes the image Wagner (1989:271) described as the “ticking of  a vital or mortal clock,”

which regenerates waves and counterwaves of  movement. Trobriand temporal concerns

align with this schedule; mortuary and marriage exchanges, fishing and gardening

                                                       
3 Scoditti (1983:250) , in disagreement, states that Kitava does not now practice so’i
ceremony, and probably never did in the past.
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schedules pivot around planting and harvesting. Traditionally, the preliminary harvest of

isunapulo in January, coincident with Omarakana inter-island sailing, preceded the main

harvest season (about April), when the first fruits of the new year’s crop (kalava’u) was

anticipated (Malinowski 1965b:103). The harvest time of southeasterlies, which precluded

competitive sailing and instituted competitive social life. It  paved the way for the

anticipated kula fleet sailing and the change of seasonality--garden slack time and the

northwesterlies. Both kalava’u and uvalaku served to maintain and elevate the political

stature of Omarakana high rank men.  It is the inversion of lexicon-kalava’u /  uvalaku-

which perhaps, bespeaks something of the secret sense of Kiriwinian language.

The following will introduce background information, which I have tried to piece together

as a puzzle so to speak, in order to elucidate the lexical association of  uvalaku, kalava’u,

and the likelihood of their juxtaposition as canoe-garden imagery.

D. Imaged Presence of Kula in the Trobriand Garden

According to Damon’s 1990 analysis of the Trobriand garden, that which is

figuratively and structurally absent in the Trobriand canoe-garden model is not the keel,

which denotes aspects of corporateness (affinal exchange relations), but the outrigger float

(lamina).  Compared to the Muyuw model which structurally defines the four clan groups,

the Omarakana garden defines only part of  Trobriand social fabric. Structurally, social

hierarchy is ill-defined, its hierarchical structure is best expressed inside the village, as the

centrally located Chiefly yam house. The keel, as a partial representation of Trobriand

society, is said to be a segment of a concentric plane that also sustains a village (Damon

1990:208).
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Damon suggests it may be possible to imagine “the whole of Trobriand society”

when one considers the dominant aspects of  rank, most intense in northern

Kiriwina.Garden structures, vertical in form, symbolize aspects of this element (Damon

1990:208). “Canoe” is conjured in imagery through lexical associations and spatial-

geographical reference to the Toliwaga. This dala is recorded as traditional antagonists of

Omarakana’s ruling matrilineage, the Tabalu.  A high ranked subclan, the Toliwaga , “the

masters of the canoe,” were, paradoxically, agriculturist landlubbers, and non-kula players.

With this imagery, lexically evoked, another aspect of the whole outrigger canoe/garden

may be denoted. Damon (1990:209) suggests further analysis may explain why inlanders,

devoted to agricultural pursuits, should employ metaphors of the sea--a spatial context

from which they are separated. Powell’s (1995) argument’s, discussed above, help to

elucidate this issue.

If the structure and metaphors evoked in the garden designate “presence” of

historical time (central aspects of  historical time: affinal relationships), is it possible that

what is “absent” (e.g., elements of hierarchy, competitive edge, political disadvantage) is

imaged and concurrently enacted as “present?” Is peripheral movement across the sea

(e.g., male productive capacities of the sea, as fishing and kula) juxtaposed on the garden

cycle?  Is the garden model a partial statement of Trobriand lifeways, or does it image a

gestalt whose “presence” lacks clear definition?

Damon (1990) study of Muyuw Island has paved the way for further discussion.

What follows is an extension of his analysis, relating the garden to larger social lifeways

and structurally linked to inter-island kula, expressed figuratively in garden practice. It is
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conjectured that the Omarakana garden model, having historical depth of meaning

unclearly defined, is a condensation of,  and medium for,  expressing what is “absent”

upon the land-spatially and, at times, temporally. The garden and its cycle of  productivity,

metaphorically evokes the sea and male productive capacities as kalava’u--the newly

harvested yam food. The latter is representative of  the joint labors of men and women

upon the land; as a symbolic inversion, it expresses, figuratively, what is anticipated from

the sea--the ‘fruits’ or shell valuables via uvalaku.

As Damon (1990) says, garden structure symbolism may imply that “the Trobriand

garden moves through (dangerous?) territory as a canoe moves through a reef.” Trobriand

canoes move beyond the reef when deep sea fishing, especially when they are fishing for

valuable spondylus shells, later transformed into male wealth items through, largely,

female workmanship (see Leach and Leach 1983).  Competition for these shells moves

men through dangerous Massim waters. It is uvalaku, the competitive, inter-district, kula

fleet sailing, which produces men of renown. Likewise it is kalava’u, the fruits of the soil,

produced by the preeminent gardeners of the Massim region, which brings fame to

northern Kiriwinia, and especially ranked men of kula renown. It is the fruits of soil and

sea which men display and, thus, boast (“kaluvalova,” Senft 1986:455; Malinowski

1965a:123).

It is kalava’u which the garden magician partakes lifting his food taboo at harvest.

And it is in benefit of the kalava’u crop that villagers engage in telling folktales, as

“magical stimulus,” during the rainy season of January, a time when the northeastern

Kiriwinian kula fleet is sailing on uvalaku (Malinowski 1965a:171;180; fig.3). An
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extension of this lexicon is kalavatu, or “fishing-net-weight sinkers;” the kalavatu  keep

down, or anchor the leywota, (preeminent garden plot), as a wota “net,” “thus securing

kalava’u (Senft 1986:551; 561). Metaphors of sea mobilize an inherently female garden,

as magic via commoner humor; garden magician grows kalava’u (tuber=child), denoting

male productive potential of the soil and sea (fish, shell, child). Kula lexicon (marrying,

seduction) and garden imagery (female fecundity) complement this concept (see Campbell

1983; Brindley 1984).

Two archaic terms may be etymologically associated with kalava’u. The archaic

term, “kalavat,” is part of the lexicon of  Tubetube Island kula community. It denotes a

female leader, like the male term, guyau. These senior women were of singular

importance, in feast-giving and mortuary wealth distributions, proclaiming their pragmatic

and supernatural powers and influence in kula wealth. Perhaps this term relates in some

way to Trobriand women of  renown, whose preeminence is symbolized in the productive

strength of the garden land and the priority of  women’s wealth in mortuary ceremonial

(cf. Weiner 1976).  In the kula community of  Gawa, “kalavat” is used to denote “pig

tusk”or doga, referring metaphorically to the first rank kula shell. It epitomized fear, and

the decision-making authority of strong male leaders (Munn 1986:110).

Perhaps it is not accidental that the old yam food is kalavi--“thrown away” so that

the magician can eat the kalava’u. In kula, a player will ritually “throw down” his high-

ranked shell at the feet of his partner when he is finally coerced to give it up. These acts

could, in fact, be occurring ‘simultaneously; as the harvest is being uprooted an uvalaku

expedition sails to the Trobriands. Here, the Trobriand kula man as host figuratively gives
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up a shell and yam wealth. In uvalaku, one always travels empty handed to host-partners

who reciprocate a previous round of exchange / hosting (Malinowski 1922; Malinowski

1965a:309; fig. 3). In the Trobriand case, the most high ranked shell would invariably end

in the hands of  powerful Omarakana chiefs (Powell 1995). As Glass (1988) argues, no

man could compete with these men. That kula players and locals might “fear” chiefly men,

given their powers of sorcery, rhetorical skill, and rain magic, is evidenced in garden

structure. ‘Fear’ is symbolically figured in the magical prism, kamkokola. “Kokola” is

glossed “fear,” and kam is “to eat.” It is against the kamkokola that a Kiriwinan gardener

may smash a representative new yam tuber as a symbolic tribute (Malinowski 1965a:171;

Senft 1995:286-288).

Importantly, the Kaluva’u is the name of a dala--commoners of the Malasi clan,

which emerged from the water-hole Bulimaulo in the village grove, Obukula, located in

Omarakana. It is the rain and sunshine magic which “genealogically belongs to the

Kaluva’u but was usurped by the Tabalu of Omarakana”(Malinowski 1965a:347, 242;

Powell 1960; see Weiner on land litigation regarding the Tabalu). The original ancestor,

Kaluva’u emerged with his sister, Bokaluva’u,” bringing the magic of the soil and other

herbs” (Malinowski 1965a:343). Burayama is the name of a high ranked dala of the

Lukwasisisga clan. Malinowski (1965a:342-343) records that these two dala were the

original ‘owners’ of  Omarakana land, and were later dispossessed via the Tabalu. In

Malinowski’s day, both dala were holding land within the joint Omarakana territory.  The

Tabalu acquired their privileges by the “voluntary and explicit surrender on the part of  the

Kaluva’u” (Malinowski 1965a:367).
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As northern Kiriwinian gardeners prepare and work the fertile garden soil, villagers

prepare their sea-going canoes for inter-island travel. The expectation of uvalaku evokes

much activity upon the land as well as sea. For example, northern Kiriwinians would sail

to Kitava for mwali (arm shells); subsequent to their return, southern coastal Sinaketans

would travel northward to Omarakana and  exchange valuables (e.g., kula shell necklaces,

bagi) for mwali.  During isunapulo, the preliminary first fruits harvest (about January),

kula men would be in Massim waters, sailing to the east and south (Malinowski

1935a:figure 3). In the traditional garden-sailing cycle, growth magic is juxtaposed with

kula magic, to protect crews from female flying witches (see Appendix C). Trobriand

women remain in the village setting, tending and weeding the soil, aggressively protecting

the gardens from male sexual intrusion. Garden magic provides for imagined anchoring of

women’s sexuality as well as the anchorage of yam in the standard garden plots, leywota.

Kula beauty magic is performed by individual men on their own person. The pearl shell

(kayeki), used in ceremonial  beauty magic and preliminary harvest practice (isunapulo), is

not used in ceremonial kula.  It is figuratively held in the hands of the garden magician

who inaugurates, isunapulo. These first fruits (taro, large kuvi yam) are aesthetically

displayed in the village center and on the graves of  the recently deceased.

Kiriwinian mortuary ceremonials contain referents to kula.  For example, during

the mortuary rite of uvisalawaga, the mortuary owners give bundles to each kula canoe

owner who lives in another hamlet in Kilivila. The name of each canoe is called and  the

canoe owner’s wife claims the bundles (Weiner 1976:109).  The name of a kula man of

renown follows the paths of the living.  Just as a dead man’s material presence is evoked
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over months of mortuary observance and work, his image as kula shells travels slowly,

experiencing periods of long delay as the valuable moves from person to person. It is

death, itself, which literally dams his imaged presence as shell. As previously  noted, in

contiguous islands of Massim, the mortuary taboo associated with the observance of so’i

dams up big quantities of kula wealth. Only at so’i are these items released in “violent

gushes,” that spread in “a big wave” along the kula circuit (Malinowski 1922:489-492). In

the island of Dobu, so’i is not practiced. Yet, at the final mortuary distribution, Dobuans

“like to adorn themselves with necklaces and armshells of the kula--a practice foreign to

Trobrianders” (Malinowski 1922:492). In northern Kiriwina, kula valuables are exchanged

as wealth items during mortuary distributions (sagali). At a man’s death, kula shell is laid

upon the chest of the deceased,  assuaging him as his spirit passes to Tuma, the home of

ancestral spirits (Weiner 1988:40-43; Seligmann 1910).

The image of  “violent gushes” of kula wealth evokes the image of voluminous

piles of women’s wealth distributed during women’s mortuary ceremonials in northern

Kiriwina (Weiner 1976). Photos and descriptions of  mortuary workers, affines to the

deceased, cradling a man of renown, are suggestive of the image of readying (caulking,

relashing) a canoe for launching. Sailing must be done in “straight lines across the sea” or

“all sorts of dangers crop up” (Malinowski 1922:223). Weiner (1976:65; see photo page

67) writes:

When death occurs, male workers related to the deceased’s father through
their own fathers help to prepare the body: tying the arms and legs together
and inserting pieces of coconut husks into all body orifices. The
preparation is necessary so the body will be odorless and will remain in a
straight position as it is placed over the outstretched legs of the workers
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who have been caring for it. Sad wailing accompanies the activities. The
spouse of the deceased sits at the head of the body, occasionally holding
the head to keep it straight...For the rest of the day and throughout the
entire night these same people sit facing each other along the sides of the
corpse with legs straight out and “carry” the body.

Traditional belief suggests that spirits engage in kula. If a Trobriander were to die in

Dobu, while on kula expedition, his spirit would go for a time to the Dobuan spirit-land,

on top of Mt. Bwebweso, and await a spirit expedition to return him to Tuma Island,

home of the Trobriand spirit world (Malinowski 1929:43).

 In usual contexts of death and mourning practice, as defined by Weiner (1976) for

northern Kiriwina, there is a period of mourning taboo which follows the rite of tadabali.

This latter rite involves the exchange of women’s wealth to the spouses of men, and their

children, who, previously, had given men’s wealth (clay pots, stone axe blades, armshell

kula necklaces) at the mortuary rite kulututu.4   The mourning taboo follows tadabali,

wherein the hamlet settles into a mourning routine until the women’s mortuary ceremony.

All activity, such as dancing, kula, or inter-village excursions, is taboo. In the main, village

life comes to a halt. It is released through the small sagali, katuyuvisavalu, and entails the

distribution of  betel, raw yams, and sometimes pork. This context of mortuary taboo and

lifting has been described for the Trobriand island of Kaileuna. Here, an exchange of fish

for mona pudding is part of the first stage of mourning observances (see Montague 1989).

Across the northern Massim, similar exchanges (particularly involving fish) have been

                                                       
4 Kulututu involves all kinsmen of spouse of deceased who present valuables to blood
kinsmen of deceased, as if to repay them for items given at marriage, and to compensate
for loss. Tadabali (dabala: forehead, Senft 1986:211) involves blood kinswomen of the
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documented as part of the first stage of mortuary ceremonial and the “lifting of  collective,

community wide, mourning restrictions, or, most commonly work involved in food

production” (Wagner 1989:255-256).

In the Trobriand case, the sagali, known as  kulututu, wherein affines of the

deceased are prominent, is of interest to present analysis. The name kulututu, although not

discussed by Weiner, evokes kula. Malinowski (1922:482) records that  Kulutula as a

subclan of the Lukwasisiga clan, and is “undoubtedly identical to the Kulutalu, which is an

independent totemic clan in the Eastern Marshall Bennetts” and Muyuw.  The

Omarakanan garden magician, Bagidou ,reported the Kulutalu clan of Muyuw is called the

Lukulabuta in Sologa, on Muyuw (Seligman 1910:530-533). The latter was a kula

community with whom northern Kiriwinian kula men exchanged valuables for kukumali -

the green stone used to make men’s wealth items beku, the ceremonial axe blades. These

axes are ritually handled to inaugurate the Omarakana garden soil, and used in a variety of

exchange contexts, such as marriage and mourning, and as payment for sorcery. Thus, the

set Tadabali and Kulutalu, forefronts male wealth as an expression of  kula exchange. In

other island contexts which practice so’i, the  release of male shell wealth marks the lifting

of mourning taboo and ceremonial feasting which completes the mortuary cycle. In

Trobriand and related Massim contexts (e.g., Kaileuna Island, Vakuta, Muyuw), male

productive activity (fishing) marks the release of village mourning; the restoration of

                                                                                                                                                                    
deceased, female clans members, and daughters of deceased’s kinsmen (Weiner 1976: see
chapter 3).
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normal village life (e.g., gardening) validates the continued existence of the village

community as a joint product of women and men (se e Damon and Wagner 1989).   

Returning to Kwaibwaga, the mourning rite of kulututu may have etymological,

and social-historical connections to garden practice, kula, and associated male wealth, axe

blades and  kula shell. Both items retain the life stories of men who owned them. Beku

“walk” very far across inland Kiriwina; kula shells cross the seascape to distant shores

(Weiner 1986:181). Yet a beku does not automatically return to its owner; he must

retrieve by retracing its movements, or it may be lost and never returned to its owner.

Kula men have the opportunity to find additional objects of wealth--beku, clay pots, shell

valuables such as kitoma (soulava, mwali), which are not yet part of any kula exchange

path (Weiner 1988:181). A man might further his prestige by putting them into the kula

ring, or he may use it as evidence of  paternal nurture by beautifying his child. Access to

axe blades is necessary for payments (pokala) of land use, marriage and when a death

occurs. Kula shell valuables, however, are rarely used in Kiriwinian mortuary exchange. 

At the mortuary rite of kulututu, the payment of axe blades, by male kinsmen of

spouse of the deceased to the blood kinsmen of the deceased, denotes improper care and a

compensation for the loss of a matrilineal kinsman. If the deceased had been killed, not

through covert sorcery but through overt means, the distribution would assume

“enormous proportions as the kinsmen of the spouse are filled with anxiety over

subsequent reprisals” (Weiner 1976:74). Axe blades symbolicaly buy life-- seed yams

which denote the symbolic renewal of the garden lands and, thus, societal existence. Axe

blades also buy death via the talents of a sorcerer. Traditionally, axe blades were essential
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to the inauguration of  the garden cycle. These axes were procured through kula

exchange. Thus, only high rank kula players had real access to these powerful implements.

In garden practice, commoner men had to rely on shell axes blades (Powel 1995).

Subsequent reprisals refers to actions on the part of the deceased’s lineage.

Historically, the Tabalu have been the most powerful men in the Trobriands. Their power

was constantly being challenged. Hereditary claims granted chiefs privileged position.

Hereditary claims to power, paraphernalia of decorations, polygamous marriages (hamlet

managers and “chiefs”), and social and physical taboos served as effective means of rank

separation and social distance (Weiner 1976:45). As discussed, body decorations were

means for inter-dala rivalry among women of opposing subclans. Weiner (1976:50)

provides an example of how a Toliwaga woman appeared in public wearing a Tabalu

decoration; she was reproached by a Tabalu woman, who cut it off. Clearly it was not men

who embodied the center of village life. The central realities of social life forged through

affinal relationships at marriage, were  played out through husbands, brothers and other

male relatives.  Thus, it is not men, per se, who embody the centrifocal village, but

hierarchy played out through husbands, brothers and other male relatives.

The political history of the Trobriands was dominated by the rivalry between the

Omarakana Tabalu and the Toliwaga of  Tiltaula district. The Toliwaga ranked just under

the Tabalu (Irwin 983:31). As Seligman (1910:664-665; also Powell 1960:141-142)

records, the Tabalu Chief Enamakala destroyed many villages of Tilataula, purportedly

because the Chief of Kabwaku Village refused him a wife.  The Tabalu of Omarakana

gained ascendancy over all other Tabalu; their presence is recorded in all central or
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strategic locations. Only the Toliwaga had a greater probability for political extension;

they were also in Vakuta Island and central Tiltaula. As Leach (1983:140) has shown,

none of the Toliwaga were in the high-ranked section, Kulakaiwa, which divides north-

eastern Kiriwina from the north-western Kiriwina. Toliwaga, preeminently agriculturists,

were historically located in a landlocked section of the low-ranked territorial category,

Kulatanawa.

Leach (1983:139) notes exclusion of Toliwaga chiefs from kula; men of the low

ranked region did not sail or go on large uvalaku expeditions. Access to kula was via

partnership with men of substance in the Kulakaiwa kula (Leach 1983:142). While rank

for Toliwaga was based upon their possession of potent war magic, “this reckoned to be

less powerful in the long run than Tabalu magic of weather and prosperity (Irwin

1983:31). The Tabalu of Omarakana wielded the preeminent garden magic of the

Trobriands;  male productive capacity as gardeners brought northern Kiriwinian men

Massim-wide fame.

In particular, it was the within the Trobriand geographical category, Kulakaiwa,

where the “high people,”  principally agriculturists,  resided. Most if not all of the Tabalu

chiefs were centrally located in this area. Only in high ranked areas of the southern district,

such as the primary fishing complex of Sinaketa, did the Tabalu not have much rank. In

contrast to the agriculturists, the “low people” (kulatanawa) were primarily southwestern

industrialists and fishermen (Leach 183:138-139). Omarakana was the preeminent center,

located in the agriculturally richest area of the island. As Damon (1990:185) writes,

“marshaling its agricultural strength, and exchanging it for industrial and sea products of
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other regions, was both a cause and a sign of its strength.”  Omarakana was a center of

power not because of  themselves, but because of what they concentrated from the

periphery. The position of the chief’s personal hut orients itself to this position. It is on a

NW-SE axis,  pointing in the direction of the coastal periphery from where the Tabalu

originated, that is Labai (Damon 1989:180). Thus, the Tabalu represent spatial movement

from the shore/periphery to the inland/ center.

The shore/inland contrast returns us to the imagery of  canoe upon the inland

garden shores. As discussed previously, Damon’s (1990:209) discussion of garden-canoe

imagery evoked the rivalry between the paradoxically named Toliwaga, literally the

“masters of the canoe,” and the Tabalu. He describes the presence of waga symbolism in

the garden. With the term Toliwaga figuratively evoked in garden imagery, symbolic of the

hierarchical, east-west dynamics of intra-clan rank, certain aspects of  Trobriand social

order may be denoted. Damon (1990) suggests what is lacking in structural or figurative

imagery is the holistic order of the four clans which comprise Trobriand social identity.

The dominant hierarchical forms of Trobriand society are imaged in key garden structures

and in the yam house, at the center of the concentric-shaped villages.

Like Muyuw gardens, Trobriand gardens are oriented on a  village-bush, left-right

opposition (the latter derived from the one’s position at the village side of the garden

looking to the bush). The gardens oppositions take their value, like left and right, from a

fundamental east/west axis (Damon 1990:197). The inside-outside dichotomy is expressed

in the spatial concept of center village, garden periphery.
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 Damon (1990:163) notes the complexity of uncoding garden symbolism; the

peripheral symbolism of the Muyuw garden is so faintly evident that it was only by

happen-stance that he came to learn about it. The periphery and its opposition to a center

foci is conceived, not structurally present. One might say it is, in essence, “absent-

present.” Its structural absence accentuates its significance. What is most insignificant for

Muyuw (the outside periphery) becomes inside most significant. For example, in western

Muyuw, what is outside the village (garden produce) is brought permanently inside village

limits, as yam house. This is true for northern Kiriwina, where yam houses are placed in

the village center. Damon suggests that for the Trobriands, what is outside the village is

transformed into that which is most inside (inland), and most socially important (rank)--

symbolically, Omarakana. Damon does not contrast the circular inland model to that of the

coast; some are laid out horizontally, facing the sea (e.g., Montague 1974).  For example,

we know that the village of Labai was ‘dishovelled’ without a well defined baku, central

place (Malinowski 1918b). Presumably, the presence of the yam house, as sign of social

hierarchy, is symbolically expressed in such horizontal contexts. 

For the classical inland Trobriand garden model, the inside hierarchy is imaged in

the main, standard plot--the extreme leywota which lies on the right nearest the village

(see Malinowski 1965a:100). Only high ranked men and better gardeners use these plots.

It is they who wield Trobriand garden magic and thus control prosperity and plenty

(Damon 1990:199).  It is also these men who may figure as preeminent kula players of the

Massim. Is it possible that what is peripheral, or outside the garden, may be cast as

products of  the sea, brought into the village as shell wealth?  Is it possible to locate
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elements of kula in the garden, either conceptually or structurally?  Malinowski (1922,

1965a,b) offers clues to answer these questions.

    Recalling the earlier discussion of  Trobriand mortuary practice, examination of the

clan Lukulabuta, the dala Kulatalu (Muyuw) and Kulutula (Lukwasisiga subclan), and the

mortuary rite, kulututu, is of interest. The Trobriand dala, Kulutula, as a dala of the

Lukwasisiga clan is significant to the metaphor of canoe juxtaposed on the most fertile

grounds of northern Kiriwinian soil. The Lukwasisiga and the Malasi are the two clans in

residence at Kwaibwaga village, Weiner’s field site, adjacent to Omarakana. In the

historical past, the Lukwasisiga clan was preeminent in kula. In particular, the clans

political presence in southern Kiriwinia was reflected in the participation of the Tolawaga

of Vakuta and the Tolabwaga subclan of Sinaketa, a regional center which historically

procured and manufactured the kula spondylus shell necklaces (bagi). In western

Kiriwina, the subclan Kulutula was a key player. Malinowski (1922:231) writes, alongside

the Tolawaga and the Tolabwaga, the Kavatarian subclan, Kulutula, were accorded the

greatest privileges. While the Tolawaga had the priority in canoe building operations, their

crew members were the only ones allowed to stand permanently upon the outrigger

platform--a salutation of their renown. For the Sinaketans, the Tolabwaga canoe would be

first built and be the first to be launched. Only afterwards did the canoe of chiefs and

commoners follow. For  Kavataria, the Kulutula enjoyed “even higher” privileges. Their

canoes would be constructed on the first day; others began work the next day. Their

canoes would be launched one day, and the chief’s the next. During sailing, no one was to

pass their canoes. Only on return would their position fall to the rear of the fleet .
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Malinowski (1922:232) points up the association of the three dalas to the Lukwasisiga

clan. He calls attention to the lexical correspondence of Tolawaga and Tolabwaga with the

word toliwaga. He does not call into play the non-kula players--Toliwaga. While he links

the Kulutula etymologically to the Eastern Massim, he suggests the others  superiority in

sailing as a “an interesting historical survival” (Malinowski 1922:233). Weiner (1976:52)

takes up the point that the Lukwasisiga clan is not firmly established in Malinowski’s data,

nor in the minds of  their descendants. In the society’s main emergence myth of  the

original four exogamous Trobriand dala subclans, the Lukwasisiga clan are either left out,

or their totemic elements play insignificant roles (Malinowski 1926:123).

According to Weiner’s informants, among whom were Lukwasisiga clan members.

The Lukwasisiga came from other parts of Kiriwina. They did not emerge from the main

ancestral emergence hole of Obukula, as did the other three clans. Noting the symmetrical

pairing of this clan with that of Malasi, Powell (1960:77) notes that male members of this

clan stood as substitute wives (tokwava) when no nubile female was available to establish

a tributary affinal relationship with a ranked Malasi leader (guyau). Malinowski

(1935a:362), Leach (see Damon 1990:219) and Weiner (1976:55) all recorded the

symmetrical exchange relationships of  Malasi and Lukwasisiga in northern Kiriwina. As

Powell (1969:603) argues, such pairing is related to processes of  demographic balance,

creating moities-like structures of similar size. Ritual adaptation of  the conventional

format of four clans is condensed into two moities. This is expressed in mortuary rite, and

demonstrated by Weiner (1976), for northern Kiriwina and Montague (1989) for

Kadawaga, Kaileuna. In this regard, Damon (1990:218) notes there is no intrinsic reason
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for clan symmetrical pairing. He calls attention to the archeological record. Research of

ancient megalithic structures suggests that clan membership is culturally perceived as

extending through time, tracing historical origins spatially and temporally--over as much

as six hundred years (see Ollier 1976).

 Yet, the Lukwasisiga remain somewhat of an anomaly. Inconsistencies abound for

this clan, giving them a somewhat peripheral, ambiguous quality. This quality is like the

inherent ambiguity of the northeastern Kiriwinian soil, itself. This is expressed in the

garden land / bush opposition. The soil to be cultivated (pwaypwaya) is cut and thus

opposed to the bush (odila). ‘Pwaypwaya / odila’ is interchangeable through the

horticultural practice of garden plot rotation. Thus, what is odila in one season may be

‘cut’ as bwyagu (garden site), cultivable pwaypwaya, 3-5 years later (Malinowski

1965b:20). In the Omarakana garden model, perhaps the kamkokola triangular, magical

prisms, which are made on the four corners of the garden plot, are representative, on one

level, of the three primary clans, to the exclusion of the fourth. In kula myth, the

Lukwasisiga appear to be an earlier generation of other clans that split away from the

larger group (e.g. Lukuba, who quarreled with the Lukwasisiga over the kula safety magic

of the mist (Malinowski 1922:265).

With these puzzle ‘pieces’ in mind, we a can return to the juxtaposition of  garden

and sea. It is  suggested that what Damon noted as conceptual imagery of  the periphery is

conceptually present in the Trobriand garden. My highly conjectural argument begins with

the garden cycle as a backdrop to inter-island trade activities--preeminently kula. It is
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conjectured that imagery of kula, specifically uvalaku, full ceremonial is conceptualized as

aspects of ‘peripheral presence’ in garden metaphor.

E. A Frame of Liminality: Uvalaku as Kalava’u?

During Harvest times (January-April), what, heretofore, had been physically absent

(tubers) are extracted from the soil through the hands of  family labor. Male productive

capacity is symbolically anchored in the yam storage compartments (liku). Returning

uvalaku canoes (February-April), or “kula wala,” “just kula” parties, would unload their

compartments (liku) and carry exchange products and shell valuables from the beach to

the village center (baku).  Harvest time is associated with milamala, the return of dead

souls to the living. Milamala  is time of abandonment and sexual license. A death in the

village and subsequent mortuary ceremonials, would preclude an extended dance season,

and circumvent the contents of the liku , the canoe and yam house (e.g., via distributions

or sagali of  shell, axe blade, yam for ceremonial mortuary exchange).

In kula mythology, death is a preeminent fear at sea. Supernatural entities (e.g.,

jumping stones and flying witches) metaphorically ‘capsize’ the lives of kula men and their

canoes, filled with shells that carry and circulate their ‘name’ (fame). Death of matrikin

figuratively ‘unties’ a man’s yam house, for ritual exchange. Men use their wealth (e.g.,

kula derived axe blades, shells, pottery and yams) to secure women’s wealth (banana

skirts and bundles) for women’s mortuary ceremonial (Weiner 1976). In peripheral kula

communities of the Massim, death “dams” kula exchange transactions. Through the

mortuary ceremony and sagali of so’i (customary in other Massim island contexts), kula
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valuables are released in “gushes” to visiting kula partners (Malinowski 1922:489). In

inland Kiriwinia, death also ‘empties hands’, as mortuary exchange transactions demand

men’s wealth for supporting women’s mortuary rite of lisaladabu. In Trobriand death

ceremonials, hundreds of  doba (banana skirts) and banana leaf bundles  are exchanged,

rather than kula armshells and necklaces. Through annual prestations of  new year’s yam

food, kalava’u, by a wife’s brother to her husband, husbands of the kinswomen of the

deceased are obligated to help their wives accumulate women’s wealth. Women who

receive annual yam prestations from true brothers, classificatory brothers or other kinsman

stand as ‘sisters’ and are obligated to perform important rites, not the least being mortuary

ceremonials.

At the time of a death, following the second set of mortuary distributions, a hamlet

settles into its mourning schedule, which lasts until the women’s mortuary ceremonial.

This includes observance of  mortuary taboo on kula, dance, and singing. As the

deceased’s kinswomen are making and procuring skirts and bundles for this last event,

their husbands are engaged in valova exchanges. These entail the exchange of various

items for bundles; “any item in demand can be used in valova exchanges, except for stone

axe blades and the shell valuables used in kula exchange” (Weiner 1976:78). However,

through kula exchange, men procure items they will use in valova.  Traditionally, kula

derived imports, such a mats, black paint, carved wooden objects, and baskets were

received through “pari” gifts.  These pari are “opening gifts” in kula exchange when one

partner goes to visit another (Malinowski 1922:268). Kula men desiring larger, more

valued shells conduct pari with a pig or a beku. Many of these pari would be used to
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procure bundles through valova. Also, men conduct valova exchange by procuring fish

and betel nuts for lime chewing--items for which the “demand is unending” (Weiner

1976:79). Fish is exchanged for yams, or other garden produce. This is accomplished

through wasi  exchange transactions with coastal village partners (see Malinowski

1965a:Introduction).

Given coastal ecological constraints (e.g., poor soil quality), yams are in demand in

these village areas. Like valova exchanges, wasi is conducted on an ‘immediate and equal’

basis (Weiner 1976:78, 80). In Trobriand economic terms, fish and yam are appropriate

exchange equivalents. Thus, in wasi, the inlander takes yams to his coastal consociate. As

quickly as possible, coastal fishermen procure the fish their inland partners stand in need of

(e.g., for ritual, chiefly tribute, and dietary purposes). In recent contexts, men take yams to

locals and Europeans residing at the government station of Losuia; they exchange yams

for fish, and in turn, exchange fish for bundles. Thus, through a symbiotic relationship of

‘soil and sea’, Trobriand men manipulate inland and inter-island partnerships. They use

male-derived products (shells, yams, fish, pig, axe blades) to underwrite the strength of

matrilineages (symbolized at women’s mortuary ceremonial). Yet, in doing so, they

encourage their own kula partnerships and intra-island networks. 5

 In the Trobriand mortuary ceremony of lisalidabu, hundreds of banana-leaf skirts

and bundles exchange hands as women try to match each others’ capacities as ‘strong’

women. At death, the competition manifested is not an isolated event; ‘the social dynamics

of daily life suggest that “each person is continually aware of others as opposition’
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(Weiner 1976:86). Death, primarily due to the sorcerizing designs of others, bespeaks,

”the seeming contradiction of the opposition between people and their continual

dependence on others” (Weiner 1976:86). Ritual surrounding a death reveals the depth of

people’s need to control all property, if not social relationships. Thus, mortuary rites are

times to reevaluate, reconstitute and reaffirm reciprocity within the social network. Their

competitive nature reflects the role of ‘power plays’ in Trobriand society. These are

primarily ego-centered; face to face interaction is highly ritualized, masking real feelings

and thoughts. As Weiner (1976:86) writes, “consistent beneficence serves as a means by

which people bridge the disjunction of opposition,” yet it “prevents others from moving

into ego’s social space.” Thus, the greater the social distance (e.g., chiefs, high-ranked,

politically empowered villagers), the more explicit social interaction is defined (e.g., food

taboos, spatial isolation). In this light, Trobriand individuals are ‘accorded the privilege’ of

not  revealing their thoughts. People communicate intent through the quality and quantity

of exchange transactions, which expresses one’s labor on behalf of others. At a death, the

giving and getting of objects communicates the needs and interests of others.

At a death, self-interests and intent are symbolized, on one level, through exchange

transactions which underwrite mortuary distributions (e.g., valova exchanges) and provide

for sagali (e.g., lisaladabu). These exchanges express the state of relationships between

husbands, wives, and affines. Also, the political strength of a matrilineage is dramatized in

the village center (baku), as wealth items are publically displayed and transacted. Men’s

wealth is indirectly used in mortuary exchanges (e.g., to secure their future work at

                                                                                                                                                                    
5 See Appendix A for examples of Kiriwinian marine lexicon.
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mortuary sagali, for valova exchange) and directly  (e.g., to repay mortuary workers,

compensate for the death). While exchange of women’s wealth items ritually ‘regenerate’

the matrilineage, men’s valuables (traditional kula derived items: shells, clay pots, axe

blades) underwrite the process.

For example, the productive labor of men  (e.g., gardener) and the relationship

affines (husbands/ wife - brother/sister-in-law) is expressed at  sagali kaymelu. This is the

most important exchange involving women’s bundles and, to a lesser degree, skirts. These

are given to all men who have ever given a woman yams, and all men who have ever

contributed yam or taro at a mortuary sagali. Once a woman accepts yam from a man, she

(as true or fictive sister) is obligated to work at mortuary rites for him until she dies

(Weiner 1976:199).  In return for yams, a woman’s husband is obligated to takola (give a

valuable, such as stone axe blade, kula shell, clay pot, or, in recent times, money). With

this exchange,  a woman will continue to receive yams, year after year, from true brother,

classificatory brother or other kinsmen. Women as men’s “sisters,” perform for these men

important rites (e.g., beauty magic for their children, mortuary rituals). Thus, at kaymelu

sagali, men move to the village center (baku) where they assist women in the distribution

and receive public recognition. Women repay their “brothers” with bundles, procured

through their  husband’s labor. These bundles are, thus public statements of a husband’s

wealth, support, and ability to work his social networks (e.g., kula and wasi, claims to

land use). They also recognize a man’s productive capacities as gardener. Damon

(1990:217) suggests this exchange symbolizes the closing of a debt incurred due to

brother / sister separation. True sisters and brothers return to each other what they must
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be separated from--their sexuality. Men give tokens of their own sexuality (yam) and

women return bundles (“nununiga,” meaning “breast milk,” embodiment of  female

sexuality). Yet, the symbolic essence of  bundles is mediated through the efforts of the

husband, and takola payments, denoting the tensions of affinal exchange obligations

forged at marriage.

At marriage, the girl’s kinsmen and father give yams to the boy’s father. He, in

turn, gives then to the boy’s dala kinsmen. Each man, then, must return a valuable to the

boy’s father. He, in turn, gives them to the girl’s kinsmen who gave the yams. This return

exchange is called takola; it marks the first exchange of a boy’s father and his matrikin and

the girl’s father and her own dala relatives. Also, it denotes  future annual yam prestations

to the girl from her father and brother (Weiner 1976:178). The exchange of valuable elicit

‘fear’ in the minds of  the girl’s parents; valuables forge long term exchange obligations

between a woman, her father and her husband. Thus, the series of  exchanges (yam /

valuable / yam) establish the close relationship between two men as brother-in-laws, and

one woman as sister and wife.

In the context of death, this triad is dramatically called into play as men use their

own resources, procured from the sea (shell, axe blades) and soil (yams), to underwrite

those of women. In the context of  the living, men also underwrite women’s wealth as

‘children’.  Kula provides men the means to give their children red kula shell necklaces,

kuwa, which symbolize beauty, youthfulness, and attractiveness. Such shells help create

their social and political persona. These kuwa are reversed in mourning; a black mourning
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necklace made of the deceased’s hair, called kuwa.  It is worn by the dead person’s

children if the deceased is male, father or spouse (Weiner 1976:29).

A kula shell valuable, such as those obtained through competitive inter-island

uvalaku, can only be exchanged with one person at a time. Yet, yams reaped in a single

harvest, as new year’s kalava’u, can be subdivided and channeled in many paths, forging

many relationships. While accessibility to kula shells are limited, all Trobriand men have

access to some amount of yams (Weiner 1976:138). In kula, men individually compete

with each other to acquire specific partners, residing on contiguous islands. These partners

are usually non-relatives; when relatives or affines are partners, they are both part of the

same keda, or kula path (Weiner 1988:141). A man’s fame is created through the

circulation of the most valued shells, as they compete to match the size and value of one

shell for another. Yet, often, it is only a kula man’s name that is recorded in living

memory. A kula man recognizes the face of local partners and players, but the face of

those on more distant islands remains in the domain of the ‘absent’. As one man noted,

“they never see my face, but they know my name”(Weiner 1988:143).

Men strive to look strong in dangerous kula waters, as they sail with “empty hands

to bring the shells back to their homes” (Weiner 1988:141). Six months to several years

later uvalaku voyages are reversed. Those who were hosts before would now be guests of

overseas partners. In traditional uvalaku, Kiriwinian men sailed outward bound, empty

handed. Successful kula men, sailing homeward bound, figured as individual men of

renown. Their achieved fame, vicariously, would be ‘cast’ across the community. Kula

fame would spread figuratively as a wota, “net,” across the garden soil of the coral vatu
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(leywota: standard garden plot; vatu: bedrock; Senft 1986:406; Malinowski 1965a:90-95).

In complementary manner, products of the soil and sea, produced and procured by men of

the coral vatu, would anchor the lives of the living, underwrite the political strength of the

matrilineage, and provide for the cosmological regeneration of the matrilineage (see

Weiner 1976).

A. Method

Questioning the relevance of conventional systems of belief for the deeper

concerns of humanity, James C. Cowan (1991) embarked on a journey of discovery across

the landscapes of Australia, Borneo and the Torres Strait Islands. His journey marked a

process of cosmological renewal for him. In Borneo, he explored the vehicle of omen bird

as supernatural medium. The invisible presence of nature shot through local knowledge

expressed in the language and oral tradition of societal elders. Through ‘other ways of

knowing’, these men, as ‘messengers of the gods’, revealed a fundamental appeal of the

natural world for instructing humanity about mutual responsibility and interdependence.

Describing his experience with Iban primordial time, Cowan (1991:77-87) writes:

Kuching, Borneo. The city lies on the banks of the Sarawak River...a city
of motor scooters, deep-shaded greenery, and small shops all crowded
together amid hubbub commerce...legendary English adventurers...veiled
Muslim women...temple, mosque, Church...I had come not to proselytize,
but to allow myself to be influenced by the rich life of the Iban people...I
had already begun to ask myself whether conventional systems of belief
truly addressed the deeper concerns of humanity...Here in Borneo I was
about to come face-to-face with the great forests, nature’s lungs, and the
extravagant flora that had fueled my imagination...a deep imagined life
governed by a host of mythic heroes...Serong Gunting...who taught the
principle of agricultural custom and song...his wife...her radiance...like the
plumage of a bird...he taught them the knowledge of omen birds...birds
occupied the intermediate grounds between men and spirits. Hearing an
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omen bird was tantamount to saying that a man had been noticed by a god,
that he was the beneficiary of celestial guidance...Desirous of celestial
guidance myself, I decided to begin my quest at the Sarawak Museum...

I didn’t quite know what I was looking for...approached by a young
Iban woman...Reminda wanted to affirm her allegiance to her people...the
primacy of her world...of forest gods, omen birds, and ritual
practice...rather than a broader nationalism inspired by anthem or flag...She
said, “Most people who come to Sarawak want to know only about
headhunting, about the savagery of  the past. These are the omen birds you
have spoken of.” ”They’re hardly inspiring to look at,” I said...”You’re
seeing them only as birds. We see them as spirits, their calls influence us in
our daily life.”...the forest in her was whispering its soundless message... If
Reminda had not drawn my attention to it [exhibit of omen birds], I
probably would have passed it by...

As Cowan’s experience relates, one comes to understand a society from particular

locations within it. One can draw upon local knowledge through exploring the resonance

of  “native concepts” and their meanings.  Such recognition illuminates understanding and

allows for greater depth of insight (Barth 1995).6  Barth (1995:66) has argued that

“knowledge is not characterizable as difference... the same or similar knowledge is

obviously used and reproduced in different local populations to provide grounds for

thoughts and actions.”  Just as there are very divergent bodies of knowledge, there are

also different ways of knowing within and between them.  Knowledge (referring to what

people employ to interpret, act on the world: including feelings, thoughts, embodied skills)

articulates in a form which makes it  “transitive in the interaction between people, because

of its potential use by both parties” (Barth 1992:66). ‘Culture’ as an assemblage of

customs, with geographical locus and boundaries, distorts the dynamic aspect, of

interchange and flux.  Viewing knowledge as a major ‘modality of culture,’ however,

                                                       
6 I appreciate the insights of Jay B. Crain for redirecting my thinking in this regard.
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provides for “a more intimate engagement in the field situation with the ideas of others,

not exemplars of cultural knowledge, but for their insights in life” (Barth 1992:66).  

Cowan’s engagement and inquiry of ‘other knowledge’, of soundless, implicit

messages, required a ‘second take’ of  the ‘homely’ bird on display. Without a local guide

to redirect his eye to the ‘ordinary’, Cowan’s quest would have eluded him. In the field of

unrecognizables, ‘multiple takes’ are required before ‘soundless messages’ can resonant,

elucidating the field’s  ordinary as extraordinary, submergent as reemergent, the soundless

to be voiced with meaning in uncharted, unexpected ways.

In the Sarawak Museum, Cowan stood ‘betwix and between’ contexts of meanings

which overlay the mysteries of Iban thought. By separating out and breaching boundaries

of local knowledge, Cowan began the process of  disclosing the unifying power of ‘bird’.

Darrah (1996) reminds us that in ritual context, cultural symbols are familiar yet exotic;

‘homely’ appearance can be deceptive in that the depth and breath of meaning lies below

the surface. In ritual contexts, the ‘ordinary’, when expressed  metaphorically, reveals its

appropriateness, and its role in fostering cultural consonance which is so essential to the

systems continuance. Darrah (1996:1) writes:

One of the great insights of Victor Turner was that creativity can flourish
inside the boundaries of rituals, within the state of liminality...The exegesis
of symbols and observations in the context of ritual is only the initial step in
peeling back the layers of their meanings...In ritual context, the dominant,
multivocal symbols combine, select, explicit meanings with implicit
meanings drawn from the symbols appearance in other rituals...The mystery
of  religious thought is grounded in this power of the ritual process to
separate and segregate the meanings of symbols. Insight is the breaching of
these barriers, momentarily exposing the symbol’s unifying power...rites of
passage help clear away the initiates old world view making way for the
imposition of new structures revolving around a ritual’s dominant symbols.
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Theses highly emotional experiences cachet to the symbols, protecting the
new paradigms capacity to exclude from the initiates attention, upon
reentry to society, all but a select few of the symbols disparate significata.

Ritual structures the individual’s world view with paradigmatic categories which

preclude viewing all the significata simultaneously. The paradigms which symbols work

are elemental--their appropriateness and the rules that govern them are grounded in daily

discourse and functions. As  Roy Wagner (1975) has argued,  the symbolic process is

characteristic of all social life; it is a dynamic human activity, and not restricted to the

making of ‘colonial represtations’. Recalling Cowan’s (1991) story of the Iban, societal

elders looked at their beliefs and elemental symbols in relationship to the changing context

of  development issues. Iban cultural objectification became most salient; cultural agency

and authorship was re-evoked in the complex, ‘post-colonial’ situation of  emergent

contrasts.

It is the embeddedness of symbols as process which exegesis turns to.

 For  significance and appropriateness of  symbols to emerge, their taxonomic isolation

must be breached; it is in breaching, however, that dilutes or disguises symbol’s mystery

and power. Cultural systems, surrounding the everyday existence of symbols metaphorize,

allegorize them in ways which provide structure and resonance in ritual contexts. Thus,

the more elaborate the allegories, the greater the structuring power of the metaphor. Key

symbols are analogous to what  J. B. Crain coins the “double helix”: two spirals of

mirrored meaning with equivalencies at each level.
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In the field experience, the “slippery nature of metaphor” can be approached by

building cultural concordances structured through metaphors. As builders of  knowledge

and meaning, the ethnographer, like the people who are ‘studied’, may sense the implicit

connections metaphors generate. With the countervening depth of historical time, meaning

may become lost and/or reconstrued. Yet the attempt to create multiple levels of

taxonomic domains creates associated levels of insights “of a fit with powerful implicit

structure” (Darrah 1992:2).  In the process of such creating, there is greater awareness of

a metaphor interweaving the interstices of  cultural domains and modalities of expression.

When metaphor is taken to task, in ‘dental tool’ fashion, so to speak, boundaries are

removed, and meaning diluted.  However, inside structured reality “the connections are

ephemeral; it is here that outsiders may be unable to structure intelligible meaning in etic

terms and ‘copt out’” (Darrah 1992:2; cf. Geertz 1983).

The search for depth of meaning requires building concordances of knowledge,

following elements, perhaps through several reading, located within multiple contextual

levels. While essential to the hermeneutic process, cultural concordances presents certain

challenges. Analytical use of concordances consumes, at once,  practical space and  time

constraints. Temporal-spatial limitations turn to issues of accessibility of  knowledge and

interpretative work, as one moves between different levels of textual analysis. This process

tends to replicate knowledge or realign it to the etic structures of outsiders. One becomes

much like a “griot,” spending a long time apprenticing oneself to mastering the knowledge

others (Stoller 1994). Ethnographer, as “griot,” attempts not only to make contributions

to social theory, but also to craft  representations which are multivocal, and, increasingly,
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multigenre based. Ethnographic writing implies not only a sensitivity to the peoples

spoken of,  but also to the audience spoken to, and thus the genres adopted to accomplish

these tasks.

 Stoller (1994:362) argues, in these times of post-modernist critique and re-

critique, it  “is essential for anthropologists to develop  multifaceted epistemologies and

textual strategies that lend themselves to postmodern complexities. Otherwise the world

will pass us by, and anthropology will become increasingly anachronistic.” Ethnographic

texts must reflect the complex, multifaceted and creative practices of a people’s daily life.

They “must now combine, as does the West African griot, history, economics, past and

present, narrative and exposition” (Stoller 1994:362). Computer-based  electronic texts

and interactive multimedia technology makes possible unprecedented opportunities for

anthropologists to engage in developing and sharing,  through instruction and

collaborative work, the raw fruits of their labors (fieldnotes), dialogue of others

(narrative), and interpretive endeavors of self and peers. At the very least, the translation

of traditional sources (secondary texts) to electronic medium, allows the ‘reader’ to

explore in great detail the cultural compositions of others. Ethnography as electronic text

supports both educational/instructional use and the pursuit of individual research interests.

In this vein,  G. Crane (1991) writes, “much of the training that we give our

students is designed to help them see beyond the apparently inevitable argument of a text.”

Further, G. Crane (1991:295) states:

“A scholarly book, is in fact designed to help the reader circumvent the
linear paths of words...a neatly organized table of contents, a substantial
introduction and conclusion, and indices make it unnecessary for readers to
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read every single word...few would argue however, that every passage is
relevant to their particular needs...even the index reflects what the author
feels is important.”

Regarding placing text on-line, G. Crane (1991:295) notes:

Information retrieval is an active area of research...any query will probably
retrieve a number of irrelevant passages, and there is no sure way to locate
every relevant one. Nevertheless, electronic text searches are extremely
flexible and an enormously powerful research tool...The tyranny of tedium
thus affects not only the way on which we view the individual  book, but
the way in which we view a book as part of a larger literature...the more
time we devote to the physical labor of wading through irrelevant material,
the less time we have to think. Immediate access to a great research library
is prized because it allows scholars to move rapidly from one text to
another and thus...accelerates the intellectual process.

Drawing upon the Trobriand case to illustrate the constraints of  textual analysis, G. Crane
(1991:295) writes:

A contemporary anthropologist interested in linking the Kula to Trobriand
views of gender might wish to locate passages in which “woman” or
“women” appear.  Choosing a more focused approach, one might begin
with the discussion of marriage cited under Chapter 2...but it would be
much more productive to locate other passages in which not only
“marriage” but “wife,” “mother” and other marked terms appear...How
many readers have the time to compare what Malinowski says about the
kula  with what others working on Oceania have said?  How much time do
they have left for the Nuer?...the Balinese?

G. Crane’s (1991) discussion is, of course, apropos.  Malinowski’s ethnographic

work exemplifies not only the intensity and rigors of fieldwork, but also the complexity

and richness of  Trobriand society. The Trobriand corpus, stands, historically, as a

significant body of anthropological literature which has commanded singular attention.

Anyone who has even attempted to read Coral Gardens (1965a,b) can appreciate both
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Malinowski’s attention to detail, or the ‘imponderability of daily life’, and the richness of

Trobriand use of metaphor and metonomy. Yet, few ethnographers have even attempted

to dip back into the Omarakana gardening system’s creative, magical world (cf. Tambiah

1985; Damon 1990; Brindley 1984; Darrah 1968). The full gardening system apparently

was in abeyance during the 1970s, when the Trobriand field was reopened (Weiner 1976).

It is unfortunate that gardening rites practiced at that time were not recorded for

comparative purposes, particularly given Malinowski’s (1965a, b) original contributions, if

not cultural import of the Trobriand garden (e.g., Weiner 1976; Brindley 1984; Damon

1990; Battaglia 1986).

 My research is based upon text-based immersion and analysis, made possible by

the Trobriand Ethnographic Project: the Trobriand Helix, founded by J. B. Crain and

A. C. Darrah (Anthropology Department, California State University, Sacramento).

Integral to the project is the creation of DEPTH (Trobriand Digital Ethnographic

Database), an initiative to convert into digital texts a comprehensive body a ethnographic

literature dealing with the Trobriand Islands and coterminous Massim cultures.  A

pioneering venture,  DEPTH is designed to advance in-depth text-based, ethnographic

scholarship--a digital culture within which scholars and students can immerse themselves.

As a research and instructional environment, employing commercial information retrieval

software, DEPTH is “designed to remove much of the tedium and some of the time

constraints inherent in library research, thereby allowing students  and scholars more time

to creatively explore the received literature...to conduct digital fieldwork in one of the

world’s great ethnographic literature’s” (Darrah 1996:1).
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Developed as a research and instructural tool,  DEPTH is currently employed in

seminar format, wherein graduate students are given the opportunity to explore the

richness of  Trobriand society--cultural immersion via text-based, interlinear research. The

department’s computer lab is a place of creative exchange of ideas and exegesis. This

interchange extends beyond the classroom, as insights create intellectual bridges and

creative impetus to return one, again and again, to the depths of the Trobriand corpus.

Although one is removed from the daily context of field endeavor, DEPTH provides a

medium in which to explore local knowledge as ‘simultaneous perspectives of many’. In

one session of Depthing, the student is  exposed to the articulation of several levels of

ethnographic discourse and levels of significata. This facilitates analysis yet presents the

challenge of synthesis and presentation. Each new insight  can lead one down many paths.

My challenge has been to keep my primary path ‘straight’, as would kula players

and their kedas, avoiding the multitude of fallen trees (insights) which intersect one’s field

of vision, often leading one away from real exegesis. Lack of historical-cultural data

regarding pre-contact, intra-island kula patterns precludes full test of this analysis, yet

offers we believe, at the very least, significant ways of  looking at the social dynamics of

soil and sea, conceptually related to inter-island, fleet sailing, uvalaku.

   Thus, this study is exploratory and inherently conjectural in nature. Throughout the

course of research, my advisors have challenged my arguments, exchanging insights and

potential avenues for investigation. Over several months of  Depthing,  I have had the

pleasure of sharing ideas with students and advisors, whose insights have enriched and

encouraged analysis. The richness of Trobriand society itself, and the medium of DEPTH
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to explore it, has opened up a bailiwick of possible paths of research. Thankfully, my

advisors have restored analysis to a reasonable intelligible level, perhaps, even

Trobrianders can relate to!  Depth’s ability to create liminal space has its drawback for

students, such as I, who have the proclivity for creative wanderings. Yet, I am not alone.

Even professors find ‘Depthing’ ‘contiguously dangerous’.

DEPTH facilitates an essential step in the hermeneutic process--the creation of  a

hypertext based cultural concordance designed to manipulate, synthesize and extract

meaning.  DEPTH enables and encourages conjecture and the development of working

hypotheses which quickly can be researched, modified and rejected. Obviously, no textual

practice can provide interactive dialogue; readers are ‘ethnographers’ once removed from

personal authority, and restricted to ‘silent text’. Representative literature reflects the

ethnographer’s empowerment to select, annotate, comment on, draw conclusions from

and exclude from their visual field, and ultimately written text (cf. J. Crane 1991).  It is

these “writings”--the presentations and re-presentations--which inform the reader. Yet, as

a research and instructional tool, DEPTH facilitates the ability to move within these

various frames.  Building upon each new insight, analysis can open the possibility of

foregrounding aspects, which heretofore, may not have been fully developed or explored.

The degree to which readers (initiate students/ seasoned scholars) can envision beyond the

text defines to a certain extent, ethnographic authority.  Ethnographic texts speak both to

the complexity of the field endeavor, the richness of meanings derived thereof, and the

subtlety of  interlinear meanings exposed by published text.
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DEPTH provides the exploration of received knowledge in a fashion which at

once opens up analytical and creative possibilities. For this thesis, it has provided me the

luxury of examining historically sacred ground, with an eye to disclosing  the explicit and

implicit, both of which instruct us to move deeper into text to illuminate nexuses of

meanings. As Csikszentmihalyi (1993) has written, when challenges are high and personal

skills are used to the utmost, ”flow” happens. “Flow” as a state of consciousness and a

depth of concentration, is a metaphor to express those experiences which are extrinsically

rewarding/enjoyable.  In short some things are just plain fun.  Research via DEPTH

entails to a certain sense of “flow” and generates, from my perspective, a large measure of

humility.  It most certainly gives one a greater appreciation for the fieldwork endeavor and

challenges therein.

In using DEPTH, one has to move within multi-leveled, ‘multiple minds’, so to

speak, which at once produce, embrace, and articulate meaning that is transitive, dynamic

yet elusive and vulnerable to even indigenous ‘remembering’. While some ethnographers

may struggle with failed attempts to  elicit native exegesis (e.g., “That’s is the way of our

ancestors” - “I don’t know”; see Damon 1989:78-79), others must be sensitive to a

proclivity for ‘digging’ (Weiner 1989:10).  Although I did not have to directly deal with

these issues, I struggled with situated meaning--the foregrounding of knowledge which

varied across texts. This points up the problem of invisible foregrounding of cultural

knowledge, as previously discussed, and how one goes about retrieving meaning which is

either not elucidated in text, or disguised as lost meaning (i.e., cultural transformations;

retention of significata with certain historicity beyond local remembrance). From the
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standpoint of one removed from the field experience, the task of disclosing information

physically absent in text is both analytically frustrating, yet an  enticement for real

‘sleuthing’. With a DEPTH-like concordance in hand, one may begin to pursue the

‘perplexing’ and attempt to recover, in a certain sense, ‘lost meaning’.

To date, DEPTH includes more than 6000 pages representative; ongoing is the

creation of a dictionary which will include the works of Senft (1986), Lawton (1978),

Fellows (1902), and Bernard Baldwin (n.d.).  Baldwin, a Catholic priest, resided in the

Trobriands from 1937 to 1950, and founded the first Catholic mission station in Kiriwina

(or Boyowa) at Gusaweta. This is the site of Malinowski’s host, friend and informant Billy

Hancock during the years 1915-18.  As Young (1991:68) writes, Baldwin ‘mastered’ the

Kiriwina (Boyowan) language; he was a “burley and fearless six-footer, an amateur

linguist with a passion for poetry.” With the professionalization of anthropology, the

discipline lost the contributions of such figures; “what missionaries lacked in

anthropological training could be compensated in part by their command of the vernacular

and long term and intimate familiarity with their chosen people (Young 1991:68). For this

work, Baldwin’s unpublished dictionary enriched analysis and encouraged lexical exegesis.

     Recent additions to DEPTH include student entries of Trobriand oral literature

collected by J. W. Leach, a contemporary of A. Weiner.  In 1971-1972, he gathered

ethnographic data in northern Kiriwinia, including coastal villages. The fruits of Leach’s

work are available in visual form (an ethnographic film on Trobriand cricket) and a

Trobriand Folklore Collection, housed at the Smithsonian Institute and the New Guinea

Collection of the Library of the University of Papua New Guinea. The Collection reflects
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Leach’s work in Northern coastal Kiriwinia. The Collection was translated and transcribed

by Trobriand students at the University of Papua New Guinea. The Project has acquired

some 250 texts, the majority of which are folktales.

 Contra Malinowski(1954, 1929),  J. Leach (1986:51-52) argues that there are

basically two types of  narrative (“livalela tomwaya”: beliefs “come down from the

ancestors”). These are liliu (myth; narratives about actual events: libogwa; lirereni; livau)

and kukwanebu (folktales; narratives about non-historical events; the majority regarded as

kukwanebogwa, ‘old;’ and kukwanebuvau, ‘new’).  The Collection itself is categorized, in

the main, according to this basic dichotomy (sub-categories generally not distinguished by

narrator / transcriber).

Most myths and folktales as narratives are told in public settings, and are

recognized to be memorable at a single telling; any listener is thought to be able to

remember basic elements of a tale and thus retell it. Thus, they are ‘hard’ to own because

control is easily lost.  One type of liliu, lirereni, can be considered ‘owned’ because they

must be deliberately taught and memorized (like magic and songs).  They contain pedigree

or genealogy (i.e., linking an individual to something he has in the present such as a tree,

hamlet/ ornamentation rights). Ownership by particular individuals makes lirereni

important legitimizers of power that individuals have vis-à-vis others. While  seldom told

as ‘story,’ they are used publicly in cases of disputes (e.g. land rights) which surface in

court cases (cf Weiner 1976; Hutchins). Also, they are often twisted, falsified or added to

in defense of  personal advantage (Leach 19:53).  In contrast, kukwanebu (folktales) are

not about anyone’s rights to anything. While they may be told by anyone, there is an
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element of competitiveness in that ‘good versions’ are told by the best ‘raconteur’ (Leach

1986:53).

Other liliu, libogwa, may be used in excerpt form for educating children, for

disputes, and metaphoric, sometime cryptic, purposes in daily discussion (Leach:52).

Libogwa relate elements of great cultural significance (Malinowski’s myth-set: origin,

culture change/life cycle, magic). According to Leach (1986:53), people regarded the

exploits of men in  Malinowski’s (1922) Argonauts of the Western Pacific  as livau -- a

myth regarded as true accounts of activities of people within living memory; one informant

specified Argonauts as livau.

Leach (1986:52) writes that Kiriwinian tales are often told in the present tense, yet

are “understood to have derived from the past, to be either true or untrue factually”; in

either case, “they are conveyors of messages relevant to contemporary Trobriand society.”

Leach (1986) notes that some folktales are riotously funny, having no particular moral or

message.  This is specially true for those intended for children. Folktales intended for all

ages, however, move at many levels. Although they may have entertainment value, such

narratives are often cloaked with serious, significant intent, carrying implicit messages

about Trobriand social life (cf. Malinowski 1954:102).

Although the telling of tales is positively associated with periods of activity called

mwasawa (‘play’), producing laughter (gigila) or being fun (kovila or mwaswa),

flocculates are not intended for mere entertainment (Leach 1986:52-53).  According to

Leach’s argument, the telling of folktales (kukwanebu) is negatively associated with self-

interest . If  told during times when individuals seek to gain certain advantages (benefit
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from activity), the telling of tells can bring supernatural sanction. They have  a negative

influence (‘augur badly’) if told during periods of work (paisewa; wotetila), particularly

periods of  taboos (e.g., mourning, inauguration of gardening, preparation for Kula or

mullet fishing).  However, Malinowski (1965: ) mentioned a ‘vague belief’ in their

beneficial effect on plant growth - the slack season in gardening midway during the growth

cycle.

Comments of the texts, written by the translators, reveal sensitivity to imparting

local knowledge and historicity, as well as personal evaluation of the narration itself. The

narratives point up metaphorical systems as well as conflicts and contradictions within the

culture.  As the works of Beidelman (1993), folktales as vehicles of knowledge may

express the moral ambiguities of social life through the imagined world of stories.

Tensions, metaphorically expressed in narrative tales, result through negotiating what is

socially given and what is individually desired. Knowledge may be expressed by

“negotiated synthesis” of social rights and obligations, and individual desires and

allegiances (Beidelman 1993:161). For this work, selected narratives are used to explicate

or illustrate aspects of meaning, rather than analyzed in depth (cf. Leach 1986).

B. Avenues to Kula Cosmology

As an inspiring anthropologist, and native Pacific Islander, Espeli Hau’ofa (1975)

writes, “it is painful to sit and listen to other people talk about himself.” In discussing the

disjunction between self and others (non western anthropologists), Hau’ofa underscores

the point that Pacific peoples are living in a world significantly different from that which

Malinowski and his intellectual descendants saw. Indigenous attitudes to scholarly
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interpretations are invariably not well received because the field and nature of discourse

precludes compatibility. Native readers of anthropological texts often can not “see

themselves or they see themselves being distorted and misrepresented “(Hau’ofa

1975:284). This disjunction centers in the expectations of both author and reader. In the

1960s, students at the University of Papua New Guinea  “flocked “ to introductory

courses in social anthropology. They were interested in both ethnographic caricatures and

knowledge about traditional cultures and societies.  Interest quickly dropped when

confronted with esoteric speech. What Pacific peoples expected from  anthropologists was

the “social historian and novelist and less the scientist who speaks in jargon” (Hau’ofa

1975:284). While ethnographers had chosen to forefront ‘fighting, sorcery, cargo cults,

and sexuality,’  Pacific peoples looked to cultural knowledge as ‘humanity’, expressed as

physical gesture, nonverbal communication, and humor.

Although native Melanesian scholars had made few attempts to redress the

imbalance, Hau’foa pointed to the effects of  offensive distortions of  Pacific Islanders’

personae, particularly for those informants who had availed their lives to scholars. Such

scholarship evidenced not just ethnographic imbalance, but the role of intuitive feel or

insight native anthropologists bring to the field. As Geertz (1983:57-58) suggests,

understanding the “native’s point of view” through etic analysis reduces the “mystery” of

seeing things from the “native point of view.” However, it is no less easy nor less

demanding of  perceptiveness on the part of the fieldworker. From even a local’s

perspective, swimming in the stream of experiences of others is an ‘illusion’.
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To grasp “experience near” local knowledge, and place it in illuminating

connections with “experience distant” theoretical concepts, is a “task at least as delicate, if

a bit less magical, as putting oneself in someone else’s skin” (Geertz 1983:58). The

anthropological trick is to figure out ”what the devil they think they are up to” (Geertz

1983:58). Yet the ethnographer’s does not, and can not, perceive what his informants

perceive; “what he perceives is what they perceive with, or  “by means of,” or “through

which” (Geertz 1983:58). The inner lives of one’s informants is more like “catching an

allusion” than it is “like achieving communion” (Geertz 1983:70). One tries to get at

intimate notions not by imagining to be the other, but by attempting to construe modes of

expression, or symbol systems, as points of a larger pattern of social discourse. In more

explicit terms, it is the informant who endeavors to decipher the ethnographer’s persona

and discourse, so as to except them as “worth talking to” (Geertz 1983:70).

Symbolic communication as ‘allusion’ turns not merely to illusion--the illusion that

one has somehow breached boundedness of  reality--but to the time-saturated or

experience-nearest aspects of the human condition. Protection of  one’s public personae

and cultural location, or  “the fear of faux pas,” is  rendered “that  much more probable by

ritualization of daily life” and keeps social intercourse intentionally delineated. The

personae as public citizen and member of the collectivity, the “dramatistical sense of self”,

is body mediated by cultural sign systems. As Baktin (cf. 1986) posits, there are no self-

contained individuals, meaningfully abstracted from others; individuals are liminal

creatures whose very essence is not contained within us, but lies somewhere on the border
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between us and others. It is within this border of existence that specificity of  personae is

inscribed and presented.

C. Kula: Etic-Imagined Illusion

Theoretical notions of ‘borderline’ existence,  ‘protection of personae’, ‘swimming

in illusions, ‘catching an allusion’ and ‘tricks for getting at what the devil they think they

are up to’ are not only catchy expressions for anthropological, etic-based discourse. They

are also useful ways to engage Trobriand discourse and, thus, ‘good to think’. (Tambiah

1985). In Trobriand society, a “real kula man” is “tokula mokwita”-in etic terms, he is

“totriki” (“tricky”).  Montague (1980:70) writes:

An elderly man walking by my house one night, and a woman sitting on my
porch said, “he’s a real kula man...he will tell you about it. Ask him!” I did,
and he proceeded  “to tell me about” kula. He explained the important
point to grasp is that kula partners are not like fellow villagers or other
people with who, one interacts on an everyday basis. The latter are (in the
sense of should be) open, honest, generous beings.  You can see the wealth
they possess...But the kula partners are different. They are, in a word,
“totriki” “tricky men.”

...Tricky men are not open about their wealth. They hide their goods inside
their houses so that you cannot see them.  When you ask what they have
they lie, and say, “Nothing.”..They offer to give you wealth they do not
possess and cannot get, or that if they could they would not give you, in
order to fool you into giving them your wealth for no return. They are
stingy (“sena topiki”):they want to hold onto what they have and acquire
more...in order to acquire wealth in kula a man must know how to cope
with these “tricky men.” Having made this speech, he changed the subject
and refused to return to kula.

As Montage relates (1980:70), at the time of this interchange, her informant’s words

“meant little;” he had chosen to “focus on the character of a man’s kula partner” while

Montague’s attention was focused on “what kula is all about” (Montague 1980:70-71).
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Getting at assumed, referential knowledge, was the aim and most difficult aspect of her

fieldwork. Among her community of Kaduwagans, where Christianity had been embraced,

Montague thought western concepts would converge with Trobriand. Yet, she discovered

there was no agreement (Montague 1988:71).  Leaving the field with a wealth of  multi-

leveled text, Montague returned to her analysis, and enjoined the views of others (cf.

Munn 1986; Scoditti 1983) to elucidate Trobriand kula cosmology.

Montague’s analysis  disclosed regional kula as an artifact of  Trobriand culture.

Fundamentals of their knowledge is widespread throughout the Malayo-Polynesian

speaking world, and is “structured through a complex of principles widespread toward the

Malayo end” (Montague 1980:72). Trobriand ways of thinking of about their cosmology

diverge significantly from western classificatory / processual distinctions (e.g., it not

definable as ‘nature, culture, physical, animal).  Much of  what we consider as knowledge

is not specified because it is assumed (Montague 1980:71). Montague’s analysis

complements Tambiah’s (1985) discussion of Trobriand use of conceptual and semantic

convergence and divergence. Through collapsing and colliding symbolic operations,

Trobriand thought employs the Saussurean notion of “language as a system of

interdependent terms in which the value of  each term results solely from the simultaneous

presence of  the others” (quoted in Tambiah 1985:315).  Before discussing Tambiah’s

insights, the following provides an overview of  Montague’s existentialistic discussion  of

Trobriand cosmology. Montague (1980:91) posits that the utility of kula derives from its

position as one of several action scenarios “conceptualized to refract upon one another in
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such a manner as to turn a generalized series of  existential postulates into a specific

framework for building day to day experiential reality.”

Trobriand cosmology assigns two spatial categories which are independent of one

another--outside/substantial and inside/amorphous. The earth is viewed as a disk with a

solid side and an amorphous side. Living people occupy the solid side and the dead, the

opposing  realm. These spatial categories are furthered contrasted as outer/soil and inner

/amorphous. “Outer” are those things directly amenable to perception (substantial; solid

entities; visible entities; stability, immobile). The “inner” realm is related to indirect

perception (amorphousness; derived from sensory perception; invisibility; motion). The

“inner” realm includes thunder, earthquakes, and wind.  Wind opposes the  extreme,

outer/solid realm of ‘stone’.  The “inner” realm of  motion is controlled by intent. Thus,

words are the appropriate medium for controlling “inner” forces, such as wind. In

Trobriand thought, motion is ‘noise’, the manifestation of someone’s intent. Physical

techniques allow one to manipulate solids; they can not, however,  alter amorphous intent.

In Trobriand belief, the existence of inner beings in the outerworld means sure

destruction; the amorphous state (beings, forces, behaviors) engender, or equals death.

Humans live in the “absence” of these states, which are not routinely present in the

outerworld. Their existence, as an expression of ‘disorder,’ is sickness and death. Only

rites of exorcism/death can restore the natural order, or source of life-the inner domain.

Reality, as daily discourse, posits the existence of “amorphous” entities/forces, which are

“contained” in various ways. People are, in fact, amorphous in nature, embodied in

physical ‘shell’.
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There are a few entities which occupy the intermediate / ambiguous position--the

border between solid / amorphous. The ocean is one entity. It appears solid from a

distance, yet, in closer contexts, “the surface boundaries dissolve into a flux of movement”

(Montague 1980:74). In kula, the oceans provides men a ‘bridge’ between the two spatial

orders.  The construction of kula ideology involves resolving the dualism of existence so

that men can transverse between these social spaces. People are seen as “two different

types of beings” who can move back and forth between the two domains. As they move,

they are converted in kind, becoming more amorphous or more solid depending upon the

direction of motion. A kula man converts himself into a less solid person (a name) as he

controls motion (himself and objects) to successfully enact  the adventures of named

‘heroe” (e.g., mythical, ‘disembodied’ named kula heroes).  They acquire an inner identity

force that cannot be seen. For kula to inform the structure of routine life and relationships,

“it must articulate with the structures rather than contradict it” (Montague 1980:81).

Thus what can be ‘seen’ in the context of village life, such as transaction of shell,

presupposes this acquired inner identity. All transaction entails “embedding wealth and

value in other individuals as the means to building up one’s own wealth and value”

(Montague 1980:81, quoting Weiner 1978:14). People labor to make, grow, and expand

things (commodities, people). Thus, non-exchanging people are  stingy, lazy, or ‘bad

people,’ and generous, hard working persons are ‘good’.  In kula, the externalized form of

inner identity is megwa (magic), evident in characteristic powers of  kula heroes, and

expressed in idioms of fame / name, and objectified as kula shell.
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The ocean, as simultaneously solid / amorphous, contrast with the outer social

space of the village. The village is “anchored” by principle of  “shared vision” of  what are

real, coordinated, visible events of daily living. The central baku, is opposed to the inside

dwelling house, and other landscapes which impede the visual field. The central baku

provides a social arena for  greater communication, and cooperation of social action. The

ocean offers “unblocked visual panorama” where all action of the party can be seen. Kula

provides a context of direct presentation, otherwise lacking in Trobriand environs.

Yet, sailing in kula is likened to viewing the distant mountains of the Koya--

sometimes visible on horizon, and other times not. Thus, as a kula canoe comes and goes

across the seascape, it takes on varying degress of solidity. It is recalled that the

amorphous/outer is located inside, under the solid world. Thus it is surrounded by solid

world. Yet, the inner/solid perception “ is fostered by an illusion that surrounds the solid

order”-fostered by the location of the observer.  Water originates from the air/sky or

beneath the ground (see Tambiah 1978). Water, thus, offers conveyance between the inner

and outer orders, expressed either horizontally or vertically. Importantly, for men to

transverse water, they must reverse the containment direction characteristic of land,

“placing their ‘solid’ beings inside (symbolically) less solid vessels that move about the less

solid sea” (Montague 1980:85). Canoes, thus, encapsulate kula players in ‘shells’. They

are infused with qualities sufficient to hold solid bodied men, yet fluid enough to negotiate

the ocean’s surface.

Kula involves “getting;” it inverts the process of giving and investing , which is

dogma to the outer world of  Trobriand exchange relationships. The inner world is
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identified preeminently with the spirit world of baloma, and sexual desire and magic which

governs their passion (Malinowski 1929:288-289). Magic provides for the ‘turning of  the

mind’ of another, pulling the  desired intent of others. Use of magic as ‘superior force’

pulls others  away from the field of competition. “Greedy pulling” is designed to entrance;

it  spells death to living / outer  people, whose lives are built upon investing in others.  The

outer world is grounded in giving (feeding others) in ways that generate cooperation

among a pool of unequals (e.g., there is an element of democracy built into Trobriand

society, “despite or because of guyaus (chiefs)” (Montague 1980:87; 1989; Powell 1978;

Munn 1986).

Montague (1980:87) posits “the inner world of  human relationships forms the

model for kula interaction.” Kula discourse does not focus on shell production, but the

names / fame of shells, and the realization of pulling away shells of  greatest value. The

shell’s power value is generated from the success of a few men who possess the powers

(e.g., via megwa) and rhetorical ability to divest others of  ranked shells (see Campbell

1983).  In contrast to everyday life where, giving is a precondition for social cohesion,

Kula is a game of  “getting”--a “dislocated form of  giving”, and related to the players’

situated time and space. Transactions are built around getting (or failing to get), in distant

locales of  “inner” space. From this contrastive perspective,  (outer in ‘inner’ space) the

set of actions take on opposite set of qualities.

For example, when a kula player (traveler of inner space) arrives at  his partner’s

island location, he “comes out of inner space to trade” in his partner’s “outer” island

sphere (e.g., dogma of giving, investing).  The host, as a generous, giving-focused man,
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provides food and shelter (see Munn 1990). When the kula visitor offers the host player a

less valued shell (e.g., intermediary kula gift) the host generously reciprocates with a shell

of higher value. Thus, the host player shows himself as a reputable, virtuous social actor, a

“right-minded man” of the outerworld, who invests his labor in others (Montague

1980:87-88). The visitor, who detaches such valued wealth is, thus, not only one who

possesses powerful  magic, but “is committed to the principles conducive to human life”

(Montague 1980:88). Through the dislocation of time and space, kula partners play at

both ends of the kula game, as host and visitor. On neither end are kula men seen as

cooperators of the game, and thus, losers. Rather on both ends, a player manages to turn

the mind of his partner and pull away shells, making them winners of the game”(Montague

1980:88).

 Kula metaphor evokes  a primary principle of  life-conducive living, marriage, and

thus calls into play exchange obligations which mire the world of  inner living. The

ideology of marriage (vai) characterizes the crossing of kula paths (keda), and is

expressed, variably, in identifying the kula shell necklace (soulavi) and armshell (mwali).

The creation of  kula “marriages” is many leveled (as Montague 1980:89) reminds us, the

marriage of highest valued shell engenders the most danger, such that “only the extremely

strong dare to do it.” Just as Trobriand belief denies mutuality in sexual relations as the

primary mechanism of conception and reproduction, kula partners deny “having

(equivalent cooperative) transactional relations.” As Montague (1980) suggests, it takes

an immense amount of effort to dissociate the “seen truth” of  the child from the sexual

context of its origin (inner realm of Tuma; death), as well as the transactional context of
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the living. It is through self-interest that individuals select to  produce a child, generously

investing  through feeding and exchange transactions, to create a social person. Yet, it is

only through such investments that a child becomes an exchange transactor, and will work

to support others who otherwise can not. At death, especially that of  a man,  those

investments are realized, as children and affines work on behalf of the deceased and his

matrilineage (Weiner 1976). Thus, despite the dangers inherent in production, a child is

“living proof that giving is the selfishly smart thing to do” (Montague 1980:90). In this

way,  kula, as metaphorical ‘marriage’, reveals both the hidden reproductive nature of

man, and the hidden nature of the reproductive couple. Just as a human ‘child’ is proof of

hidden truth of sexuality and self-interest,  kula shell is proof that “taking” is really the

generous thing to do (Montague 1980:90).

Men’s  engagement in kula is the corollary to women’s reproductive potential.

Kula is the action vehicle that confers reproductive powers on men. In Trobriand society,

women are classified as inherently “inner” beings and men, “outer.” All humans are

converted entities, originating from the inner amorphous sphere of the earth’s underside

(e.g., the spirit world of Tuma). In order to exist outside their natural state, spirits are

surrounded with a physical shell, providing a barrier to the mind’s knowledge. This

embodiment limits the destructive ability of  otherwise amorphous  capability

(amorphousness death). Trobriand women have the unique ability to transmit dala essence

(inner matrilineal identity) to their children, They also have the potential to take life;

through cosmological rules of matriliny, certain women are able to cast off  their container

and emerge as deadly, flying witches (Montague 1980:90; Tambiah 1983; Weiner
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1976).Yet all women, in contexts of production (birth, manufacture of women’s wealth),

have the potential to become strong (kasai) embodied women, moving their existential

existence towards solidity. The production and procurement of their wealth (banana-leaf

skirts, doba; and bundles), used preeminently in mortuary work, entails ‘hard work’. Both

production and distribution (giving) are forms of outer (male) activities. Women’s work

empowers their sphere of social action and political prowess. Women do not wear wealth

products (doba) of their own labor; through norms of  ‘giving’ (outer activity; exchange),

women transform one another into productive people.7

Women’s perishable wealth contrasts with male shell wealth; its “inner” creation

entails scraping and handling,  so as  release the its inner, red color essence (see Campbell

1983). While women’s outer forms of activity confer upon them characteristics of

maleness, kula men are conferred inner qualities of female. Thus, women do not kula

because it is ‘the inversion’ of the power direction they move in. Kula provides a context

for men to construct their inner identity independent of women, and “grow their inner”

identity as ‘noise’ through the powers of rhetoric and megwa  (fame=noise).  Men traverse

across the seascape, and ‘play’ in dislocations of  time and space. They adopt sea-going

                                                       
7 For example, at marriage, a mother-in law will give of a long skirt, thereby  transforming
the girls’s sexuality of youth and privatizing her sexuality as married woman. At death, the
distribution of mourning skirts release the symbolically ‘dead’ female mourner-worker into
a sexually productive entity. According to Trobriand cosmology of regeneration of
matriliny (ahistorical time; recycling of lineage blood, or dala essence) and production
(historical time; social relationships), men are inherently limited to historical time, denied
physiological paternity. Mortuary distributions and annual harvest distributions attest to
the complementary roles and sociocultural values of both (see Weiner 1976). According to
Montague (1989), women are the food dependents of men, whose productive domain
centers in the soil and sea.
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vessels (masawa) which are characterized as inherently feminine in identity, and, thus,

more “inner / amorphous” in quality. Canoes enable men (substantial, solid, ‘outer’ selves)

to play the game of kula in the “phenomenal innerness of the ocean matrix” (Montague

1980:89). The canoe must be categorical ‘inner’, in order for men to move quickly across

the sea as a productive vehicle (life force). Only in the liminal context of the sea, can men

attain their ‘hidden’, sexual productive force, and realize their inner voice, as fame

(motion=noise; noise=fame). Reproductive metaphors are adopted in kula, such that kula

players figuratively, ‘marry’ and produce shells.  The potential of the canoe to transform

itself, as would a woman, and fly through the air  as a flying witch, enhances the danger,

upping the ante, so to speak.

Montague draws on Tambiah’s (1985) analysis of Trobriand cosmology of thought

and action, and the semantic implications for dislocation and displacement of normal

spatio-temporal order. In this work, Tambiah notes the “inversion” generated when

comparing the flying canoe and the flying witch. Women do not build nor travel in canoes,

yet belief posits their ability to transform themselves and fly. Men build and travel, yet are

denied aerial flight. Kula and the building of the canoe is a much valued productive

enterprise. In contrast, the flying witch is highly feared on land and sea, and is associated

with shipwrecks in turbulent waters.

Tambiah’s (1985) tripartite scheme of Trobriand categories of land, sea, and sky

notes the conjunction of sea and sky as most dangerous to kula men. Land signifies

anchoring and stability, as manifested in the garden--the ‘belly’ in which yams are

anchored (see Brindley 1984). Land is the point of origin of  the baloma and various
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reptiles which can create havoc (e.g., the crab, as originator of sorcery). Yet, in overall

sense, the land is positively valued as the resource of ancestral cosmological origins

(lineage stories, traditions, possessions), and life sustaining garden foods. The sea is the

intermediate/liminal zone.  It is an unstable domain, associated  negatively with turbulence,

violence (flying witches, leaping stones, dangerous marine life), and disintegration of sea

crafts (cf. Malinowski 1922:246).  Its ‘unanchored’ state, however, provides for motion

upward and downward motion (e.g., uplifting or buoyancy of craft, speed).  In kula,

‘stability’ at sea (lack of wind) denotes lack of productivity. Yet, its positive value signs

ensure that “valuables and specialized goods and items not locally available are

acquired”(Tambiah 1985:310). A kula journey on sea, therefore, “carries all the positive

(and negative) associations of speed, competition, renown, failure, and disaster (Tambiah

1985:310).

Values associated with the sea are intensified in the spatial realm of the sky. The

aerial space carries similar values such as speed, motion, expanse of vision, and buoyancy.

Kula men and fishermen sail on the sea, but sailing is an anchored and buoyant experience

of  upward-downward movement,  “capable of variant expression between poles of

windless and fearful storm (Tambiah 1985:314). Tambiah (1985:310) reminds us that

Trobrianders, especially garden magicians, watch the movements of stars that are

especially relevant for calendrical calculations of lunar months and gardening schedule.

Shooting stars, flying birds, reef herons, which skim the surface of the sea with great

speed, and various bird life, carved on canoe prow boards and evoked in canoe magic and

myth, call attention to the sky’s positive value signs. Opposing symbols are the
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mulukwausi (flying witch, manifested variably as shooting stars, night birds, falling stars),

and night birds (owls, night-jars) which are accomplices to sorcerers (Malinowski

1922:412-420).

As a cosmological domain, the sky is most dangerous during a storm. A canoe can

be a victim of conjunction of sea and sky, disintegrating under impact.  It is crushed by the

conjunction of  the turbulent sea, lifting it up to “jam against the collapsing sky, ”as

“storm, rain, wind, mist” (Tambiah 1985:313). In semantic terms, shipwreck is the

“unwanted conjunction of sea and sky...the meeting point of cosmological and spatial

categories previously kept apart” (Tambiah 1985:313).

The conjunction sea and sky points to Trobriand proclivity to collapse

classificatory categories and, or bring them into conjunction. This process operates in

ways in which “meeting points are viewed in themselves as, or as sites for heightened

manifestations” (Tambiah 1985:314). Conjunction of  spatio-temporal contexts delineate

extraordinary events, and achievements otherwise possible in everyday life. These can be

considered ‘excessive’ in relationship to social norms of everyday conduct. For example,

tradition sea water, and the shallow waters along the shore as context for  women to

become impregnated by baloma spirits (e.g., waiwai; see Glass 1986; Malinowski 1929).

The conjunctive point of the beach is creation site of the most potent form of love magic,

through the “emotionally charged violent, and tabooed copulation of  brother and sister

described in Trobriand incest myth” (Tambiah 1985b:314; Malinowski 1929:ch.14). Also,

the conjunction of sea-sky, in Trobriand visual field, are the distant islands of Kitava or the

Amphletts Islands, seen from Vakuta. These locations are pivotal destinations for kula
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players of renown. Yet, as noted,  kula canoes may be capsized from above (flying witch)

or below (sharks, leaping stones, giant octopus, kwita), such that kula men are drowned,

dismembered, sucked down and even petrified into stone landmarks of kula voyages

(Tambiah 1985b:315; Malinowski 1922).

Trobriands employ such semantic devices (e.g., collapsing already separated

categories, parallelisms inversions), as a medium for “thinking about moral issues, the

limits and boundaries of conduct ...the qualities of heroic achievement” (Tambiah

1985:315).  Trobrianders create such heightened sense of spatial awareness as a frame of

reference for transacting as social actors. Their inherent gender principles call for

ideological strategies that provide for manipulation of cosmological thought to advance

personal and lineage interests. This frame is further defined by Trobriand’ s symbolic

formation of social time ( Munn n.d.). Time correlates and synchronizes life events, such

that irreversible time is associated with the sphere of space people now inhabit  (land and

sea; horizontally) and the sphere in which, in reality people do not  move (sky, vertically).

Vertical orientation is expressed symbolically as height (status; antisocial power as flying

which).  Trobriand temporal perspective entails rhythmic interaction, calendrically timed

and formulated as a succession of events  patterned on irreversible time  While the cycle of

matrilineal time (reincarnation of baloma essences) is concerned with the production of

persons in a generational continuum, the cycle of communication between the living and

the dead, evidenced at harvest time of Milamala, follows the reproduction of gardening

time in a yearly continuum (Munn n.d.:8, 33).
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Returning to Montague’s (1980)  discussion above, the utility of kula derives from

its position as one of several action scenarios “conceptualized to refract upon one

another...building day to day experiential reality.” As Weiner (1988, 1976) argues, men

kula to symbolically create the allusion of immortality in the search for individual identity

and renown.  This is not unlike the baloma who return to the living to imbibe in a world

which strives to honor them. At Milamala,  baloma are present, yet invisible to the living;

their invisibility is a form of power, creating  social distance between the living and the

dead. Baloma return cyclically to admire the adorned villages and persons of the living. At

milamala, the living display their harvest and wealth items in order for the baloma to

imbibe their spirit essences, and return the pleasure by granting a bountiful harvest the

following year. Baloma traverse the sea, moving back and forth according to rhythms of

marriage / birth / death. Thus, their eternal nature is framed through a recycling of

historical time. The emphasis on vision, beauty, food and invisibility is evident in kula

strategy, as men try to influence their partners through personal adornment, beautification,

generous hosting, and securing shell through ‘invisibility as trickery’. Recalling

Montague’s discussion above, kula men are stingy--they hide their goods. While flying

witches have the power to make themselves invisible, kula men evoke spells against ship

wrecks which befog the eyes of the witch. Also, a recurrent imagery in canoe spells is to

make them so fast as to vanish in mist (see Tambiah 1985b, 1983).

In Kula,  men travel to ‘generous’ host-partners, who, impart wealth and food.

The contrast of kula, ‘generosity’ with the dead is further extended when one considers

the role of death, and mortuary ritual in creating a context for overseas kula expeditions,
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uvalaku . A bountiful harvest is a precondition for Milamala and uvalaku.  Just as as

baloma at Milamala enjoy the display of the new yam food, kalavau, kula men of renown

traverse the seas, sailing to and from the Trobriands around harvest time. Through food

and exchange of shell, Kiriwinian players nourish their kula path anticipating a return of

shells months later, as they are received by their partner, now host. New year’s yam food,

kalava’u,  provides the means for Trobriand kula strategists to extend their influence at

home, ensuring them the wherewithal to finance their excursions, attract partners and

extend their name as men of renown.

      Trobriand cosmology as semantic collapsing is an appropriate way for viewing kula

and gardening patterns as juxtaposed activities. As Tambiah (1985:287-289) suggests,

semantic conventions serve to collide and thus heighten meaning. Yet that which is most

exaggerated is the cosmological underpinnings of Trobriand aspirations and sense of

achievements, especially those of Trobriand men which is manifested in kula. In practice,

sea accidents were comparatively rare--an inversion of the very semantic collisions so

attended to in cosmological discourse (Tambiah 1985:313). Kula men preferred to sail in

the calm periods, between the seasons  (especially November and December; March and

April), or in the time when the monsoon blows from the northwest (e.g., sailing of

northeastern Kiriwinians) and southwest (the hot summer months, December until March).

Sailing and deep sea fishing  was not conducted routinely during harsh weather patterns of

May-October, the times of  the southeast trade winds. This latter season framed

preparations for canoe building, the harvest of main gardens, and the subsequent harvest
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festival, Milamala. Milamala also occurs in the kula communities of southern Kiriwina,

coastal Sinaketa and Vakuta Island, and on Kitava Island (Malinowski 1965a:figure 3).

 D. Overview of  Muyuw-Trobriand Themes

Damon’s comparative analysis suggests the Trobriand garden model, as described

by Malinowski (1935a,b), is structurally and figuratively a partial conception of society.

His discussion builds upon the view of the garden as a fundamental model for Trobriand

beliefs concerning gender imagery and sexual expression (e.g., Brindley 1984).  In the

Muyuw case, the garden is associated with a well-developed, metaphorical terminology.

Damon (1990:174) states that one “can hear references to gardens as outriggers [canoes]

at anytime...especially when gardens are being made.” Terms denoting parts of the

outrigger canoe and yam house are complementary. For example, in eastern Muyuw, the

north and south garden fences, and the north and south sides of the yam house are known

by the same term, budakay. The word for the internal divisions of the yam house and the

compartments of the canoe are homologous--kaynikaka (Damon 1990:174).  The canoe

itself denotes signs of dynamic intentionality, movement from one place to the next, and of

turning one thing into another.

In Muyuw, outriggers are classified as inherently masculine--like heavy and very

productive fishermen and gardeners. This is complemented by the conception of a fishing

net, sometimes referred to as female. Nets in the water, are likened to women--slow,

stationary, very heavy, but very productive. Muyuw liken the chaos created by onrushing

canoes, wherein men literally chase fish into the stationary net’s center, with sexual

intercourse (Damon 1990:243). Fish are classified according to the levels of fat content,
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the more desirable being the greasiest. Thus, the “better men perform at netting, the more

grease they will produce;” such symbolism is obvious for them, and “not hidden in the

recesses of their mind” (Damon 1990:243).

Nets and outriggers “are, and are understood to be, enormous repositories of

human, especially male labor”(Damon 1990:245). Preeminently masculine, they are

vehicles of dynamic intentionality, metaphorically imposed upon the fundamental

stationary, female form of the garden (Damon 1990:175). Its feminine aspect turns on

women’s control of garden produce. Women determine how they are distributed and

deployed for ritual and domestic. In contrast to men’s greater proclivity for movement

across land and sea, women’s spatial movement is more restrictive to the land. In Muyuw

cosmology, women as “distributors” and “motionless” are aspects of complementary

relationships with men, such that the static imagery of garden contrasts with the dynamic

form of garden as a total outrigger canoe. It is during the creation of a garden that Muyuw

men are most likely to evoke outrigger metaphors. They do so when talking about

elements of construction and what will be done in specific gardens. The “garden’s face is

an outrigger;” the left side is referred to as the, lam, or outrigger float and the right side

the wag, or keel (Damon 1990:174). Yet, there are no strict conventions as garden-canoe

conformity. Without scorn, people say that canoe terms are “just talk” and do not

prescribe action. The garden-canoe model is a way of talking about order, not a prescribed

action (Damon 1990:173).

 In contrast to the Muyuw model, Damon suggests the Trobriand garden is most

likened as unstable and feminine. Drawing upon the work, (Malinowski 1965a, b) and
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(Montague 1980) Damon (1990:see Ch. 6) argues that there is no outrigger float

metaphorically or structurally present in the garden to balance the keel. This view is

framed around Trobriand concepts of land as metaphorically feminine in gender (Leach

1983:130). Females are accorded qualities inherently soft or “quasi-liquid” (pwapwas)

while men are denoted as solid, hard (kasai), not unlike the strength of  rocks and stone.

Women are depicted as fluid, pliable, and potentially unstable--like configurations of

garden lands themselves. These notions turn to beliefs concerning conception and

traditional thoughts about male paternity. In order to successfully reproduce, women need

men to anchor their otherwise unstable, singularly,  procreative ability.  Without a long-

term, monogamous married relationship, a woman’s menstrual flow would be unchecked,

and would “capsize always at the proper time” (Austin 1934:104).  Marriage promotes the

continuation of lineage and Trobriand society itself. According to Austin’s (1934)

informants, the nature of sexuality in marriage is important. Without the proper placement

of  the uterus, “sideways or upwards, no amount of hammering would check the monthly

flow. It capsizes always” (Austin 1934:104). For the garden-canoe comparison,  it is not

the obvious phallic imagery that is important, but male-female complementary provided by

female pliability, and male’s productive capacities more broadly defined.

Damon argues that for the classical Trobriand garden model, only a partial vision

of  female-male complementarity is apparent in magical spell and structural presence.

While the keel, waga, may be uncoded through lexical inference, the outrigger float

(lamila) is absent figuratively and structurally. There is no “anchorage” possibilities to

prevent the female potential for “capsizing.” While previous ethnographers (Brindley
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1984; Weiner 1976; Malinowski 1935a) pointed out the imagery of sexuality and fecundity

in garden magic and ritual, they failed to elucidate the dominant imagery of “anchoring.”

Damon suggests the fundamental form of the northern Kiriwinian garden, as female

gendered land, is that of the keel alone, thus, depicting female pliability. The garden

becomes largely masculine, literally and figuratively, as men direct their energies into the

ground, and “anchor,” through magical spell, the otherwise pliable, mobile nature of

women and land, itself (Damon 1990:209). The garden is conceptually mobile to

Trobrianders, assuming shape according to its productive capacities (Damon 1990:207;

Hutchins 1980). It is conceptually located at the person who has use rights to it. Thus,

imagery of movement and time form a backdrop to the immediate society, rather than to

geography.

 Subsequent to harvest, there is a spatial shift from garden to village. Garden

crops, as male products of labor, are orchestrated through affinal exchange transactions.

They are transformed from products associated with male productive activity to those

related to female-focused activities, expressed preeminently in mortuary ritual (Weiner

1976). Female competition, expressed herein, is a backdrop to Trobriand hierarchical

social structure; nominally male village, political structure is represented in vertical

structures (e.g. garden yam poles, village yams houses). In Muyuw mortuary ceremony,

men struggle to exchange conceived equivalencies between their women. In the Trobriand

case, Damon (1990:213) argues that it is women who struggle to exchange the

appropriate ranks of men. As Weiner (1976) has shown, it is men (husbands, brothers)

who are obligated to work hard for women at mortuary exchange. It is their wealth and
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labor (e.g. axe blades, yams) that creates strong women-accumulators and distributors of

women’s wealth as banana skirts and bundles. However, Damon, suggests that at another

level,  certain Trobriand mortuary exchanges relate to the brother/sister relationship,

possibly expressed in garden-keel metaphors (Damon 1990:216-218).

Given rules of exogamy, brother and sisters must be separated from each others

sexuality. What happens in key mortuary rituals is, at one important level, a representation

of this separation.8  Men, as brothers who create yam exchange gardens for married

sisters, give of their own sexuality, vegetable food, through annual yam prestations to

sister’s husbands. During the initial mortuary distribution, kabiyamila, women’s wealth

passes between sister-in-laws. According to Damon, this signifies a return exchange set up

in annual yam harvest prestations from a brother to a sister. During the most important

                                                       
8 Weiner (1976) research underscores the economic value of  women’s cloth wealth
(bundles and skirts). Yams and cloth wealth are the central objects that link women’s and
men’s production to each other. The annual prestation of yam by a brother to married
sister is the one way a woman is able to acumulate cloth wealth. A woman’s husband
gives up his own wealth to secure cloth wealth for his wife whrn someone dies in her
lineage. Weiner emphasizes that the needs of women as sisters, for wealth accumulation,
drain the wealth of men as husbands. She also notes that cloth wealth forms the basis for
the integration of a system of of chiefs by validating the rights and properties of matrilineal
identity at the moment when a lineage is perceived to be the weakest.  Death  is
considered to be an act of sorcery, and is seen as an attack against another’s power.  The
drain on men’s wealth, to defy publically the weakness in their  wive’s matrilineage,
constitutes, and limits, the degree of hierarchy  that can be achieved. The level of
Trobriand hierarchy is unique to the Massim. And, in relationship to other proximate
societies, the organization of Kiriwina exchange relationships is grounded in attempts to
extend affinal and kin relationships for three or more generations.This is accomplished
through marriages of second or third patrilateral cross-cousins, or a classificatory cross-
cousin, thereby expanding relationships within ego’s father’s clan. The enormous
exchanges at death are attempts to make certain that the dead person does not go out of
circulation. Mortuary exchanges between affines go on for up to ten or more years. This
work is about perpetuating the the deceased’s affinal and patrilateral  relationships.
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women’s mortuary exchange (kaymelu), women, as married sisters, give to their brothers

like symbolic tokens. Own kinsmen and women are presented piles of skirts and bundles.

They are returns on yams and taro that men had given their sisters at any previous events

as well as the present sagali. These exchanges sisters make through their brothers, to their

brother’s wives, are “public accountings” of  their brother’s productive support. These

validate their claims to garden land use, and act as “debts and credits” which mediate

claims to productive resources (Damon 1990:216). Accordingly, these exchanges close

past debts created by the brother-sister separation. Damon (1990:216) argues, “to the

extent that a brother gives his sister vegetables, products of masculine capacities, the sister

returns to him, or through him, her own female products.” Damon (1990:216) conjectures

that this complementary relationship may be expressed in the garden-canoe imagery--“the

feminine (canoe-like, but wobbly and horizontal) and masculine (anchoring, vertical and

hard) properties found in and combined productively in the garden.” Thus female products

as banana leaf  bundles and skirts symbolize not only “female sexuality, reproduction  and

nurture,” but also denote real inferences to brother / sister, spatial / sexual separation

(Weiner 1976:119).9

                                                       
9 Damon does not deny the importance of  brother-sister taboo, yet in light of Weiner’s
(1976) work, it does not seem that the incest taboo represents the same separation of
labor between brother-sister as in Muyuw.  The major productive work is anchored in the
need to strengthen their own dala (matrilineage).  J. B. Crain (personal communication)
notes the trade off  of denying access to sister’s sexual procreativity is access to the
procreative capacities of her garden land. Because of this structural separation, men act as
intermediaries. As Weiner (1988:76) shows, brothers and sisters enjoy a very close
relationship. Once they each find a spouse, “their relationship provides for a strong
matrilineage”. Incest would invert this order, expressed in myth wherein the couple was
forced to commit suicide (Malinowski 1929:464). This myth provides a model for society,
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In the context of village mortuary ritual, subclans representing paired clans, relate

to each other symmetrically through exchange. Damon likens this to the Muyuw context.

Muyuw clans depict ideal or proper marriage relationships, the symmetrical   conveyance

of men and women between one clan and another over time. This symmetry is expressed

structurally in the garden, where clans metaphorically exchange “whole persons”, that is

men and women, in symmetrical fashion (Damon 1990:219). The garden provides an ideal

relational model for the functioning of the clan system, and a guide for the operation of

“equivalencies” in other subsystems. Thus, just as people are exchanged at marriage,10 and

witchcraft victimization reciprocated, so are pigs exchanged between clans at mortuary

ritual (Damon 1990:157). Damon suggests that there is no such order expressed in the

Trobriand garden structure. Rather, symmetrical relationships of the same four clans it is

evident within the village context where paired moiety like structures are evident through

marriage exchange relationships (Damon 1990:219).

At Muyuw mortuary exchange, the first set of transactions are focal points for

women; women prepare the field for men’s ritual actions. Exchanges are explicitly

symmetrical; male affinal givers and receivers exchange pig and large quantities of

                                                                                                                                                                    
itself. The brother-sister incest taboo is the most serious Trobriand social rule, reaping
most dire consequences. If the incest taboo is broken, one result is suicide on the part of
the guilty party. At a cosmological level, without the taboo, women would move back on
the land. Brothers’ success in gaining control of  their sisters’ sexuality implies real
dismantling of  Trobriand society.
10 For example, if  “Malasi clan gives a woman to Kubay clan, sooner or later Kubay gives
one back” (Damon 1990:157).  They are exchange spheres devoted entirely to persons
such that clans are equivalent. there are no myths orienting clans coming out of the ground
vertically.  Thus there are no ranked clans, subclans. It is the clan idea that provides the
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vegetable food as a return for previous exchanges, or sets up a future one.  Damon

(1990:213) notes that certain prestations to women may raise their status, but an overall

symmetry of events make women, as clan/subclan members, equivalent. Muyuw men

struggle to exchange the conceived status equivalencies between women. It is a condition

for establishing hierarchy in certain areas of Muyuw (Damon 1990:213). This

complementary is expressed in Muyuw garden structure--the prismatic shaped rock piles,

or garden navels, which model Muyuw clan system, serve as foci of magic, and express

garden cosmological order (Damon 1990:158).11 Damon (1990:213, 264, fn.26) argues

that for the Trobriand case, what is exchanged is not the status of women, but appropriate

ranks of men. Given that Omarakana is the political center of northern Kiriwina, the

largest and most competitive rituals would occur in or near this vital center. Weiner’s

(1976:115) portrayal of the dynamics of rank, and men’s attempts as brother-in-laws, to

display, publicly, their own strength is a case in point.12  In this regard, the strength of  the

                                                                                                                                                                    
model for marriage; subclans are exogamous and do not speak of exchange of people
(Damon 1990: 108).
11 In Muyuw’s model of how these clans operate, there are four clans, tha same clans as in
the Trobriands.  Clans are synthetically related to each other; subclans are thought of
individually. The focus of the subclan is the brother-sister relationship; origin myths posit
they came out the ground at some specific location. Brother-sister incest taboo provides
for their separation., this separation leading to the totality of kinship and marriage
structure. Marriage begins the cycle of the separation, the end coming with the cycle of
mortuary rituals following the deaths of the children of the married couple. Muyuw
kinship terminology is near identical to the  Trobriands. However, there is no ideal
marriage pattern as there is in the Trobriands (patrilateral cross cousin marriage).  The
major difference between Muyuw and the Trobriands is the absence of hierarchy in
Muyuw. “Urigubu” prestations are taro in eastern and central Muyuw, and yam in
western. These are never elaborated displays  (Damon 1990).
12 He (1990:fn.264) notes that there are no comparative discussions of Trobriand rituals,
their amounts and their relations to rank.
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Omarakana chieftainship is rooted cosmological to his manipulation of garden magic and

associated magical powers of rain. Damon (1990:217) suggests that these rituals are tied

to Trobriand temporal concerns, particularly their conception of culture extending through

time, or ahistorical time as Weiner (1976) suggests and illustrates for mortuary ritual. Yet,

Muyuw mortuary rites are less concerned with  regenerative time but in reproducing the

current state of  relationships. At a death, people are exchanged “out of existence;” it is

the end of one cycle and the beginning of a new. The real agents of actions are male and

female identities rather than clans or subclans. The latter are ideological constructs which

depict or realize the results of these actions. At death what is replaced  is the loss of male /

female productivity by marriage. At death, subclans hold “conversions” of these

replacement (food, land, kula valuables) all obtained from this productive loss. For

example, at a woman’s death, her husband must replace her with a kula valuable, thus

completing her existence (see Weiner 1982:666; Damon 1990:99,14-115).

Damon notes that Muyuw mortuary rites are somewhat like kula. Aspects of

exchange are triadic. This is expressed in second and largest rite called anagin tavalam,

generically termed so’i ( a name that ties the practice to rituals south of Muyuw). Unlike

the Trobriand case where women and nonconsumable, perishable wealth are the focal

point of the last set of exchanges, men’s wealth (pig and vegetable food) predominates.

This rite, in part, celebrates masculinity, given the most important exchange item is pig.

What is most desired from pig is their “fat, ”associated with male sexual fluids (Damon

1989:80-81).
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During this rite, a host takes upon him the debts of  the deceased and receives

large quantities of pig and vegetable food from his sinvalam.  These are distributed to

non-sinvalam relations who did “crying work” in a previous rite (Damon 1989:76).  This

food must be passed through the people obligated by sinvalam relationships, and the

owners of the mortuary ritual. Debts and credits are made, rather than social relationships.

This pass through “has structural affinities with the kula system, for in the kula exchange,

it is a valuable’s passing to a third person that finally makes the first name climb (Damon

1990:116). It is the third party’s consumption or destruction of food “ that forces the

second, the ritual owner, actually to reproduce his equivalence” (Damon 1990:117). Then

“in fact, a real difference will have been created between the allied parties and some

significant resource will be ...transferred to another group” (Damon 1990:117). Damon

also notes that in the past, this ritual created greater tensions. Every pig that a sinvalam

gave had to be killed and butchered. In present day contexts, up to half could be returned

within the confines of the ritual event. Yet it still “installs a new person in the debt / credit

network of the deceased over whom the rite is held. Effectively, in these contexts,

exchange is between men of relatively high rank derived from kula (Damon 1990:117).

Importantly, in Muyuw, it is the purpose of the kula to make a name, to transform

a category of person. Damon (1989:74) notes, while it may not be true for all of the

cultures of the Milne Bay Province, transforming one’s identity, and making “men’s

name’s rise, is the major goal in Muyuw life.” In fact, in terms of anagin tavalam, the

largest form of distribution, carries the name so’i-i-but, or “fame (Damon 1989:80-81).
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He goes on to state that kula neither produces nor reproduces the identities it transforms;

kinship does this.

From the perspective of kula, Muyuw kinship “is the production and reproduction

of the labor and social identities that the kula then transforms” (Damon 1989:74).  Affinal

relationships are defined in terms of a kula like circulation of valuables through gifts of

personally owned kula valuables (kitoum), that make affines into “sinvalam” relationships.

Every marriage generates two sets of  sinvalam relationships (person to person, not group

relations; e.g., a man is sinvalam to his wife’s people, but they are not sinvalam to him).

Sinvalam mortuary exchanges are comments about the current relationships between men

defined by their marriages to particular women (Damon 1990:112).  Muyuw rites draw

upon existing sinvalam relationships in order to resolve those of the deceased’s parents

with a final exchange of  kitoum, an exchange called takon.

 Takon is  included in the first rite. The second, as noted above, is anagin tavalam.

Although this rite seems to entail more work than any other social form in Muyuw society,

Muyuw state that it does not produce anything. It is kula which does this through the

vehicle of takon. Damon (1989:73) writes, that takon exchanges occur throughout the

most important unit of structural time, marriage. The “most important takon define correct

gender identities between a young couple” and the last rite, lo’un,  which “ends their

marriage upon their children’s death” (Damon 1989:73). In Muyuw, marriage is conceived

as a relationship of production, its product--children.  It can only be transformed when

their children return to their original state. In this case, it is symbolically “food.”  In

Muyuw thought, men create children and women do not. It is the father who procures
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food from the sea and soil that the mother, thereby, conveys to the child. This symbolism

is seen at first rites of pregnancy wherein the first bits of excrement are given to the

father’s sister or mother. Symbolically, it is thrown back into the sea. In repayment for

father’s labor, a small takon is performed. All gifts exchanged compensate him for his

labor. A woman’s liens on her brother’s labor is recognized; the father’s sister has next

priority of control of his child.

This returns us to the above discussion about brother / sister separation. Marriage

begins at this point. Brother and sister incest taboo is not unlike the Trobriand case;

gendered labor to produce a child must be separated. If this taboo is broken, “either her

stomach will swell and she dies.” Or, the children they produce are sterile and thus cannot

produce a third generation” (Damon 1987:89). Thus, they two are spatially separated, and

knowledge of each other’s sexual affairs taboo. Every marriage, a combination of

complementary labor, results from a separation of the brother/sister relationship (Damon

1989:87-89).

The final mortuary rite of lu’on is, in part, about replacing the “seeds” of the

father. It is a transfer of food, as yam seed, from mother’s to father’s side, accomplished

through a return of  takon or money, that ends the marriage between the deceased’s

mother and father. Yet, it is the father’s life that passes out of social existence at lu’on.

That of the mother’s ends soon after death. At a woman’s death, as noted above, her

husband must give a kula item (kitoum) to her brothers or his children. This replaces her

“labour” as wife.  This patterning plays out of different spatial/temporal originating from

the brother/sister separation. Damon (1989:92) states that women’s labor concerns
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finishing processes in production, transformed into kitoum and a new sphere of

production. Men’s labor involves transforming the bush/periphery into garden/child. A

man’s labor returns to cycles of  kinship, and a woman’s into the kula (Damon 1989:92).

Thus, lo’un concludes with an exchange of “female things, ”given by the mother’s to the

father’s side. “Male things,” including personally owned kula gifts (kitoum) are then

returned.  This presents a closure of sinvalam relationships.

Thus, Muyuw mortuary rites are structured around sinvalam relationships created

by the internal exchange of kula valuables against food. The purpose of mortuary

exchange for Muyuw is created through the exchange of valuables and the “roads” of this

exchange.

A. Death Rituals in the Societies of the Kula Ring

In a discussion of comparative mortuary rites in the societies of the Kula ring,

Wagner (1989) draws attention to Malinowski’s (1922:489-493) discussion of mortuary

exchanges on the eastern ring of the kula which had the effect of “pulsing the kula” like

“the escapement mechanism on a clock, which shows the uncoiling of a tightly wound

spring so that, in a manner of speaking...time can catch up with” (Wagner 189:270-271).

In this way, the kula can be seen as “a kind of vital or mortal clock that ticks out the crises

of its eastern participants,” providing “a revolving credit association” (Wagner 1989:271).

Associated is the role of  lesser valuables which would be transacted as “sealing a

promise” of future exchange. Exchanges involving these valuables ‘held up in large

clumps’ and released in mortuary feasts to kula partners, involved notions of ‘imaginary’

or ‘anticipated valuables’ (Wagner 1989:271).  Kiriwina was connected in certain ways  by
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the imbalances and asymmetrical relationships of the mortuary cycles in the eastern kula

limb. Only with the eventual reciprocation of  valuables (e.g., kula necklace returned for

armshell), would the respective imbalances be restored.13

This early historical mortuary-kula scenario of damming kula valuables made for

the potential sudden releases of wealth along the eastern Kitava-Tubetube circuit. As

Wagner (1989:271), explains, it would have raised the tensions “and the ante” of

competition, if not potential for regenerating kula relationships. These engineered

stoppages “were like joking and other institutionalized “violations” of relationships,”

providing “ a foil for the activation of  relationships themselves” (Wagner 1989:272).

Wagner (1989:272) describes this event of mortuary “stoppages” as dialectical

countersurges for the western (e.g., Kiriwinian) limb of the kula. These participating

communities would have provided the positive value or impetus. This scenario calls into

play spatio-temporal relations; hierarchy would be realized and enabled through “the

recursive sweep of the kula over space-time, giving rise to greater potentiality of flow

over “space-time” (Wagner 1989:272). Thus, there is reason to view kula in a relational

perspective within the broader schema of regional contrasts in internal exchange, such as

mortuary rituals. Within this schema of interdiction of kula trafficking, the amassing of

wealth for a final feast, and the attachment of Muyuw-like kitoum “all amount to co-

opting of prestige or valuation from the kula for mortuary purposes on Muyuw and

Tubetube (Wagner 1989:273).

                                                       
13 The Kiriwinian exchange of  korotomna exemplifies how a lesser valuable involved in
orchestrated kula exchange between the players from northern and southern Kiriwinia, and
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Wagner (1989:274) notes, the personification or objectifying constructions of axe

blades, as in Sabarl mortuary rites, an island outside the kula ambit itself, may be an

equivalent statement of value for those “who had no kula valuation to co-opt” (Wagner

1989:273). Could elements of this be the reason for “mwagula” of Kiriwinian practice?

Kiriwinian women carry a dead man’s personal basket (sewega) or a woman’s most

beautiful skirt, laden with the deceased’s shell valuables, armlets, earrings, ect. (Weiner

1976:82). Women “carriers” are paid in skirts for this work, yet, in some cases, women

carry the basket for several years, because “they were very close” to the deceased (Weiner

1986:82). Kula valuables, symbols of rank, are too valuable to bury (Weiner 1988:41).

There is also the question of Kiriwinian axe blades; there is no ethnographic discussion of

their symbolism in the extent literature; beku (ceremonial blades) were used in various

capacities and given various types of names (Weiner 1976:251,fn.7). The stones were only

accessible via kula trade, and later manufactured in the Trobriands. As Weiner (1976:180)

suggests, their securement was a major driving force behind kula exchange. They figure

preeminently in marriage and mourning exchanges, and as payment for sorcery. Moreover,

they were the preeminent ritual tool to inaugurate the Trobriand Omarakana garden cycle.

During the cycle itself, they are never laid to rest, but are continually reinvoked (see

Malinowski 1935a).

Wagner’s  (1989:271-273) discussion of the pulsating rush of valuables recorded

by Malinowski (1922:489-493), did not discuss the details of the context itself. Of interest

is his wording, “imaginary” in “anticipated” valuables. These valuables were phenomenally

                                                                                                                                                                    
partners to the east (Malinowski 1922:355).
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absent, yet present in the minds of the kula players of  northern and southern Kiriwina

who awaited news of a mortuary ceremonial at Kitava and Vakuta, wherein hoped for

‘gushes’ of wealth items might flow their way.14  It was through the full ceremonial kula

feet sailing, uvalaku, that western players negotiated ‘imaginary’ wealth objects.

Wagner (1989:264) notes that this interplay of obligations and expectations

surrounding kula valuables can extend through generations, linking critical events of the

life course with those of another. Comparing Muyuw with Tubetube, where so’i mortuary

exchanges are related to those of the kula and marriage, Wagner (1989:264) states “such

feasts punctuate a longitudinal, inter-linear “kula” that runs perpendicular to the inter-

island one; a kitoum...is detached for this kind of circulation.”  In western Massim, the

D’Entrecasteaux and the Trobriand islands, mortuary exchanges focus on perishable

wealth (e.g., banana leaf bundles, skirts), food stuffs (also hard wealth, axe blades in the

Trobriands). It is redistributive in nature, organized in binary, with the deceased’s affines

being the primary recipients for mourning labor. In the eastern Massim, such as Muyuw

and Tubetube, the focus is on imperishable wealth items (kula valuables).The organization

is more toward tertnary, with the deceased family as mediator relaying wealth from the

spouse of deceased to the father’s line. It may be likened to an internal scale of kula.

There is a “mediated counterflow of imperishable wealth items (affines-maternal line-

paternal line) against the flow of reproduction (father-mother-spouse) (Wagner

1989:268).  Moreover, it is opposition of objects-persons which further differentiates rites.

                                                       
14 Scoditti (1983:250) states that Kitava does not now practice So’i ceremony, and
probably never did in the past.
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The Trobriands make objects out of  ‘parts’ of persons. Mourning relics (mwagula) move

in direction of the deceased as they are eventually laid to rest in ancestral burial caves.

Thus, they move within appropriate spatial contexts, and along the passage of time. The

perishability of items is thus bounded, circumscribed by time. In the eastern context,

mourning objectification as whole persons (e.g., axe blades) are congruent with

imperishability (shell, stone), and thus “move against the flow of time” (Wagner

1989:270).

B. The Mortuary Ceremonial  So’i, and Its Implications for Uvalaku:
Fleet Sailing in the Wider Massim.

In his comparative discussion of mortuary ritual, Wagner (1989:270) notes

historical evidence for the “potential of preempting the larger exchange cycles through

attaching valuables for mortuary purposes.” This is expressed in Muyuw with the kitoum;

it could be reclaimed by its owner to meet internal exchange obligations. Importantly,

Wagner (1989:270) calls attention to Malinowski’s (1922:489) discussion kula players

who interdicted the outflow of kula valuables for a final mortuary feast, “as yet unknown

in Kiriwina or Dobu.” Malinowski (1922:4489-493) records these feasts extended as far as

Kitava, to the east of the Trobriands, as well as southward to Tubetube. Malinowski

describes this rite as a form of so’i and involved competitive kula fleet sailing, uvalaku. 15

This term is also ‘uvelaku’  for the islands  east of Kitava (e.g., Gawa; see Munn 1986).

The event engaged kula players in the wider northern and southern  Massim. Malinowski

                                                       
15 On uvalaku sailing, Malinowski (1922: 488) notes that women were excluded in all
districts. On a usual kula voyage, northern Kiriwinians would sometimes take unmarried
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(1922:490-491) states that his key informant was a Kitavan, residing in Sinaketa for

sometime. He also states that there were several informants who described these so’i

events to him. Scoditti (1983) and Munn (1986) call attention to the discrepancy of

contemporary Kitavan practice, and identify so’i elsewhere, especially southern islands.

Yet, as will be discussed below, there is evidence of such kula-associated events

for both Vakuta and Kitava. Malinowski’s description includes a ‘Kitavan’ mortuary

practice, kaimelu.  Vakuta also has a distribution kaimelu (cooked and uncooked food) as

payment for the making of a special mourning skirt (Campbell 1983:59). It may be

possible that Malinowski’s informant, who described the detailed so’i event, was in fact

describing a Vakutan event. Malinowski (1922:491) writes, “After the whole public

distribution is finished, the members of the sub-clan who organized it, at sunset, make a

small distribution of their own called kaymelu. With the so’i and the whole period of

mourning and of consecutive distributions is over.” There is also a mortuary exchange

called kaymelu in northern Kiriwina. Weiner (1976:110-112) states it is the most

important exchange involving women’s bundles, wherein women shortchange other

exchanges to make sure they enough bundles. These are given to their own kinsmen and

are recorded to be given in ‘gushes’--up to 1,000 in recorded cases. These are a return of

yams and taro that men had given to sisters at the present sagali, and previous ones. Only

clean bundles are given, and placed in baskets (see Weiner 1976:111, plate 13). This is the

only time that men come into the center of the village to help in women’s sagali.  The

                                                                                                                                                                    
girls (solicitory purposes?), but never wives and small children. Women would never
accompany southern Sinaketan kula men.
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juxtaposition of  men in Kiriwinia receiving bundles (symbolic of women’s nurturance,

breast milk) and in the context of uvalaku so’i (event symbolic of ‘marrying to birth’ a

‘child’), heightens the paternal nurturing principle of  kopoi (father weans, and nurtures

the child; Weiner 1976:123-124) While Vakutans sagali skirts, their ceremonials exclude

bundles as women’s wealth, illustrating the difference in scope to which Vakutan rites

operate (Campbell 1989:47).

    Recording the words of his ‘Kitavan’ informant, Malinowski provides the

following description of the final ‘Kitavan’ sagali, termed  so’i, entailing a release of kula

shells to visiting uvalaku kula partners.  He (1922:491) writes:

When all are assembled...the sagali (distribution) begins. They sagali first
kaulo (yam food), then bulukwa (pig).  When pig is plentiful it would be
given in halves; when not it will be quartered.  A big heap of yam food, of
coconuts, betel nut, and banana would be placed in each canoe.

Side by side with this row, a row of pig meat would be placed.  One man
calls out for the yam heaps, another for the pig-meat; the name of each
canoe is called out.  If it were a whole pig, they would say, Touluwa kam
visibala? (To’uluwa, your whole pig!). Otherwise they would call out,
Militula kami bulukwa! (Men of Liluta, your pig).  And again,...they take
it, take their heap to their canoe.

...the toliwaga (master of  the canoe) would make another small sagali.
Those who live near by, singe their meat, and carry it home in their canoes.
Those who live far away roast the pig, and eat it on the beach...

After the distribution, the master of the so’i goes into his house and takes
out an especially good piece of valuable. With a blast of a conch shell, he
gives it to the most distinguished of his partners...others follow...soon the
village is filled with conch shell blasts, and all members of the community
are busy presenting gifts to their partners. First the initial gifts (vaga)...then
such valuables due...have to be given as clinching gifts (yotile) are handed
over.
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These final transactions would take place in accordance with the “importance of the

death,” and “the speed” with which the goods were accumulated over a period of years

(Malinowski 1922:490).

In contrast to northern Kiriwinia, where kula participation was limited by the

political hierarchical structure, Vakuta was characteristic of a “real kula community”

where every man had the opportunity to participate (Campbell 1983:226; Irwin 1983:49-

50).  Recalling Malinowski’s record, Kitava, perhaps, at some historical period, conducted

mortuary sagali entailing the release of  “a large quantity of valuables thus dammed up”

and suddenly “let loose” by the so’i, which would spread “in a big wave along the circuit”

(Malinowski 1922:492; see also Seligmann 1910:584-585). He also notes a similar

mortuary-kula practice in Tubetube, so’i type customs in Dobu, “over a wide area of the

Massim,” and on south coast of New Guinea (Malinowski 1922:486,492).

In pre-contact times, valuables derived from so’i-type events were important to

internal affairs. Historically, kula valuables were a traditional medium of exchange to end

inter-community warfare, especially in contexts of feasts, wherein men did not receive

their perceived due. They were also used as payment of homicide (Seligmann 1910:542-

545; 570). Seligmann (1910:664-666) also records the use of axe blades and kula

valuables in forging political negotiations, such as the peace settlement between Tilataula

warring factions and the Tabalu of Omarakana. On Vanatinai, bagi were used for affinal

compensation through homicide. Lepowsky (1983:228) posits that decorated skulls of

enemies were exchanged for ceremonial valuables in precontact Vanatinai, the East

Calvados and Misima-Panaeati areas. Kula shell necklaces (bagi) used in Vanatinai
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mortuary ritual and in kula exchanges may have originated in decorated skulls; the conch

shell piece, called the ‘head’ of the bagi and from which pearl shell pendants are strung,

was formerly a human skull. Also, the adoption of grass skirts in mortuary ceremonial may

be associated with warfare; women are known to have used their skirts as a shield-like

object,  preserving the lives of fallen warriors. For the Southern Massim, Seligmann

(1910:547) records instances where women would help men struck down in battle by

throwing their inner skirt over a their bodies in an effort to save their lives.

Given the lack of depth in historical record, it is unclear to what extent

contemporary mortuary practices conform to the pre-contact past. Macintyre’s (1983:151)

discussion of Tubetube mortuary ceremonials points up transformations and enduring

rationale as patterns of social relations and markers of tradition. One informant noted:

Before we had more feasts; there were more people and they knew all
about kune (kula) with pigs and canoes and mwali and bagi.  Marriages
were different, pigs, mwali, bagi, and yams going up and down the paths
between villages. Sometimes you think it is finished, but when someone
dies you see that all the paths are really still there...but now only ligaliga
and so’i.

C.  Mortuary Rites of So’i, and Related Events as Frames for Uvalaku

One can conjecture that, in pre-contact times, island communities such as  Kitava,

Vakuta, Tubetube, Muyuw and Gawa, conducted practices, such as so’i-type events, to

generate regional economic and political connectivity--forging trade relations, marriages,

and inter-district competitive uvalaku. These communities could have practiced more

extensive forms of so’i-like mortuary events. In the above description provided by

Malinowski, it is possible this event was or was transformed as “borobora,” a mortuary
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ceremonial traditionally practiced by both Kitavans and Vakutans (Campbell 1989:54;

Scoditti 1983:273). Today, Kitavans observe a ritual taboo on kula exchanges following a

death which “tends to freeze shells in place,” rather than “allowing a continuing

accumulation overtime” (Scoditti 1983:273). Writing from contemporary perspective,

Campbell (quoted in Scoditti 1983:273) writes:

Vakutans practice what is known as bora bora, which in effect does dam
up kula valuables to some extent. When we went to Kitava in June 1977,
there was a bora bora for a dead woman. Because of the sex of the
deceased, the “hold-up” was not so serious as people said it would be were
the deceased male. Nevertheless, certain exchanges and preliminary
counseling had to occur before kula could proceed.

In a detailed description of  contemporary Vakutan mortuary cycle, Campbell

(1989:54) defines bora bora as a “veil of gloom.” In honor of the deceased and the

deceased clan (kariga), a blanket of restriction is placed on the village prohibiting all

normal activities, including loud noise, laughter, dance, and song. Kula activities also

would be tabooed. In order to “release the village” from borabora, mwagula valu is

performed. After a certain respectable length of time, men other than the kariga clansmen,

go fishing, therein symbolically lifting the village from restrictions. The entire catch is

given to the mortuary owner (holder), who distributes it to his clansmen. The fishermen

are given cooked food in return. After this transaction, normal village life is resumed.

Also, in conjunction with fishing rite of mwagula valu, there is a day of communal

gardening by affines of the deceased. A day is spent working in each garden belonging to

the deceased kinsmen, releasing the entire village from restrictions placed on garden work.

In Vakuta’s mwagula valu, the period of taboo is related to the “social position of the
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deceased, the timing of death in relation to garden cycle, Kula events, or other village

activities” (Campbell 1989:54).

This observance is similar to Northern Kirwinian’s mortuary stage, katuyuvisavalu,

as described by Weiner (1976:77-78). Yet, in this case,  fishing is not described as part of

ritual observances; What follows however, is complex set of affinal exchanges entailing of

distributions / feasts with a definite competitive edge. It is unclear if Kitavan practice

includes a ritual release of the village, via fishing. Scoditti (1983:250) states that Kitavans

mortuary ceremonies are “roughly like those of Kiriwina.” Fish, in context of death

perhaps, is a marker of ‘shell fishing’, particularly spondylus / chama and conus shell used

for kula shell valuables. As these exchanges are conducted by the male affines, fish may

mark male regenerative potential, uniquely their own. This is expressed symbolically in the

kula transactions, through the ‘marrying and birthing’ of shells. Also, it is expressed at

death, whereby fish as ‘male’ restorative principle provides for the reaffirmation of the

village life and social-sexual life in general. While a death ‘unties’ the married / affinal set,

restoration of village fife, and subsequent release of the deaceased’s spouse, validates the

human potential for the recreation and the regeneration of life, itself.

 Massim people believe the kula (variably expressed as niune, kun, kune) operates,

or should “operate the same everywhere,” and that mortuary exchange practices vary

significantly according to island cultural contexts (Damon 1989:4). Yet, recent

ethnographic descriptions of  Massim mortuary feasts and exchanges demonstrate a

general uniformity of schema(see Wagner and Damon 1989). The first stage is

characterized by community wide mourning restrictions on collective activity, particularly
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work concerning food production. An event lifts such restrictions. This is expressed in the

Normanby Basa, Kaduwagan Govan Vanu, Vakutan Mwagula Valu, Tubetube

Mayaumate, Muyuw Ungayay, and Vanatinai Jivia. Rites similar to the southern

Trobriand island community of Vakuta, wherein fishing conducted by affines of deceased

releases such collective village taboos, is recorded for the Northern Massim contexts of

Kaduwaga Village, Kaileuna Islands, in western Trobriands (Montague 1989:34) and

Muyuw Island (Damon 1989:78). Historically, all three islands have been directly engaged

in the kula.

Compared to other island communities (e.g., Vakuta), Trobriand women were

excluded from external kula travel. They were indirectly involved in the competitive inland

arena of kula; the negotiated for young sons, until they could be full players and transact

on equal basis with men. Although women’s social personae reflected the political

influence of men through embodiment of kula-derived shell necklaces and earrings, they

rarely transacted in shell wealth or engaged in kula voyage.16 Yet Trobriand women held

their own separate sphere of influence and domain of exchange. Like women of Panaeti

and Misima Islands, Trobriand women traditionally cared for the dead. Mortuary rituals

provided contexts to honor the deceased, if not the life strength of the matrilineage which

stands empowered in face of  death, itself. Following the death of each individual, women

of  singular value--to regenerate the cosmological world of dala (matrilineage), competing

                                                       
16 Kiriwinian women may engage in kula transactions and secure partners for  young sons.
But, they never go on overseas voyages. Women on Kitava are known kula players, as are
Tubetube women, who began to do kula in post-contact years (Macintyre 1983; Scoditti
1983; Weiner 1976).
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for historical renown through procurement and distribution of their wealth (Weiner 1976).

In such contexts, kula valuables were not the preeminent exchange valuable. Of centrality

here were women’s banana leaf skirts and bundles and men’s valuables, derived from kula

exchange--ceremonial axe blades (beku) and pottery. Moreover, at death, the importance

of  yam for exchange, and “eating for the dead” to evidence appreciation for the living in

whom one stands in dependency, is dramatized.  In Trobriand society, people eat for

others “in ways that consistently honor and flatter the people who provide them body

building food” (Montague 1989:26). Trobrianders contaminate food to remove the

unwanted, and give food to ‘turn the minds’ of others towards them as partners (e.g.,

marriage, kula, sexual) and exchange supporters. They withhold objectified food (e.g.,

exchange yams) to communicate displeasure, turning others away from social inroads and

individual aggrandizement.

 As Weiner (1976:219) writes, formal rules of social interaction frame people’s

efforts to control people and resources, workpower, and regenerations of persons through

social and cosmic time. Yet every person is accorded a measure of autonomy; the nature

and control of autonomy introduces an element of danger into social relationships. This is

intensified, given the cyclical nature of  Trobriand exchange relationships where self-

interest is paramount. Informants who say they exchange for “love” and “generosity” are

“following a myth which serves their society to hide reality of self-interest” (Weiner

1976:222). Rhetoric of exchange serves as a disguise, “presenting people with a degree of

freedom in behavior, while simultaneously communicating the significance of the game

without confusion in anyone’s mind” (Weiner 1976:223). Using the system to advance
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self-interest is, however, “wholly contingent on the norm of reciprocity” which are

constantly renegotiated (Weiner 1976:222). Trobriands are concerned not only with the

present, but also with past and future situations in which death is made less threatening.

To ensure that order is maintained, a “social construction of reality is built up on the

dialectical opposition between personal desire and the social and cultural ordering of

events and persons” (Weiner 1976:219).

It has been noted that Trobriand society contrasts with the greater Massim, where

the most influential individuals are those who are not only most successful in exchange,

but whose fame is built upon public acts of  generosity by hosting or contributing

significantly to feasts (e.g., mortuary, uvalaku, associated feasts). In order to maintain

open kula paths (keda), feasting would be a means to ‘sweeten their minds’. In the

Trobriand case preeminent kula players entertained their uvalaku guests; exchange would

be consummated with the sharing of meals (Weiner 1992; Malinowski 1922:485-89). Yet,

Trobrianders may have been considered “stingy” to visiting kula partners, such as

egalitarian Gawans, whose fame is built largely upon the ability to attract visitors through

“generosity” and hospitality. Inter-island’ reputations, of  being either generous hosts or

stingy and  ‘withholding’, were generated from exchange of shell, itself. In the Trobriand

case, their renown hinged on the ability of strong kula players--Trobriand chiefs--to

withhold and command the most high ranked shells (Munn 1985; Weiner 1992).

The association of feeding/ food and the release of mourning taboo is

demonstrated in Vanatinai’s Jivia; here, the collective village is not released via “fishing.”

Affines and kin of deceased ritually feed each other. As in the Trobriands, eating is
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considered an intimate act. In Vanatinai, unrelateds do not eat together, and affines

(except spouse) avoid doing so. The sharing of food is a “mark of trust, for sorcerers may

poison or bespell it” (Lepowsky 1989:210). As in the Trobriands, ritual eating  marks the

beginning of married life. In Vanatinai, mortuary exchanges are the last in a series of

affinal exchanges begun at marriage. At a spouse’s death, mortuary ritual demonstrates the

non-culpability of affines, and publicly demonstrates their desire to continue exchange

linkages despite death itself. Today, in Vanatinai, external kula exchange is now negligible;

that which remains is largely motivated by the internal dynamics of mortuary exchange.

Here, ritual exchange between the living and the dead preserves and intensifies the

deceased’s social ties by moral pressure to honor the deceased through expressions of

interdependence and peaceful intentions (Lepowsky 1989:199). As Lepowsky (1989:222)

suggests, Vanatinai, and perhaps all Massim, mortuary ritual averts social conflict through

forms of ceremonial exchange, channeling and ritualizing aggressive behavior. In

Vanatinai, public testaments of affinal exchange obligations and tensions are likened to the

competitive food  exchanges of northwestern Goodenough Island. Here, where feasting is

not traditionally connected to mortuary ceremonials but exchanges stress inter-linear

competition in displays of wealth and power. In Goodenough, external exchange is

underplayed, yet bears resemblance to the kula (Young 1971).

For Vanatinai, mortuary exchanges emphasize the maintenance of  the exchange

relationships and social ties between individual and matrilineages, not net gain of valuables

by one side. After a death, an entire hamlet may be placed under a special taboo by the

surviving kin; activities (singing, dancing, drumming) are circumscribed until the last
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mortuary feast, zagaya, held during the season following the yam harvest. This ceremonial

lifts final restrictions on widow/widower, who ritually bathe in the sea or a stream and

then decorated, restoring them to full social life. During  zagaya, affinal mourners are

donned with  kula-type ceremonial valuables, ceremonial axe blades and lime sticks. Raw

pork and cooked vegetables are given by the host to family groups and eaten in the

various households, and women’s wealth as grass skirts, are distributed. The latter form of

wealth recalls the Trobriand case where large quantities of banana-leaf skirts and bundles

are manufactured and distributed by women affines. Such wealth is the primary prestige

path for women, just as yams and kula derived valuables (shell, and axe blades) are men‘s

wealth (Weiner 1976). Here, skirts are essential items of women’s wealth, but are among a

variety of other kinds of goods exchanged.

On Tubetube, the center of the southeastern corner of the main kula circuit,

brother / sister solidarity is the basis for hamlet ownership, inheritance and residence. The

integrity of the lineage is symbolically reconstructed at death and affinal links beyond

those of the lineage resolved in ritual sequence. Mortuary exchanges, centered around the

brother / sister pair, express and resolve the social contradictions of the husband / wife

relationship, where in-marrying spouses are necessary for continuation of the matrilineage

but must be excluded to maintain its identity (Macintyre 1989:134). Ritualized fishing is

associated with lifting, the taboo on community-wide fishing, the taboo on washing, and

the cathartic ritual which lifts “the sorrow of people gathered” sothat they can “regain

strength...and everything is the same again”(Macintyre 1989:141). Failure to fulfill

mourning obligations associated with lifting taboos is considered a “serious breach of
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custom and a gross insult to the dead person and his or her lineage” (Macintyre (198:150).

 On Tubetube, so’i is the final feast, held years later, that incorporates all people

who have had any socioeconomic relationship whatsoever with the village of the feast

giver. The affluence and influence of the bereaved lineage is on display through

accumulations of pigs, yams, mwali (kula armshells) shells, and kitomwa (personally

owned kula shells). Although kula exchanges, in present day contexts of Tubetube, are not

as elaborate or ritualized, the persistence and language of mortuary exchanges may be

likened to the kula (kune) and marriage. The metaphors are spatial, of places linked by

“roads.” Exchanges between affines are made by exchanges of goods between villages or

hamlets; these “roads” should be straight, orderly, and according to rule.  When

obligations are neglected, “roads” become “overgrown,” “blocked” or “closed”

(Macintyre 1989:145). Thus, social distance is expressed in terms of  paths that lead

between people--out of the village, to affines, then beyond to inter-island trade partners.

Those who attend so’i on Tubetube, particularly associates from Muyuw or the

Louisiades who travel great distances, testify to the status of Tubetube as a great trading

community (Macintyre 1989:147). As Macintyre (1989:151) writes, “mortuary rituals are

a focus for all social relationships and the exchanges that mediate them, both within

Tubetube and beyond.” Similarly, in the northern context of Muyuw, affinal relations are

expressed in kula-like circulation of valuables (takon gifts of kitoum, personally owned

valuables), and death as a blockage of roads, and a felling of trees across these roads or

paths (Damon 1989). The northern and southern representatives of the kula circuit,
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Muyuw and Tubetube are noted for their affinities in exchange mediums, pigs and the

imperishable wealth item, kitoum, in mortuary exchange.

The island of  Molima provides a contrast to other Massim societies where the

association of  mortuary event and kula are evident. In the Fergusson Island community of

Molima, outside the main kula flow, mortuary rites exhibit typical patterns of the larger

Massim. Molima, however, have a cognatic descent system, unlike other Massim societies

having unilateral descent groups (e.g., matrilineal, except for Goodenough’s patrilateral).17

Mortuary exchange is dissimilar in the relative lack of antagonism or opposition expressed

towards affines. Yet, vestiges of older patterns appropriate to matrilineal customary

behavior is evident. Death produces an alteration in kinship categories which, heretofore,

structured no real distinctions between one’s own group and the “others.” The whole

mortuary complex, called mwagula (the term for the mourning necklace), is more about

the loss of the “individual,” not a member of a larger corporate group. The “release”

ceremony does not entail that of a village, but the lifting of  taboos on seclusion and

mourning for the deceased’s spouse. In exchange distributions ( sagali), minor strains are

released through joking relations. Yet, these exchanges are “accomplishments of an

individual rather than a group” (Chowning 1989:118).

 In his discussion of comparative mortuary practice, Wagner (1989:258) notes that

the second stage of mortuary observance usually includes ritually washing of the  principal

mourners. The  terms bwabwale, bwabwali and boaboa, designating this rite for certain

                                                       
17 Among Massim societies, Goodenough alone has a patrilateral system; permanent
“lithic” symbols are employed to represent descent group unity (see Damon 1989:7).
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societies, appears to express a cognate series for cleansing or lifting restrictions imposed

on affinal mourners (spouse of deceased). The third stage usually includes “mortuary

feasts” of large scale distributions of food and valuables.

 The more widely shared cognate designating these last rites, and public feasts in

general, are sagali (Trobriands, Dobu), sagal (Muyuw), zagaya (Vanatinai), and so’i

(Tubetube). It is unclear if these cognacies are based upon common linguistic roots or are

a result of borrowing through inter-island trade contacts. As Wagner (1989:258) notes,

these questions may forever go unanswered, yet one can suggest that both conditions

would have reinforced one another. That Massim communities were not social isolates in

the pre-contact period is suggested by the archaeological record regarding kula and the

evolution of leadership (e.g., chieftainship, headman) in the Massim.

D. Pre-contact Overview:

While primary prehistoric data is, as yet, lacking  (e.g., there are no excavation

reports of substance within the kula area), Massim related data suggest certain time depth

for inter-island long-distance trade and communication. Archaeological and linguistic

evidence suggests New Guinea as having been settled as long as forty thousand years ago.

Speakers of non-Austronesian languages settled in western Melanesia prior to the arrival

of pottery making Austronesian sea-faring, long-distance trading pottery makers. These

peoples may have reached Melanesia as early as six thousand years ago. As Lepowsky

(1990:50-51) writes, Austronesian-speaking migrants, having maritime, trading and

pottery making skills, were probably absorbed by people living in the region. There may

have been further migrations to the south Papuan coast and the Trobriand islands about
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A.D. 1,000. Subsequently, localized and specialized economies developed, based on

maritime trade. Originating only recently was kula, classically recorded as the ceremonial

exchange of system of shell disc necklaces circulating clockwise, and armshells

counterclockwise, among many islands off the east end New Guinea, and accompanied by

other valuables. Evidence suggests kula has a time depth of only some 500 years. Yet,

island Melanesia was characterized by dramatically changing trade over centuries; inter-

island exchanges of shell valuables seem to be thousands of years old (Lepowsky

1990:51).

While our understanding of areal prehistory is slim, archaeological evidence

regarding Mailu, an island community situated on the western boundary of the southern

Massim, is instructive. As Irwin (1983) argues, at the close of the prehistoric past, Mailu

was a large and influential community, specializing in manufacture and trade, and

providing links to the Massim 250 km to the west (Malinowski 1915). Some 2000 years

ago, Mailu was settled by people having a fishing and agricultural economy. Their coastal

settlements were functionally unspecialized until they acquired a monopoly on pottery

making. Highly standardized trade, and the development of social stratification, made

Mailu central to the pattern of regional communication.

These trends coincided with increasing locational advantage and political influence

among villages. Mailu excavations show antiquity of kula-type valuables of nearly 2,000

years (Irwin 1983:70-71). Egloff (1978) demonstrated that the isolation of Goodenough-

mainland from the Massim’s greater developing kula-trade area, dates back about 500

years. In the five centuries prior to that attenuation, the Trobriands procured pottery from
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mainland sources. Muyuw (Woodlark) produced its own wares (which it has not done for

some 150 years), or was supplied by other southern Massim communities (Egloff

1978:434-435). Associated with inter-island trade trafficking was warfare. As Lepowsky

(1990:51-52) suggests for the Louisiade Archipelago, there was a marked increase in

warfare in the late pre-contact period. Oral tradition for Sudest suggests movement from

the coastal areas to the interior; village site location took on greater significance with the

intrusion of  unwanted ‘traders’. Forebears relied less on horticulture for subsistence,

suggesting an historically recent shift to intensive cultivation, associated with population

size and carrying capacity of  the island. Patterns of intra-island and inter-island alliances

and enmity seem to have been unstable, with “‘trading in some years and raiding in others”

(Lepowsky 1980:52). Malinowski (1922:290-291) points to similar settlement patterns for

Amphlett islanders of the southern Massim. In  “olden days,” villages were high up on

mountain slopes, and dangerous to Trobriand sailors who attempted to initiate trade. They

were “hardly visible from the sea;” “nowadays these villages they have come down to the

water’s edge to supplement their garden yield with fish” (Malinowski 1922:291). 

The fame of northern Kiriwinia as gardeners par excellent, was likely framed by

demographic and ecological factors, particularly the inland coastal differences in soil

capacity and sea access previously noted. Periodic drought and El Nino conditions,

migration and natural population increase are some factors which would have made access

to, and control of  fertile lands, central concerns. These are concerns not uncommon to

subsistence horticulturists living in coastal and island environments. It is not unexpected

that the densely settled Kiriwina (especially northern), known for social stratification built
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around matrilineal ranking, formal positions of hereditary leadership, and rudimentary

form of chieftainships, would have protected land ownership and circumscribed use rights.

Its matrilineal descent system provided a precondition favorable to the development of

women having strong position, participation in key rituals, possession of significant

supernatural knowledge, yet excluded from formal leadership roles which involve defense

of resources of the land, sea and lineage. In context of mortuary rites, the importance of

land use and food dependency, particularly as it relates to women who stand as food

dependents of male land owners and gardeners, is uniquely expressed (see Montague

1989).

The enduring issue of Trobriand land litigation bespeaks such concerns of  food

production, affinal relations and political prowess today  (see Hutchins 1980; Weiner

1976). That Kiriwina is the largest of the Trobriand group, or is reputed as gardeners par

excellent, does not infer its greater likelihood, in the past or present, to sustain population

increase and density. As one Misima informant noted to Lepowsky (1990:3). “Dr.

Malinowski came and wrote about Kiriwina, and now Kiriwina is famous, and the tourists

go there. And Kiriwina is nothing!  It is overpopulated--they have no land!” Though

motivated in opinion, her informant called attention to Kiriwina’s real geopolitical

position, about the size of Sudest, Lepowsky’s fieldsite. Kiriwina, with a population then

of 11,000, was seriously overcrowded and without sufficient garden lands. The

significance of soil over coast, center-periphery, and the political stature the center of the

island held for ranked men is designated in Trobriand categories of ‘high’ versus “low

people,” the latter being located in the less fertile soil zones and along the coast (Irwin
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1983; Damon 1990. The ethnographic record  demonstrates the symbiotic relationship of

fertile soil, ranked leadership and  intra-island marriage strategies. These framed the

political supremacy and clout of northern Kiriwinian “high people,” whose ranked guyau

(leaders) circumscribed the island’s playing field and vied for kula renown (Irwin 1983;

Weiner 1976).

In the past, objects such as stone axe blades, shell belts, and boar’s tusks were

included as important parts of kula. Among these, only the most valued articles had

individual names and histories  (Weiner 1992:193 ft. 22). Such alternate articles are rarely

used now in kula, as their manufacture has been lost, or in the case of tusks, were

eventually lost through trade to mainland New Guinea (Seligman 1910:531; Weiner

1976).

Although he does not provide evidence of a kula system, Malinowski’s (1915:620-

64) field work in Mailu described the manufacture of armshells and exchange in the

southern Massim. Examining early contact missionary and academic reports,  J.W. Leach

(1983:8-9) notes the recording of  kula-type valuables. Boar’s tusks were exchanged for

“coral necklaces “ between Muyuwans and the southwest communities. Associated with

these items, designated “the money and jewelry of the country,” were yams, coconuts,

woods, feathers, betel-nut, stone axe blades. Transactions occurred between islanders,

“whether resource-rich or deficient” (J.W. Leach 1983:9). Strings of spondylus, Conus

armshells, and round boar’s tusks circulated as “barter” in southeastern British New

Guinea. German academic Finsch provided some of the earliest photographs of shell

valuables circulated in the “kulala”--a place in the northern Massim from which various
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objects were procured. Finsch (1888) provided the first published reference to the term

“kula.” At the turn of the century, Bromilow, a missionary in Dobu, and Gilmour, a

missionary in the Trobriands, reported on inter-island exchange in their areas. The

northern Massim, including the D’Entrecasteaux and islands south of Normanby,  was a

regional setting for the circulation of armshells and necklaces in a system of ‘reciprocal

agency’. Gilmour described two types of transactions: “pure trading expeditions” and

inter-island sailing “principally concerned in the exchange of the circulation of articles of

native wealth, the mwale (arm shells), and solava and Bagidou-bagi (shell-money), in

which trade was only a secondary consideration” (quoted in J. W. Leach 1983:9).

Seligmann’s (1906;1910:226-40) ethnographic materials, gathered in 1898 and 1904,

discuss the stone quarries in Muyuw, trades routes, and the economic values of wealth

items. His work in mainland New Guinea points up further regional use. For example,

among the Koita and Motu of western British New Guinea, mother of pearl shell (mairi),

spiral boar’s tusks (doa), Conus armshells (toia), and shell necklaces (tautau) were

traditional wealth items used in barter and ceremonial (Seligmann 1910:89). Shell items

were exchanged for canoes; about four Conus armshells would buy a “good canoe without

sails or spars,” while a combination of shell and other items could procure a “fine canoe”

(Seligmann 1910:94). Among the Koita, all four of the above valuables were important in

ceremonial rites for the first born child; boar’s tusk ornaments (doa) would be ritually

placed on the chest at death (Seligmann 1910:71).

For Tubetube, and the southern Massim, Seligmann (1910:513-519) notes the

importance of canoes, fishing nets, spears, and shells (Conus shell armshells; necklaces,
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bagi, sapsapi), as “a man’s most valuable property,” alongside his garden lands and house.

Armshells were traditionally valued according to size and traded in pairs (see Campbell

1983). He (1910:514) describes three grades of armshells, the largest called masiwaru or

mwale (also, mwali), and was worn on the upper arm.18 The smaller were called

kaipapapa and bwabwakipa.19 Also included are boar’s tusks, dona (also doa, doga), and

ceremonial axe blades (benam, or beku). Dona (spiral or nearly circular) were sometimes

imitated in shell, made from a Conus or giant clam shell. Traditionally, axe stones were

procured from Muyuw, and traded through the Trobriands to the southern Massim. Their

value was associated with the blade’s thinness, striations and mottled nature (cf. Weiner

1976).

Referring to Gilmour’s documentation, Seligmann (1910:518-520) notes that

blades were named according to events surrounding their life history (production,

ownership, provenience). In the Trobriands, the handles were considered valuable; beku

with light, artistically crafted handles were called valela vaiguwa--“ its handle is wealth”

(Seligmann 1910:520). Traditionally, axe blades (beku) were used “to buy pig, food,

canoes and land; to procure sorcery, to pay for those slain in battle; to appease the enemy;

to make peace; to buy dances...as an exchange of other wealth” (quoted in Seligmann

1910:18; see Weiner 1976). Sometimes they would be buried with the dead; they were laid

                                                       
18 Masiwaru may have homophonic qualities with masawa, the large seagoing kula canoe.
19 Kaipapapa (kai: wood; -kai-: stone blades; -ka’i-: teeth; papa: wall;  -papa-: to build a
wall); Bwabwakipa (bwa; associated with wood, wooden things, such as bwatai: container
to hold yams for sagali; bwalai: or lagim, carved upper board of canoe; also associations
with black, darkness, as in bwabwau: rain-clouds;-bwabwau: black; bwagau: sorcerer; also
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under the head and upon the chest of the dying “to appease Topileta, the keeper of the

underground of spirits” (Seligmann 1910:518). As items of male wealth, axe blades (beku)

were kept hidden, buried under dwellings, yet displayed at “harvest rejoicing, ”and used in

marriage exchange (see also Weiner 1976).

 Seligmann (1910:520) notes that this “harvest rejoicing” in the  Trobriands

corresponded to mortuary feasts, so’i, of the southern Massim (e.g., Tubetube). Benam

(axe blades) would not be used in mortuary practice but were carried and exhibited by

women during so’i dancing events. As previously discussed, Malinowski (1922:489-90,

plates V, VI)  provides photos of so’i, and describes its unique association with the kula.

E. So’i ,  Milamala, and the Fame of Gawa

 Seligmann’s comparison of so’i and Trobriand practice returns us to the previous

discussion of Vakutan and Kitavan borabora mortuary practices, and their historical

association with kula.  In Kiriwina, the harvest season (about July-September) is a time of

either mwasawa, “play” (e.g., harvest dancing and open sexuality; kayasa, yam

competition; buritilaulo, yam challenges), preparations for overseas kula, marriage

transactions, or, in the case of a death, mortuary ceremonials are conducted (Weiner

1988:111-116; Malinowski 1965a:fig.3). Although the term is not used in recent

ethnographic texts, harvest festivals were termed, traditionally, milamala, the return of the

spirits of the dead (baloma) to the Trobriands. milamala follows the end of a set of

harvest activities and a division of the garden plots at the kayku (garden council). In good

                                                                                                                                                                    
bwalita is glossed ocean, sea; -kipatu-: to hide something in one’s hand) (see Senft 1986:
207-209; 285; 346-347).
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harvest years, or in events which conflicted with the social order, such as defeat in war or

an unsuccessful kula expedition, the natural order would be converted through extended

dancing, called usigola (Malinowski 1922:56-57; 1929:213; Herdt 1972:5-6). In

Omarakana, milamala was a time of when “conflict” between persons as members of dala

working toward urigubu obligations, and persons as residents and members of gardening

teams was given expression (Herdt 1972:2; Powell 1960:124-125). Important structural

and status changes took place, as individuals vied for control of strategic marriages and

garden lands. Milamala was a time of  “cosmic renewal,” as different dala and village

clusters challenged one another in ways which reinvoked unity and politico-economic

hegemony (Herdt 1972:3). These harvest festivities were official and ceremonial occasions

when whole communities were present to “admire a newly acquired dance” (Malinowski

1929:212). Dances could be purchased; the rights to perform the dances and songs could

be sold (laga) to another community (Malinowski 1922:186; 1929:212).

Munn (1985:183) has compared Gawa’s inter-island connectivities, framed around

dance performances and other entertainments, with contemporary community organized

uvalaku (uvelaku). The lavish entertainments contributes to the fame of Gawa in the inter-

island world. Their entertainments do not merely involve internal exchanges; they

contribute to the formation of communal “space-time” between Gawa and other island

communities. Thus, their performance and hospitality  includes a projection of  reciprocity

from other island communities who hold  kayasa or Sagali So’i (e.g., a So’i performed on

Yanaba, Yeguma and Muyuw). This articulation of activities, and their contrastive styles,

are important to Gawans. In mortuary feasts of  Sagali so’i, overseas visitors are integral
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to the organization of exchanges. Yet, Gawans, like the Trobriands, do not “formally”

invite visitors to mortuary exchanges; they are internal matters. These are occasions of

contraction, ‘heaviness,’ ‘darkness,’ and the “internalizing effect of death”(Munn

1985:184). And, as in the Trobriands, death interrupts entertainment as well as plans for

uvalaku (Munn 1985:184).

While milamala harvest time, today, bring distant visitors to the Trobriands,

perhaps in the historical past, the Trobriand dancing season provided a similar context of

inter-island connectivity. Men’s dance leadership and renown would have provided

another context for soliciting kula partners. These contexts revealed a greater

specialization and demarcation of gender roles, as men took over the central baku as

dancers of renown. Yet, with the occurrence of a death, kula, dancing entertainment and

other community activities would be attenuated, and women’s position reasserted. Weiner

(1976:91) notes that the women’s mortuary ceremonies were considered sagali pela

baloma, “a distribution for the spirit of the deceased”, and thought to be very much like

sagali pela kula, “a highly competitive kula race in which men contest for shell valuables.”

Like men’s kayasa, women who conducted sagali would compete to be first, constituting

“a game of sorts”(Weiner 1976:91). As discussed earlier, traditionally, Kiriwinians

competed in  sagali pela kula--in the form of inter-district, full ceremonial kula, uvalaku.

Like sagali in Kiriwina, where large quantities of women’s wealth were handled and

released, uvalaku kula entailed the releases of large quantities of “dammed” up shell

wealth accumulated by mortuary taboo (Malinowski 1922:489). Also, an object of

especially high value might promote competitive uvalaku--such as a very large boar with
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tusks almost curling over into a circle. “Plenty of food” or a successful war expedition

would be the “raison d’etre of an uvalaku” (Malinowski 1922:208).

On an uvalaku, all canoes in the district would sail fully manned. Competitive

uvalaku voyages entailed the strict observance of  the prohibition to carry vaigua (wealth

items). While regular kula permitted some valuables to be carried, ‘competitive’ uvalaku

gave everyone an even start (Malinowski 1922:211). Competition also involved

comparison of speed and beauty of each canoe, and acquisitions of shell at the end of the

event. Also, the host communities would vie among each other as to which gave away the

most. As Munn (1986) describes, the decision to release shells governs a man’s

advancement. Those overseas visitors, to whom shells are released to, are the men who

create fame--it is they who say “you are a guyau” (Munn 1986:51). Through the external

reflection of self, the favorable appraising “look” coming from the outside egalitarian

Gawan men achieve their own fame and circulation of their name. When a man has ‘no

name’, he is unknown abroad. This denotes he is without persuasive skills and the

knowledge of shell histories, locations and names.

Kula men consider one of the pleasures of  kula as eating the food of others. A

strong man in kula is one who feeds visitors; and a weak player is one who merely ‘eats’.

Similarly, a Kiriwinan woman who does not work hard at producing bundles will be

criticized as one who ‘only eats’ (Weiner 1976). Gawans say a man must work (wotet) in

the garden, and in kula (wotet) or he “has no name” (Munn 1986:51). Muyuwans also use

“wotet” to describe their work - fishing, gardening, inter-island sailing (Damon 1986:53;

87-88). Trobriand lexicon includes “wotetila” as “work”--but is defined as “housework”
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(Senft 1986:595). This contrast, perhaps, has undertones of  the occasional derogatory

manner in which Trobriand men speak of their wives (Weiner 1976:14). Yet, in contexts

of exchange demands, such innuendoes are never evoked. Just as no Trobriand man or

woman becomes strong without investments made in them by others, no kula man’s name

can climb in renown without exchange.

Recalling  Mauss’ argument, Weiner (1976:23) notes the act of giving does not

change the nature of the actors; exchange mediates relationships. For Muyuwans, kula is

the most important thing in their life; most men engage in kula but only a very few ever

achieve greater recognition  (Damon 1990). For Gawans, shells model the process of

becoming  famous and, thus, are a medium for social climbing and hierarchical differences

among men (Munn 1986:107-110). In Trobriand society, even hereditary leaders must

follow the rules of the game, and exchange like-valued shells in order to maintain position.

Some lesser-ranked men who are related to chiefs will participate with chiefs, but still only

attain lower-ranking shells. In the corporate world, chiefs, however, are limited in their

ability to wield power; excessive use of power or autonomy will eventually lead to counter

measures by others--through sorcery, “he becomes his own victim” (Weiner 1992:193, ft.

24; Weiner 1976). Similarly, on Gawa, kula men associate the subversive agencies of  the

witch (illness and death) with the intent of kula competitors. When Gawa is believed to be

infected with witchcraft, partners will bypass the island. This ‘kula’ tactic leads not to the

fame of Gawa, but to its lack of name (Munn 1990).

For competitive uvalaku, preparatory feasts would include the distribution, by

allotment to each canoe, heaps of yams, taro, coconut and pig flesh as payment to crew
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members. Also, men would  project images of canoes laden with shell wealth and other

items of value. Such visions as ‘present’ yet spatially-temporally ‘absent,’ were imagined

in the minds of seasoned kula players. Yet, lore of competitive exchange and mwasawa

may have eluded the imagination of  younger initiates. The evening prior to departure, the

toli’ uvalaku will host a meal for his crew. These men will recollect past kula voyages,

their adventures and challenges. Malinowski (1922:214) writes:

Kula conversations will predominate on such occasions, and names of
distant partners, and personal names of specially valuable vaygu’a will
punctuate the conversation and make it very obscure to those not initiated
into the technicalities and historical traditions of the Kula. Recollections
how a certain big spondylus necklace passed a couple of years ago through
Sinaketa, how So-and-so handed it to So-and-so in Kiriwinia, who again
gave it to one of his partners in Kitava (all the personal names of course
being mentioned) and how it went from there to Woodlark Island, where
its traces become lost--such reminiscences lead to conjectures as to where
the necklace might not be, and whether there is a chance of meeting it in
Dobu. Famous exchanges are cited, quarrels over Kula grievances, cases in
whcih a man was killed by magic for his too successful dealings in the Kula,
are told one after the other, and listened to the never failing interest. The
younger men amuse themselves perhaps with less serious discussions about
the dangers awaiting them on the sea, about the fierceness of the witches
and dreadful beings in the Koya, while many a young Trobriander would be
warned at this stage of the unaccommodating attitude of the women in
Dobu, and of the fierceness of their men folk.

 Traditionally, both Trobriand men and women sought after fame. Trobriand

women strategists of lisaladabu worked to laden the village baku (center) with heaps of

banana-leaf  bundles and skirts, competing for renown as ‘strong women’. In like manner,

kula men of uvalaku expeditions endeavored to turn the minds of kula partners, redirect

shell wealth towards their favor, and laden their canoes with shells aplenty. Preparation

and sailing was directed towards  fields of ‘mourning’, anticipated partnership and
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successful transactions. Invitation to time-honored death events, such as so’i - type

ceremonials, entailed sailing empty handed into spatial contexts inclusive, perhaps, of men

whose origins lay beyond the range of usual boundary partnership. (Malinowski 1922:469;

473, 489). The image of canoes, skirts and death upon the landscape is expressed in

Vakutan mortuary practice.

In Vakuta, the second stage of mortuary observance, vakakaiya roughly

corresponds to northern Kiriwinia’s lisaladabu, the women’s skirt distribution. It releases

the principal mourner from restrictive mourning practices; village life returns to normal,

except for the affines of the deceased who wear the mourning necklace (mwagula). The

third stage accomplishes the untying of the mwagula of all of a clan’s affines who wear the

relics of its deceased. This represents the accumulation of deaths in the passing five-ten

year, or more years; it provides for a finalization of mortuary obligations through payment

of all those who possess the mourning necklaces of the dead. Compared to northern

Kiriwina, where lisaladabu recognizes the death of one person and the ritual untying of

mwagula (or kuwa) is accomplished privately. Vakutans accomplish this in an elaborate

demonstration of women and men’s wealth in large public sagali (Campbell 1989:60-61).

Men conduct their own sagali, a kayasa, wherein every household on the island conducts

gardening with extra “zeal.” This enables the sponsoring clans to pay the wearers of

mwagula at the final sagali. During the men’s sagali, yams are finally recycled back to the

village. Next is the women’s sagali, beginning with katumova urimov--the binding of

disparate strands from aerial roots of pandanus--symbolizing corporate group unity of

Vakuta’ four clans. Women of the sponsoring clan gather the materials, having other
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women make them through vakapula (cooked food, betel nut, and tobacco) for their

work. Materials are given to their husbands’ clanswomen who, in fact, wear the mwagula;

skirts are not exchanged for objects as in northern Kiriwina (cf. Weiner 1976:76-78).

Campbell (1989:66) notes, in some way, every woman on Vakuta is involved in

preparation of skirts. Individual women compete in mobilizing a wide social network to

demonstrate their own social position and that of their husband (see Weiner 1976:103-120

on intra-clan competition). On the morning of the doba sagali, “a squeal of pigs” opens

the day’s event, as they are slaughtered and prepared in earth ovens. Women decorate

themselves and gather in the center of the village, in front to the senior male member of

the sponsoring dala. Skirts are presented in special containers called “bubuwaga;”

Campbell notes that  waga means boat”(Campbell 1989:67). Waga also is the term for

“hull of the seagoing canoe;” bubune is glossed “tradition,” bubusi “is to leak” and

bubwagau is “bewitched, magic” (Senft 1986:201). Given these lexical glosses, it is

tempting to recall traditional kula myths of the flying canoe, the dangers of the flying

witches to kula men in southern Massim waters, and southern Massim locales associated

with the female flying witch, yoyova or mulukuwausi.  The bubuwaga evoke an image of

women with potential invisible “doubling qualities” as flying witches. With the entrance of

bubuwaga brought into the village, women are loaded down with skirts which otherwise,

would hinder their free flying. Witches are immobilized by their doba (skirts); once

removed, they fly naked with rapid speed. Flying witches watch out for sinking waga, and

noises generated by helpless crew. A young apprentice will call out to her mother, and

they both fly to the spot, snapping their creepers like ‘fire flying through the sky’.  Female
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initiates must consume human flesh.  On land, when pigs are being quartered in the village,

young initiate witches are noted for consuming raw flesh of pigs and fish. Their identity is

recognized when they eat the pig’s blood and tear up the uncooked flesh. And at death,

flying witches perch on gables or  tree tops, attracted to the smell of decaying flesh. Thus,

we can image the Vakutan village homesite (bwala: dwelling), like the sea (bwalita),

ensconced with lethal potential as bubuwaga are overturned. Also, canoes are symbolically

cast as female, and are kept hidden under mats enclosing their potentially ‘dangerous’

qualities. So, once the symbolic basket-canoes are emptied, and skirts removed,  potential

female “doubles,” once laden down with skirts, are mobilized and free to fly as

transfomative yoyova (Malinowski 1922:238-241).

F. Return to Trobriand Uvalaku

This aside returns us to the Vakutan mortuary event where men, after women’s

exchange of skirts, move to the center and distribute raw yams and betel as kaimelu

(payment) to their sisters, nieces, and mothers who took part in women’s sagali.

Communal eating marks an end to the public distribution of wealth from deceased to

affines, given for the latter’s care of the dead of the deceased’s clan. Wearers of  mwagula

may decide to continue observances, and are paid in kula shells, skirts and yams. Those

paid in skirts at the final doba sagali are the women who distributed skirts in the last

mortuary doba sagali. Thus, clans rotate obligations (Campbell 1989:68).
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With the above discussions in hand, it is now possible to move--conceptually pull

back into a frame of reference--the varied contexts previously cast. These included:(1) the

Kitavan mortuary ceremonial of borabora, Vakutan mortuary ceremonials (borabora, as

traditional withholding of kula shell transactions, kayasa, and  doba sagali); and (2)

related events previously noted for northern Kiriwinia--the harvest season, kayasa, kula,

the infringement of death to community level activities and subsequent requirements of

women’s mortuary sagali. This juxtaposition bespeaks both heterogeneity of  traditions,

and historical continuity as “common patterns with similar concerns” (Campbell 1989:69).

The contemporary perspectives described remind us of the potential for adoption and

transformations in cultural practices, and possibilities for mortuary-kula interconnectivites.

As underscored, Malinowski (1922:Ch.XX) provides an entire chapter to the association

of  kula and a mortuary taboo, so’i, which held up the flow of  kula valuables. His

discussion centers on its observance in Kitava, drawing comparison to the practice in other

southern Massim communities and the south coast of New Guinea.

The Kitavan mortuary event, termed so’i, had important consequences for

regional kula preparation, inter-island communication, and the forging of partnerships

within and beyond defined kula district boundaries. Kitava, a primary center for canoe

building, was considered a ‘kula community in itself’. Like Vakuta, it was a fulcrum for

the flow of both armshells and necklaces. Kitava and Vakuta made exchanges on both

the western and eastern sides of the kula transit, “having to fetch and carry both articles

overseas” (Malinowski 1922:488). The ambidextrous, concentrated nature of kula on

Kitava and Vakuta made for an ideal scenario of inter-island socioeconomic
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connectiveness, the forging of kula partnerships, and distribution of  a concentration of

kula valuables in a variety of social contexts. Traditionally, when such a event, such as

a so’i mortuary feast was anticipated, word was spread by inter-island partners, setting

into motion a variety of intra-island activities. Uvalaku entailed ceremonial feasting,

observance of all technicalities and formalities of sailing and canoe building

(Malinowski 1922:210). The toli’uvalaku (master of the uvalaku) was always one of

the “sectional chiefs or headman” and  never a “minor headman;” he was partial

financier of the fleet, supported by kinsmen and affines, and was the anticipated, formal

winner (Malinowski 1922:208; 212). When sailing, the toli’uvalaku’s fame was

dependent on favorable wind patterns, ‘non-hostile natives’ and the dangers of  sea

travel (see Malinowski 1922:Ch. 10). On shore, his real ability to finance the expedition

was dependent upon both his kinsmen and affines,” and the ability to obligate his crew

and carry out the expedition in ordered style (Malinowski 1922:208). Malinowski

(1922:213) writes, “if we were to draw out all the strands of gifts and contributions

connected with such a distribution we would find an intricate web.”

The Toli’uvalaku hosted his community partners and crewmen with a festive

distribution of  foods, such as pig and betel nut. This denoted both the strength of his

personal acumen and ability to rally economic support from lineage and affinal kinsmen.

The preparatory sagali obligated crew members. One of Malinowski’s informants

noted, “we can not return on uvalaku, for we have eaten of the pig, and we have

chewed of the betel nut given by the toli’uvalaku” (Malinowski 1922:209). That men

were able to feed inter-island and intra-island guests has to do with their linkage to
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land, labor, yams and magic (Weiner 1976:Ch. 6). Men’s agency in kula, as expressions

of feeding, are related to position of rank. The proceeding discusses the importance of

rank and  men’s agency as kula players, visitors and hosts.

G. Trobriand Kula, Chiefly Hierarchy, and Feeding

According to Weiner (1976; 1992), kula is organized differently in northern

Kiriwina than in other Massim communities which engage in kula.  Until this century,

Kiriwina kula was restricted to guyau. This term denotes inherited chiefly positions and all

those members of the ranking lineages into which men are born. Following chiefly rules of

polygamy and the preference for cross-cousin marriage, these include brothers, sister’s

sons, their own sons, and sister’s sons. Historically, chiefly matrilineages have always

competed. Yet, their loci of power has been restricted. They have autonomous decision

making authority over only villagers related patrilaterally, matrilineally, and affinally. In

chiefly lineages, ancestral ranking remains intact, so that a successor may be able to

reconstitute a more stable position of  power. Also, women’s wealth (doba skirts), “a

symbolic representation of ancestral authenticity,” provides the economic underpinnings of

chiefly authority. The exchange of women’s’ wealth at mourning ceremonials provided

men the means to replace affinal and patrilateral debts (Weiner 1992:138).

In contrast to the restrictions of kula entry in northern Kiriwina, throughout the

rest of the kula districts and in villages of the outlying Trobriand islands, “ almost all adult

men were active” (Weiner 1992:138). Men in proximate Massim communities could

achieve leadership through kula and be called guyau. Among these men, the presence of

Trobriand chiefs was never in doubt; “they would discuss the differences between
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themselves and the ‘famous’ Trobriand chiefs” (Weiner 1992:136). Yet, throughout the

kula districts, there were few preeminent players and these were invariably recognized

political leaders. Kula success hinged on one’s ability to control the movement of  the

most high-ranking shells, in order to validate one’s position within the web of players.

Inter-district kula afforded men the political context to compete in a noncorporate arena,

and define their agency over men who, themselves, commanded singular authority.

In the Trobriand case, northern leaders negotiated and enhanced their strategies

through inter-island connections. As Weiner (1992:139) notes, until the 1930s, southern

villages produced a category of shells, called kitomu, valued as personal property.

Through payment in yams, chiefs acquired these shells and used them to multiply their

possibilities of success by negotiating with many partners simultaneously. Kitomu are

given, also, as wealth or to one’s children as body decoration Yet in Kiriwina, men do not

depend on kula shells for internal exchange obligations, as is the case in other Massim

communities, such as Gawa, Vakuta and Muyuw. Kiriwinian men’s primary valuable is the

ceremonial axe blade (beku); this is used preeminently as payment of sorcery, and

engenders significant fear and danger, particularly when wielded by a chief. (Weiner

1976:180-184). Traditionally, beku was used as the ritual implement to inaugurate garden

lands and construct themagical prismatic kamkokola, on the garden plots.

The dependency of other men on kula shell as exchange valuables circumscribed

their ability to climb in kula renown. Accordingly, the “ever-present kinship obligations

keep most kula players much more dependent than Kiriwina men...restricting their political

autonomy and authority in kula” (Weiner 1992:139).
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In the outlying Trobriand islands of Kitava, Vakuta and Kaileuna, the number and

authority of chieftonships is limited. Yet on Kiriwina, there has always been a larger nexus

of guyau who vied for power as they tried to assert position outside their community of

autonomy. Their hamlets, historically, have been located in the northern half of the island.

As noted, land mass and populated are greatest here, associated with the area’s fertile soil

(Irwin 1983; Weiner 1976).20  From northern Kiriwina, chiefs traveled relatively short

distances to coterminous islands (e.g., Kitava). This has not been the case for players in

the two other major areas for Trobriand kula. These are Vakuta Island and the southern

coastal community of Sinaketa.  Men sail westerly to Dobu, and southerly to Gawa and

Iwa  (Malinowski 1922). Among the community of players, the strongest men would have

Northern Trobriand chiefs as their partners. As Weiner (1992:139) explains,“ the fame and

fear of these chiefs circulate independent of their kula exploits.”

In each kula area, the threat of lost shells is matched by the lingering fear that a

kula path might die. Fear of sorcery surrounds those who take the greatest risks in

extending their fame. Thus, Trobriand chiefs, and their power to muster potent magic,

would present significant danger in the kula arena. While chief’s retain privilege to certain

shell decoration, ranked according to lineage, these shell do not privilege their use in

exchange competition. Chiefly wealth, as lineage defined shell, is ‘held in trust’ for

subsequent generations through reclamation by a man’s sister. (Weiner 1976) . Lineage

membership does not elevate or privilege them in noncorporate kula exchange; they can be

                                                       
20 Today, only a small percentage of men engage in kula. Yet, experience, skill and
traditional leadership are primary factors that lead to success (Weiner 1992:138).
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undercut by any other man despite the imaged and real spectre of fear which surrounds

them. Yet, even though Trobriand chiefs are not the only “distinguished players,” they

create the image, the “symbolic edifice,” in which cheiftancy for all players becomes a

political possibility” (Weiner 1992:140). Although not unrivaled in the playing field, the

presence of Trobriand chiefs and their ranking “created the chiefly identity in which all top

players participated” (Weiner 1992:140). Traditionally, the ranking and of shells and even

the routes that the shells followed across the Massim, were ranked in a chiefly manner.

For Trobriand kula players, the highest ranking shells obtained would be destined

for the northern Trobriand chiefs. To bestow a high ranking shell is “a bereavement of

sorts, because no high-ranking shell is the exact equivalent of another (Weiner 1995”

140). As Malinowski (1922) has described, the exchange of shell is gestured in disdain. At

that moment,  the shell is no longer of value, even though a man has managed to keep it

out of circulation for years. With the release of a shell, the power embedded in ownership

is lost. The kula player receives another shell, yet it can never match the same value, as

each shell is endowed with unique persona. Thus, the player ritually drops the shell,

symbolically expressing the difficulties of maintaining hierarchy and the value that kula

embeds in shell, through the risks of competing with men of  renown (Weiner 1992:146)

Yet, he retains some profit from the loss. According to kula rules, following the release of

high ranking shell, the path segment is finished. But another shell (kunivilevila) is given as

“profit.” The “marrying” of two high ranking shells “gives birth” to this additional shell,

although the “gestation “ period may take years to complete. This shell is an investment in

the future, “much like a child is conceived as eventually working hard for the parents. The
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shell allows the recipient to reopen the path by initiating exchanges with the same partners.

Special care would be taken to keep shells on a stable trajectory; when diverted the shell’s

name is changed and its former histories lost (Weiner 1992:140).

Malinowski (1922; 1965) describes Trobriand guyau as occupying ascribed

positions of stable hereditary rank, as compared to commoner, village ‘headmen’. Others

have been considered them tributary overlords, and as men of intermediary stature,

between chiefs and Melanesian big men (Powell 1960, 1969; Weiner 1976; Chowning

1977).  It also has been argued that northern Kiriwina district systems evolved from

unranked headman (Irwin 1983). Montague (quoted in Mosko 1995) reports that residents

of  Kaileuna, the second largest Trobriand island, consider chiefly and non-chiefly systems

of non-indigenous origin. Such systems neither evolved nor devolved in situ. Of interest is

the possible connection of Tubetube and Trobriand societal development. Mosko (1995)

notes research findings that suggest, a historical development of both ranked and northern

Kiriwinian chiefs, and unranked headmen of the southern Massim from ranked village

head-man type leaders, best exemplified by modern times in Tubetube. Kaileunans suggest

that the  ancestors of  the Tabalu ‘paramount chiefs’ of Omarakana, Kaileuna and other

villages arrived in canoes from Indonesia in the early nineteenth century. Existing

communities were organized on the Massim-wide pattern of local headman. These peoples

then introduced what has become the present system of  ‘paramount’ chiefly rank. As

Mosko (1995) argues, the varied perspectives, including a southern Massim, Polynesian,

New Guinea Highland trajectories of developments, leads to a questioning as to whether

or not scholars have, as yet, the real knowledge to fully explore the issue. He returns the
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discussion to Leach’s (1961) conceptualization of guyau chiefs as ‘fathers’. Leach

followed Malinowski’s (1965a,b) principles that Trobriand local leaders, along with chiefly

men, are metaphorical fathers to their political following. Mosko (1995:774) relates that

leaders and guyau chiefs, “by feeding their constituencies in a variety of ways...are

metaphorical fathers to their communities, their agency or power consisting in personal

detachments and attachments analogous to feeding and forming fathers.” His discussion of

chiefly paternalism reveals the agency of chiefs to feed / provide for others. In a village,

one of the land-owning lineages is of hereditary guyau status. It’s leader is eligible to

become guyau ‘chief’ of the village, and potentially the district or ‘paramount chief’,

depending on his influence in coterminous villages. He does not control the land of other

hamlets; only hereditary owners may “strike the soil and magically prepare the gardens”

(Malinowski 1965a:64-65).

By virtue of  chiefly privileges, guyau are in a unique position to feed others.

These include polygynous marriages, associated exchange gifts of male wealth and annual

prestations of yams (Weiner 1988:105-108).  As Mosko (1995:777) notes, “an effective

chief should take one wife from each of the land owning matrilineages of his village, and

perhaps neighboring village.” Unlike commoners, chiefs would receive at least four annual

payments of yams from the wife’s father, brother, mother’s brother and other affines

(Weiner 1988:106-107). Mosko (1995:778) notes, “the consolidation into a single yam

house of the several kaymata donations, made on behalf of  each chiefly wife, is a concrete

example of the chief’s strength.” These yams grown in the main kaymata plots, are those

which sons devote to fathers and hamlet leaders. The yams from kaymila gardens are
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given from fathers to their daughters who have married commoner men (Weiner 1976;

Malinowski 1965a, b). These kaymata plots comprise the preponderance of annual yam

exchanges throughout the Trobriands. This points up the paternal analogy of chiefly

agency.

Such prestations also underscore a chief’s real ability to feed others in a strategic

manner--to extend his own renown through hosting and engaging in inter-island kula, and

entertainment feasts such as milamala, kayasa, and kula canoe construction and

ceremonial launching. Mosko (1995:778; also Weiner 1976:202) writes, “chiefs organize

the many people of neighboring but otherwise independent hamlets into cohesive village

bodies by feeding and being fed by them.” Similarly, Montague (1983:41-42) states chiefs

are renown for their ability to bring many people together.

A chief’s ability to host is also related to his control of  the production and

distribution of all pigs, and betel and coconut palm grown on his land (Malinowski 1965).

A chief also control weather magic and powerful sorcery. His magical agency “transforms

an otherwise disorganized congerie of commoner people into a cohesive, structures

polities ” (Mosko 1995:778). Chiefs are intrinsically different from commoners; they have

the capacity to store, in their bellies, the most powerful magic of gardening-- weather.

Thus, a chief’s efficacy is related to his ability to call up destructive weather magic,

causing droughts which deny villagers the ability to feed one another. A chief’s command

of Kiriwinian soil, is thus directly related to his political hegemony. At a chief’s death,

eligible contenders compete through negotiating marriages in lineages which already had

sent wives and yams to the predecessor. Command of  kaymata plots ensures his ability to
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sponsor his predecessor’s mortuary sagali. As Omarakana’s history has shown, the chief’s

sons usually become leaders in hamlets within his domain; these supporters form a strong

nucleus and contribute to his ability to feed others (Mosko 1995:779; Powell 1960).

Yet, a chief’s hosting ability is further inscribed by general gardening practice and

one’s motivations to work hard on behalf of others. In the main kaymata plots, the most

detailed magical rites are performed and adhered to. Commoner men may use private

garden magic in their subsistence plots, but the strongest magic is directed to kaymata

plots. The magic of Omarakana was considered the most potent form. Their garden plots

thus fed other leaders linked through marriages, and lent  them greater political clout

(Mosko 1995:775; Weiner 1988:83; Malinowski 1965a). Also, it is through men’s hard

work in kaymata plots, and the prestation of exceptional harvests of new yam food

(kalava’u), that men receive  payment for their labor. By ‘feeding’ others in this manner,

Trobriand men receive male wealth essential for other exchange obligations. These include

ceremonial beku, shell valuables, clay pots, and in recent contexts, money (Weiner

1988:86-88). Men also enjoy agency in their relationships, and are continually reevaluating

their relationships. As Weiner (1988:85) writes,

At one harvest, the men who filled Chief Waibasi’s wives’ yam houses
heard a rumor that the Chief would kill two pigs; but when they arrived in
his village, he announced that one pig had run away into the bush and no
one could catch it...many wondered if Waibadi had really planned to have
two pigs or was instead “tricking” them.

Gardeners who are not recognized for their labors, through valuables, will demonstrate

their displeasure through their gardening labor and yam harvest display. Thus men will say,

when yams are properly stored and fill a bwayma, a man “can find anything he needs;”
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yams not necessary for exchange currency of food can buy other products including  those

procured by way of the sea--armshells and red Chama necklaces (Weiner 1988:86). Yams

also afford certain guyau men the possibility to move beyond the confines of garden life,

and compete for these seashells, through uvalaku.

H. Uvalaku: Metaphors of Kula--Feeding, Gawa to the Trobriands

 In contemporary, egalitarian Gawan society,  uvelaku group sailings are

community-organized, kula competitions in which a formal winner is established (Munn

1986:ch 3). While kula is built upon individual partnerships, such events provide a

means by which Gawan community men engage the wider inter-island world on a

sociopolitical level. Competition enables not only individual winners, but generates the

‘fame of  Gawa’ in the greater inter-island world. Gawan fame, or butura, is ‘noise’,

produced through lavish feasts and entertainment.

In discussing kula and uvalaku, Gawans evoke the metaphor of  consumption,

framed in a discourse of gardening, kula, personal and community fame. Gardens and

kula are what make a man a guyaw (community leader). Without gardens, and the

possibility for hospitable discourse, overseas visitors would bypass Gawa and

partnerships subject to loss.  Inter-island kula paths are ‘nourished’ through reciprocal

food giving. Gawa’s fame is built upon generosity of food and dance, such that visitors

take away  ‘noise’ (buraga-ra), or the fame (butu-ra) of  Gawan. Gawans say, “ If  we

ourselves eat, there is no noise, no fame, it will disappear, rubbish, it will default. If we

have visitors, they praise us...if not, there is no fame; Gawa would have no kula shells,

no guyaw (man of high standing), no kula fame” (Munn 1986:49). Thus, if Gawans eat
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until their stomachs are ‘swollen’, there is no possibility of  entertainment and butura.

Gawan hospitality is reciprocated by immediate district kula partners, as well as those

with whom they do not  legitimately, and directly transact shells. These are partners

Gawans visit on kula travels and by whom Gawans are festively fed. They include

Trobrianders at Sinaketa, and southern Muyuwans (Munn 1986:57).

Like Gawans, Trobrianders, consider food-giving a form of ‘generosity;’ ‘one

eats for others’ as opposed to eating for oneself. Eating expresses appreciation for

others (e.g., father brother, affines) who provide food sustenance. Thus, a person who

eats ‘open-mouthed’ expresses gratitude for the productive labor of others. A person

who eats with a shut mouth is “selfish, stingy.” Figuratively, a ‘swollen stomach’ is a

negative value sign, indicative of eating for oneself and alienating one’s own food for

consumption. One’s primary consumption is food which have been given (Montague

1989). The image of  full, ‘swollen’ liku (yam house compartments), filled by the yearly

labor of affines, points to their intent and ability to restore ‘swollen’ garden plots

(abundant yams), and their interests in engaging in mutual exchange. A satisfactory

harvest and full bwayma (yam house), are preconditions for continued strength of

affinal relations, and an indicator of community  ‘health and well-being’.  They are also

preconditions for kula and uvalaku sailing. As Keesing (1981) discusses, yam exchange

comprise the main road of exchange for all Trobriand men and women, and it is

connected side by side with other paths and cycles of exchange. He (1981:209) states:

This road connects not only men’s wealth and women’s wealth but
connects agricultural production with the web of social relations and with
the mortuary rites that are a major focus of Trobriand culture...The main
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road of exchange through which every man and woman converts yams into
a measure of  prestige leads...into the kula and other subsystems; and
through these paths, it opens roads to great power and wealth for men of
rank.

 ‘Swollen’ bwayma, filled with kalava’u (new yam food) is an inversion of  the

natural condition of outward fleet sailing (uvalaku). For example, village leaders and

their kula consociates sail in canoes of empty liku (compartments). As garden plots are

overturned at harvest time, and new yam food (kalava’u) is placed in a brother-in-law’s

yam house, the soil is emptied for re-seeding. In kula, canoes sail empty-handed, and

return ‘swollen’ with fruits of the sea. Just as a man’s bwayma is filled by non-kinsmen,

canoes of visiting uvalaku partners are filled, in the main, by their non-relative hosts

(e.g., Dobuans visiting Sinaketans). Although the extent of inter-island marriages is

unclear, such structural relationships would further the success of  high-ranked kula

players. Such Trobriand guyau would return to shore laden in like manner (e.g.,

northern Kiriwinians returning from Kitava).

Successful uvalaku, like a plentiful harvest, would bring  intra- and inter-island

fame, as described in magical prowess, like ‘thunderous noise’(butula; dudu: thunder)

across the Massim (Malinowski 1922). Northern Kiriwinian’s gardening prowess

supported the fame (butura) of other ranked-men inter-connected through intra-island

marriage and economic inter-dependencies. Intra-island kula, not unlike ceremonial

wasi (exchange of yam for fish), connected men and communities in diverse ways.

Although hereditary rank contributed to a man’s leadership or chiefly clout, his political

acumen and persuasive talents of  rhetoric undergirded his ‘name’ contributed both to
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his immediate local and regional repute. So too, did community men and women,

whose talents contributed to their individual reputation and village prominence. For

example, just as savvy kula players encouraged both personal and local renown

(butura), talented individuals, as composers of dance and song (butu), spread their

fame as ‘noise’ (butula), through creative sounds and visual images. Uvalaku sailors

are not unlike a male dancer at milamala whose butura spread, metaphorically, with

the wind, like the flapping noise of his hand-held pandanus streamer (bisila). A

bleached pandanus streamer would be tied to the prow of the toli’uvlaku’s canoe,

signaling his authorship and anticipated renown (Malinowski 1922; 1929).

 There are several lexical terms which bring coherence to notions of gardens of

plenty, eating, shells, and renown. The imagery of anchoring and mooring in garden

practice (e.g., dakuna stone in the soil and coral stone at corners) symbolically secures

and immobilizes the fecund garden while magic issued after harvest (e.g., vilamalia

magic) ensures ‘plenty’. Here, the intent is for a bwayma, filled with exchange yams, to

be heavy and ‘dark’ inside (see Malinowski 1965a, b). The weight of  abundant,

substantial, ‘body building’ taytu yam food (kanua or kaula) anchors the bwayma, the

binabina stones, ritually placed on the bwayma’s floor, accomplish the same effect

symbolically. Affinal exchange obligations, such as a marriage and deaths, and the

financing of feasts (such as kayasa, or uvalaku sailing) releases the bwayma’s stored

wealth,  primarily the products of men’s labors. This testifies to the strength of affinal

bonds, if not the interests of men motivated to extend their influence and ‘noise’ their

name. The ritual manipulation of tayu signifies the political interests of a man and his
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wife, the titular owner, at sagali. Without a heavy bwayma, there is no possibility to

nourish affinal networks, regenerate the interests of the matrilineage (dala), or endorse

entertainment, such as festive kayasa and inter-island kula. There is no wherewithal to

create a liminal context removed from corporate exchange demands. These demands

were enacted against the backdrop of massim ecology.

Historically, coral atoll lifeways were subject to ecological hazards (e.g., periodic

drought). Trobriand lifeways were framed as well, by a social milieu subject to the

inherent demands of corporate living--of advancing interests and fulfilling the

expectations of self and others. While warfare was once a normative context for

formalized competition, kula was a context for publicizing personal knowledge, internal

resources, and one’s ability to manipulate the minds and resources of others.  In kula,

“men return to and draw upon the power of youth: the use of self as the primary

mechanism for attraction” (Weiner 1976:218). Individuals would draw upon their

resources of magic,  “counterpart to the process of  formal exchange,” and turn the

hostile environment into a powerful part of one’s resources  (Weiner 1976:217-218). In

Trobriand belief, magic is used to control the external world, facilitating exigencies of

both corporate and non-corporate life. Sorcerizing magic would periodically disrupt

social cohesion, built upon the ‘work’ (paisewa; paisa’u) of others.

While fishing engaged the lifeways of coastal communities, the preeminent form

of paisewa for inlanders  revolved around the production of teytu yam food--kaulo,

called the Trobriands’ “daily bread” (Malinowski 1965a:227; see Introduction).

According to Weiner (1976:216), Trobrianders secure the fruits of the soil and sea for
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formalized exchange purposes; magic is powerfully exercised and strategically

employed.

Malinowski (1965a, b) has described, meticulously, the use of magic in Trobriand

gardening and the role of magic to solicit assistance of ancestral baloma (spirits). His

descriptions of  the motivations behind displaying garden food complement Montague’s

(1989) analysis of Trobriand mortuary sagali, and provisioning and consumption

ideology. Trobrianders contrast themselves with westerners, who selfishly eat for

themselves, and “carry this wrong-minded behavior to the extreme of failing to eat for

[the] recently dead” (Montague 1989:23). While Trobrianders begin life as food

dependents, this dependency status changes in adulthood. Adults produce food and

give it to others; they acquire food dependents, especially as a result of marriage.

Unappreciated food providers “will turn away” and give of the products of their labor

to others. Ill-will provokes food deprivation; not overt food refusal but food

deprivation via the invisible means of  sorcery which “adulterates” food and destroys it

life sustaining quality (Montague 1989:27).

In discussing garden magic, Malinowski (1965a:225-227) relates the need to

evoke magic and anchor prosperity (yam food), thus securing the assistanceof others

(e.g., baloma, villages). Without the magic of prosperity (vilamalia) to “pierce” and

“round up” the belly, “men and women would want to eat all the time. Their stomachs

would ..swell...they would want more and more food” (Malinowski 1965a:227). Magic

is necessary to satisfy hunger. Thus, ‘hunger’ is shameful, and abstention from food a

virtue. Eating is said to be done for mere “ pleasure” and to “satisfy” appetite. As
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Malinowski (1965a:226-7) described, yams would be “hoarded” and allowed to rot

until the next harvest, such that the effect of “transparency” or illumination of light

could be avoided. When there were not enough yams to fill a bwayma, tubers would be

placed strategically to image malia (Malinowski 1965a:220).

Of interest here, is the metaphor of  the garden as a fecund female (see Brindley

1984).21  Like women, yams have the capacity  to reproduce themselves.  Yams are

cultivated, fed and nurtured though magical rite  and human labor. As Montague

(1983) describes, women are food dependents of men; it is men who are the primary

controllers of land and the workers of the soil. In contrast to women’s ‘squishy’

countenance, men are hard bodied, with bellies full of potent magic to wield sorcery

and positive magic. It is men who are the primary workers of the soil, the harvested or

‘figurative killer’, extracting from soil tubers and humans.

Men kill for women; a female body is too amorphous to withstand the retribution

as sorcerizing attack. In Trobriand belief, women’s intrinsic value is their ability to

produce and regenerate life via the recycling of dala essence (baloma). This recalls the

                                                       
21 A wonderful folktale (SN129) reminds us of the opposition bush / garden, and the “red
blazing” fecundity of the real soil of northern Kiriwina. It also reminds us of the prevailing
taboo about initiating sexual relations in the garden. The tale evokes a common theme of
excess / restraint, with the former (sexual excess) leading to one’s demise (siligaga is
glossed “to do something wrong, make a mistake” (Senft 1986:367). The sexual excesses
of Siligadoi (a yam post?) is likened to the burning of the soil; a vagina as ‘huge hole’
evokes the image of planting taytu seed yams via large holes, to reap the most
productivity. The theme of excess / unrestrained sexuality is imaged in Siligadoi’s’s
entanglement in a nexus of grass skirt / pubic vine-like hair. Male stability / female sexual
instability is ‘capsized’ via Siligadoi’s one-legged, yam-post stance. SN 203 relates a tale
about a husband who uses his shell money to pay for restoring / curing his wife’s sexuality;
Several curers ‘engage’ in curing the wife’s strange illness--vagina as ‘large sore’.
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powerful image of  a woman, secluded prior to birth. Her skin is illuminated through

magical rite and lack of sunlight; this is contrastive to ripening tubers underground.

Their external skin darkens with maturation, while the substantive fl-shy-inside

becomes white. Thus, just as a parturient woman would remain secluded in a darkened

dwelling, to ensure her first birth through protection from sorcery, a darkened bwayma

would denote fullness, well-being, “absence of disease, dangerous influences and

disaster” via the powerful magic of the garden magician (Malinowski 1965a:220). Yet,

a first birth also signals the end of the first year of married life, and the obligations

forged through marriage exchanges--particularly the husband’s prestations of  valued

beku, and sometimes kula shell.

As Weiner (1976) has demonstrated, marriage is the foundation upon which most

yam displays and exchanges that take place at harvest time rest. After the first year of

marriage, the exchange relations that bind a couple and their affines become increasing

politically and economically essential. The strength of those bonds are expressed most

dramatically at deaths, when a man’s yams, which underwrite affinal interdependencies,

create a return of women’s wealth (see Weiner 1976).

The beginning stage of marriage is marked by the exchange of men’s valuables

(beku) and, a waiting period wherein the couple move to the husband’s hamlet, to be

fed by his mother. The couple eats alone and share their meal of yam from a single

bowl. This signifies not only the economic importance of yams, but also the state of

affinal exchange relationships which forge that bond. At the new year’s harvest, a

second round of exchange yams is followed by the establishment of their hearth. From
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that time on, the wife prepares the meals, yet the couple may never eat together from

the same bowl. A husband’s friends may join him as a it is considered shameful for a

man to eat alone. Cooked food is gifted after the exchange of final valuables. This

consummates the marriage exchanges (yams / valuables / yams), and anticipates the

annual yam exchange gardens made by a girl’s father or brother. The importance of

rules and ethics of consumption is expressed in kula as well. On overseas kula, a man

may not eat with his partner until exchanges between them have been consummated.

An unsuccessful kula player will remain on the beach, eating alone (Weiner 1976:184).

At the end of the first year of married life, and associated first birth, the sexuality

associated with adolescence, and the significance of sexual entrancement through

embodiment (e.g., red skirts, shells-body decoration), is submerged.  In contexts of

liminality, such as harvest time and mortuary sagali, evidences of such embodiment are

reinvoked with intensity. It is shameful for anyone to refer to a couple’s private sexual

life, just as it is shameful to discuss physical hunger. Now, the corporate demands

expressed by marriage gifts of beku and shell, are reflected annually in the prestations

of yam by a woman’s father and brother. Those yams they ate publicly, marking their

married life, are now symbols of their public separateness (Weiner 12988:90). Eating,

sexuality, and aesthetic manipulation of  body adornments, however, continue as

expressions of exchange--chewing with an opened mouth (expressions of appreciation

for food given), reddened teeth by betel chewing (sexual pleasure), red kula necklaces

and ornamented armshells (which “marry” when exchanged), and, at women’ mortuary

ceremonials, newly made red skirts, draped dramatically in the center of the baku These
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images encode metaphors of chewing, biting and teeth--preeminent mediums for

expressing  personal desire and personae.

I. Thoughts of  Real and False Teeth: Shell, Skirts and Stone

1. Malia

In liminal contexts of milamala, a bwayma of  ‘plenty’ denotes abandon, sheer

sexual pleasure and passion, symbolically expressed through biting off eyelashes

(mitukukululu; lululu: flame) with one’s teeth (kudu) (Senft 1986:292). A dark

bwayma is like darkened teeth , which are necessary to be really attractive (Malinowski

1929:252). Sexual pleasure as generosity bespeaks corporate generosity and the need

to express, through silent forms, one’s teeth. Appreciation, for others who feed you, is

imaged by chewing with an opened mouth, revealing one’s teeth. Without something to

chew on (yams), there is no need for teeth (kudu) and no means to recreate the very

‘fabric’ of  Trobriand society. This fabric is teeth (kudu), so to speak, in the banana-leaf

skirts (doba) women create by rasping with their ‘teeth’, and the banana leaf fiber’s

which women bundle (kudu) and stack together as fiber rows (kudu) (Baldwin

n.d.:154-156).22

                                                       
22 SN 215 relates the story of a newly married couple. The wife is not experienced at
mitakuku--the ‘premarital’ practice of pinching off eyelashes and brows. This
“unknowledgeable” and “good for nothing vulva,” only good for preparing her husband’s
fish, resorted to the ‘personal touch’. She took her scraper and grabbed him by his hair
(associated  with conception, excessive hair as perversion). She scraped him up to look
like an undesirable ‘wild pig’. Then she showed him how to mitakuku--he was left with
eyes swollen shut. Later, he calls her an ‘expertised organ’ and they lived “happily ever
after”! A biting skull (pwaneta) is the topic of Sn 247. Hiding inside a stone, it jumps out
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Tied bundles of skirts (luva) figuratively ‘sound’ (luluvala) the renown of

Kiriwinian women, whose own names are built upon the work of men who invoke their

stone axe implements to recreate the landscape. They do so by burning it, planting /

seeding it, swelling the soil with hearty taytu. They anchor the tubers through ritual use

of katakudu or dimkudukudu, a stick which metaphorically burns (kata), bites and

clinches the soil to ensure the new yam food (kalava’u) (Malinowski 1965b:150-151).

It is the man’s adze (ligogu), carried on his shoulder which symbolically expresses the

regenerative value of women and the generative, productive value of men. He uses it at

the ceremonial rite of tum, the “pressing” of the soil at harvest time. His shoulder is

weighted down with the medicated blade, just as the shoulder of a birthing woman is

pressed down with the weight of her attendant (see Poschl and Poschl 1986;

Malinowski 1965b:150; 1965a:fig. 3; 1929:414). With his ligogu , having a well-

polished blade, the gardener ‘turns around’ an old, main garden site (ligaba), wherein

yams have been figuratively tipped out (liga), as yams are from a basket. This ‘spent’

soil is where people forage during molu. The old garden site is now light, negatively

valued like light-weight acacia wood (liga), when used in battle (Baldwin n.d.:176).

Warshields (vayola) were traditionally made of this wood, which in context of a ‘used

                                                                                                                                                                    
and takes hold of a fisherman’s “penis and balls with its teeth;” the skull makes its rounds
about the man’s village, biting and claiming several victims. Even the work of curative
ginger can not disengage it from its biting frenzy. The villagers decide to sacrifice the least
sexually potent villager man, an old widower. He and the skull are set on fire. The tale’s
ending is typical of all Trobriand folktale endings, called “kasiyena” (kasi: relates to food,
yena: fish; many tales use the motif of  the sea/fishing as a vehicle for relating the moral
ambiguities of atoll lifeways, especially gender power plays and women’s greater freedom
of sexuality. Folktales are said to encourage the growth of the new yam crop).
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up soil’ or ‘spent tubers,’ bespeaks emptiness, generative sterility, and death (cf. Glass

1986). Yet, gardeners shoulder their axe blades and grip the handles (vala) to

regenerate the soil.

For example, in garden rites, kema, the generic term for “axe.” or ceremonial axe

blades (beku), are used as magical implements to inaugurate the gardens (Malinowski

1965b:150). Baldwin (n.d.:336, backside) provides a hand-drawn rendition of  an axe

blade. Only certain features of the axe are identifiable.23 The handle or haft  is the

“vala;” it may be glossed “handle,” “small garden division,”  “swollen” and “ to kick

with sole of one’s foot” (Baldwin n.d.:337; Senft 1986:403). When carried, a kema lays

across a man’s shoulder, in ‘V’ shape down his chest and backside. It’s visual image

and associated lexicon denote a man’s productive labor and actions---turning. hitting,

and generating ‘swelling’ of  the soil. The inverted “V” shape recalls the garden’s

triangular prismatic, vertical structures, the kamkokola, and the magical potency and

aesthetic power they exude (Malinowski 1965a:280-282; plate 101,102) . These give

the garden visual and structural height, like the yam houses do in the village center.

Photos depicting an inverted “V” shaped canoe shed on the Trobriand shores recalls a

similar motif (see Damon 1990; Malinowski 1922:plate XXII).

The giyabu is the ‘swollen’ tip the haft; its phallic imagery extends the notion of

heat (lulu) generated from the burning fields (gabu: to burn; gigabu: burning). The

                                                       
23 Baldwin identifies the blade, but it is difficult to decipher. It looks like “kmwat.” It is
tempting to extend this etymologically as “kitomu”-the personally owned kula shell
valuable Weiner (1976;1992) suggests, historically, may have preceded axe blades as
men’s wealth.
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combined effect denotes elements which work together to create the renown fertile soil

of northern Kiriwina-burning, to reinvigorate and fertilize the soil, and the symbolic

fish, which inaugurates the soil, and denotes, perhaps, plenty (Malinowski 1965a:90-

94; Senft 1986:222). Thus, the hot ‘vala’ becomes luluvala or “sound” and the “back

ridge of a fish” (Baldwin n.d.; Senft 1986:314). The noise of  northern Kiriwinian

renown is  “lulavalu,” or  “darkened landscape,”  imaged in the dense foliage of a

Trobriand garden and the inside of a tightly packed bwayma (Baldwin n.d.:187).

The “head,” or joint of the haft is “kubula.”  The term may relate to kulula,

“head, to honor, to look down,” kubu ,“to tremble” and butula, “noise, sound, news,

rumor” (Baldwin n.d.:153; Senft 1986:206). Thus, the axe blade brings together the

structural and imaged presence of height in the garden, evoking the hierarchical

structure of Trobriand society, itself. It symbolizes the generative value men wield to

recreate the yam wealth which underpins the heart of the social fabric - the

matrilineage, and affinal exchange obligations that rules of exogamy define.

The visual image of a Trobriand ‘physically tall chief” and the bending position of

partners in ceremonial act of the kula, bespeak  the power of male ‘presence’ in

contexts of soil and sea (Malinowski 1922: 472; frontspiece). Yet, as Malinowski

notes, kula is always postponed until after the garden plots and crops are readied.

Preparations for kula (e.g., readying the canoes, feats), as well as the creation of the

garden structures and planting, coincide during the months of September-November.

Therefore, the gardens are a precondition for kula. In particular, there must be malia,
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secure stocks of food at home. At harvest times, kula “becomes a vivid demonstration,

and even celebration of malia, or abundance” (Young 1983; Malinowski 1922:53).

Chiefly yam houses which stand in the center of the baku, as in Omarakana,

Kasana’i, Olivilevi and Kabwaku, advertise “wealth and the necessary renown

(butura)” (Malinowski 1965a:228; 231). In effect, the bwayma symbolizes the “coral

out- crop [vatu] still joined to the bedrock; to be the bedrock itself” (Malinowski

1965a:221).  In filling the bwayma, the best yams would be placed on the top, easily

obtainable for feasts and ceremonials (Malinowski 1965a:222). Guyau, as gardeners

and kula players of renown, in fact, sit figuratively, at the top of  the heap. Weiner

(1992:137) writes:

Picture the conical pile of yams...as a motif of  kula activities. The most
valued inalienable shells are at the top of the heap; few in number, they are
supported by many thousand of shells that circulate in kula as well as those
that are individually owned [kitomu] and used both in kula and in local kin
affairs.  In the same way, those few highest ranking Kiriwinian chiefs are at
the top of the political elite, joined in kula by other men, leaders on other
islands, who similarly gain distinction from the acumen in attaining the
highest ranking shells.

 Thus, the fame of  Trobriand leaders of  ‘stature’ are not unlike the fame of

Gawan elders who liken themselves to the coral vatu.  It is they who protect Gawa

from negative, dangerous elements and attract the positive presence of inter-island

guests. It is their presence which enables them, later, to obtain high-ranking valuables

and become figurative “chiefs” (Munn 1986:219-221)  As Weiner ( 1992:137) notes,

“In this way, the capture and possession of ranked valuables give a precise form to the
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goals of kula interaction just as the status of chief gives a political form to the whole

enterprise.”

On both Gawa and the northern Kiriwina, one must be a good gardener in order

to underpin one’s renown as guyau. For a man to build political standing, he must be

able to feed incoming kula visitors as well as provide feasts for outgoing crew members

who sail in inter-island kula. A chiefly man of ‘stature’ wields tribute and has the

capacity to make annual yam prestations to his wives’ brothers. For example,

traditionally, the chief of Omarakana counted among his brother-in-laws men of

coastal Sinaketa, a primary kula center. Here, “ every man carried on kula”

(Malinowski 1922:275). Sinaketa was also a traditional maker of shell valuables

(Weiner 1988).24

 Through annual yam prestations to his wife’s husband, yams of the north filled

the yams houses of the South. They also filled the bwayma of coastal villages, such as

Kavataria, which provided Omarakana fish to inaugurate the gardens. Only in coastal

villages could taytu be taken out and restocked (Malinowski 1965a:90-95; 231-232).

From these bwayma, Sinaketans hosted overseas uvalaku visitors, building their fame

as hosts and releasers of shells. Thus, the productive capacity of a man’s axe blade not

only provided food for others to eat, but ensured against the negative value sign

“stinginess” or “ mekita,” and provided for “meki”--visitors “coming to the place” of

renown. The image of the Trobriand gardener, with his axe blade on his shoulder,

                                                       
24 At the time of Malinowski’s fieldwork, both centers had equal number of kula canoes
(8). Vakuta had 22, Kaileuna 20, and Kitava 12 (Malinowski 1922:122).
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“kitakeva,” denotes assurance of sailing , “keva,” and plenty, “ke’uva”( Senft

1986:285, 322).

 The axe blade, as beku and ligogu, are ritually handled in the corporate realm of

the garden, where men of rank figuratively and structurally define aspects of  their

personae. The manner of carrying an axe blade in inverted “V” fashion” reminds us of

the building of a kula canoe. The hull is placed “bottom up,” and ritually handled in

“kapitunela nanola waga”--“the cutting off of the canoe’s mind,” to change “ its mind

to run quickly” (Malinowski 1922:133).  It is struck with a ligogu, thus readied to be

pieced together. Just as the ‘mind’ of a garden is magically manipulated through garden

magic, to ‘swell’ and ‘anchor’ its tubers, and ‘uplift’ and ‘twine’ its vines around the

yam poles, the canoe is persuaded to expel its heaviness, and transform itself into a

vessel of speed and reliability for the kula players it carries (Malinowski 1922:3416-

417).

The hull’s “V” shape is extended to the triangular shape of  the sail. The

Trobriand gardener who stands at the kamkokola, with his foot placed at the inside of

his knee, forming a shape of a “V” is not unlike the connectivity of a mast and sail, if

not the stance taken by Trobriand male dancers (Malinowski 1965a:plate 102;

1929:plate XIV, XXII, XXIII, XL).25  Angular shapes are further imaged during the

                                                       
25 The canoe sail is likened to the butterfly (e.g., qualities of beauty and flight). SN074 is a
rendition of one of the shortest and funniest tales, “The Louse and the Butterfly.” In this
tale, the louse and butterfly create a Kula canoe, and set sail for a voyage. The louse
makes a noise--a fart. The butterfly tells the louse to pass it on to the “woman with sores;”
the woman, “useless” because of her ‘condition’, asks for some “fire” (figuratively a new
vagina,the mythological origin of fire). She attracts a fish (phallus symbol), and “had it
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rigging of a canoe prior to departure, and as men stand on the waga holding the long

mooring poles. The significance of  height-tall poles, tall chiefly men, tall yam pole, tall

aerial shoots, and tall mountain tops-is further signified by the long poles pigs are

carried on during feasts, and those that inland partners use to carry the kula shell

necklaces (Malinowski 1922:472, plates XXXV, XLI ). In inland kula, men of greater

rank never go ‘to meet’ the valuables, nor do they initiate exchange. Their partners

come to them. Social position is designated in the manner of  exchange, such as when a

necklace is carried on a pole, hanging down at its lowest point. The custom of giving in

an oblique, back-handed manner, calling kula shells “food left over,” denotes

geopolitical disadvantages, competitive gardening, the ‘game of kula,’ if not the vying

for inter-island renown and intra-island hegemony. In myth, those who, now, are

responsible for thunder and lightening are the very men who were prevented from

“seeing the world” on kula expeditions--the “low people,” and industrialists from

Yalaka. The latter erected a high pillar reaching to the heavens,” so as to find a “field

for their adventures in the sky” (Malinowski 1922:475; see Irwin 1983).

When the magical garden kamkokola is being constructed, during the calms, men

are preparing their canoes for sea travel . The  positive value sign of lightness is

invoked both for outgoing speed, and when the canoe returns on the homeward

journey, laden with kula valuables and provisions. The ligogu, with a “moveable

handle,” imparts mobility to the canoe. In canoe construction, men use bundles of

                                                                                                                                                                    
until she died.” Two messages associated with of the tale include “don’t fart around other
people” and “don’t mistreat your canoe or you will die” (J.W. Leach 1986).
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lashing creepers (kudu: teeth) to generate canoes, denoted ambiguously as female and

flying witch (cf. Tambiah 1983). Canoes carry kula men on seductive excursions, to

seduce and marry partners, and ‘birth’ shells. As in the figurative marrying of  kula

partners, by way of a closing, biting kula gift (kudu),  the forging of  affinal ties at

marriage is ‘clinched’ through kula-derived wealth--stone blades (-kai-) which are,

figuratively,  (-ka’i-) or “teeth” (Senft 1986:242). In the past, it was teeth, boar’s tusk

or doga, which symbolically expressed generative properties; in myth, it was a fitting

marriage gift (Young 1987).

2.  Molu

A  bwayma that is luminescent and empty signals molu (scarcity), and ‘swollen’

stomachs which result from privation and dysentery.  The northwest monsoon season

of molu includes preparation for overseas  kula and the main gardens, rites of growth

magic, the early harvest, and thinning out of undesirable tubers. Consuming immature

tubers may be  associated with consuming coral stones (lai), and the infertile, stone

ridden soil which bears insubstantial harvests, and is incapable of supporting  prolific

growth of  taytu yam. Eating unripe tubers denote stomachaches (lai), dysentery and,

thus, lightness (laitila). Unripe, insubstantial food is empty of real nutrients and makes

for negative body signs of  ‘lightness’ rather than hardness (kasai)  In times of drought,

inlanders seek out bush fruits, which may further stomach ailments, and light-weight

‘fish’ foods, which when consumed at positive events, such as festive sagali, provide

‘relish’. Fish as fat, is a lubricant to gently ease otherwise dry foods down one’s throat.

It is an ambiguous food; it is ‘insubstantial’ yet considered a festive delicacy. Yet, too
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much fish as malia (abundance) has the like, debilitating effect of consuming too much

unripe tubers (Malinowski 1965a:235-239). Malia as fish, taro and unripened taytu are

preconditions for the physical embodiment of molu. One must consume taytu (yams)

for real, substantial bodily strength (Montague 1989).  When villagers prepare only

taro, fish, or bush fruits, as occurs during  times of drought and scarcity (molu), bodily

health is impaired.

Times of molu, traditionally, sent inlanders to the swamps to reap taro, and to the

lagoon to steal local fish--primary foods of  the politically disadvantaged ‘low’  peoples

(see Irwin 1983; Malinowski 1965 a:16-20). The physical embodiment of  molu is  like

an unfilled bwayma,  inversely ‘illuminated inside,’ denoting negative motivations and

use of magic. Southern coastellers who experience ‘ill health’ during harvest time, in

fact,  blame the use of garden exorcism by proximate island communities. Winds which

carry ill- effects of  garden blight and pests, via the potent agency of magicians, ‘hit’

coastal villages in their stomachs, so to speak (see  Malinowski 1965a:235-239). The

ill-intent of  angry chiefs,  who wield adverse weather magic, has similar effect.

An exchange yam house that is empty is figuratively light weight and

impermanent. It symbolically ‘noises’ the intent of those who labored to fill it.  Its

image voices the imposed limitations on the agency of the nominal and titular owners

( husband and wife), to extend their influence and meet exchange obligations. Also,  a

bwayma, like a mortal being, has the potential for impermanence via the sorcerizing ill-

will of others (e.g., kinsmen, affines). The adulteration of food leads to death, bodily

dismemberment, and the dismantlement of a man’s bwayma (Montague 1989; Weiner
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1976). Death, as sorcerizing illness, empties the bwayma for mortuary ceremonial. An

empty (-ukuvokuva) bwayma figuratively expresses real loss, as death and mourning.

This image is the inverse of the heavy, hard work implied in a kuva necklace, worn as a

sign of mourning, and the weight of abundant grass skirts distributed in heaps at sagali

(Senft 1986:297).

The imagery of ‘weighing down,’ ‘heaviness,’ and anchoring a vessel which

previously was valued as ‘light’ and ‘quick,’ is fashioned through natural forces which

contain the external seascape. In kula magical spells, dark clouds, thunder and

earthquakes express ‘noise’--indicators of success and, thus,  personal fame. A man’s

agency to voice ‘thunder’ ensures the  release of  ‘dammed up’ kula wealth towards the

hands of  uvalaku players (Malinowski 1922:341; 1965b 240-243). Without

competitive use of magic, in contexts of soil and sea, gardens, bwaymas and canoes

might be overturned by sorcery, flying witches, or even leaping stones (Malinowski

1922:341-344). As Weiner (1988:138) writes,

Anthropologists have puzzled over the precise value concentrated in famed
kula shells --- a value so intense that men travel for weeks or months, often
under difficult sailing conditions, to another island, where they camp on
beaches until finally, using all their powers of persuasion and magic, they
“turn the minds” of their kula partners to release the prized shells.
Returning home, their awaiting kin profess to hear thunder roar and feel the
ground shake - nature’s witness to the success of the voyage and the
spreading fame of the men.

There are many lexical associations which elucidate this imagery of kula-related

fame . These include thunder (dudu), and associated rain-cloud darkness (dudubila);

pandanus streamers (bisila); young crewmen (silasila); to embark (sila): darkness in the
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bwayma (liku) and canoe compartments (liku); earthquakes (likuliku); and the circular,

spiral motif on canoe prow boards, that are snail-like (dudua) (Senft 1986:218, 308-309,

366). These glosses juxtapose activities of  the soil and sea, and the combined effects

(noise=fame) such interconnectivities hold for the lives of Trobriand men and women. It is

a person’s name (yaga) which blows a across the Massim, like the wind (yagila) which

blows (yagi) the sails, lifts the canoe as if to fly (Senft 1986:420). The value embedded in

the shells are expressed through breaths (yagisa), when verbalizing a famous kula man’s

name (yaga).

Just as the wind, thunder and earthquakes figuratively ‘carry’ ones renown or

name, its opposition as ‘stone’ in Kiriwinian thought, is used to control these sensory

forces which denote agency and intent (Montague 1980). In a sense, the coral reefs and

rock (vatu) upon which Trobriand society is ‘built’ and imaged, anchors the fame which

circulates in the invisible realm of sensory cognition. Without stone, there is no

containment of fame in the vatu. It is no wonder that traditional rank  prerogative placed

the supreme system of weather-magic in the hands of chiefs to wield the power of  thunder

and sunshine. Without rain, there are no gardens, and without gardens there is no kula for

strong men to voice their thunder. And they do so, as well, at harvest time. Men, carrying

yam prestations, enter villages at “high speed,” embodying the positive value sign of

female generative quality (Munn 1986; Tambiah 1983). Like  fast sailing canoes, garden

men are greeted by a village crowd, which “thunder back in unison a loud strident,  Yah”

(Malinowski 1929:81;105).
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Adherence to gardening practice and magical rite underpin successful harvests and

exchange obligations. In like manner, careful observance of  kula technicalities and magic

are necessary for fruitful transactions and shell circulation which garners value and fame.

Strong kula players kula slowly; high ranking shells, embedded with the hard work of its

owner, move slowly and are more difficult to dislodge, like heavy coral stone. Smaller

shell valuables, of ‘light’ valued weight, move quickly. It is the strong player who creates

the fame of a keda (path). The basic dilemma is how to keep a kula path “alive” while the

best shells move slowly (Weiner 1988:149). Despite local variations, kula removes men

from the exigencies of their own community exchanges, which are anchored in kinship,

marriage, and deaths. As Weiner (1988:154) writes:

Only very strong men have the ability to exchange along the best paths and
obtain the most valuable shells.  Once a man commits himself to a set of
partners, he is no longer autonomous and must depend on them. Only men
with both the acumen and luck seek out and obtain the best shells for their
partners. It is not surprising that metaphors used to describe each category
of kula exchanges speak about seduction, marriage and birth. And it is
equally not surprising that kula partners use the most powerful means at
their disposal to ensure success ...[beauty magic, canoe magic] that will
“turn a partner’s mind.”

Weiner (1988:141) notes, unlike kinship relations, where yam production and women’s

wealth provide continual “checks and balances” on each others exchanges, kula partners

are freer agents who compete individually to acquire specific inter-island partners, who are

usually non-relatives. Men, who join together under the leadership of a hamlet headman or

chief, sail together. At each voyage, they sail empty handed, and endeavor to engage their

own keda. Six months to a year later, voyages are reversed;  men who previously hosted

their partners, now, are the ones to travel as guests. These reversals follow the counter
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movements of wealth, as armshells move counterclockwise, linking partners. Necklaces

follow along the same paths in opposite direction, being passed to the same partners.

While fame in kula is difficult to achieve, those who become experts imbue shells with

renown, as the shell and the man’s name passes from one partner to the next.

A “strong” kula player denotes hard work, diversionary tactics, persuasive powers

and acumen. These talents are needed to create long standing debts, and to divert shells

from local kin and affinal obligations, such as marriage or deaths. Those who strive for

fame ‘dance’ with potential loss, or “death” or a  keda. Through circulation of hard shell

wealth, men realize gain at other men’s losses. Knowledge, high status, and even sorcery

are qualities which promote, yet circumscribe, procurement of shell wealth. Men travel far

from their locales in pursuit of individual identity. They define their authority by winning

over others, who are embedded in a wider network of political relationships. The danger

of one’s seductive powers (kasemwala), with the intent to gradually detach shells of

increasing value,  poses deadly challenge to the partner. The underside of  diverting the

valued, slow moving shells is agonistic exchange--mental combat and outmaneuverings in

an effort to keep shells as if they were “inalienable possessions” (Weiner 1992:132).

Kula shells lack sacred properties because they are distinguished only the ranking

and esteem of individual players. Women’s skirts and bundles are not inalienable, yet their

“symbolic representation of ancestral authentication makes them an effective symbol for

validating matrilineal identity (Weiner 1992:138). Women’s wealth domain is perishable

cloth wealth; when worn, skirts hide or “protect” the domain of  their procreative powers.

At death, women’s skirts and bundles “protect” the matrilineage by replacing affinal and
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patrilateral debts, countering threats to the integrity and ancestral ranking of the

matrilineage.  In sagali, women draw upon their reserves of doba, those that are old,

refurbished even dirty doba. Yet, women must create especially valued, newly made red

skirts to show strength in sagali. As on Gawa where consuming food without giving

brings no kula fame, women at sagali who give up only dirty skirts “show who they are;”

women will scream, “you only want to eat” (Weiner 1988:118; 122).

In kula, the object is to detach the aged, handled, red colored armshells and

necklaces, for these carry the most ‘noise’ (see Campbell 1983). A shell becomes classified

as high-ranking when it has circulated among the highest ranking players and achieved

renown through multiple handlings. Though ‘used’ and ‘old,’ their age does not require

regeneration; age brings them rare qualities which is inalienable to the shell, itself.  Its

value can not be detached. Lesser valued shells, such as personally owned kitomu,

underwrite and stabilize the passage of these slower moving famous shells. Kitomu are

used to enhance kula strategies; they are personally owned and thus alienable, detachable

from their owner. They can be bought sold, put into kula or removed for other kinds of

obligations. They are used  to forestall a partner’s expectation of an anticipated shell,

“when in fact he has already promised the shell to another more strategically valuable

partner” (Weiner 1992:134-135).

 Kitomu are seducers, like “wild cards in poker,” giving one the ability to negotiate

with multiple partners.  Figuratively, these detachable shells, are not unlike a woman’s

detachable, sexual appendages, which Trobriand folktales imaginatively manipulate (e.g.,

Malinowski 1929:341-342; Leach and Leach Collection , SN70, SN91). Such tales speak
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about the availability of multiple clitorises and detachable vagina, of magical spells which

produce portent in the form of ‘thunder’ to deprive females of  kasesa (clitoris), and the

persuasive designs of  women to replace personal orifices for ‘better parts’ through

‘sisters’ as ‘partners’. The detachability, replaceability and irreplaceability of sexual body

parts is not unlike the detachability of shells through seduction. In folktale, replacement of

lesser value ‘shell’ body parts for higher valued “big ones,” leads to uncompromising

death. The quest and retrieval of more valuable bodily ‘shell’ parts results in sexual

passion, satiation, and death.

As in sexual entrancement and the compelling power of physical beauty, holding

ranked shell valuables is the ultimate desire in seeking kula fame. The political triumph of

a seducing kula player can lead to bewitching sorcery, or loss of a partner. Avoiding

seduction and allowing for the loss of an acclaimed shell, of inalienable value, to an equal

‘rival partner’ is far less shameful than a loss to a subordinate partner. In sexual lore,

detachability of  women’s ‘inalienable’ and intrinsic value, by hard working, hungry

husbands, or deceptive creatures which conspire to disadvantage women, speaks, at one

level, of the desire and agency of men to contain or manage female agency of

regeneration. At death, when women’s powers to secure matrilineal regeneration are

dramatically displayed, men only deal with detachable parts. Kin belonging to the

deceased’s father’s lineage (and in the case of a male deceased, the deceased children),

serve as the main mortuary workers. Their role is to ‘feed ‘or carry (kopoi) the corpse as it

undergoes decomposition. The skull is removed, and cared for by the father or sons of

deceased; in the past, the deceased man’s son would strip the flesh and suck the fluids
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from the bones of the decaying corpse. Kopoi, as care and nurture, underscores the role of

father, and the important father-son relationships which involve important political

investments, such as kula paths, land, and magic (Malinowski 1929:1550157; Weiner

1976:81-84; 1988:128-135).

In Trobriand society, men recognize the dangers of  competition and the sexual

freedom accorded women. Female sexuality is accorded great value for it is transformed

into, doba, external objects of exchange. As Weiner (1976:118), writes, doba symbolize

the power of being female, as well as youth, beauty, attraction, while bundles express the

nurturing potency of mother’s milk. They are the embodiment of female reproduction,

sexuality and nurture. At sagali’s dramatic exchange of women’s wealth., women display

their inherent physical and cosmological worth to recreate the living and regenerate pure

dala essence (Weiner 1976). Yet, at death, men can only dismember the dead, and move

about the deceased’s material, ahistorical essence. They detach the skull, and distribute the

remains of the deceased’s body. These detachable, yet less perishable, bodily parts

represent the material existence of the deceased, which are “lent” to affines to carry in his

memory, eventually to be placed in the deceased dala’s burial cave. This detaching

process,“ begins to reconstitute social relationships that the deceased created and

maintained through his life” (Weiner 1976:84).

Yet in mortuary practice, women use men’s hard wealth to ritually bring back the

‘dead’ to symbolic life and reproduce the matrilineage. While men reciprocate care by

symbolically  “feeding” their fathers, they also detach anatomical parts which allowed the

deceased to feed himself and work in order to feed others--skull / teeth, arms, and leg
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bones. Men detach, or decompose male persona--key elements both visibly defined in the

corporate world of beauty, dancing, and work (face, legs and arms), and at another level,

the non-corporate, invisible image of  ‘face’ which circulates in shell.  As a kula men say

proudly, “ They never see my face but they know my name” (Weiner 1988:143).

Face/skull is the focal point of men’s achieved or learned skills--to persuade others

through their ‘voice’. Men develope a storage of cosmological knowledge, or ‘noise

force’ (meguva). This is sorcery and magic, stored in their bellies, and gained through

fathers, kinsmen, mothers, and in myth, by persuasively entrancing women to give up their

knowledge (Malinowski 1929; Weiner 1976:Chs. 3-4). As Montague (1989:27-31)

explains, men practice magic and sorcery through their ‘noise force’. They can

communicate with the dead (baloma spirits) in garden practice, and, thus, feed others (see

Malinowski 1965a, b). Through sorcery, they can effectively ‘solidify’ bodily form, or

weaken and kill others.

Detachability of  bone is has implications for men’s agency  to detach shell from

others. It points to men’s dilemma of holding on to their achieved persona--personally

derived wealth items which are, as well, detachable, portable and susceptible to loss

through the demands of both affinal exchange obligations and the strength of invincible

kula players. That women are shown in folklore to re-negotiate desires points to their

effort to convert male ‘desire,’ or values as mutual intent. Women’s ‘wealth,’ as emblems

of their regenerative abilities, can not be detached and forever lost; they must be replaced

for matrilineal identity to retain cosmological significance. Men’s search for individual
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identity must be achieved through personal prowess and powers of persuasion, detaching

shell wealth from others in ways which maintain competitive enterprise (Young 1987).

Exchanging alienable, detachable kitomu, as here, figurative ‘seductive genitalia,’

for prized high-ranking shells, is accomplished through ‘generosity’ - strategically

imparting food, desirable goods, and smaller valued necklaces as enticements (vaga). Next

come intermediary basi gifts (basi: to pierce, seed). These keep the kula path “alive,”

merely “piercing the surface” until final gifts are received. These are small shells, called

kudu - the “proper tooth” and clinching gifts which ‘marry’ the partners as a keda that is

truly strong (Weiner 1988:153; Malinowski 1922:357; Senft 1986:293). Kitomu, as

detachable wealth, make for the most desirable, enduring partnership, ‘marriage’. And, as

previously noted, another ‘tooth’ of traditional kula transaction was the doga (or dona), a

boar’s tusk pendant, which was “almost as important as the mwali” armshells (Malinowski

1922:357). They traveled together in anti-clockwise direction. Malinowski (1922:356)

records that armshells were considered female and necklaces male; they ‘married’ when

exchanged in kula.26  From Gawan perspective, tusks were considered male, and

exchanged for necklaces. In exchange, the tusk was said to “meet its wife” (Munn

1983:306).

Individual goals of  wealth (shells) and  fame do not free men from the ‘world of

born’.  Even though a man may transcend the history of his ancestral lineage though shell

wealth and become a part of kula history, “the importance of lineage identity and the
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obligations to keep that identity strong and vital hold Kiriwinian men in check” (Weiner

1988:156-157). As Weiner (1992) explains, yams and women’s wealth (grass skirts and

bundles), symbolic of  the collective unity of  the matrilineage, demand continual

production and care. Like shells along keda paths, the movement of yams by a man to his

brother-in-law’s bwayma denotes the value and obligations embedded in relationships.

Through marriage exchange transactions of kula-derived wealth (beku, stone axe blades),

a man  ‘inherits’ other paths of  exchange obligations, preeminently those which a death

brings to bear. A man’s participation in the ‘world of kula,’ where he has greater agency

to produce singular identity, does not preclude the recalling of that agency. Thus, shells

are a man’s bank account just as are yam’s in a bwayma. A man’s fame is like a bwayma;

its stability and permanence is an illusion, for at death, it is dismantled and all that remains

are the four coral stones upon which it rests. 

Kula, also, has illusionary qualities. As Weiner (1988:154) describes, “in kula

relationships, as in romantic ones, a player’s goal is to have many ‘lovers,’ to ‘marry’

many times, and to ‘give birth’ often.” Yet, seductive success may bring jealousy and

death. A man’s reputation can be tarnished through noise as ‘rumor’.  Kula activities can

be suddenly stopped and debts called into play; exigences of corporate life may capsize the

wealth of even the strongest player. For men, the ‘world of kula’ is embedded in the

‘world of born’ (Weiner 1988:157). Yet both men and women are motivated to ‘noise’

their  ‘fame’. Just as men struggle to keep kula paths alive, host others, and release shells

                                                                                                                                                                    
26 More recent identifications of gender ascriptions suggest armshells as male and
necklaces as female. Necklaces are more difficult to acquire; they are more ‘sedentary’ and
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in hopes for future reciprocal transactions, women, at deaths, struggle to regenerate dala

identity and restore affinal ‘paths’ that  marriage initiated, by releasing volumes of  skirts

and bundles. Weiner (1976) reminds us, with death, both men’s and women’s wealth are,

invariably, impossible to conserve.

As discussed earlier, to reinvoke permanence of  wealth, bwayma must be refilled

and kula canoes replenished with shell. Yet in the end, both must be released to

reconstitute social relationships, a role men uniquely fulfill, and achieve renown through.

While a bountiful harvest is a precondition for men’s competitive inter-island kula, it is

also necessary for women’s inland, highly competitive kula--the mortuary sagali.  The

cosmological demands of death invert the historicism of daily life, structurally expressed in

the bwayma, and metaphorically expressed in kula lexicon, both of which reveal women’s

and  men’s search to ‘clinch’ her or his renown.27

A.      A Canoe in Every Garden? A Cosmological Possibility?

In Trobriand society, “the physical world proves hazardous only when it has been

rendered so by someone else’s magic...the hostile environent is one’s social milieu with the

inherent fear of rejection” (Weiner 1976:216-217). In order to retain control of the

environs, individuals draw upon personal resources, magical spells and rites, which are

“rationally conceptualized and powerfully exercised” (Weiner 1976:216).28 Individuals

                                                                                                                                                                    
fixed, like women (Campbell 1983:246-247).
27 [e.g., partner (kaso-), seduction (kasemwala), birth (kasau), husband (mwala), armshells
(mwali), wife (kwava), wives (kukwava), clinching gift (-kudu-), bundles of lashing
creepers (-kudu-), stone blades (kudu), teeth (ka’i), boar’s tusk (doga)].
28 Men do not learn valuable spells from other men until they have proven themselves as
strong married men. Spells may be inherited, as a father to son. A son never directly
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draw upon their store of spells to advance self-interests. Magical knowledge is used when

there is a likelihood that others’actions will conflict with personal interests, and when it is

necessary to advance self-interest by fulfilling the expectations of others, such as meeting

exchange obligations (Weiner 1976:216-217). Magic, a counterpart to processes of formal

exchange, is the “most creative and powerful tool that anyone can wield” (Weiner

1976:216). The contradiction of ‘fear and need’ is most dramatically expressed in kula,

“when men leave behind the symbols of  their power” (e.g., bwayma, land, kinsmen,

famous shells) and draw on the use of  “self” as the primary mechanism for making one’s

ambitions a reality. Through powers of  rhetoric and magical attraction (e.g., beauty

magic), a kula player endeavors to ‘seduce’ a partner who controls a desired shell. As one

Trobriand man explains, “a kula shell is like a young girl; she looks over every man until

she decides which one she likes best. One is chosen and the others are sent away” (quoted

in Weiner 1976:218). In fact, the epitome of  Trobriand men of  renown is the tokula,

‘kula man’. He creates the symbolic configuration of himself as a leader, a man of ‘name’,

to whom others listen and are influenced to agree (Montague 1983:42; Munn 1986). The

successful kula man creates himself through the ‘kula ring’--a ‘mode of production’ which

ties together various communities and spheres of exchange, the purpose which is the

producton of a man’s ‘name’ (Montague 1983:42 quoting Damon). Tokula emulate the

                                                                                                                                                                    
purchases spells from his father. Dala spells must be directly paid for in valuables by a
man’s sister’s son. Important magical spells can be purchased (e.g., with an axe blade or a
pig). As an important commodity of exchange, magic affords men control over the
resources (labor, valuables) of others. When magic is the only comparable commodity for
exchange, individuals draw on their wealth of spells (Weiner 1976:152-153).
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legendary kula heroe and founder, known to Kitavan master canoe builders as

“Monikiniki” (Malinowski 1922: 201, 311, 348, 420, 441; Scoditti 1983:270-271).

 The Kitavan and Kiriwinan systems of  kula magic (mwasila) are named after

Monikiniki; Kiriwina mwasila is supplemented with a local magic called Kwoygapani

(Malinowski 1922: 420). The historical icon of Monikiniki, a mythical and androgynous

figure, is a bright red snake (mwata), found on Kitava. The kula system is likened to the

red snake, asleep in coiled position. The Kitavan term for circle is kakokobonu, sometimes

used to conceptualize kula as a closed chain of partners. In kula ideology, the lack of

‘closure’ denotes untrustworthiness, absence of prestige, and one’s incapabilitiy to be keep

a keda (kula path) productive and flowing. Kula is likened to a circle having many-

stranded shell paths; it is imaged as a chain of islands and villages around through which

valuables and resources cycle. This generative quality is denoted in the color red, as

expressed in the facepaint used by kula transactors, kula shell necklaces, and the red paint

of the kula canoe (Scoditti 1983:271; Tambiah 1983).29  Kula armshells are inherently and

permanently closed, and thus considered a better metaphor for kula ideals. Yet, kula shell

necklaces express the real nature of  kula pragmatics, capable of either ‘closure’ or

‘openness’.  Scoditti (1983:271) explains that the circle stands for “complete knowledge

of  the cosmos, realisable but never actually attained by men.” Men, as opposed to most

                                                       
29 The ceremonial launching of the seagoing canoe is called the "staining red of the mouth
of the canoe" (Malinowski 1922:147).  The canoe magician colours its bow and stern,with
charmed red ochre; a cowrie shell on the prow-board is also painted red (Malinowski
1922:147, 215-216). This custom resembles that in the first pregnancy ceremony in which
the pregnant woman's face and mouth are painted red and red hibiscus flowers embellish
her hair (Malinowski 1932:187).
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women, have the capability of  knowing the world beyond the confines of island living.

Men explore the terrestrial world of caves (taboo to women), conduct canoe travel, dive

under the sea, climb mountains, and acquire ornithological and astronomical knowledge.

Women, in contrast, are relatively immobile, ‘anchored’ to island lifeways, with “little

chance of  obtaining this larger “hypothetical state of knowledge” (Scoditti 1983:271;

Montague 1980; Brindley 1984). Also, men consider Kula a field of action. It provides

men a domain wherein they experience the “freest” existence; they are temporarilly

removed from the constraints of corporate life, and those “inherent in the everyday

balance of power between the sexes” (Scoditti 1983:272). Kula provides a medium for the

expansion of  the ‘male self’, which is otherwise embedded in the complexities of

matrilineal social order. Kitavan men say, that through kula, they can express themselves

as ‘men’ more fully. They can be more extroverted in behavior, use their intelligence more

openly, and acquire aspects of self wherein they are made physically stronger (Scoditti

1983:272).

As previously noted (see Ch. II), Trobriand cosmology posits women as “non-

substantial” or  pwapwasa (quasi-liquid), which is verifiable through touch. In contrast,

men are “substantial,” solid and hard--they are kasai (Montague 1983:38). Yet, kasai may

be glossed, also, as “wave” (Senft 1986:280).  In this light, kasai may be indicative of  the

dual quality of male expansiveness / solidness, achieved when men are at sea and kula.

Solid-embodied kula men move across the less ‘substantial’, ‘inner’ ocean waters;

these waters visually appear ‘solid’ as well, from distant ‘outer’ island shores (Montague

1980:75). Recalling Montague’s (1980; see Ch. 2) thesis, the dominance relationship of
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the two orders of cosmological reality, “inner / outer,”, hold opposing views from where

one ‘sits’. The outer/land view holds that the “amorphous” order (life-force, spirit world)

is surrounded by the ‘solid’ world order. The amorphous order is located inside the earth,

and people (spirits contained in ‘shell’) come out (isunapula) to the solid world and return

to the underside, through holes in the ground. From the ‘inner/sea’ perspective, the

‘amorphous order’ surrounds the ‘solid order’. In reality, the amorphous order lies both

above and below the solid world; water on the surface of the earth comes from both above

(sky, rain) and below (beneath the ground). Thus,“visual perception of solid things is an

illusion fostered by the location of the observer” (Montague 1980:85). The identification

of the sea as phenomenally “inner,” in contrast to “outer” land, is revealed by the fact that

in order to traverse the ocean, men (whose ‘shell container’ embodies their amorphous

spirit life-force) must reverse the containment direction characterististic of land. They must

place their kasai solid- beings “inside (symbolically) less solid vessels that move across the

less solid sea” (Montague 1980:85). Trobrianders, thus, express dominance through

imagery of  ‘containment and envelopment’. As Montague (1980:85) explains, the

“metaphor of  real vision combines with the phenomenally amorphous nature of  the

ocean, to create a more immediate setting for the representation of man’s possession of

amorphous/ force identity than is available elsewhere in the Trobriand environment.”

Thus, one can say that kula men, through distant inter-island travel, acquire greater

aspects of this amorphous/ force, the further removed they are from corporate life.  Men

at sea, with no land in sight, visually perceive the sea as increasingly ‘solid’, while islander

people perceive them in increasingly ‘solid’ nature. Men strive to ‘dominate’ the sea and
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forces around them through magical rites. Like the hero, Monikiniki, who has powers to

“order the natural elements,” kula men do so through magical ‘noise force’ or megwa,

stored in their physically solid bellies. The containment of  powerful megwa contrasts with

female embodied, internal infant growth. Parturient women, with physically distended and

‘hardened’ bellies, move towards greater substantiability. Kula men, with bellies full of

potent megwa, are moved toward enhanced female-like non-substantiality (Montague

1983:42). Also, they are conveyed, if not contained, by a canoe. The canoe, female

gendered, more closely approximates the ocean’s ‘less substantial’ nature than does man’s

substantial body (Montague 1980:83; Tambiah 1985). The kula canoe (denoting men’s

non-substantial gender component), takes on aspects of  the ‘amorphous,’ or ‘overworld’

order of the sky. In this domain fly creatures of aerial pursuit--birds and infamous,

‘disembodied’, female ‘flying witches’. Women’s involvement in this ‘art’ is involuntary,

transmitted through the processes of heredity and instruction. Kula men, however, aspire

to achieved fame; they  intentionally and voluntarilly learn and pracice the art of kula

magic and sorcery, and transmit these through exchange relations (Tambiah 1983). Men,

transformed through achieved ‘kula fame’, may circulate through historical time, inscribed

in shell ‘name’. Transformative, less-substantial women as ‘flying witches’ are subjects of

magical imagery and ahistorical legendary lore. ‘Solid’ kula men are figuratively contained

by these perilous females, both from above (sky) and within, via the deep sea-going canoe

as ‘flying witch’. Kula magic transforms the canoe, urging it to ‘bind their skirts and fly in

imitation of flying witches’(Malinowski 1922:131-138). These entities, in turn, “ by

symmetrical transfer of attributes, are described as wearing, during the flight, fluttering
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pandanus streamers with which sea going canoes are decorated” (Tambiah 1983:172).

This metaphor may lend the canoe immunity from the dangers of the sea (cf. Malinowski

1922 236-237).

As noted earlier (see Ch. 2), the ocean is associated with the sky--the “overworld,”

so to speak. These domains, of  free-flying and free-floating entities, are realms of motion

and conveyance, and subject to insubstantiability. Thus, kula men move horizontally

between two orders of reality, land (solid-outer, inside-amorphous, female) and the sea

(pseudo-solid ‘inner’ world order). And, these solid (kasai) men move figuratively ‘up and

down’ with the movement of  the sea waves (kasai), as they seek after kula valuables

which will transform them towards the third order, the “overworld,” the vertical dimension

of  the ambiguous sky realm.

The ocean / sky affords men freedom of  vision--an “unblocked panorama” to all

that is “real” (Montague 1980:84). When the transition is achieved, a man moves from

‘named’ shell-fame, to a man of ‘no name’, having freedom to pursue a hypothetical state

of complete cosmological knowledge and understanding. Thus, on one level, kula practice

“reveals the amorphous force/identity” that men contain in their bodies, as they sail around

the iconic ring, paradoxically trying to “close and complete this impossible circle”

(Montague 1980:81; Scoditti 1983:270). The ‘trick’ of kula, as men pursue self-interests,

is not to push those acquired non-substantial powers of megwa and female witchcraft too

far. These men “courts disaster from jealous rivals,” who may try to kill them through

their own persuasive powers of rhetoric and megwa (Montague 1983:42). Renown kula
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players know they will be targets of sorcery, ultimately paying the consequences of  their

achieved ‘name’.  As one kula man told Montague (1983:43):

I will die a long and painful death. I am a strong man, and while I give life,
men are jealous of me. So they try to kill me. Sooner or later someone will
succeed. But it will not be easy. Because I am strong I will fight, and the
result will be a slow death, accompanied by great pain.

Thus, in their pursuit of  ‘marrying and birthing shells’, kula men are contained in

female ‘womb-like canoes’, empowered with speed and potency of  flying witchery.  In

their inner-order, sea orientation, men use  potent beauty magic and sorcery to advance

their image and self-interests. Yet, these same men, as outer-order / community guyau

leaders, transform their powers of persuasion and magical prowess toward social gains.

It is recalled that only ‘solid’men kill; their bodies are too substantial to produce

detachable human life-forms. Yet, they are strong enough to conduct arduous garden

work and produce body-building yam food (Montague 1983:39, 1989). On land, men

‘kill’; they cut down primary soil entities, humans and tubers, the latter being

metaphorically ‘human’ in garden imagery (Brindley 1984). Thus, on land as on sea,

kula players, as guyau leaders and chiefs, “come as close as any living person can to

having the attributes and powers on Monikiniki” (Montague 1983:43). Guyau men, like

this immortal kula heroe, organize the natural elements of their environment to their

advantage. Not only do they draw upon their magical ‘storehouse’ inside their bellies,

but also they draw upon the ‘belly’ of the soil to produce resources (e.g, humans,

tubers, trees) from which they can build and sustain a village and social order.  As

Montague (1983:43) explains, guyau attract people to them because their kula powers
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(megwa and rhetorical persuasion) can be transferred to the community arena that is

anchored to the land. These are men who ‘get the job done’. They walk a delicate

balance as they endeavor ‘to turn away’ the jealous intent of others, and attend to the

exigencies of daily village life.

On land, human life is sustained and built largely from products of the soil (yams,

taro). Yet at sea, kula men acquire additional sources of strength which serve to

underwrite their life-force / identity. Recalling Kitavan men’s suggestions, men become

more extroverted, intellectually and physically empowered. Kula provides a context

wherein men acquire aspects of ‘self’ which make them physically stronger. Kula men’s

transformative physical strength is associated with diet. While on overseas kula

expedition, men’s diet is changed markedly in favour of protein-rich fish  (Scoditti

1983:272).

Fishing, for shell and fish food, is certainly important to intra-island lifeways (e.g.,

ritual and dietary import; see Malinowski 1918; 1965a:Introduction). For inlander,

agriculturalist “high people,” removed from ready access to the sea,  resources of  the

sea figure more significantly in ritual use and mythology (e.g., land ownership) than as

a dietary mainstay (e.g.,Weiner 1976: 46-50; Malinowski 1965a:90-94). In kula,

however, marine life takes on both dietary significance, ritual and legendary import. For

example, in kula mythology, fish actually save those who are shipwrecked (Malinowski

1922:261). The iconic kula color, red, is evoked in reference to certain fish, whose

brilliant, seductive, and ‘flashing’ markings are the “right redness for the

kula!”(Malinowski 1929: 339). These fish are “invited to assist the adventurer on his
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kula visit, and to help him with his beauty” (Malinowski 1929:338). At sea, men

embody, through internal consumption and external decor, fish qualities. They sail

embodied in a vessel magically evoked with speed and lifting qualities of aerial flight--

such as flying-fishes and dolphins that weave in and out of the waves (see Tambiah

1985; Appendix C).

With the rhythms of the waves (kasai) and winds (yagila), men at sea (kokeva)

move between the transitional space of the ocean (bwalita) and sky (labuma). This

transitional space is one which women, as well as creatures of the sea and sky, are

inherently suited for (Senft 1986:208, 287, 420; Fellows 1902:193).  They are all

squishy, semi-solid,  pwapwasa, just as is the “real soil,” pwaypwaya, of northern

Kiriwina.  Pwaypwaya soil is ‘cut’ from the odila, the bush-land that lies peripheral to

the village. Once the trees and shrubs are cut from the odila,  “you can plant crops”

(Montague1983:38; Malinowski 1965a:76). When rain falls, and the plants are

growing, the soil becomes increasingly pwapwasa, or potently squishy. The rich

northeastern Kiriwina soil might also be termed pwapwasa pwaypwaya or “soft soil,”

because it is relatively stone free (Malnowski 1965a:76, 121; Senft 1986:354).

Pwapwasa pwaypwaya is also, symbolically, “pwaso” or “the navel or umbilical cord;”

the soil is truly a  life support, not only to Kiriwina humanity and the social order, but

also to people in contiguous island contexts, given the export demands of yam, itself

(Montague 1995).

Thus, Trobriand men help transform elements within and under the land into

‘things’ above land. Through principles of conception and procreation, men ‘pound’
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and ‘mold’ the internal foetus to become an external child, thus recreating spirit life-

forces to social life-forms. They ‘carve’ out containers, such as canoes, garden

structures, yam houses, perineal shield-bands, and even war-shields, which provide

visual boundaries within which their productive potential is stored, yet obliquely

exposed. When at sea, men bring elements of the ‘soil into the sea’, transforming

themselves into men of renown, sailing in spaces peripheral to the ‘world of  born’.

Through kula, men create a ‘world made’ through inverting the ‘containment

direction’ of  land by placing their solid beings inside (symbolically ) less-solid vessels

that move across the less-solid sea (Montague 1980). This transformative process is

much like what transpires when solid-bodied men structurally and figuratively

transform the pwaypwaya soil of the odila, into renown gardens through powers of

magical persuasion and arduous labour. Men create an environ in which their otherwise

‘substantial-self’ can tranverse the more ‘non-substantial’ northern Kiriwinian

pwaypwaya soil. They do so, I believe, figuratively and structurally, through  kula

canoe, imagery (see Damon 1990). In Trobriand belief,  pwaywaya soil is actually

gendered female, as revealed in garden practice (Brindley 1984). And, thus, it is

inherently more like the non-substantial sea. ‘Solid’ gardening men require a symbolic

configuration (container) in which they can work and order the natural elements--like

Monikiniki, who ensures the ‘comprehensibility of  the chosen order” (Damon quoted

in Montague 1980:80). This is especially true for renown kula men, who are most

likely to be preeminent gardeners or land owners in their own right. These men are

especially ‘solid’ and ‘sea wave-induced hard’, kasai, due to their dietary privilege of
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generative ‘fish’. Therefore, in keeping with Trobriand cosmology, a canoe  seems to

be  an appropriate container for men to work in. A gardener, as an inherently ‘outer-

being’ who works the pwapwasa non-substantial soil,  grows yams inside the

phenomenally female / innerness of the garden. He, thus, must invert the usual

containment direction of outer / land and place his solid body inside a (symbolically)

less solid vessel so that he can traverse the less solid ‘soil-sea’.

It is appropriate that men should evoke a canoe, phenomenally female, in dala

garden lands, if only to symbolically evoke ancestral matrilineal forces. A canoe and the

matrilineal principle are associated, denoting, perhaps, the positive value of canoe as

‘flying witch’. For example, the owner of a sea-going canoe is usually the head of a

village; such headship is linked with dala leadership (Malinowski 1922:114-123). Like the

gardening team, the core of men accompanying the toliwaga (owner) of a seagoing canoe

usually belong to the same dala (Powell 1956:183). And, kula canoes are said to be made

for a dala (Powell:1956:106;1995). As suggested (see Ch 1), in canoe building and

sailing, certain codes of conduct are observed by particular dala (Malinowski

1922:230-232). Montague (1974:139) writes that in Kaduwaga Village, Kaileuna Island, a

female kinswoman of the owner stands in the canoe at the end of the maiden voyage.

Kiriwinan sisters may prepare food for their brothers before the latter depart on kula

(Gilmour 1905:71). Women’s identity with the canoe is inscribed in the prow-board of the

masawa (seagoing canoe); it is the facial symbol of the canoe-builder's wife
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(Montague1974:200; Malinowski 1922: plate XXIV; Silas1967:152).  Several parallels

may be drawn between canoe ceremonial and that of pregnancy. 30

                                                       
30 When the ornamental prow-boards have been inserted into the seagoing canoe, it is
pushed into the water, and men wash the canoe with seawater to remove any evil
influences (Malinowski 1922:134-35). In like manner, women assist the expectant mother
and ritually bathe her in seawater. She is then  carried to the village and placed on a
platform (Malinowski 1929:185-86). Similarly the canoe, once it has been ceremonially
washed, is taken ashore and rester on skid logs. Before the launching there is a series of
acts initiated by the "ritual cooking of the canoe"; substances whose smoke will render
speed and have a cleansing effect are burnt under the bottom of the canoe (Malinowski
1922:139-140). Likewise an important puerperal custom requires the mother to sit on a
bedstead over a fire to hasten the blood-flow, this fire also being associated with
protection and cleansing (Malinowski 1929:194-197). Both canoe and mother are ritually
‘baked’/cleansed to ensure strength and productivity (Malinowski 1922:135). In
Kaduwaga, a guard which appears to be similar to the one preceding childbirth is mounted
on the night before the canoe is launched (Montague 1974:134-135). The seagoing canoe
is covered with a protective plaited covering of coconut fronds to ward off the sun. This is
removed prior to the ceremonial launching (Malinowski 1922:147). For the same
protective reason the pregnant mother is said to be covered with a mantle, dispensed with
before confinement, though hers consists of another fertility substance, banana fronds
(Malinowski 1932: 180-181,189,191,193; Silas 1967:17). In Kaduwaga a house is built
around the canoe when it is to be decorated for launching. Montague states that
"Kaduwagans liken the seclusion [of the canoe] to that which a woman undergoes after
giving birth." (Montague 1974:135). While the boat is being readied, it is secluded from
female view ( Montague 1974:135). During all pregnancies, the mother is secluded for
about a month in her father’s house or maternal uncle. This is associated with vatula bam
(“the chilling or paralysing of the uterus”): during this period only maternal kinswomen
kinsmen care for her (Malinowski 1929:196-197; Poschl and Poschl 1986).The mother is
meticulously beautified in anticipation of her coming-out ceremony (Malinowski
1932:197). Traditionally, the newly-launched canoes were given a trial run, tasasoria, and
then embarked on a maiden voyage of display prior to their departure for kula
(Malinowski 1922:147-154,163-165). The mother also displays herself and her new-born
child at the coming-out ceremony following the seclusion period. Her matenal aunts enact
the mother's expulsion.( Malinowski 1929:196-197;1932 185-186,196,422-423). At the
Kaduwagan ceremonial launching of the canoe, women shy coconuts at it (trying to unseat
the crew (Montague 1974 136-137) Both rituals of mock expulsion suggest that the
matrilineal identity of the woman and her child on the one hand, and the canoe and crew,
with its core of matrilineal kinsmen on the other, is hereby established (Montague 1974
200).
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With a canoe vessel figuratively present in Kiriwina garden soil, even ordinary

gardening men may share in the potential life-transforming force of  kula sea travel.

Kula is “an action vehicle for the construction of inner identity,” and its effect is to

confer, symbolically (e.g.,‘birthing shells’),  reproductive potential upon men

(Montague 1980:91). With a canoe in female-gendered soil, gardening prides an arena

wherrin men can reproduce the social order through provisioning subsistence yam food

and yam exchange commodities. While men’s gardening fame is tied to corporate

lifeways,  men who garden for other men are investing in their own ‘future’ of social

renown. For example, they are investing in the future rights to father’s knowledge, land

use, and property, including inheritance of magical spells and the introduction of  keda,

kula roads (Weiner 1976:152). Products of the soil open the way to all other roads of

resource control. As one Kiriwina man said, “If a man has yams, he can find anything

else he needs” (quoted in Weiner 1976:137). And the soil itself, is the very foundation

of personal worth and dala identity. Individuals derive deep satisfaction, pride, and

sense of self-respect  when they are able to work the hamlet land of their ancestors

(Battaglia 1986).

 In contrast to kasai men, pwapwasa women are naturally suited ‘to work in’ and

‘be of’ the soil. Yet, because women are vehicles of lineage blood, invested with the

procreative ability to recycle dala spirit essence and insure the continuance of  the

matrilineage, women’s privileged role is endangered if they adopt those of the garden

magician, primary garden worker or land owner of the hamlet land (katupwasdu). The

garden, like the owner, is subject to sorcerizing atttack (Montague 1989; Malinowski
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1965a). Thus, it is men, as garden magicians, who store potent garden magic in their

bellies, and use it to exorcise the dangerous elements which attack plants and human

life. During the garden season, the patterns of the winds make the garden a potentially

dangerous place to be. As discussed in Ch. II, Omarakana towosi (garden magician)

will expunge blight and pests, and magically expell them, metaphorically,  through sea-

passages away from the community. Neighboring island communities do the same, and

via the wind, debilitating black magic and pestulence can strike coastal and inland

gardens.

Also, given the pragmatics of women’s pwapwasa constitution, their bodies are

better suited to forage (Montague 1983: 39). Thus, we would expect to find women

engaged in pwapwasa like places, such as in the swampy-squishy mud of the lagoon.

And we do.  Here, they forage for small fish and shellfish. They also forage in the odila

for wild fruit (Malinowski 1929:15). Thus, in their “sea garden” of  the lagoon, women

can find supplementary diet food, such as oysters and mussels; mussel shells are later

used in harvest time to clean and create aesthetically appealing exchange yam. To be

sure, women engage in lighter labour of the soil. They also expose themselves to ‘risks’

when they engage in the important labor of weeding.  Women are “warriors attacking

weeds” that can choke off growth (Battaglia 1986:22).

Women’s work, in weeding the garden, is endorsed by social sanctions against

men who come near the garden. Their proximity figuratively tests the prohibition of

sexuality in the garden, thus, the productive potential of the soil, figuratively embodied

in the female body, itself. When women invoke sanctions, they take on the aggressive
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character of the flying witch. Women gardeners will disengage men who trespass

through virulent sexual assault. This custom, in the southern districts is called yausa.  It

allows women “to seize and mishandle any man who comes into sight;” village men are

verbally insulted, while non-locals are “ill-treated in a sexually degrading manner”

(Malinowski 1965a:144).  In this context, women’s powers to aggress, as figurative

flying witch’ (land form: yoyova),  is an inversion of her normal power of conception

which resides inside her belly, and is metaphorized in garden magical rite as the ‘belly

of the garden’ (e.g., Malinowski 1965a:169).

Women as potential ‘witches and warrior’ points to their capacity for “energy

force,” and their roles as inheritors and carriers of  powerful magic. Women can not

practice certain powerful dala magic, but only transmit it, as they do rank, to their

children (Malinowski 1929:15-19). Theoretically, because the most powerful magic is

passed through the matrilineage (dala blood), women hold more powerful magic than

do men. Thus, her potency and reputation as ‘warrior’ may be matched in other

contexts. For example, a woman receives considerable prestige at harvest time when

she adorns her brother’s children with beauty magic. This is the one harvest time

activity which brings a woman individual fame, and highlights the potential role of the

paternal dala in empowering the social future of his child. As one Trobriander notes,

“People will look and at a child and dressed very beautifully in paint and ornaments,

and ask, “Who is that child’s father? And who is his father’s sister?” (quoted in

Battaglia 1986:23). Thus, women have potential for potent forms of magic, expressed
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as motion (flying witch) and inhering procreative and productive abilities (beauty

magic, rites of pregnancy, curative health magic, skirt making) (Malinowski 1929:37).

It is considered that women expose themselves to the dangers of  childbirth, while

men expose themselves to the sorcerizing, life-taking knowledge of others. Sorcery,

associated with meeting one’s exchange demands, reveal men’s reliance on the soil

(e.g., yams for mortuary, marriage obligations) and the sea (e.g., axe blades, fish, shells

via kula, needed for demands).31  Reliance on others is revealed most dramatically at

mortuary exchange transactions, when male and female wealth and power are called

into play. Moreover, at a death, the village, figuratively, “goes out of existence;” village

men must persuade land owners to avail garden land, and women to continue “go on

living” with men through exchanges of yam, fish, skirts, axe blades and shell wealth

(Montague 1989). Although the majority of  village men are dependent upon the few

male land-owners for access to garden land, all women are dependent upon men for

yam food. “Men need women to produce men, while women need men to live”

(Montague 1983:39). Some women say, “Kanua [yam food] is men’s food. It is their

work” (quoted in Montague 1983:39).32

                                                       
31 Trobriand land is not owned by corporate matrilineages; it is in the hands of a few men
who arrange tenancy privileges, with village fields utilized on a rotational basis (Montague
1989:30-31).
32 As Montague (1989:35, 39) explains, women say that childbearing is more dangerous
than men’s productive work growing yam. Yet, as it is men who ‘kill’ the bodies women
produce at great danger to themselves, women will ‘go on living’ with the men of their
village if they are compensated with a considerable amount of yam food. At death, women
use the occasion to gain yam food. During advanced stages of pregnancy, she does not
garden but uses the time to create skirts and bundles. The more she creates, the more
yams she receives at mortuary sagali. Thus, women are excluded from heavy manual
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Women complement men’s garden work, insuring crop productivity, and the

successful harvest from both subsistence (gubakayeki) and yam exchange gardens

(large, main gardens:kaymata; smaller gardens: kaymila) (Weiner 1976:138,140). Men

take on the essential aspects of finding seed yam, land, and more strenous garden labor.

A garden is a measure of their joint work and gardening discipline. It is also a measure

of the quality of domestic life and marital stability (Battaglia 1986:21). Thus, the nature

of women’s garden work and initiative denotes the productive capacity of the husband.

A well-laden yam heap at harvest time forefronts the man, as someone to be counted

on. Yet,  they “see the wife’s labour in it, in the background. She provides the spirit”

(Battaglia 1986:21). Women’s demeanor and domestic support are said to effect the

concentration of the gardener. Thus, when a man “makes a bad decision during culling

and stunts the growth” or “splits the yam he is harvesting,” these are interpreted as

signs of domestic unrest and reflect badly on the married couple (Battaglia 1986:21-

22).

 Marital discord is frequent in Trobriand society, stemming both from conflicts

between partners and pressures from affines. Adultery is by far the most common cause

for separation and means to effect divorce. As Trobrianders note, adultery is all right as

long as no one discovers the liason. The garden is a likely zone for intrigue and jealous

attacks (e.g., knives). Secrecy of extra-marital relations is almost impossible to

                                                                                                                                                                    
labor, yet are dependent upon men to feed them, their children, and even their deceased, to
whom they ‘eat for’, in honor of, at mortuary ceremonials. It is recalled that at a death,
women draw upon the resources of men. This involves mens’ wealth as yams, axe blades,
kula shell, clay pots, and, today, money.
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maintain. Regardless of  who precipitates discord, women almost always hold the

advantage. If a man wants to reengage the relationship, he must present male wealth

items; if this fails those valuables previously given at marriage to the wife’s family (to

elicit continuous yam prestations) are not returned. In a divorce, and subsequent

remarriage of the woman, her new husband must present the former spouse with a

valuable. Yet in divorce, a child may be substituted for a valuable. Male wealth (e.g.,

axe blade, clay pot, money, shell), thus, contain a symbolic element of male

regenerative capacity (Weiner 1976:151).

At marriage, valuables given to a woman’s relatives elicit annual yam prestations

and a new generation of children. Both female and male wealth items are given from

the boy’s side to the girl’s side; yams flow in the reverse direction, from the boy’s side

to the girls side. Accordingly, “yams move with women” and “valuables move with

men” (Weiner 1976:192-193). The directional inversion recalls the lexical inversion of

kalavau, denoting new year yam food and prestations, and uvalaku, denoting the

‘marrying’ movement of valuables between partners. Valuables, gendered themselves,

move in inverse directions--mwali armshells, passing west to east and soulava

necklaces passing east to west.

While women find their residential and sexual ‘anchorage’ in the marital

relationship, control over women is not so easily effected. Women hold a degree of

freedom because of fewer social restraints on their sexual behavior; they are accorded

full respect for their sexuality and they use their sexuality to their full advantage. As

Weiner (1976:193) stresses, “women represent sexuality, fertility and danger...they and
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everyone else recognize the full value of  their sexuality.” Women, also, have inherent

capacities for volatility, mobility, and life force (dala essence). It is women’s fate to be

uprooted, and moved across the land--to be mobilized as she goes to reside with her

husband. Trobriand relations of brother / sister is finely tuned and held in high tension.

Through myth and social practice (incest taboo), a woman is separated from her

brother and, theoretically, dala land.  As Tambiah (1983) argues, men, in contrast to

women, are more stabilized, and ‘anchored’ to the land. They can continue to reside on

their own dala land, cultivate the gardens and “send the best part of  the ‘children of

the gardens’, the taytu [exchange yams] and large kuvi yams to their sisters as annual

yam prestation [classical urigubu]” (Tambiah 1983: 174). Men are ‘anchored’ through

use rights, land claims, and exchange demands of  corporate living. ‘Anchoring’ is

crucial in Trobriand garden metaphor. Growing yams are ‘anchored’ in the ‘belly of the

garden’ so that they flourish and send out shoots, waving freely above ground. As

noted in Ch III, vilamalia magic ‘anchors’ yams in the bwayma, through the ritual use

of  binabina stones, so that they will endure and are not  consumed quickly. The

bwayma is a powerful statement of a man’s productive capacity as champion gardener

(e.g., at competitive kayasa), if not husband and brother-in-law. Thus, correlated to

land ‘anchorage’ is men’s manipulation of land use and their role as ‘political activist’.

Male volatilty is expressed in their proclivity to “consciously and calculatedly” go

in search of  butura, renown (Tambiah 1983:175). This search of fame is a “volatile,

changing, and mercurial reward won and lost in channels of exchange networks, that
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reaches its pitch of unanchored uncertainty and fluidity on the kula seaways, kula...a

quintessential activity “(Tambiah 1983:175).

In Kiriwina, the production of yams, fish and shell are grounded in the male

domains of soil and sea. Yet, no man is an ‘island’; on land he is very much integrated

with the potential life-forces of the sea.  Kiriwinians say it would be ‘disastrous’ to

islanders if kula ever discontinued. It would also be ‘disastrous’ for Kiriwinians, as “the

very trading of fish from the coastal villages to the inland people is interconnected in

some way to the kula” (my emphasis, Senft 1984:25). Traditionally, these

interconnectivities included wasi relationships (inland yam for coastal fish), and the

procurement of  the reef’s conus shells, used to make kula mwali armshells, such as by

by coastal Kavatarians. These conus shell would travel to Dobu, Gumwasila, Tubetube

and on to Muyuw. Here, they would be polished and ornamented, at which time they

would take their proper place in the kula ring.  Northeastern Kiriwinians, thus, would

kula for mwali in the eastern limb of the ring. As Malinowski (1929:Ch. XX) writes,

such types of armshells were among those “dammed up” through the mortuary taboo of

so’i (Malinowski 1929:Ch. XX).

In contemporary contexts, northern Kiriwinian men visit Kitava about once every

three years, “sailing en mass about 150-200 strong, sometimes by canoe but more often

by government trawler” (Scoditti 1983:258). These kula men would acquire around

250 arnshells, involving no indigenous bartering. These kula visitations seem to be

uvalaku-type expeditions; here, the ethos of  kula ‘generosity’ is expressed by

solicitory presentations from Kiriwinian partners. In these exchanges, Kitavans say ”it
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is good that the wealthy should transfer goods to the poor” (Scoditti 1983: 258).

Although Kiriwinian kula men outnumber their Kitavan partners, they receive

considerably more armshells than they give necklaces. These spondylus shell necklaces

demonstrate a traditional soil-sea juxtaposition. In traditional Kiriwina, these shells

were produced by coastal Sinaketans. As previously noted (see Ch. I), inter-marriages

and kula partnerships linked Omarakana ranked men with guyau of southern

communities. Annual yam prestations radiated from northeast Kiriwinian gardens,

filling the bwayma of Sinaketan brother-in-laws. In response, kitoum-like shells

travelled northward as takola gifts to guyau brother-in-laws.

Trobriand gardens, in recent times, continue to generate yams that are exported

to contiguous islands by way of  kula forged networks  (Feinberg 1995). Traditionally,

these yams were inter-connected to the ‘strength-promoting fish’. At least in

Malinowski’s day, the most fertile lands for yam cultivation, those of northeastern area

of Omarakana, were inaugurated by fish procured through wasi relations with the

renown coastal fishermen and mwali shell procurers--Kavatarians. One further example

of generative ‘fish’ is its role in Vakuta’s gardening cycle. These islanders inaugurated

the soil and harvest season with fish (Malinowski 1929: 1965a: 90-94; Weiner 1976:31;

Irwin 1983).

‘Fish’, a marker of  ‘present and ever-present’ (planting-re-planting), ritually

releases processes which attentuate the lives of the living.  Fish, like shell, provide for

the circularity of life. As Glass (1986) has argued, fish are symbolic of  the male role in

procreation, expressed in visual imagery on the Trobriand war-shield. Malinowski
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(1929:129) records the ritual exchange of fish at the closure of the first year of

marriage; it is exchanged from the wife’s husband to her father. This exchange,

exceptional in being exclusively of  fish, symbolizes the fruit of the marriage--a child of

the joint fertility (Glass 1986:54). As discussed in Ch. III, the exchange of fish marks

the first set of mortuary rites in many northern Massim contexts (see Damon and

Wagner 1989). The exchange of fish for cooked food (e.g., mona pudding) by affinal

men, restores village life to normal activities-not the least being gardening work and

internal transactions of  kula valuables for mortuary purposes. Death was a traditional

medium for uvalaku expeditions--the release of kula shells at so’i ceremonials, and the

generation of kula men’s fame. These processes allowed for the re-coiling and ‘pulsing’

life-transforming force of the kula ring. Thus, fish and shell, as ritual markers of male /

affinal principle, symbolize aspects of  kula ideology--the ‘present’ as, ideally, a

structural repetition of the past (Scoditti 1983:270). Through transactions of  kula shell

and, seemingly, fish, the future as ‘uncertainty, chicanery, self-interest and sorcerizing

death’ are put into ritual abeyance. Through the ritualization of fish, life is restored

through ‘circularity of topside-underside’ existence, expresssed as patterned birth,

marriage, death, a new garden season, and even a newly launched kula canoe. Baked

fish is evoked as the kula canoe is lashed and set to sail, with speed and endurance (See

Appendix C).

In Trobriand cosmology, patterned existence is metaphorically, a ‘game’

(Montague 1989). The gamelike quality of  kula transactions which entail verbal plays

of  ridicule and denigration,  forefronted especially on uvalaku expeditions, denote the
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gamelike quality of life, itself  (Scoditti 1983:270). As Montague (1989) has described,

the ‘game of life’, set up by bored spirit minds to amuse themselves, is conceptually

simple, yet not at all simple to play. The idea is to see who can exercise the most

control over others in a context “wherein all minds that are playing have temporally

restricted their vision, knowledge and prowess” (Montague 1989: 25). People can only

play the game as long as they are able to convince others to provide them yam “kanua”

body-building food. Self-interest, expressed as sorcery, knocks players out the game.

And so, it is in kula . Rhetoric, seductive appearance (smell, body paint), intelligence,

prowess, propriety in kula behavior,and use of sorcery, can keep you in the kula circle

and knock off others along the way. Advancing self-interest is risky. Yet, self-interest is

central to problematics of  life, and “problematics is what the game of life is all about”

(Montague 1989:28).

B. Ordinary Men Sail in the Garden.  Extraordinary Men Sail in the

Sky.

 In cosmological terms, the souls or spirits of  kula men are said to be more

‘active’ as a result of  kula exchanges. They dream and daydream more, and, thus, they

are in more direct communication with the spirit realm (Scoditti 1983:272). Also, both

kula players or non-players, carry their names with them to the spirit world. Famous

kula men, however, leave their names behind in the form of  prominent shells. Their

souls go unnamed into a perpetual existence of a spiritual “overworld.” This transition

is marked by thunderstorms and lightening; their fame is ‘noised’ as they move to this

“over” domain.
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The “overworld” existence of renown kula players is not shackled by processes

of  reincarnation or the annual ‘topside’ visitations at harvest festival ceremonials

(Scoditti 1983:272).  In death, the eternal lives of extraordinary kula men are the

inverse of the lives of ordinary men who are tied to this world in ‘ordinary ways’.

Indeed, one might say that the ‘overworld’ lives of  extraordinary kula players are no

longer spatio-temporally aligned to their former productive social abilities--to produce

life through “kalava’u,” the new year’s body-building kanua food. Their lives no longer

“pulse” like the “escapement mechanism of a clock which shows the uncoiling of a

tightly wound spring so that, in a manner of speaking...time can catch up with”

(Wagner 1989:270).  Rather, at death, the lives of  renown kula men are inverted--

released through the “pulsing effects” of competitive inter-island kula, “uvalaku.” Their

lives take on the “coil” itself --metaphorically expressed as a coiled, sleeping, red

snake-even Monikiniki.  Thus, in Trobriand cosmological terms, ordinary men ‘sail’

soil gardens, while extraordinary men sail ‘gardens’ of  the soil, sea and sky. In this

way, kula men of  renown, ultimately, sail the “clear and open sky,” “I talisa labuma,”

otherwise known as “Heaven” (Fellows 1902:193; Senft 1986:504).  Kula men have

the potential to become men of the sky, or what Eyde (1983) has suggested is missing

from Trobriand literature--the Sky Father.

In his comparative analysis of Trobriand and Tikopia horticultural ideology, Eyde

(1983) points up the parrallels of ritual performed over the respective yam gardens, and

the structural referents to the societies. Eyde (1983) notes the role of myths of

emergence for Trobriand beliefs concerning the “maternal subterranean world,” the
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land as “nourishing mother earth,” and horticultural practice modelled on birth imagery.

Here, we find an “isomorphic, metaphoric relationship between human society and

‘tuber society’, a matrilineal sub-clan and its stock of tubers” (Eyde 1983:69;

Malinowski 1965a: 96,101,169; cf. Brindley 1984). Eyde (1983:74, ft. 5) calls attention

to Malinowski’s (1965a:71-73, 248-249) notation of nautical terminology in garden

magic and structures. Here, Malinowski associates the yam storehouse liku, and

magical garden language which invokes the simile of a “richly laden canoe” (canoe

compartments glossed as liku). Eyde (1983) speculates this is the mythical canoe of the

culture heroe, Tudava. Tudava was the first man to emerge from the earth in Kiriwina.

He was the first to institute gardening and garden magic, and through casting stones in

the sea, created the greater configuration of  islands. Tudava is said to have navigated

the archipelagoes in his sea-going canoe, instructing other islanders (e.g., Muyuw) how

to plant and garden correctly.33  Eyde (1983) notes that in Tikopia cosmology, the

                                                       
33 In another version, Tudava gives his garden magic to the Muyuw culture heroe, Gere’u,
who, with his sister, distribute it among the islands (Malinowski 1965a:68-75). Tudava
inevitably capsizes his canoe and is lost to the sea. Legendary travels and immigration by
way of the sea are not uncommon to Trobrianders; some some say their ancestors arrived
to Kiriwina by way of the sea (e.g., Weiner 1976; Montague 1974). While Tudava may be
implicated as the common ancestor of humans / horticulture, his ancestry does not justify
his role, for northeastern Kiriwina, as titular “Father.” He is not a matrilineal ancestor of
the high ranked Tabalu (Malasi clan), but is of the rival Lukuba clan. And, it is Malasi
garden magic (as noted earlier, of  the dala Kaluvau) which Omarakana practices. Thus,
Trobriands say they have never even heard of the cycle of myths which reveal why
Omarakana is preeminent in gardening (Malinowski 1965a: 73-74). Yet , Tudava or his
Lukuba ancestors, would be individuals Malasi gardeners and sailors would design to
emulate and persuade, in magical rite.  For example, the Lukuba clan is most associated
with kula magic.33 In Malinowski's myth cycle, the Lukuba are the foremost
canoe-builders and sailors ( Malinowski 1965a:68-74; Malinowski 1922:320-321). Gere'u
is also a Lukuba kula hero, renowned for his magical acumen in procuring vast quantities
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original Sky Father is one of “water-surface-father;” both he and the original Earth

Mother were replaced by their offspring, embodying metaphors of human and

‘vegetable’ type imagery. Patrilineal Tikopia ideology is a kind of inversion of  that

found in matrilineal Trobriand society. In the Trobriand case, the child’s essence comes

from the mother, its form from the father and its ‘spirit form’ via underworld baloma

ancestors. For Tikopia, the substance is from the father, the child’s form from the

mother and the soul, mana, derived from, perhaps, the celestrial patrilineal ancestors.

“Mana”, as life essence or spiritual force, is associated with ‘father’, ritual elders, and

spirit mediums. The Polynesian word mana, symbolizes the magical force in every

creature, as well as his honour, authority, and wealth (Mauss 1950).

Achieving greater life-force (e.g., mana-type) as kula “water-surface” men of

renown, perhaps is not the intent of kula, but it certainly may be one of the differences

kula playing makes in the lives of those who succeed. In fact, a man does not even have

to be ‘present’ for his influence (life-force) to be felt. “Fame,” as a process of the

powers of  personal persuasion and influence, generated through kula transaction, is

due to the ‘third party observer’. He / she is outside the immediate space of  kula

transacting parties, or in addition to the transactor and recipient (Munn 1986:115). It is

the dynamics of triadic principle which informs the person’s ‘mana-type’ authority.

Thus, another man may hear the kula man’s name, but does not see his face;

“imagination and memory may represent him” (Munn 196:115).  Perhaps it is the

                                                                                                                                                                    
of kula valuables and in producing great gardens. And it his gardening prowess Tudava
reformed (Malinowski 1922:307;  Malinowski 1965a:68-69).
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opposite-flow principle, the inversion of the shell direction, and the conjunctive point at

which kula hands meet, that provides ‘cataclysmic thunder and, thus, life-force

pulsation, imagination, memory, and thus ‘fame’. While sky-ocean may converge and

transform, leaving destructive residue through contact (e.g., disentegrated canoe,

human as petrified stone in the sea),  kula transaction, particularly in competitive

uvalaku, is carefully choreographed to insure heightened, yet productive, heroic

‘absorption’ through the power of ‘noise’ and visual memory which is part of a larger

public reality. 

The process of kula is thus, is  a powerful, creative image making enterprise.

Fame is a different order of phenomena than is a man’s ‘influence’. Of course, a kula

man’s acquired fame (also ‘mana’ life quality) affects his influence in given contexts.

The degree of ‘mana’ ‘absorbed’ depends upon the value embedded in the exchange

transaction, in terms of shell and structure of indebtedness. And this will vary

depending upon where the game is played and type of  game pieces played (e.g., shell,

axe blade). Thus, there is no ‘kula entity’ per se, only a ‘kula area’ where the game is

played and symbolic value, and creative imagination expressed therein (See E. Leach

1983).  The social actors of the ‘ring’ are both shell and men; they are as reciprocal

agents of each other’s value definition (e.g., ‘mana’). As reciprocal agents, they involve

a “symbolic interchange of qualities between men and things”(Munn 1983:283). Once a

shell is matched, it is necessary to keep shells moving along the path and thus create

new debt. One has to balance a debt, as well as  create a new imbalance as he renews
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kula paths and, thus, his kula career (Munn 1983:283).  In the process, ‘the value

dynamic underlying debt keeps a man’s name “climbing” (implictly that of hierarchy).

‘Climbing’ is an apt metaphor for vertical directionality toward the overworld of

the sky. The phenomenal ‘mana’ principle, is perhaps, an aspect of  this climbing

process as partners bite (geda), pierce (besa) and marry (vai) by a matching shell

(kudu:teeth), moving the partner’s mind, and having one’s fame ‘go on high’ (Munn

1983: 287). Creative image-making  fame implies skillful sailing, ‘flying over the

surface of the sea, especially felt in the bouyant lifting over the crests of waves

(Scoditti 1983). This process sets in motion affect of that travel--the receipt of a shell

at a distant island. The kula player’s name is part of that shell identity; his name thus

turns around and returns with the shell back home where his community ‘hear’ about

his achievement, imaged in that shell, if not the canoe which transports him back to

shore in the midst of shoreside community acclaim.  Thus, it seems, even the canoe may

receive aspects of a kula’s man life force (fame, ‘mana’).

Thus, visual imagery as  residue of the dynamic aspect of fame, a “visual memory

and creative image-making enterprise,” stresses the role of  the “wider public reality” or

‘witness of fame’-- the virtual third party as distant other who hears about it, yet does

not necessarily observe kula transaction. As one Gawan informant explained, the sailors

“admired the armshell [top standard]...on the boat they gave me my name...my fame is

put into the boat [good quality, middle standard shell]...they see my hand, they [sailors]

see. They take away my fame...in the town.” Thus, a trajectory of fame gives way, as

third party individuals finally engage in admiration of  the “winner” recipient of ‘fame’
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(Munn 1986:116). At one level, that third party may be the winner’s community or

more distant others--even ethnographer as observer and  reader, as fourth party

removed. The circulation of kula men’s fame is vis-a-vis the realm of minds or

discourse of others, such that “the actor knows himself as someone known by others”

(Munn 1986:117). The process of admiring the kula canoe, as creative visual imagery

returns us to the garden-canoe imagery’. Trobriand cosmology provides for the

possibility of soil-sea juxtaposition and canoe-containment principles so that  men can

work and traverse a ‘coral sea garden’. Ethnographers, as third party kula ‘admirers’

have evidence of  them upon the land.

C. Coral Gardens

Damon (1990) has suggested that “outrigger canoe is all over the Trobriand

garden,” and has some associations with the Muyuw cultural form. There are varied

garden magical systems in Kiriwina; the Omarakana model has received most notoriety

and, of course, ethnographic attention. Damon (1990:Ch. 6) has presented a fascinating

analysis of the model, and reveals the real complexity of the garden, and the challenges

of comparative analysis. I came to the garden with a different orientation than Damon.

I hoped to discover the uvalaku event, aligning in some specific way with the course of

patterned garden practice. During the course of  Depth-ing  Argonauts for ‘fish’, I

came upon  kalava’u, the lexical term Malinowski (1965a,b) used for new year’s yam

food. In re-reading passages from Argonauts, the lexical association of uvalaku came

to mind. Both words seemed to share a curious inversion quality. This quality is implied

in “Kaluvau,” the dala which held the garden magic of Omarakana. So, I went back to
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the garden to see if there were recognizable patterns of alignment between uvalaku and

kalava’u. Appendices B and C provide a glimpse of work in progress, as we try to

begin to sort out possible garden-canoes imagery in reference to social practice and

cosmology. Although the the Canoe-Garden chart is “rigid” in presentation, its not

meant as a structuralist exercise (although one could do so). The chart is really a

skeletal look at the complexity of garden-canoe, one step toward  further analysis.34

Damon’s (1990) comparative study encouraged exploration of lexical inferences in

garden practice, and possible Kalava’u / uvalaku spatio-temperal association. What is

evident, from a cursory examination, is the timing of uvalaku fleet sailing and the

coordinated pattern of gardening practice,and metaphorical overlays see appendix C).

Finding that northeast Kiriwinans sailed during the time of the preliminary harvest, not

the main harvest season, at first discouraged me. At this rite of isunapulo, the first

fruits of the garden season (taro and kuvi) are ritually displayed on the graves of the

recently deceased. As will be discussed in my concluding remarks, I think that there is

symbolic association between the concept, “first fruit,” and kula. This is conjectural and

not as yet fully understood. Next, the lexical material is roughly drawn; it is ‘work in

progress’--basically a small portion of my notes taken from DEPTHING and re-

reading texts. Perhaps what is most frustrating, using DEPTH, is how to combine,

analytically, the richness of date retrieved. I have not mastered this tactic, to my regret.

                                                       
34 Melanesian scholars have underscored the role of agency in constructing plural and
potentially contradictory metaphors / conceptualizations of social reproduction through
material objects (e.g., Weiner 1976; Battaglia 1990; Munn 1984). The canoe as as
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Damon has called attention to important elements of the garden which express

canoe imagery. These include the leywota or standard garden plots (see Ch 1); the

“anchoring” function of the kamkokola and kavatam yam support poles; the kaduwaga

boundary belt area (waga=hull); and the term tuwaga, which Damon explicates as the

“hull.” I  tend to disagree with this interpretation (though not entirely his main theory),

and, in the following, I discuss why. There is an obvious proclivity of Trobrianders to

draw upon metaphors of the sea, sailing and marine life. Imagery of canoes, sea and

voyaging are central to Massim cosmology, and thus marine lexicon would be expected

to be evoked in discourse (see Lepowsky 1995; Carucci 1995). As Damon (1990) has

noted Muyuw gardens freely equate their gardens with the sea. While Malinowski did

not indicate Trobrianders hold like garden imagery, he did explicate the non-voicing  of

gardening “renown.”As Malinowski (1965a:74), notes, Trobrianders say they are

unacquainted with certain key myths which glorify their gardening renown. They ‘take

their supremacy for granted’. No one challenges their fame, be it gardening or kula, and

they have no need to justify it otherwise. This may imply an absence of ‘canoe’

structurally or lexically. Yet, if we examine the temporal aspect of sailing, canoe

building and gardening rite, we can find a certain ‘presence’ of association (Appendix

C).

In the last section, I drew upon the works of others to explore Trobriand

cosmology and to rethink that perspective in terms of possible garden-canoe imagery

                                                                                                                                                                    
vehicles of dialogue and referential power is not presented here;  analysis begins the
process for such future research.
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(Montague 1989, 1980, 1982; Munn 1986; Scoditti 1978). Trobrianders use their

agency to play out their lives in varied levels, drawing upon appropriate spatial-

temporal imagery to recreate or re-write their lives phenomenally. Given the research

constraints of this analysis, my approach has been one of re-capturing the insights of

others in order to elucidate a  possible garden / kula  juxtaposition. A casual reading of

Trobriand  magical spells alerts one to the richness and creative power of their magical

language, particularly the use of the natural seascape to wed the realms of soil and sea.

The following are a series of  lexical ‘sleuthing exercises’ which are opened-ended and

are not yet fully developed. I only offer some some insights, which await further

analytical development and exegeis.

Damon (1990) provides us with an imagery of a Trobriand sailing canoe,

modelled in garden stone--stone being a richly laden symbol, in and of itself (Darrah

1997). In some areas of Kiriwina, where the soil is very stony, gardeners must extract it

before planting. These are “coral waste” or stone, such as dakuna (cf J. Leach 1983;

Senft 1986:212) . In districts, such as of Kuboma, Kulumata, and the south, gardeners

place them in large heaps called tuwaga.  In these areas, stone heaps are made “all over

the fields” (Malinowski 1965a:121). In the process, large conical heaps are created so

“close together that the tillable soil runs only in valleys” (Malinowski 1965a:122, Plate

37). Or, these stones create longitudinal heaps that form boundaries between baleko

(garden plots) which are parceled from the larger land tracts, kwabila. These boundary

heaps are called kakulumwala. Thus, when the garden lands lie in fallow, boundaries

are denoted by the long stone heaps. Damon (1990:205) suggests these stone heaps
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symbolize the canoe’s keel or dugout, rather than the entire craft, given its lexical basis,

“waga” or “hull.” This is a curious observation.  As previously discussed (see Ch.2),

Damon’s thesis is based upon the northeastern Omarakana garden model. In this area

of Kiriwina, there are no significantly sized stone heaps in the most fertile gardens of

Omarakana. As J. W. Leach (1983:130) reminds us, northeast Kiriwina’s “productivity,

especially in yams, derives from a land surface free of coral waste...such heaps are

almost non-existent.” Also, Malinowski (1965a:121) is explicit when he says, “In

Kiriwina such heaps are almost non-existent...or small and scattered apart.” Thus, the

gardening fame of Omarakana is due to the absence of  stone, and to the presence of

“real soil”--pwaypwaya. The image of waga as “heap”of stone is an anomally; kula

men, as well as deep-sea fishermen, are already “hard and solid,” such that even a

figurative stone heap seems too visually ‘impacted’ for the likes of swift-sailing canoe

men.

Damon (1990:205), when discussing the boundaries of large fields (per

Malinowski 1965b:83), states “stone heaps is a translation of tuwaga. In neither volume

of Coral Gardens does Malinowski provide exegesis.” Yet Malinowski does explicate

‘what’ and ‘where’.35 For example, it would make sense for areas such as Kuboma and

Kulumata to image waga on their soil. Kuboma supplies much of the best canoe-

building wood, and Kulumatans (subregion of Kuboma, on the north lagoon coast) are

among the best canoe builders. Both areas are umbrelled under a warfare area, and are

                                                       
35 Perhaps an alternate question is  “Why a canoe?” Of course, this further complicates my
thesis, which is complicating enough.Yet, Damon and I are, I think, still on the right track.
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largely outside the main “high area” of kula players (J. Leach 1983:145).  Not only

would these non-players be jealous of their kula counterparts, but also they might

endeavor to recreate that which they can not pragmatically attain--kula fame. And so,

they do not waste ‘coral waste’. They figuratively mold it into permanent displays of

elongated, durable, ‘magically’ condensed mwasawa-like canoe. Thus, they may be

“magically’ sailing the soil as kula men do the sea.

In Trobriand ideology, coral stone dakuna  are ‘magic’ (Battaglia 1986). For

example, Dakuna are singularly important to Trobriand urban gardeners of  Port

Moresby. It is imperative that they fly in dakuna, ‘magical stone’. Dakuna ‘anchor’ the

yams, thereby serving as agents of ancestral sanction for urban Trobriand enterprise.

Trobriand urban gardeners, thus, bring ‘home’ to Port Moresby. The dakuna are placed

inside their urban non-dala soil, and are removed from the yam exchange gardens after

harvest. Dakuna come in different shapes; they send out protective spirits in shadow

form which “move against the forces of  blight, bad weather and the evil designs of

witches” (Battaglia 1986:11). Like their Kiriwina island counterparts, these

mainlanders engage in competitive kayasa. Sponsors offer prizes to solicit support--

such as a green stone axe blade or a famous kula valuable. These urban gardeners are

active kula players, some of  whom use their agency to invert original ancestral

authority (Battaglia 1986:13; 1996). Some, such as urban Bau, engage the privileges of

rank, not only via the presence (or absence, see Battaglia 1997) of  valued property,

but figuratively, it seems, through dakuna stone. As Malinowski (1965a:222) writes,

“Coral stones, the only kind found in the Trobriands, the natives call dakuna.”
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Lexically, dakuna brings to mind rain (kuna:rain Senft 1986:295). And rain,

historically, is wielded by the high rank Tabalu chiefs, not low rank ‘others’, such as

Bau people of Malasi acclaim. Rain is a much needed commodity for all gardeners,

particularly those in games of intra-district or intra-community rivalry  (e.g., kayasa).

Dakuna also brings to mind “kunaya”--a gaff of a sail, and “kunu”--hair, which is a

primary site for baloma to transfer a spirit waiwai, thus conception (see Malinowski

1965a plate 3, 23; Senft 1986:296). Perhaps categorical “low people” condense their

political disadvantage in solid stone markers, implicitly as invisible dakuna inside the

garden soil, or explicitly, as visible dakuna heaps, tuwaga.  These tuwaga heaps image

‘heavy laden canoes’ in garden magic imagery (see Appendix C).  For non-kula men,

such as Kabomans, they would  serve as visual reminders of  economic advantage, as

producers of  much needed kula-craft exchange items or less-solid sailing vessels, thus

marking the dependency of “high” ‘kula-others’. Perhaps, these canoe builders ‘voice’

the canoe-quality of tuwaga heaps, just as Muyuw fishermen image their skills of the

sea by explicating, in no uncertain terms, the figurative and structural imagery of

canoes and nets in their gardens (see Damon 1990). 

If we were to find lexical elements of tuwaga, perhaps it would be expressed by

the tokay (commoner) gardener. During the time of communal planting, when only

male gardeners are working the soil, planting “is enlivened with competitive

challenges” and “melodic cries” (Malinowski 1965a:134). Malinowski (1965a: 135)

records the men’s chants, which he says are a dialect of the d’Entrecasteaux

Archipelago.
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Solo: ”Kwaywa’u kibariri Bogina’i.”
Chorus: “Yohohoho.”
Solo: “Mitaga kwaybogwa bulubolela wim Bomigawaga owokulu.”
Chorus: “Yohohoho.”

His informant translates the chant as “Bogina’i is recently deflowered...but your vulva,

Bomigawaga...over there in the corner of the fence has for a long time had a considerable

circumference.” Malinowski (1965a:136) suggests that “the obscene allusions” are

connected with planting, in that the deeper the soil is broken up, the better the taytu will

grow. A second chant actually refers to a tuwaga stone heap in which taytu yam are

planted. Malinowski (1965a:136) does not provide any further comments but suggests

both chants “are good for the fields.” We know that tuwaga is composed of the only type

of stone in Kiriwina--dakuna stone. Tuwaga would be an excellent place to metaphorically

plant taytu, as long as they are inside the boundary zone. Also, in his translation of the

kamkokola rite, Malinowski’s (1965b:333) translates tuwaga as “elder brother.”

Elsewhere, Malinowski(1929: 437, 447) translates tuwaga as “elder brother or elder sister;

Baldwin (1945:221, 232) glosses tuwagwai as elder chief, and tuwagwagya as elder

brother, or wise elder. These glosses might have influenced  Damon’s argument, as he

interprets the ‘waga and missing lamina’ in terms of the relationship of the brother-sister

pair.

 Damon (1990) considers the boundaries (karige’i and tukulumwala) as having no

association with canoes. However, the boundary belt area, which defines the actual

delimitation of the garden, is termed kuduwaga (course of a canoe), and “la kali keda,”

“reef-channel” or “passage through a canoe” (Malinowski 1965b:83,134). Kula myth and
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magic are replete with references to sea passages, as is garden magic, such that blight is

exorcised through them (e.g., see Appendix C). Pests are invited to sail away in imaginary

canoes, as are bushpigs, who become canoes (e.g., Malinowski 1965a:258; 1965b:144,

317). Also, the culture hero, Tudava, originator / reformer of gardening practice, created

sea passages as he made hs way across the Massim waters. Kula mythology also relates

how magical canoes transform the sea, cutting through islands to create sea-passages

(e.g., Malinowski 1929:298).

Damon (1990:205) suggests these terms (kuduwaga, “la kali keda) imply “a

garden moves through (dangerous?) territory as a canoe moves through a reef.” These

terms return us to tuwaga. Hypothetically, if the tuwaga heaps, missing in Kiriwina, are

not figurative canoe, perhaps they are connected to tuwaga’s alternate translation, ‘elder

brother / sister’. The Gawan term for garden boundary appears etymologically related to

the Trobriand term kuduwaga or “la kali keda.” Gawans say the boundaries “ra-kidakeda

waga” image ”the canoe pathway” or “the food we give our sisters”(Munn 1986:125).

Although not a heap of stone, this boundary belt is cut at the Omarakana grand inaugural

rite, and importantly distinguishes and opposes “all the land outside” or the bush, odila,

from the buyagu, garden site of cultivable soil (pwaypwaya soil). It is a boundary strip

which lies between the bush and the garden plot. The bush is also called yosewa, or all the

useless and lifeless area, metaphorically as ‘dead corpse’. Thus, the uncultivable bush area

stands for all that is potentially polluting, such that phenomena therein have negative

influence on the garden area itself (e.g., sexual intercourse is taboo in the garden; bush-pig

are attracted by the smell of seminal fluid and will break in and destroy the garden;
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adultery will slow down the canoe during kula, Malinowski 1929: 414). Thus, the la kali

keda has obvious importance to men as husbands, and as brothers who must make yam

gardens for their married sisters (Malinowski 1965b:83). Damon’s (see above) lexical

gloss of the kali keda seems appropriate.

The garden plots themselves are divided with a road which runs through the

middle. Perhaps this pathway is imagined as a sea passage, as the standard, “perfectly

cleared” leywota plots run adjacent on either sides (see Ch.I; Malinowski 1965b:139). This

image would match that of throwing a net (wota) over the ‘sea’ to contain and retrieve

resources of the soil-sea. Also “kali” is garden fence, and “to paint” (Senft 1986:28).

Kalidudila may be etymologically related to “odila;” it is glossed “to push a canoe to

shore” (Senft 1986:248). “-Dudila-” is glossed “to come within an island to a village at

the seaside,” and “dudu” is thunder (Senft 1986:218). Perhaps the odila is the sea and the

la kali keda is the beach or shore. Inside / or the actual field (garden portion, kwabila,

divided into garden, baleko plots) is, therefore, the site for imaging the seascape and a

kula canoe (see Malinowski 1965a:89 fig 4.)

The la kali keda boundary belt is also termed kuduwaga, literally meaning “course

of a canoe.” It can also be glossed using the “kudu,” or “row,”  “teeth” metaphor. “Row”

is fitting, as the plots are divided into ‘rows’ of rectangular plots. Perhaps “teeth” denotes

the “cannibalistic” potential of the canoe parts, when men are shipwrecked. This evokes

protective qualities, and potential “fear” to those who traverse the dangerous sea-soil of

ranked men of renown. In this manner, the waga actually cuts through or chews the soil

(and whatever lies in its path) in order to set off the boundary. The canoe “teeth” would
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be red, given the painted color of the prow board. And since “kali” is glossed “paint” (see

above), this gloss of  ‘red teeth’ seems appropriate. There are several extension to red as

the iconic kula color. For example, we know the lips of the kula player are reddened

through kula  talo magic (via betel; kuku: betel nut shell, Senft 1986:293). Here, a red fish

is evoked to create vermilion lips, set off from the white teeth. Thus, the kula player is

likened to the canoe, having red, white and ‘black’ appearance (e.g., hair, dark skin).The

red shell necklace contrasted with the white armshell emphasizes the triadic embodiment

of the kula man and his canoe. Chewing betel nut, which produces a red liquid, is

associated with ‘excitment’ and ‘seduction’. Red and black are the primary face paints

(soba), thus animating one’s ritual appearance (Tambiah 1985a:56-59). Red fish is also the

“proper food for the ancestor, presumably to animate them or their power” (Tambiah

1983:56). Thus, the kula hero Monikiniki, as red snake, recalls the  circular armshell (and

perhaps the boar tusk), both of which are white, set off from the red spondylus shell

necklace.The mwali armshell, it spoken metaphorically as having a forehead, mouth and

teeth.36 As it proceeds through exchanges, men tie on seeds and ovula ovum shells to

mark its ‘climbing stature. These latter shell symbolize female genitals. Thus “just as great

kula men collect wives which dramatize their stature, mwali collect their shell counterparts

                                                       
36 There may be an association between mwali and the gleanings of new year’s yam food,
called ulumwala. These are yam left behind in the main garden plots, surreptiously taken
home to use for domestic purposes (Malinowski 1965a:22:) . We know that mwala is
derived from olumwalela.or ‘inside’ (Malinowski 1922:434,470). Also, kukumali,
greenstone use to make beku, derived from Muyuw, shares homophonic quality with
mwali (Malinowski 1922: 483). Lastly, clearing of the gardens, by women before planting
is “koumwali” (Malinowski 1929:416).  Koumwali also means heaps of waves against the
prow board (Baldwin n.d.:151).
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ovula and soulava” (Darrah 1997). And taytu are often decorated at harvest time with

white and black circles to denote ownership. Black is a desired color in both the canoe and

garden. As discussed in Ch.III, a darkened garden denotes an abundant harvest, thus a

fully darkened bwayma, laden with exchange potential. The black on the canoe denotes

productivity, via speed and levity (Tambiah 1985a:58).

Damon (1990:197) reminds us that the Trobriand garden is variable in shape, being

roughly rectangular, or with rounded sides, thus subject to local variation. Without

exception, gardens have two stiles (kalapisila), one where the road meets the bush, and

the other on the opposing bush side. It is my impression, based on visual image of the stile

against the diagram of the kwabila, that this structure images the entrance to the canoe via

the platform (see Malinowski 1965a: fig. 4). The leywota plots are adjacent to the stile;

the image of  “net” (wota) and “drying a net” (kalapu) helps the image of  the sea-soil

juxtaposition somewhat. The stile, itself, has the appearance of the lashed platform

construction. Not unlike gardeners would enter over a stile, sailors must enter a canoe in

the front, via the midline zone of the canoe (i.e., the platform). Lexical evidence here is

slim; “kalapu-” is glossed “to bleach and dry a sail or net by the sun” (kalasia);”

“pipisila” is glossed “to flash or beat” (Senft 1986: 247-248, 300). The platform to the

canoe is the “pitapatila;” pitapata is “to share and distribute” (Senft 1986:350). “Bisibida

patile” is “evil magic, which keeps canoes back during fleet sailing” (Malinowski 1929:

229-230).

The four corners are distinguished by village / bush and left / right oppositions

(from where one stands at the village side looking out to the bush side, stile to stile).
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Malinowski (1965a) and Damon (1990) call attention to related garden-canoe lexical

analogies. For example, the sides of the garden and canoe are similar; the canoe sides

(gunwale) or planks are “budaka,” which give the kula canoe depth (as opposed to a

fishing canoe). The kalibudaka are the “intermediate sides” or sides of the garden kwabila

filed (Malinowski 1965b:18, 83). It may be glossed kali, “fence,” and budaka, “planks,

gunwale” (Senft 1986: 247-248; Powell 1995:74; Malinowski 1965b:140). Associated

lexicon include kalibudaboda, or “payment in valuables for food,” also glossed as “canoes

running nose to nose” (Baldwin n.d.:110). The canoe and the bwayma share lexical

analogies. Interestingly, the board that women use to work banana-leaf fiber for skirt

material is made from old canoe plankboard. A woman sits with her legs stretched

outward, and the board on top of her thighs. This position recalls the mourning ceremonial

wherein women rock the deceased, suggestive of canoe imagery (see above, Ch.I.). The

weight of the board on her legs, and the covering of them, denotes blocking of sexual

access, by duties associated with domesticity and corporate obligations of marriage.

Women’s grass skirts are made from wakaya, a tree which bulges near the soil; it is used

in fertility and garden magic (Malinowski 1965b:114).

Damon (1990:204) states “he has no doubt that the fundamental sense of the term

budaka is derived from the canoe, and that it is extended to the lateral aspects of the

garden and bwayma. We find that all the longitudinal logs of the liku (bwayma ) are

termed kaybudaka; the compartments of the canoe and bwayma are liku.  The canoe’s

lagim are the two decorated transversals which enclose the well of the canoe at both ends;

the transversal logs are called kaylagim (Malinowski 1965a:253). In garden magical
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formula 19 (growth magic), the metaphor of “a richly laden canoe” denotes “a prolific

development of yams” thus a richly laden bwayma. As noted in Appendix B, we find

northeast Kiriwinina kula canoes departing about this time. Similar metaphor is evoked in

kula departure spells, to effect speed.  This image is not unlike the growth of yam shoots

which cut through the soil and freely blow  or wave in the wind. In garden formula 20,

the image is somewhat reversed, as ‘taytu’ return, even competing in speed for placement

of growth (Malinowski 1965a:150-151).

The four corners of the field are termed nukanula or  wokunu, seemingly a cognate

to Muyuw kunubwara, the “prowboard;” they relate to the eastern and western ends of

the garden. Damon (1990:206) was unable to find linguistic evidence for prowboard in the

Trobriand garden; lagim did not appear in garden lexicon. We  know that “laga” is the

ceremonial exchange of valuables for a garden plot (Malinowski 1922:86). Also, Senft

(1986: 202) provides a clue; the term for upper brink of the lagim is “budibudi.” It seems

to share some homophonic quality with kalibudaboda.  If so, perhaps the Trobriand

garden corners image the lagim, as occurs in Muyuw. They symbolize the canoe builder’s

wife, if not the Kula hero, Monikiniki (Montague 1974:200; Scoditti 1978). The presence

of a canoe in the garden,of course evokes the image of the flying witch, who would

symbolize the reverse ‘divine’ qualities of the kula heroe (see below for others reference

to canoe-witch).

Trobriand life is patterned around  the two principle sources of livelihood to the

Trobriander--gardening and fishing. Gardening, however, constitues “the real measure of

time” (Malinowski 1965a:53,fig 3). Social life, therefore, follows the patterned, seasonal
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rhythms of gardening. Kula and mortuary sagali are planned around harvest time

(southeast trade winds; May-Sept.), when exchange yams are available to meet obligations

and support feasting. Harvest dance events, associated with Milamala, would be

postponed, as would kula, if a death occurred.37  In Omarakana, during the season of

southeast trade winds, the opening of the gardening magic occurs at kayaku council. This

is also the initial act of the magical system of kaylu’ebila. As discussed in Ch. I, this

system is wielded by the garden magicain, towosi, having been acquired from the low rank

dala, Kaluvau, Malasi Clan (see Ch. I.).38  After the milamala harvest ceremonial

(August-Sept.), and pause in gardening, the fields are burned and cleared, plots are

subdivided, and early planting in the main kaymata garden plots begin. When the season of

calms sets in, fishing is possible in the open seas. Only after the gardens are readied and

planting completed would kula be conducted (See Appendix C for associations of garden

and canoe building).

The gardening team now sets out to create the structural components of the

garden, giving it vertical height, bounded space, enhanced aesthetic and magical quality.

Trobriands employ natural elements of the landscape to create ‘bounded garden arenas’

wherein the tenuousness and tenacity of atoll living are played out in patterned mosaic.

Natural boundaries of bush, stone, and stick transform the once ‘flat’ soil surface into a

                                                       
37 It is possible that the Milamala staging of “pierce the village” is expressed at death as “I
govana vanu”-- “make a joyful noise in the center of the village.” “Pierce” symbolically
insures plenty, abundance; lifting of mourning taboo, and the release of villagers to
gardening (food production) and other activity (kula), implies like motive.
38 This points up the discrepancy between dogma and practice (e.g., that a magical system
that a dala uses is correlated with the place / lands of emergence.
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three dimensional creative working space. The garden begins to take on a life of its own,

as men “stream out of the village in every direction” to locate strong lapu  (stout straight

poles; tree stems) with which they will make the kavatam (yam support poles) and magical

prisms, kamkokola, and lateral triangles, karivisi (Malinowski 1965a: 126-127; fig. 3).

Once lapu is inserted vertically into the ground, its name changes to kamkokola; two more

lapu, placed at right angles to each other, are now called kaybaba. Decorative triangles,

kalivisi are created along the side of the garden plot; they are supports for the yams and

add aesthetic appeal. As Malinowski (1965a:128) writes,

A flat piece of ground is now incased in a glittering framework of strength
and loftiness...the aesthetic appeal of this to the natives is shown in their
work, their pride of achievement...they had buttressed the garden about
with a wall of which the kamkokola were the cornerstones...This aesthetic
appreciation merges into a mystical feeling that height and strength of the
vertical system, and above all the kamkokola, has a stimulating effect on
the young plants.

The kamkokola rite is one of the most “mysterious and ill-defined;” it is said to be a

protective medium to keep the taytu yam strong and immune from outside forces, such as

the bush-pig. The vertical, triangular shape reminds one of the conical yam heap itself;

only after this structure is completed does real planting takes place. Only after the garden

has been readied can men engage in inter-island kula (Malinowski 1965a:131-132). I have

spoken about the kamkokola in Ch. II. The structure itself is significant, on one level, for

canoe sail imagery. Given Damon’s (1990:202) insightful vision, there would be 63

kamkokola for the garden, based on Malinowski’s (1965a: fig.4) garden diagram. Damon

associates the kamkokola with height / rank, symbolic of Trobriand social order and in

terms of uvalaku, the privilege of  high rank, kula players. If the kamkokola represents
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‘mast / sail’, then we have an imagery of  uvalaku fleet sailing in the Massim ‘sea-garden’!

The triangular shape of the kamkokola, as possible expression of the mast/sail,

which are located towards the front (bow and stern are interchangeable) may be reflected

on the canoe prow board. Scoditti (1984) reminds us of the importance of triangular and

circular shape in canoe aesthetics. The opposition of these shapes is engraved on the

prowboard; on the lagimu,  the principle of  circularity is “analysed as an isoceles triangle

inscribed in a circle, with the tabuya as its opposite-that is, a semi- circle” (Scoditti

1984:55). According to Kitavan carvers, the lagimu represents the sun and the tabuya the

moon. The sun is associated with the sky, air and fire, and the tabuya the earth and water.

Correlated opposites are thus expressed as sky-earth, fire-water, light-darkness. Kula

ideology, and competition for renown, may be metaphorically inscribed as sky (vertical

height), fire (red snake, red shell, seduction), and light (white armshells).

The triangular kamkokola may also be lexically associated with the smaller yam

house. “Kokola” is the upright wooden pillars used to support the foundation beams

(Malinowski 1965a:260, 267). The root kola is also found in the word vitakola, or

“breasts” (Fellows 1902:11). The corners of the garden are called nunula, which means

“breasts” as well (Malinowski 1965a:140). In October, the planting of taytu (sopu) is done

in conjunction with the erection of the kamkokola; this occurs about three months

following the “striking of the soil.” Trobriand belief posits that waiwai (dala essence) is

received and conception occurs about the time a woman’s breasts change in appearance

(three months post-conception). Such metaphors of  human development may be extended

to kula. The time of the real main harvest of  kalava’u begins about nine months after
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early planting (September, after milamala). Bellamy notes that during this time of  year

(about April), a sort of ‘baby boom’ occurs. Moreover, it is in April when overseas kula

partners are visiting the Trobriands-- potentially ‘birthing shells,’ so to speak (Malinowski

1965a :fig. 3; Black 1957). The kamkokola ceremony follows that of symbolic penetration

and conception (Brindley 194:38). The structures, thus, images real stability  and order,

and the symbolic anchoring of  Trobriand society, as taytu, children and shell wealth. The

inversion of this image is noted in string games of  ‘cats cradle’, or “ninikula.”  Ninikula is

played by children and adults during the monsoon season. This is the same time the yam

crop is in full developmental swing, and northeastern kula player are engaged in inter-

island sailing. According to Malinowski (1929:338), in certain games, two string figures--

isosceles triangles--symbolize adultery. Adultery and uncontrolled female sexuality is one

concern during the season of overseas travel; village men are away and women remain

behind, taking care of domestic affairs, including gardening (see closing remarks). The

triangular kamkokola, thus, may express ‘triadic tension’of  wife-husband-stranger

partner. The ambiguity implied in order-disorder or inversion is expressed symbolically as

kalava’u and uvalaku.  Canoe-garden imagery perhaps echos this tension, as a  ‘locked in’

state of inversion or tension. This implies opposing poles of conduct--defining and

questioning the order by which people live. The peripheral kamkokola symbolically centers

primary life concerns and behavior which evokes real societal tension and marriage

instability (see Weiner 1976).

 My vision of the canoe/garden is one in which the vessel is in full sail; the hull

(female) is figuratively floating at varied depths, given the weight of the crop in
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production. The wind is lifting the outrigger (lamina; male), as the condensation of shoots

and vines, off the water. As Malinowski (1922: 119-110) writes, “the asymetrical stability

plays a great part in the technique of sailing...the canoe is always so sailed that its

outrigger float remains in the wind side.” The pressure of  the sail then lifts the canoe, so

that the opposing hull side is pressed into the water, a position which is extremely stable

and can ‘stand the force of the wind’. This sense of motion / stability is checked

figuratively in the garden, as the canoe is suspended in place. At the same time, magical

metaphors of “lightnesss and bouyancy” evoke the canoe, as well as yam aerial shoots, to

lift and freely fly. Given the canoe’s gendered qualities and symbolic tensions implied, the

‘suspended canoe’ image evokes a state of ‘animated tension’, as motion is held in

abeyance. Similarly, the kula is said to be in a form of ritual abeyance. Scoditti (1983:270)

writes,

The present is ideally a structural repetition of the past. Past-present are to
the future as predictability is to unpredictability. Avoidance of the future
tense is put into ritual abeyance any reminder of sometime chicanery, self-
interest, and un-certainty in kula transactions.

Both sailing and gardening are ‘masteries’ of nature. For the Trobriander, the “canoe is a

marvellous, almost miraculous achievement, a thing of  beauty...it is a powerful

contrivance for the mastery of  Nature, which allows him to cross perilous seas to distant

places” (Malinowski 1922:107). In magic, the canoe “flys like a butterfly, and is

disembodied as is a flying witch in order to transform the canoe with uncanny speed

(Malinowski 1922:132-133). The ambiguity of  the witch is expressed in color (black) and
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shape ( flying foxes) They are not unlike garden dakuna stone, which are ‘dead’ and take

the shape of flying fox (Battaglia 1986; Malinowski 1922:412-20).

The canoe, itself, is painted in triadic color, with black the dominant expression. As

Tambiah (1985a)  notes, there is a certain inversion to the mulukwausi and canoe. Witches

can not build a canoe or sail one. Yet; witches can transform themselves and fly, neither of

which men can do. Sailing is an exteriorized, social activity, whereas her actions are highly

feared and non-productive in nature. And when she is is at her most virulent form, as

during times of shipwreck, men are at their weakest. The canoe itself is falling apart--its

lashing creepers which once integrated the component parts are breaking loose and

turning cannibalistic. Likewise, there is a certain inversion in the garden process, as

kalava’u are in full growth when men are on uvalaku. In the garden cycle, when men are

on uvalaku expedition, “marrying for shells’, their wives are in the garden, weeding. Here,

women’s potential for sexual disorder is ritalized, as women “unchoke” garden growth by

pulling weeds of figurative ‘no name’ or non-ultility. In contrast, ran men are gaining even

more ‘name’ through ‘game’. As kula men are competing for keda placement, the towosi

is urging the garden to grow through potent magic. At this point in time, married couples,

separated from one another by sea, are at their most tenuous conjunction. The village is

under taboo to visitors, women are sanctioned to yausa, and men are on other islands

(sexual overtones). On the high seas, kula sails are blown by the yavata  (northwest wind),

in whose ‘eye’ the mulukwausi reside (see Appendix C). During the monsoon season, of

game slack time, kukwanebu ( folktales) are being told by raconteurs. Though “hillariously

funny” they carry implicit messages about social life;  at a certain level, tales are biga
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sopa--joking , lying language (Senft 1986:372). They obliquely denote the moral

ambiguities of daily life, expressing sentiment one dare not say out loud (e.g., see

Appendix D). Many kukwanebu evoke sea/garden motifs; one might say they are full of

metaphorical “gubaki”-- “comsuming fish and yam,” or “copulation (Senft 1986:229).

When told in appropriate seasons (slack time, non-taboo periods), they are said to be

magical stimuli to make the “kasiyena” yams grow. “Kasiyena” may be glossed as ‘body

building fish-food’ (kasi: their food; yena:fish; Senft 1986:263; 425; J.W. Leach 1986).

At one level, such tales express the unwanted conjunctions of sea and land, the

shore site described in incest myth, as well as that of sky and sea, with shipwreck, violent

dismemberment and victimization of  kula men by aggressive disembodied women. The

former bespeaks of the sexual tensions expressed in brother/sister separation and the latter

sexual licence / adultery in the garden. The colors of the kula canoe, itself, reveals

symbolically, the triadic tension of  brother-sister-husband. Tambiah (1985a:55-58)

provides the following coordinates to the primary colors: black (kaykoulo; speed, power

to withstand destructive forces; adultery in women; the flying witch;

aging/maturity/mortuary rites; the millipede as evoked in garden and kula magic);  red

(malakava; talo; red kula fish; animation, flashing beauty, youthfulness; desire/seduction/

sexuality; betel juice; spondylus shell necklace, soulava), and white (pwaka; the dominant

color in pregnancy; also the inside flesh of ripening yam food; white coral; mwali

armshell).

As noted earlier (ch. II) shell, stone, skirts as ‘ teeth’ are symbolic elements of male

and female regeneration . Just as men are known by their valuables (axe blades, kula
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shells) women are identified by their colorful skirts and banana-leaf bundles. Yet, the

generative, seductive aspects of these valuables are embodied by both men and women, in

contexts replete with festive occasion. Such skirts complement both men and women in

ceremonial use and decorative style. Men wear the skirts in dance, and together with

women, they share in the generative, seductive life-force, hidden as ‘orifice’ behind the

decor. The transforming quality of an individual’s mouth, as orifice full of white teeth

(kudu), when colored with red betel juice, denotes life transitions from white- pregnancy-

birth, to the seductive ‘play’ of unmarrieds, and the tensions of opposing constraints of

rules/obligations implied in monogamy, if not exogamy. The opening and closing of a

mouth-full of reddened teeth, gestured as chewing, talking, or smiling, is not unlike the

revealing quality of ‘shortening to lengthening’ of women’s dobu skirt-lines. Such imagery

eludes to the opening / closing of youthful and unmarried sexuality (e.g., harvest rite of

milamala, time of abandon and sexual licence).

Garden magic metaphor illuminate the possibility of all three, as the “belly of the

garden” is “anchored” and yet is invoked to “swell”. Women’s sexuality metaphorically, is

anchored in the garden, the positive value expressed as fecundity (swollen with child).  Its

negative counterpart is “swollen” belly, yet one caused by breach of exogamy. According

to Malinowski (1929:424), suicide is the likely recourse for those discovered in adultery.

Otherwise, retributive ‘ailments’ arise. These include a swollen belly,  whitened skin, skin

sores and finally a ‘wasting sickness’ that ends in death. A spider like insect is

“generated;” it wriggles about like maggots,and coils like a small snake (Malinowski

1929:424).
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 C. Return to Kamkokola   

The existence of  “Father” in the Trobriand garden is what Eyde (1983:71) believes

to be represented in the structure of poles over the gardens, “especially the kamkokola, the

large upright pole with  diagonal supports erected at the four corners of the standard yam

plots” (cf. Malinowski 1965a: 123-133). In the Trobriand case, the rectangular system of

garden plots, pole structures (so yam vines can climb upwards), and hierarchy implied in

the magical kamkokola corners, all point up commonalities elsewhere in Melanesian. Such

patterns denote related aspects of social structure. In the Trobriand case, there is a parallel

to the areal structure of hamlets, villages, districts, and internal structures / height of yam

houses (Eyde 1983:72; cf. Damon 1990). The structure and origin of Trobriand society,

itself, is recanted in vilamalia magic, the ‘magic of prosperity’ conducted after harvest.

Here, the village is “anchored” so that Tudava can “climb up” on his high platform. The

village is “deeply rooted” and made immobile, such that thunder roars over the northeast,

the local of Omarakana (Malinowsli 1965a:223-224). That the kamkokola images height,

rank and privileges of  rank (e.g., kula) provides in itself, the image of  kula as a ‘symbol

of  structure’--one that structures relationships of  prestige inside a village, and over

distances. As Uberoi (1971:140) suggests, kula “symbolizes the reciprocity that sustains a

society at home, as well as that which maintains vital alliances.” Kula not only reinforces

marriages on the family and district levels, yet transcends marriage given its “deep

structure” across some 25,000 miles of open water (Sloan:105).

Eyde (1983:71) suggests, that the magical rite of the  kamkokola, “the striking of

the soil,” is not only phallic in sound but in imagery. These structures are placed in the
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four corners of the standard plots, leywota (see Ch 1). The erection of the magical prisms

takes place about October, after the harvest festival, the clearing of the soil and early

planting. This is the season of the “calms,” when fishing in the open sea and lagoon is

ongoing. Malinowski (1965a:77) records his Omarakana informants stating the  structures

were “only magical,” and incidental to the garden, itself. In the wota and yowota spells, the

recurrent image is one of tumescence and growth. The kayowota is particularly suggestive

of penetration, since the garden magician "cuts" the sapling and inserts it in the soil, the

cutting being associated with fertility (talala = to cut into flower, make blossom by

cutting; Malinowski 1965b:158). The intent of the yowota formula of the “good sapling” is

to imbue the earth with soft fecundity (Malinowski 1965a:101-102). The yowota spell

conveys fertility-- the garden "swells as with a child"-- a  verse which is drawn from the

inaugural garden rite, the vatuvi spell, repeating the imagery of gestation in the garden. An

associated lexical term is vitakola, or “breasts” (Fellows 1902:179). The corners of the

garden are also called nunula or “breast.” Eyde (1983:72) suggests that Tudava, evoked

in the spell,  figuratively stands for husband / father.

In Tikopia, the action of the “Father” is through ‘soko or sosoko’, or ‘to drive a

stick into the ground’, a common term for male penetration or copulation (Eyde 1983:72).

In Trobriand lexicon, a common term for copulation is gubaki, or ‘to eat fish and yam’

(Senft 1986:229). This recalls the earlier discussion of fish as a preeminent kula dietary

food, and ‘fish-yam’ as male / affinal / paternal markers in ritual exchange contexts,

especially marriage and death. In this light, ‘soko’ and ‘kamkokola’, return us,

homophonically at least, to kula and its association with yam food. Yam food is a
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precondition for uvalaku (hosting visitors and feasting associated with building and

launching a canoe). Kamkokola may be lexically glossed as follows: kam: to eat; koi: to

weed; kokola: fear, to fear; kokola: pillar; kola: blackening of the body as a sign of

mourning; and kokwava: to sell or barter fish (Senft 1986:286-288). Other lexical glosses

include  kulakola,: “beach, with low and high water marks;” kola: “to be fast, as a fish in a

net;” si lakola: netmaking; sikola: put on the trials, cut round a new garden to mark

boundaries (Baldwin n.d.:147, 156). Imagery of the sea is lexically  expressed in leywota,

kayowota and yowota. As noted earlier (Ch. I), wota is glossed “fishing net;” the shape of

the triangular structure, itself, denotes the shape of air nets and sails. The lexicon built

around “ko” recalls the Kitavan term for circle, kakokobonu, used to conceptualize kula as

a closed chain of partners. And, in  kula ideology, a lack of  ‘closure’ infers a player who

is untrustworthy, absence of prestige, and one’s ‘inability’to keep a keda (kula path)

flowing. Kula men who, figuratively, “lack closure,” might have reason to fear (kokola)

the anger of others. Likewise, a keen player would attract jealousy and, thus, stand in fear

of sorcerizing death. Possible associated lexicon include tokokolola: “one who is at emnity

with another” (lola: achor), and takola: clinching gift, uncooked food  (Baldwin n.d.:308).

In Kaduwaga Village, principle mourners would traditionally blacken their bodies by

rubbing them with , “I kumsi kola” Several days later, at “I govesa vanu,” female

mourners would ritually go and gather shellfish, while a man would go out fishing. This

rite would lift their seclusion, freeing them to travel, garden and bathe (Montague

1974:133).
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The structure of the kamkokola also images a luxurient garden, the work necessary

to achieve this, and the gardener’s associated renown. Like  kula, itself, serious Trobriand

gardeners feel a sense of pride, an on-going sense of self-renewal, and personal validation

(Battaglia 1986:19). Thus, both competitive kula and gardening, as ‘kayasa’, are

associated with a powerful sense of affect, and a medium to transcend cultural boundaries

of individual identity and renown.

D. Garden Canoes:  Master Carver’s Imaginative Resolution

As Weiner (1976) has explained, there is an underlying tension, if not hostility

and resentment between men and women. Many scholars have noted the role of sexual

tension, framed by rules of exogamy and monogamy, as elemental to understanding

kula (e.g., McDougall 1975; Tooker 1979; Tambiah 1985b). As noted above,

contemporary kula men view the ‘game’ as a means to temporarilly free themselves

from the constraints of everyday corporate life and the “balance” of power between the

sexes (Scoditti 1983:272). Perhaps the coiling principle of the kula icon, red snake,

denotes aspects of  “tightness” and escapement--social conflict , resolution and

validation.

Scoditti (1984) has argued that the kula is the ‘scenic performance of

Monikiniki, the androgens culture heroe. Evidence of his mythic exploits are revealed

through poetic magical formulae and performing rites of canoe prowboard carving, and

indicated in Trobriand mwasila magic (Malinowski 1922:200-201; 306-311). In the

creation of the kula canoe’s prowboard, the carver chants spells said to have been

composed against kula landscapes, such as the mountains and rocks of the Marshall
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Bennett group.  According to Malinowski (1922:306), there is no explicit myth about

the hero, but he “was the first man to practice an important system of mwasila,

probably the “most widespread system of the present day.” In myth, kula men are

successful because of the power of this mwasila, giving them capacity to display

enormous strength and persuasive ability, face with impunity great dangers, and escape

drowning. One example is the Sulumwoya Spell, which evokes the aromatic mint used

in love magic. The magical properties of the mint are imparted to the toliwaga and the

canoe. In this example, toliwaga solicits the help of his deceased’s maternal uncle, from

whom he received the magical formula. The canoe owner says:

Breathe thy spell over the head of Monikiniki. Breathe thy spell over the
head of my light canoe.  I shall kick the mountain; the mountain  tilts over;
the mountain subsides; the mountain opens up...it topples over. I shall kick
so as to make my canoe sink. I shall kula so as to make my outrigger go
under.  My fame is like thunder, treading like the roar of the flying witches.

The prowboard, created by Kitavan master carvers, itself reveals allegories of the

hero’s qualities (e.g., gentleness, punitiveness, eternity and regeneration, beauty, speed,

sky, earth, water, fluidity, clarity, sacred, profane). During the rite of the initiate carver,

the device of ‘reflective mirroring’ provides the infusion of master carver and initiate

into a single, third entity. This opposition dissolves progressively during the recitation

of magical formulae, which express the creative images of the hero. Thus, during the

performing rite,  Monikiniki reflects himself in the mirror-initiate who, in turn, reflects

the master carver. When carving, the real carver creates images from his own mind

without intervention of external forces. He is assimilated to the hero Creator of images,
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Monikiniki the performer of kula principles. His clarity of vision and pure intelligence is

signified by spring water (yeluyelu) which come from broken stones (dibidabila).

Dibidabila, or ‘folded soil’ is  that of coral sediment from which lime is obtained, and

mixed with betel nut. The carver recites formulae over a mortar filled with red betel nut

or spring water collected in his hand. Thus, his imagination and vision flows, the mind

being “penetrated” and “pierced” with betel produced “ecstasy” and “divine rapture.”

The carver is ritually enraptured, if not captured, in mind and body by the ancestral

hero, Monikiniki.  The total body is enjoined (Scoditti 1978:63-67).

The “inside of the body” is nexus of emotion, and site of intuition, imagination

and vision.  It is held “spellbound” or “out of  focus” until the magical formulae

“shouts” (weku) or “opens” one’s mind to clarity of vision. The master’s carver’s

intellectual gift, via the tutelary kula hero, allows him to clarify intuition and see the

real “images” on the prowboard. Magic, as  “Shouts,” “spreads” or reflects

Monikiniki’s creative power over the carver. It provides the “intellectual sting” and

clarity of vision needed to engrave symbols, or real images, on the prowboard. Thus,

the esteem accorded a master carver derives not merely from technical skill, but from

his ‘self’ as a “double image.” This doubling (self: Monikiniki) accords him the power

to create and reproduce symbolic meaning as an ensemble of colored images. The red

snake, mwata, is a synonym for Monikiniki, and is almost always carved on the kula

canoe’s prowboard (Scoditi 19  :70-78). Thus,  kula forefront’s the ideals of  creative

powers of the mythic hero, reflected or doubled in the tokula, kula man. In beauty

magic, the tokula emblazons his body with dova red and coconut oil, revealing that part
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of himself that is mythically erotic, and orders the environs with his megwa (magical

“shouts”). Through double imaging, Monikiniki plays out that part of himself which is

human (Scoditti:78-80).

Like the master carver, the kula man calls upon his belly, a container full of

creative magic, and shouts his fame over others. In this way, he would “sting or pierce”

the minds of other players and villagers. His fame would “reflect or spread” his creative

power over others, such that his fame would ‘pierce the village’ itself. Community

leaders of kula fame, therefore, bring fame to the village. Perhaps this “doubling”

action is one symbolic aspect of “mitala valu,” performed during Milamala (harvest

festival). Here,  men ritually  ‘pierce the village’ as ‘joking, gestured  play’, followed by

male dance entertainment (see Herdt 1972).  In both contexts, creative men recreate

their public image, attracting others in ways which posit their real desires for, or actual

claims to fame.

It is not surprising that jealousy or anger materialize as attacks on a person’s

belly, nexus of  creative power, intuition, and imagination. On land, it is the belly which

male sorcerers aim at via “adulterated food;” at sea, it is the kula man’s belly or insides

(lopuia) that are consumed by flying witches (Malinowski 1922: 242; Montague 1989).

Mulukwausi  hit or ‘sit on a man’, making him “sick” and unable to speak and see

(Malinowski 1922:242). In this way, his imagination is ‘blinded’ and ‘shouting’ (magic)

is impossible. Or, the witch will consume or simply remove the victim’s insides, and

keep them hidden for herself. If she desires, these can be “restored” to the victim.

Elsewise, she will consume the “insides” in celebratory manner.
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Once the victim is dead, it is the work of men and women to restore the

disjunction, ritually carrying the body of the deceased back to the spirit world, and

regenerating the breach by carrying some of his bones as ‘memory’. After the burial, men

(affines) ritually lift mourning taboo, and restore the village back to life. Sometime after or

during the time the deceased’s spirit returns to the spirit world via the sea, these men go

out to the sea and fish. They distribute fish to the community of the deceased and are

given cooked taro/yam food (e.g., taro pudding, during “I govana vanu,” Kaileuna Island,

see Ch. II). The context of the sea is forefronted in mortuary ceremonial of so’i; the

exchange of kula shell lifts the mourning taboo on the community. Thus, the “belly” is a

celebration of  the synergistic, dialectical quality life/death. In the Trobriand case, the

‘belly as life’ may be celebrated as garden land, whose “insides” are new year’s yam crop

(kalava’u) displayed at the harvest rite of milamala. The ‘belly as death’, and eventual

spiritual rebirth, may be symbolized as the sea. Fish and shell, exchanged at mortuary

sagali, restore the living to atoll lifeways--gardening, fishing, sexuality, marriage, even

uvalaku. The life-renewing  principles of  fish and shell are extended further through kula

hero-Creator, Monikiniki, as red snake. Snakes are considered  bringers of valuables--fish

and shell in the kula area of the southeastern Massim. Snakes are mythological creators of

islands (Battaglia 1990); recent lore suggests the “belly of a snake” even created off-shore

oil deposits (Lepowsky 1983).

The “belly of the snake” thus, suggests the circularity and transformative

principles of atoll lifeways. In particular, northeast Kiriwina garden lands are

transformed symbolically through ritual exchange and consumption of fish and yam. In
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the inauguration of the Omarakana garden season, village men exchange yam for fish

(wasi) from lagoon fishermen of Kavataria. They race back to the village, shouting a

shrill “tilakiki.” In a manner reminiscent of  kula, the men, “panting, screaming, racing

one another,”  rush in and “throw down the strings of fish at the magician’s feet, with

the words, kam ula’ula da towosi, thy sacrificial oblation, O garden magician”

(Malinowski 1965a:95). Villagers eat a “festive supper” of fish; this is similar to the

mourning ceremonial, I govana vanu, where affines distribute fish to householders.

Here, speed evokes male capacity for levity and motion, associated with quickness of

fish and canoe. The towosi then proceeds with the ritual ‘sacrificial’ oblation to the

ancestors and charming of the gardeners axe blades with the preeminent garden spell,

vatuvi. Inside his dwelling house, the garden magician places pieces of fish upon three

hearthstones, urinagula or ulinagula (Malinowski 1965a:237). The hearth stones,

center of domestic life, are symbolically associated with the foundation of the garden

and social life, itself.  Indeed, hearthstones denote the garden fame of  northeastern

Kiriwina.39  In vatuvi garden magic, the most important garden spell, used to charm

men’s axe blades, the “belly of the garden” is evoked to “swell with child” (yam), and

thus fill the villagers’ bwayma (Malinowski 1965a:97).

The villagers, outside the towosi’s house, overhear the sing-song chanting, as

they celebrate with a festive meal of fish and mona pudding. This is a time of

                                                       
39 Ulinaguva refers to the foundation stones of the large food house; these are also termed
kailigilele bagula, meaning foundations of the garden. Urinagula is a nexus of meaning.
Uri or  uli is the generic word for taro; urigubu is the classical term for annual yam
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heightened emotion and competitive edge; garden plots, have just been allotted from

which even better gardens are anticipated. Thus, people are anxious that the chief will

avail good weather conditions. And, the harvest has been brought in, bwayma have

been filled, and yam prestations distributed. Milamala is being prepared. In such a

context of ‘between and betwixt’, the chanting song of  the towosi must help avoid

conflict. As Weiner (1976:65) writes, in situations of anger and hostility, men will begin

to sing loudly, enjoining the voices of many to calm an otherwise dangerous situation.

Death wails and song provide a like medium of conflict resolution.

During the inaugural rite, as in the first stage of mourning rites,

sexual/procreative overtones are lexically implied in the ritual eating of fish and

yam/taro (mona=taro and yam; eating fish and yam=gubaki or copulation, Senft

1986:229,329). Again, this rite brings to mind, I govana vanu. In garden context, the

village, perhaps, simulates the “belly of the snake,” figuratively expressed in the role of

towosi as garden hero, bringer of fish and yam. Towosi are not only high ranked men,

but even chiefly kula men. Thus, the garden is figuratively a coral sea garden. Even

commoner, gardening men may ‘noise’  their renown, in shrill shouts, “tilakiki”!

Householders, consuming fish and yam, gubaki, implies sexual freedoms of

unmarried life, and strictures which follow marriage. Trobrianders say “copulation

alone can not produce a child” (Malinowski 1929:161). It is the nurturing, generative

work of the father, kopoi, which creates the child as a social being (Weiner 1976). At a

                                                                                                                                                                    
prestations from brother to married sister. Gula denotes a heap of items. Also uributu is
the magic of spreading fame (Senft 1986:396-397; Malinowski 1965a; Darrah 1997).
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man’s death, it is his son who expresses paternal care (kopi) by sucking and chewing

(kulikuli) the flesh from the deceased father’s bones. Thus, he marks the productive

achievements of his father, as he returns the favor of his father’s kopoi.

The child’s nurturing act reveals and restores the deceased’s generative

whiteness, expressed at birth in the symbolic whiteness of the mother. On the

deceased’s chest are placed his most valued possessions--axe blades and kula shells

(Weiner 1976). Relatives will place their valuables, as a loan, so that the spiritual

essence will pass with the baloma to Tuma, and gain him/her entry. Such loans imply a

return favor, such as future magical assistance (Malinowski 122:512).

The axe blade, placed on a deceased man, is symbolic not only of his generative

powers, but also of dala blood. The axe blade symbolizes the nurturing potency of

mother’s milk. In cases where a mother is unable to nurse an infant, an axe blade is

given to a wet nurse “in repayment for mother’s milk” (Weiner 1976: 123). Also, the

kula shell, either red shell necklaces or white shell armshells with red striations, denote

the infusion of sexuality, desire, and reproduction which informed his prior

youthfulness. Soulava spondylous shell has a white coating on the outside; this is

pounded off to reveal the red center. This act recalls the sexual act of repeated

‘pounding’, denoting father’s creative, nurturing potential to mold the fetus and shape

the face of the child. Soulava necklaces, in fact are “milked” to provide body

decorations (e.g., earrings for his child), denoting father’s further kopoi (care and

nurture) (Weiner 1976; See Darrah 1997). Perhaps the high ranked, most valued aged

kula shells, which are laid across a dead man’s corpse, symbolize the first fruit of his
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marriage--the eldest, privileged first born child (kulutu). In this way, kula is an

expression of a man’s real regenerative potential, symbolized in kulutu.  Kula shell is

child, complementary affirmations of male achievements in creating valued persons and

objects of worth. These in turn, denote the social networks men forge to sustain them.

The birth of the first child, at the end of the first year of marriage, represents the

ideal stability of ‘dual affinity’. In like manner, kula ‘marriages’ and ‘birthing of shell’

denote stability of the keda paths, and the importance of investments (e.g. ,solicitory

gifts) in partners, to encourage the flow and ‘straightness’ of  kula paths. Death, a

result of sorcery, underscores the importance of ‘paths’, for “just when you think it is

finished...you see that all the paths are really still there and essential things remain the

same” (MacIntyre 1989:151). Death and kula expose the reliability of exchange

partners and the covert tensions and competition implied by the merger of “outsiders”

(affines) and distant kula partners.

Paradoxically, kula, an activity said to express a man’s sense of greatest freedom,

symbolically expresses that which contains men’s sexual/social freedom-- marriage and

associated exchange obligations forged at marriage. Kula expresses the contradiction

between personal gain and social cohesion, which death rituals actually reaffirm. Without

mortuary rites to symbolically “avert the entropy of death,” the contributions and

achievements of each living person, expressed over a lifetime of social interaction, would

go unrecognized. So, too, would the importance of mutual dependency and the role of

exchange (Weiner 1976:85; Damon and Wagner 1989).
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A death “short circuits” personal gains and social cohesion, advancing the

interests of others while revealing the weaknesses of a dala (Weiner 1976:85).  In like

manner, death ceremonials, such as so’i, seem to have been ritualized to short circuit

kula activity. Uvalaku expeditions provided for the ‘escapement’ of the recoiled flow

of shell,  prolonged because of a death. The juxtaposition of events implies resolution.

Perhaps these events were linked, historically to inter-island and intra-island rivalry and

warfare. Kula, itself, has been described as a peacemaking enterprise, to resolve

animosity engendered by rivalry and factionalism. All overseas kula activity disperse

village men, removing them from their villages, leaving their families, land, possessions

vulnerable to outside intrusion. In contrast, mortuary ritual enjoins people; death is a

medium for peacemaking ceremonial, providing for the preservation of affinal alliances

and avoidance of enmity (Lepowsky 1989:226). Similarly, the juxtaposition of kula and

death events, expressed as a regional phenomena, provides for the scheduled

escapement and pulsing of inter-island interaction--a context laden with ritualized

displays of generosity, and the exchange of symbols which reaffirmed life itself. Such

events would help to sublimate competition, anger, tension/conflict, and would provide

for alliance building and individualized achievement. As Lepowsky (1989) notes, death

events sublimate the potentially destructive forces of anger, fear and grief, and

forefront fertility, abundance, and rebirth; they  “provide for the peaceful exchange

relations among the living and between the living and the dead on which human

survival and good fortune depend.”
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E.  Closing Remarks

Trobriand cosmology expresses a number of polarites and inversions or reversals.

Glass’(e.g., 1986) structuralist and historical aproach to traditional cosmology points to

the “puzzle” which was Trobriand culture in precontact time. The Trobriands were a

cultural “isolate--hierarchical, non-cannibal, ignorant of paternity; it was an ocean of

“insanity,” largely egalitarian, and “from their view, dangerous neighbors” (Glass 1988).

According to Glass (1988), traditional Trobrianders preserved the islanders’ social order

through their religious beliefs and a chivalrous code of warfare, underpinned by the most

powerful and stable political system in the kula ring. The kula kept the peace between

‘irreconcilable’ cultures divided by dietary taboo--cannibalism. Thus, the uvalaku fleet

sailing to Kiriwina was analogous to a peace-making ritual.

Kiriwinian relationships with the Dobuans is a case in point (cf. Uberois 1962;

Macintyre 1983). From one angle, Dobuans would have been disinterested in both

northern Trobriand women, given their strict bodily hair codes, and southerners, with their

sexually aggressive nature. Kula would rarely constitue ‘real’exchange ‘--exchange of

women” (Glass 1988). The kula’s highly elaborate nature was a “cover for that;” the

process of seducing and wooing of exchange partners led to the marriage of objects, not

people. Thus the Trobriands was “the shield of the homeland’ which guarded its secret--
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the gift of eternal life (Glass 1988).40  Glass (1986) suggests the main Trobriand Islands

(Tuma-Boyowa-[Kiriwina]-Vakuta) represented a fertility cult, yet maintained a political

system capable of preserving the society from outside infiltration. 41  He notes the broad

structure of opposing forces which was charcterized by warfare (death ), while the island

itself symbolized life. The two war provinces were the eastern  and western districts,

denoting historical tension between two chiefdoms. Omarakana held the supreme weather

magic and Toliwaga the supreme war magic. The Tabalu had enormous political power,

undergirded by hierarchy, privilege (e.g., polygyny, forty or more wives), and divinity. His

real power came from his metaphysical power--”his tabooed and holy character”

(Glass1986:12). Omarakana subverted the matrilineal principle of no paternity, with its

negative implication of male power. The Tabalu claimed to own Tuma, the eastern shore

(momola, glossed as semen), commanded a greater number of allies in times of war, and

had greater inroads to kula. As Glass (1986:20) states “No (sic) man in the Kula Ring

would have been able to compete with the resources at his command.”

                                                       
40 Darrah (personal communication) suggests this argument is too essentialistic for post-
modern thrusts; some Dobuans might have found such women more attractive than not.
41 Glass (1986) demonstrates the Islands’generative symbolism is coded on the warshield.
The Islands possess a symbolic geography manifest in a north (male) versus south (female)
polarity, which is complemented by an east (male) versus west (female) polarity.The
principle of polarity and dualism has been pointed out by others. (J. W. Leach 1983;
Montague 1980; Leach 1983). Trobriands lived in a constant fear of cannibals, binabina.
Yet, as noted in Ch. III, villagers traditionally placed “binabina” stones as anchors to their
bwayma, thus, inverted “eating as killing” to “eating as anchoring” life and plenty in the
bwayma (A. Darrah reminds us that binabina is not the usual terminology for ‘cannibal’,
referred to most specifically as Dokanikani)
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The extreme sexual mores of the southern districts and the mythical northern island

of  Katalugi represented a real inversion of  Kiriwina norms.42  Southern Kiriwina was

characterized by ‘women on top” phenomena, expressed in the weeding rite of yausa

(cutting the symbolic ’hair of the gardens’) and extreme sexual assaults of men. In the

north, female sexuality was ritually controlled; the vulva as symbol of fertility par

excellence, was bounded by tattoo, shaven pubic hair, and public derision through jokes

and, seemingly, folktales (e.g., see Leach Collection SN 134; Malinowski 1929:407).

Garden practice modeled group boundary maintenance; humanized ‘yam’ is shaven free of

strings and aesthetically void of the perverse.Interestingly, traditional northeastern men

would have conducted uvalaku during their garden weeding time. A majority of local men

would have been free from the potentially ‘dangerous’ village women--counterparts to

southern females who were threats to the structured social order. In like manner women

would have been ‘free’ from married ‘anchorage’ for a few weeks time. A certain level of

resentment woud be expected among women disallowed to kula, yet having to invest in

the trip with family resources. A successful kula trip would have relieved some tension.

Also, it is during the weeding season, the monsoon season, when ribald folktales

(kukwanebu) are told in group settings. Men gain renown for their storytelling, itself a

magical stimuli. The sexual asymmetry implied in these tales is expressed at one level in

lexical inversion, denoting syncopated activity. Women’s weeding is essential for an

abundant harvest; it encourages the growth of the new year yam food, kalava’u. However,

                                                       
42 The island is noted for ‘men starved amazons,” while southern island women were
considered sexually dangerous and polluting (e.g., extreme form of yausa, tranvestism)
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this work, carried out throughout the growth season,  entails extracting useless growth, or

weeds of ‘no name’ (Malinowski 1965b:202). In contrast, northeastern kula men on

uvalaku, might be gone for only a few weeks, and yet their ‘play’ might generate

individual renown, or  ‘name’. Great kula men enjoy greater privilege after death; their

eternal future in the ‘Overworld” hypothetically diverges from the underworld future of

non-kula playing men and women. Worlds of the ‘Under’ and ‘Over’ are inversions; the

underworld of androgynous Topileta is said to be a reflection of the above. In contrast,

Monikiniki’s divine Overworld, the spirit place of the most renown kula men, is free from

the exchange demands the mortal domain.

Glass (1988) reminds us that reconstruction of  Kiriwina’s historical / cosmological

past is a speculative pursuit. Thus, conclusions drawn are conjectural, due to the lack of

real data and the inherent nature of  historical analysis. One might also say that conjecture

engages one’s imagination given the relative absence of  ethnographic data regarding  the

area’s precontact period.  From a comparative perspective, we are reminded of the wealth

of ethnographic data for Kiriwina’s more recent historical past. The Trobriand corpus

testifies to that (see Ch. II) The formidable task of reconciling the two time periods and

available data thereof, provide a greater incentive, if not demand a greater incentive for

relying upon  conjecture and ‘historical imagination.’ The task of utilizing a great corpus

of ethnographic work recalls the demands of  traditional historical research.

The discipline of history is  known for the sheer weight of ‘archival’ material. More

recently, advanced research technology, textual approaches and experiential research has

                                                                                                                                                                    
(Glass 1988).
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removed the historian from paper-driven middens (cf. Betel-el 1996). Historical work

deals mainly with the past in reference to the present; it is a recreation of expansive

subjects presented in lucid, comprehensible ways, while maintaining illusion to detail,

salient features of landscapes, key moments that combine to effect the visual image of that

landscape and ordered event. When achieved, such work is a form of imaginative literary

artistry. A picture painted through discourse which is salient to the viewer, such that the

past is present. The writer leads a double life as author, and as guide to a former world

otherwise inaccessible. The reader is taken to places e or she would not ordinarily go. It

allows one, so to speak, to lead a double life, along with the teller of tales. Such journeys

into the absent, by necessity, engage the present through imagery and imagination. Thus,

Glass as ethnographer, figures as a double agent of sorts, leading us on an exploratory

journey through traditional Trobriand society.

Trobriand garden magicians are similar guides to the past and present. Through

magical spell and chant, towosi provide a medium for engaging Trobriand cosmology

through metaphor. They are not unlike the master canoe carver whose esteem is derived

not merely from technological skill, but from his creative powers as ‘double image’--his

‘self’ and Monikiniki. A towosi’s spells open the mind to clarity of vision, reproducing

meaning as an ensemble of images. To an outsider, garden spells are “strange compounds

of a distinctly magical stamp; at second take, they are actually a “poetical description of

what is happening” (Malinowski 1965b:219, 229). Consider Malinowski’s (Malinowski

1965b:21) words.
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The mystical power of words originates in daily speech patterns such that
“the two coefficients of weirdness and intelligibility co-exist almost down
to the minutest detail..certain sentences leap out of the obscure text and
give a shock by their direct lucidity...while the magician launches his words
towards the soil...they produce an effect on the magician himself, on his
retinue and on all those who work with him, under him, and by him...The
words which are meant for things that have no ears fall upon ears they are
not meant for...the community practising it which moulds ritual and
language, which influences the selection of substances, gestures and
language.

It is not merely humans who imbibe the spell; plants can listen and hear the

magical “creative metaphors which is effective in the act of being uttered” (Malinowski

1965b:230) . For example, secondary agencies have a sympathetic effect by mentioning

quick animals and quickly growing plants. Millipedes, “mwanita,” have a strong appeal

to the imagination--it ‘shoots’ along, as would a canoe in a sea passage. The dolphin

has the same function as the millipede and spider--transforming the Trobriand garden

into a productive entity. The spider spin webs, much like a net, creating a dense mire of

branches.43 The undulating movement of the dolphin transforms the garden into a

seascape. The richer the foliage, the greater the visual imagery of  sea waves.

Malinowski (1965b:310) writes:

Bagido’u the garden magician explained with gesture and word, that as
among the waves the dolphin goes in and out, up and down, so throughout
the gardens the rich garlands at harvest will wind over and under, in and
out of the supports. As a matter of fact, after the harvest is done, and the
taytu vines have been cut, there is such a profusion and welter of garlands,
wreathes and festoons, that it suggests a moving, billowing sea of greenery.

                                                       
43 See Magical Fomulae 17, 18 (Malinowski 1965a).
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Malinowski (1965b:214) also describes the mana-like quality of magic as a

powerful social and cultural force. Such magic, of metaphor and metonymy,  turns the

mind towards imagination. In this way, it recalls Trobriand mwasila (kula) magic of

Monikinik , which includes the Kwoygapani magic. There is a magic known by the same

name, described as an “enmeshing magic;” it steals away one’s understanding, seduces the

mind, and makes the person amenable to magic (Malinowski 1922:36-61;1927:111). Glass

(1988:64) argues this magic “above all others, the dogma of no paternity.” 44It entered the

Trobriands from Vakuta, as did malignant beings from the South. The south, as noted

above, is associated inversely to local Trobriand norms. In regional kula, Vakutans reverse

the gender identities of the shells, and conduct real kula at night, not in the daytime as do

Kiriwinians.

Trobriand magic triggers an array of images, not unlike film, which is essentially a

sequence of moving images. Because garden magic follows a patterned routine, spatially

and temporally, it is not unlike a documentary film. Both may be thought of as a reflection

of collective memory for those who view it or who are in some way interconnected. It can

evoke a singular memory in the mind of the individual viewer, thus creating a collective

synthesis of creative memories and imaging. Thus, the garden when viewed as images of a

seascape, creates memory and reflects memory back to the viewer. This is not unlike kula

ideology--the ‘present’ as a structural repetition of the past. Also, kula fame is dynamic in

effect, a visual memory and creative making enterprise, which stresses the wider

                                                       
44 This point needs greater explication; what are other forms of magical-inducing dogma?
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community reality or witness of fame. The third party observer does not necessarilly have

to witness the event. The process entails creative visual imagery.

In the Trobriand garden case, the soil as garden entity may be symbolically

detached from its immediate spatial-temporal locus. Through garden magic and structural

imagery, the seascape and /or kula activities are reconstituted phenomenally in the minds

of the towosi, and perhaps, other villagers. As the new year’s yam food (kalava’u) is in

full developmental growth, uvalaku canoes are moving toward the direction of mourning

ceremonial. Yet, at so’i, it is the finalization of the deceased’s married life which is

marked; in kula it is the competitive ‘marrying of partners’ which is enacted. Yet in both

cases, a subsequent birth occurs--shell and a ‘spiritual rebirth’of the deceased. Also, at

so’i-type events, kula shell is released, having been ‘dammed up’due to mortuary taboo. In

Omarakana, the village is engaged in the preliminary harvest, isunapulo (‘emergence’).

The first fruits are ritually displayed on the graves of the recently deceased, thus aligning

the uvalaku fleet with home observances. Traditionally, the first fruits of the garden were

given as tribute to the chief--the supreme example of affinal principle, and men’s ability to

forge social networks of productive potential.

Garden magic at this phase evokes the black millipede and spider. A black

millipede symbolizes abundance, swift speed, and is associated with rain and pregnancy

rites (see magical formula 17; Malinowski 1965b:290). It is known as “mwanita,” recalling

homophonically, “mwata” or snake. In this context, it may evoke the negative potentiality

for adultery, given women’s greater sexual freedom during uvalaku. The spider, as a

medium for ‘covering up’,  is used in canoe magic, its web meant to blind the flying witch.
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The uvalaku expedition departs empty handed; it returns laden or ‘covered up’ with shell

and other items, as is metaphorically chanted in garden magic (see magical formula 19, 20,

Appendix C). Canoe magic evokes like garden metaphors. These include, the dolphin and

the imagery of  bouyancy and lifting qualities, ritual ‘cleansing of the sea’ (like clearing of

the garden soil) ‘pressing down’ to ward off sharks (see Tum rite, Appendix C), and the

use of leya, ginger root, for fierceness against the flying witches. Leya is possibly related

to the standard plots, gardened by high rank men and of magical significance (leywota;

wota=net). The net image recalls, metaphorical ‘fishing for shells’, as well as the inter-

connectivities of coastal villagers and inlanders. It also suggests the effect of pulling into

the garden the resources inlanders lack. Thus, Omarakana is ‘recreated’ as self-sufficient

and empowered from within.

The term leywota also images soil weighed down with fishing nets and weights

(kalavatu; vatu=coral stone). Thus, just as fisherman endeavor to contain the productivity

and exchange potential as ‘fish’ through use of nets and weights, guyau leaders employ

strategies to contain women’s greater sexual freedoms and the productivity of the soil

(i.e.,  garden soil is symbolically female). During kula expeditions, social sanctions are

evoked; villages are taboo to outsiders, women are asked to work in groups, and are free

to evoke yausa-like privilege. Such strategies are designed to reduce the likelihood of

discord and ‘instability’ within the village. Here, women figuratively are ‘tethered’ to the

soil. Yet they are anchored to the garden land through the primacy of  the female domain

and their role in the regenesis of human life.  Women “innately tied to the continuity of

life, remain the locus for the means by which human survival transcends itself (Weiner
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1976). Men, however, can only achieve a limited degree of immortality; they may seek to

imitate regeneration through the control of  wealth items, such as kula shell. Yet, their

power and ‘fame’ gained through achieved advantage, in large measure, is built upon the

tenuousness of male / male relationships (Weiner 1976: 232-233). Thus, men’s endeavors

to achieve individual ‘immortality’ is dangerous, just as is women’s reckless sexuality. In

real marriage as in figurative ‘kula marriage’, a man’s partner remains the autonomous

force. Such partners use their ‘powers’ to full advantage. Yet, women represent sexuality

and fertility, as well as danger. In particular, they have fewer restaints on sexual behavior.

The triadic principle, expressed here as husband-wife-kula partner, ‘doubles the ante’, so

to speak.  In particular, women’s greater sexual freedom augurs poorly for kula and

gardening success (e.g., adultery halts the canoe / productivity of the kula expedition;

destroys the fertility of the soil via bush pig). Thus, the inversion of  patterned, routine

labor, implied in “kalava’u” is not only the inversion of work time (i.e., game time, or

uvalaku), but also the possibility of the inversion of the natural reproductive cycles (yam

and women) and the cultural manifestation of  reproduction (male and female valuables).

Marital instability denotes the real possibility of divorce, and the attenuation of exchange

obligations forged at marriage (Weiner 1976:193). Such relationship implies the

tenuousness of all social relationships, particularly the stability of exchange obligations

implied in ‘dual affinity’. When a marriage fails, a men stand the most to lose. In part, his

loss is measured in wealth items, such as the exchange of valuables to the wife’s family at

marriage, as well as the need to give male wealth items subsequent to a divorce and

remarriage (Weiner 1976). The exchange of  men’s wealth, particularly the potentially
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dangerous axe blade, marks the inherent tension of dual affinity, and the status conferred

upon men through marriage. Men are known by their valuables; as objectifcations of

‘persons’, male wealth denotes symbolic elements of male regeneration (Weiner

1976:183). Men constantly seek after the reaffirmation of their power and thus, identity.

For rank men, kula is one avenue for this validation.

Exchange creates and reinforces opposition of self-interest. During kula, men are

free ‘to court’ symbolically through shells, if not actually, as free social players in distant

islands. Women’s sexuality, however, is tied to principles of matriliny and cosmological

time. Northeast Kiriwinan kula men travel as preeminent gardeners of the sea, in crafts

inherently female, yet as relatively free agents. However, in Trobriand thought, it is

women who have the greatest potential to fly as “flying witch warriors”of the sky; men’s

powers of imagination provide them a medium through which their agency can be played

out at sea.

Contra the sentiments of men, women are not merely ‘women warriors’ who attack

weeds (see Battaglia 1986). It is men who must use figurative ‘women’ (trees, plants)  to

create and image canoes on the soil and sea.45 It is men who “foolishly” image canoe in

                                                       
45 The usual season for the telling of  folktales aligns uvalaku sailing and the period of
garden growth. On one level, certain tales express kula men’s  reason for the ‘game’--to
free one from the exigencies of daily life, not the least being the corporate demands of
exchange and related gender-based power dynamics (see Scodititti 1983). For example the
story of Tokwamgwaga (SN134) reminds us of the triadic relationship of brother, sister,
and husband. The overworked brother-in-law is a man ‘renown’ for groaning over his
obligations. His body serves as the log upon which the husband/brother- in-law’s new
canoe is carefully rolled out to the sea. Returning home with a sizeable catch, he is left
with only fish intestines to eat. The wife is strapped to the domain of domesticity, cooking
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stone. In the Gawan myth about the origin of canoe making, men try to create a canoe by

hollowing out the ground and using rock for prowboards (Munn 1984:138-139). A dala

woman derides them, reminding them it is impossible to sail such a vessel on the sea. She

takes her blood and smears one tree, and another tree she smears her white discharge

(naw). The red tree becomes the hull and the white the outrigger log. The myth contains a

reversal of expected knowledge, yet the woman’s significant role in food preparation for

feasts complements that of men in canoe building for uvalaku (Munn 1984:139). In the

Trobriand case, married women provide both cooking and, through their brothers’ yam

contributions, the needed yam for feasting and payment to canoe builders. Thus, they

stand in a complementary yet delicate balance.

As Montague (1989) reminds us, men have reason to worry should their wives

decide to leave; without women and their capacity to produce wealth (e.g., skirts,

‘children’), there is no regeneration of the village and Trobriand society itself. Thus the

canoe as red, black and white reminds us of the triadic tension between sister, brother, and

husband forged at marriage. The sexual tension implied drives the system such that

red/hull (e.g.,sexuality, seduction), is symbolically suspended between black (speed,

adultery, jealousy) and white / lamina (rules of exogamy, monogamy, affinal principle,

ancestral sanctions). It is the husband’s ‘weight’ which stabilizes and balances the hull,

keeping it from capsing. The jealous work of local high rank male rivals may be expressed

as the black paint (e.g., speedy sailing; adultery) on the canoe itself.

                                                                                                                                                                    
the meals. Her hushand dines on shark, gestures his sexual prowess, open-leggedly (like a
gaping fish-mouth), and metaphorically eats ‘her’ (kwava: wife, kwau: shark).
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Lastly, at so’i, it is women who wield male wealth items--axe blades, while kula

shells are released in ‘gushes’. In northeast Kiriwina, it is women who distribute their

wealth in ‘gushes’, and do so at the expense of men’s wealth--axe blades and even kula

shell46. Perhaps the haft (vala) of the axe blade refers, on one level, to women’s hidden

presence in uvalaku competitive exchange. Without the female ‘soft wood’  component,

the blade becomes a highly dangerous, ‘hard’, kasai, killing entity. With the

complementary haft, the men’s stone blade is balanced in relative tension. The axe blade as

ceremonial beku, thereby inaugurates the garden with joint male / female regenerative

potentials. The axe blade provides a united image, elsewise lacking as solitary shell.

In summary, it is good to recall the image of the red snake, mwanta, asleep in

coiled position. The term for ‘coil’ in Kiriwinian is glossed kwani and teni. Kwani is also

glossed “red” (Lawton 1978:11; Senft 1986:72). Kwani is associated with sensory

perception. such as “to feel” (katupikwani), “quiet” or “silence” (kapekwani), “to be right”

(ikwani),  to smell (sukwani), to taste (kumkwani), to touch ( kabukwani), to weave

(katupikwani), and to be right (ikwani) (Senft 1986:59, 90, 100, 111, 197, 205). In the

context of the sea, ‘coiled creeper’ is the key magical implement in the ceremonial lashing

of the canoe (wayugo), and is associated with shooting stars ( flying witches). Also, in

kula mythological, a coiled snake sits on top the sea rock of Dobu, awaiting for fallen

sailors (Malinowski 1922:321;334). In the garden, “coiling” is used to describe the twining

and clustering of the yam vines around the supports (katukwani: to hit to strike to set up,

                                                       
46 There are further associations one may draw between canoe building and sailing; these
are sketched in Appendix A, B and C.
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to catch hold of, Malinowski 1965a:138, 284). In contrast a loose coil (kupa) is related to

the kitoum-like necklaces (samakupa) made in southern Kiriwina and Vakuta (Malinowski

1922; 123). Coiling (kwani) thus has referents to the red snake, a snake being an animal

which relies on its sensory perception (smell, taste, touch) to know its environment. The

iconic snake is coiled, asleep, yet ready to spring forth in attack.  Like the coiling and

winding capabilities of a clock, the snake releases its energy when in harm’s way. It’s

energy is restored once recoiled. So it seems is kalava’u; once released from the soil,

yams are restored in the bwayma for future exchange potential and preeminently for the

regeneration of dala at a death. As yams are storing up this energy under the soil, uvalaku

expeditions, motivated by a so’i, set sail and set into effect the release of shell wealth.

With the release of shell, the pattern is ‘recoiled’; men return with shell embedded with

new histories, and imbued with a sense of  precariousness which gives greater appeal to

kula interaction.

The ‘game’ lends a sense of individual freedom and validation, if not a sense of

interconnectivity to one’s place of origin given the reflexive principle of fame.Yet a man’s

participation in kula, where he has greater agency to produce singular identity, does not

preclude the possibility of  recalling that agency. Kula is not unlike the garden practice of

basi, which culls the weaker tubers from the soil--those that could not stand up to the

competitive inroads of faster, stronger growing yam. Like so’i events, the kula game can

be suddenly stopped and debts called into play, leaving the strongest of elite, figuratively,

sitting on top of the conical yam heap (Weiner 1992:137). In former times, the celebratory

and recoiling principle of  the mortuary ceremonial of so’i seems to have received its
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fullest expression at the death of a man (see Campbell 1989). If this is so, than the so’i /

kula juxtaposition seems to have marked, at one level, the agency of men to define

themselves in reference to one anothers’ achievements as men of renown. They do so in a

manner which expresses the ambiguities of the game, itself--those of danger, and a

heightened sense of  knowledge and freedom, reminiscent of  mwata, the iconic image of

Monikiniki.

In more recent contexts, men’s agency associated with sea/shell may be marked by

sea/ fish.  At a death, the accomplishments of  the individuals are recognized, and a

community of individuals is ‘released’,  restored as a viable productive life force. In a

number of  Massim communities, the ritual exchange of fish/taro-yam during mortuary

ceremonials may be a marker of the affinal principle, and the regenerative potential of

men, preeminently expressed through their association with the sea (fishing) and the soil

(gardening).  In those communities of greater egalitarian social structure, kula shell was an

important item of internal exchange, and kula a activity engaged by many.  In contrast, in

northeastern Kiriwina, inter-district kula afforded certain men the political context to

compete in a non-corporate arena and define their agency over other men, who themselves

commanded singular authority. At a death, women’s wealth supported and underpinned

their political hegemony (Weiner 1976).  In this way, the traditional harvest of  kalava’u

provided guyau (leaders) the ability to host visiting partners (both events during the

calms), engage in competitive uvalaku, and extend their sphere of influence. It is clear that

guyau leaders dominated exchange, trade and warfare within and between Massim

communities. What Malinowski saw and described was a snapshot of  a broader cycle of
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political and economic change. Significant inter-community negotiation and alliance

building must have been on-going in order to create and maintain a system which served

the social and personal interests of many.  Kula players had common interests in defining

the rules of the game, particularly who was to play and who was to be kept out of the

circle of  fame. It is unclear to what extent ‘kalava’u / uvalaku denotes a ‘sharedness’ of

cultural meaning or signifies, in some way, a collective response to the exigencies of coral

atoll living. Yet, it seems that over time, uvalaku provided for greater inter-island

connectivity and peaceful relations.47

Thus, this thesis has suggested that the cosmological order within the Massim and

within the local variations of  the Trobriand Island, provides a starting point (for certainly

the analysis is not yet complete) at the most general level, and opens the possibility for

future analysis of the inter-connectivities of seafaring traditions with traditional coral atoll

lifeways centered in the soil. The Trobriand canoe, itself, suggests the greater ambiguities

of atoll living. The canoe, is built with interchangeable bows and sterns. To change tack,

the mast is moved to the opposite end of the canoe. The old stern becomes the new bow;

the old bow becomes the new stern. Such is the case when Trobrianders give up the old

year’s yam food for that of the new year’s kalavau. They also engage in uvalaku.

Acheson, James M.
1981 Anthropology of Fishing.

Annual Review of Anthropology 10:275-316

                                                       
47 Of interest is whether or not mortuary ceremonials, such as so’i events, were planned so
as to align uvalaku sailing with the Trobriand garden cycle and harvest of kalava’u.
Malinowski (1929) indicates uvalaku during February-March, for inter-island sailing
between northeast Kiriwina and Kitava, and between Dobu and Southern Kiriwina.
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bauweya fish

bebai fish

bosara large red fish

botabota fish; long shaped ray
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bubatana crab

bwata/bwita net spawing fish

bubobu to carve up fish

bwaikwau fish

dayadayasi variety of fish

digiteuya hermit crab

diwana fish

dubasimila fish

duya baler shell

gagatu large predatory fish

gebageba hammerhead shark
gelubwaku a fish

gelubwabesi a small red fish;
used to stop urination when eaten

ginaleu hermit crab

ginavariga shellfish found in mud

gineuba shellfish used as ornament

ginuvavaria mollusc ‘riddling’  The The ooze of mangrove  
swamps at low tide

gudowara large fish

gum fish (specie)
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inavana fish (specie)

isaveaka a fish

kabukuwala a fish

kabulivi a fish

kadawaka a fish
kaikaula a fish

kailalaya a fish

kaipoma a fish

kaisova a fish

kaisipa a fish

kaivalabila a fish

kaisora a fish

kalala mullet

kanakulawa a fish

kanenebu a fish

kanini a fish

kaninini a fish

kaniwola a fish

kaniniki a fish

katatuwa a fish
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kamwebu a fish

kamaibu a fish

kanakulawa a fish
kasosakuma a fish

katakarla a fish

katatuma a fish

kaysipu a fish

keli crustacean

kelili a crab

kiali a fish

kiaulibogwa a fish

koau shark

kuiga crayfish

kwagu flying fish

kwakweya a fish

kwalagsa a fish

kwau/kwava a fish

lakum crab

lodonaa fish

lou sea urchin

lo’u fish with poisonous spikes
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louva/louwa bill fish

lova pyka sharpe fish

ludigaga a fish

luluva a fish

lupalapa a fish
maqi a crab

milakak a fish

milabwaku a fish

milawaga a fish

militabu great clam

miluluveaka a fish

minavana a fish

mitadigela a fish

mkiutaspecies of fish

napai flat nosed ray

nevea a fish

nulia a fish

patula a fish

pega flying fish

pegala mweyoga flying fish
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pepeana a fish

pikum a fish

podakwala a fish

puliseula a fish

poli a fish
pwateli a fish

reregu/lilegu a fish

saikeula a fish

sali shell fish

sekela shark

sasaona shallow water fish

sem a small fish

sigau a small fish

sikum a fish

sisiula a fish

siula a fish

sivalea swordfish

siwai a fish

siusiu soka - poisonous fish

suisayu a porpoise

soli a fish
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solina rock fish

sulina a fish

soutanta a fish
tawiya rockcod

talubu a fish

tata a fish

tegabwau a shark

todakalu a fish

toi a fish

tolam mullet

topusa garfish

tubunubwanawa a fish

tutugua a shellfish

ubuabu young shark

ulisala a fish

umlaibasi a fish

vai stingray

vaya sardines

vigodashellfish

vilumagwa a fish
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wama a fish

wawaka oyster

wayagina a crab
wiwilaa fish

yabulukwa a fish

uabwau a fish

yadi a fish
1. bagula  garden, new garden,
culivated garden
2. -bagula-  or -bagulela- : to
garden, to work in the garden, to
make a garden  (Senft 1986: 190);
garden under cultivation by one
person (Mal.1965b: 84)
3. bagulela:
a. garden with monoculture (Senft
1986: 190);
b. main term for garden; to
garden, to be an agricultural
community
(Mal 1965b:84-86)

1. bagi: necklace part of
a soulava; spondylus
shell, kula necklace

1.-bugubagula: to work
in the garden
2.  nabugubagula: male
gardener
3. nabugubagula: female
gardener
(Senft 1986:202)

baleko: garden plot; garden of an
individual, garden with big trees
S191; gardens under cultivation;
that pt. of buyagu a person
gardens (Mali 1965b: 84)
1.- basi-: to weed
also -ikoi-; -koi-: to weed
(Senft 1986: 234)
3. basi: seed
(Senft 1986:191, 286)
4.  see kamkokola below
5. basi: to pierce; the process of
opening the soil, taking out the
superfluous roots, and leaving the
good ones
6. sasi: to sunder, make breaches

1. basi: small interim gift
in a Kula exchange (see
Malin 1922;
 Senft 1986:191)
2. kebasi: sealing
material for canoes ,
made out of roots
3. koko’ita: bond,
bonding material
4. -kokeva-: to keep on
sailing

1. -basi-: to weave or
sew, to spear, to stab
2. -kebabasi-: to throw
sth. (in a fight)
3. -koia-: to tie up
4. koila: joke, fun
5. -koila-: to joke, to
make fun
6. kokola: fear; corner
pillar
(Senft 1986: 191, 286-27.
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in the soil
(Mal 1965b: 137)

5. -kobusi-: to paddle,
tostart paddling
(Senft 1986: 274, 287)
6. bisibutu: to rouse by
putting pear into coral
cave and frightening fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 24)

butu: to beat, drive off,
sound (Baldwn n.d.: 24)

bibila, tauya bibila:
bibila: to restore, to heal;
“conch shell of restoring”
Magical formula 30, Oburaku
vilamalia magic (Mal 1965b: 316-
318)

1. bilau: health; ant.
kato’ula; see katubeku:
to sink, shipwreck
2. -bilabala-: to move up,
down, to and fro
3. -bilibili-: to roll up
Senft 1986: 194, 263)

binabina:  volcanic, plutonic
stone imported from the
d’Entrecasteaux Archipelago;
used in vilamalia garden magic
(Mal. 1965b: 71, 82, 151)

binibani: to fish
e.g.,
“Ebinibanisi deli keyala,
gumam, kaidagi.” “They
fish with spears, landing
nets and torches” (Senft
1986: 195)

1. binabina: embers
2. binibani: jellyfish
(Senft 1986:194)
3. bani: hook
4. -bani-: to angle, to
found, to find
(Senft 1986: 191)

bisibasila: thorn (s) bisalela:: pandanus
leaves used for canoes,
or dancers; see im below

1. kwebisibasi :
pneumonia;
2. kwe-:testicle,
3. -bisibasi-: to weave, to
wreathe ;idiom:
“ibisibasi”: “spasms of
the stomach”
(Senft 1986: 191, 195,
300)

-bisibwadi-: to close a garden, a
house using a wooden sticks,
pandanus mats or palm leaves
( Senft 1986: 195)

bisibutu: see basi above 1 bisila: a kind of
pandanus; a pandanus leaf
used for decoration, a
token of excellence
2. idiom: “bisila wama”:
“pandanus streamer”
 (Senft 1986: 195)

bisubasuma: canoe
prow, decorated with
flowers, leaves,
pandanus leaves and
shells; see tabuya (Senft

1. -suma-: to be pregnant
(Senft 1986: 374)
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1986: 459)
1. bubu: overgrown, as
vegetables, in a neglected  garden
(Baldwin n.d.: 18)
2. tabubuli: term for payng tribute
of yams to a chief;
3. bubukwa: rough timber floor of
yam house, e.g., “tum bubukwa” :
“pressing of the yam house floor”
(garden magic to secure the
storehouse)
(Baldwin n.d.: 18;
Mal. 1965a: 250)
.

-bubobu-: to carve,
divide, cut  up fish
(Senft 1986: 200)

1. -bobobu-: to cut grass
skirts (doba) short
2. -bobo-: cut across,
transversely
3. -bobu-: to cut
4. bobu: log, round
timber
5. -bobuta: round
6. -bubu-: to grow (grass,
weeds;
7. bubula:
a. shining; b. to break out
in sickness
8. buboya: family
9. bubuna: manners
9. bubune: tradition,
custom
10. bune: joint
11. bubuvaga: common
meal within the family in
the course of a festive
distribution of food, or/
and other items
(Senft 1986: 200-201;
205)

budibudi: upper brink of
a lagim, canoe board;
see lagim
(Senft 1986: 202)

1. bulaku: a fruit tree
(Baldwin n.d.: 20)
2. bulabola:
a. open as a boil or carbuncle
(slang ; large orifice as  vagina)
b. a flowering plant
c. a stout tree, with deep roots
that grows to great age; used in
vilamalia magic of Oburaku, So.
Kiriwina
(Mal. 1965a: 235; Baldwin n.d.:

1. bulaku: a canoe tree
2. bulai or bulati: black
magic (bulubwalata)
against sea enterprises,
possessions
3. bulobulo: a leaky boat
4. bulubulu: sinking of a
leaking boat, or a pole
when poling a canoe
(Baldwin n.d.: 20-21)

1. bulami: coconut oil
2. buliwada: an eel
3.. vatubulami: ceremony
for starting a war
4.. bulagala: the hum of
many voices regarding
one’s  fame, renown,
(Baldwin n.d.: 21)
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20).
bugulelea: plants growing in the
garden (Senft 1986: 202)
bugwa: round yam
(Senft 1986: 202)

1. -bugwau-: to bewitch,
to do a person harm by
magic
(Senft 1986: 203)
2. bugabogina: to rot, to
decompose (Senft 1986:
202)

-bukubeku-: to sink
(Senft 1986: 203)

1. buku: (cp): buried,
concealed, something
buried to mature
2 beku: ceremonial axe
blade ,see above
3. bukula: bunch of
bananas
4. kula: see below
4. -bukwa- ;(cp): fruit
cluster; cowries tied into
a cluster
5. bukumatula: young
men’s bachelor house
(Senft 1986: 202-203)

bulakweda: shelter in the garden
where seeds and young plants are
kept (Senft 1986: 203)

1. kwe-: testicle
kwedoga: magic string
worn by nursing mothers
over their breasts to
prevent evil spirits from
spoiling their milk (Senft
1986: 300)

bulibwali: opening in
front of canoe prow
(Senft 1986: 203)

1. -bulibwali-: to keep
guard, to keep awake 2.
2. see above bwala,
bwalita
(Senft 1986: 203)

bulitaula: ritualized competitive
display of food to finish a quarrel,
avoiding warfare (Senft 1986:
204)

tauleya: to sail in the
middle; to paddle in the
middle
(Senft 1986: 382)

1. bulubulu: smell of fish
and other seafood

1. -bulu- :  (cp)  half
submerged
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2. -bulubulu: bad
smelling fish and seafood
(Senft 1986: 204)

2. -bulua-: to knot
3. buluvevai: house of
married couple
4. -buluvatai-: to quarrel
5. -bubula-: to break out
in sickness
( Senft 1986: 204, 456;
Mal. 1929: 414)
6. bulukumli: painful
swelling on the face
4. bulu: classifier for pigs
and fish, used as food
(Baldwin n.d.: 20-21)

1. bunatogu: canoe
hangar (Powell 1995:
figure 4.1)
2. bunatolu: temporary
canoe shed
(Baldwin n.d.: 22)
3. buneyova: canoe shed
(Senft 1986: 205)

1. bune: joint;
(Senft 1986: 205
2. yoyowa (/v/, /w/):
witch  (Senft 1986:429)
3. buna: white cowrie
shell
3.  bunadoga: belts of
small white cowrie shells
4. bunami: coconut oil,
oil
5. bunukwa:
domesticated pig;
opposed to bwarodina,
(wild , bush pig )
(Senft 1986: 204-205;
208)

1. butuma: bush
2. butu: faint, depressed
3. molubutu: hunger-depression;
see magical formula 30, Oburaku
garden magic (Mal 1965b: 319;
Senft 1986: 26)
3. butuma: light red soil (Baldwin
n.d.: 25)

butuyumile: drive
through, e.g., fish
through  a net
(Baldwin n.d.: 25)

1. Tuma: island of the
baloma, the afterworld
2. va butuma: far away
3. butura: renown, fame
(Senft 1986: 206)
4. butu: compose a song
5. butu (vivila:) do things
like a woman) (Lawton )

buyagu: not the most impt garden
term; “enclosed garden site” or

1. buya’i: blood
2. buya’i-: to bleed
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site chosen for garden cultivation;
ingarden magic, it is referred to as
“belly of my garden,”  only used
as noun Mal.1965b: 83 cf.
Magical formula 2  ; Senft 1986:
206)

(Senft 1986: 206;
Baldwin n.d.: 25)
3. buwa: root for betel
nut (Mal. 1965a: 301)
3. buwana: price of
intercourse
(Baldwin n.d.: 25)

Fishing techniques as
lexical extensions of
-bwadi: to meet, to
close:
a.  kalibwadi:  cut off
fish using by net across
their track
b. kobwadi: surrounding
fish with nets, blocking
passage with nets
c. tabwadi: cut off fish
by stoning or flashing a
torch (Baldwin n.d.: 27)

bwada: younger brothers
or sisters (Baldwin n.d.:
26)

1. bwaibwai:  green coconut; milk
of green coconut (Senft 1986:
208)
2. bwaima: yam store house; a
house for other than dwelling
purposes
3. bwaimatila: to tend to gardens
at night
(Baldwin n.d.: 29; Lawton:  )
4. Bwaitaitu: name of chiefly
lineage (Lawton :   )

see lamila: outrigger

1. waiwai: baloma or
spirit foetus-child
2. bwai- or bo- : sacred,
3. bwaima veaka: a
common shelter to
accomodate visitors
(Baldwin n.d.: 29)

bwalaga: a kuvi (large yam)
(Baldwin n.d.: 31)

1. bwalai: carved figure
on upper rim of canoe
b oard (Senft 1986: 208)
2. bwaituva: white heron
(see Mal.1929: 181,
formula for pregnancy
robes)
bulitaveaka: deep water
(Baldwin n.d.: 31)

1. bwa: (cp) trees,
wooden things (Senft
1986: 70)
3. bwa : man’s name
(vowel cluster;
4. bwala: mythic location
points from which
lineages originate in myth
(Lawton :         )
2. bwala: house (Senft
1986: 208; Baldwin n.d.:
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31)
3. tuva: poisonous root
used for fishing
(Mal. 1965a:  ; Austin: cc
32)
4. bulaveaka: chief’s
large family house
5. bwaleta: tree with
poisonous sap
6. Bwalimila or
Bwalimila: southeast
trade winds (Baldwin
n.d.:see pg.30, backside
4. bwalodila: bush pig
5. bwasa: power, strong,
vigor; bwasi: exclamation
when working, “my
strength!”
6. bwasisi: small end of a
bunch of bananas
(Baldwin n.d.: 31)

1. bwalita: (cp) sea;
ocean lagoon, sea
passage (Senft 1986:
208)

3. bwalimila: south wind
(Senft 1986: 208)

bwatai: wooden construction to
display food before a festive
distribution; see gelu;
(Senft 1986: 208)

1. -bwata or -bwati:
net spawning fish
2. bwita: octopus
Lawton  : dict)

bwatutu: wet (Senft
1986: 209)

1. bwema : small food house,
where yams are stored under a
roof; it usually has a platform
where people sit, chat and work
2. bwemvaya: small food house
(Senft 1986: 208); see liku

1. bwena : well-being
2. -bwena-: to get well
3. bwebwekana: red,
kana-: to lie down on
someone;
see kanoku below
(Senft 1986: 208-209;
254)

daga:
support for yam creepers, yam

1. dadodiga: festive
filling of yam houses
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pole
(Senft 1986: 211)

2. -dadodiga-: to fill yam
houses with yams
3. dagula: feather;
headress of flowrs and /or
feathers (Senft 1986:
211)
4. didagi: to load (e.g.,
yam house, canoe
(Baldwin n.d.: 36)

dakuna: stone, coral stone, food
house stone (Senft 1986: 212);
essential
stone, brought in from the
Trobriand Islands, and   placed in
urban Port Moresby gardens
(Batagglia 19      )

1. duku: a large vine
used for pulling out
canoe log
(Baldwin n.d.: 43)
2. Kapitunena Duku: the
spell inaugurating the
work over the log for a
canoe (Mal. 1929: 43)

1.daka: thirst;
2. daka-: dryness
3. dakevaluba: belonging
to dead man, to keep as
memories (Senft 1986:
212);
4.  luba: to wrap up;
5.- luba-: (cp) parcels of
taro pudding (mona);
6. lubo: wife’s broter,
sister’s husband;
7. lube; friend (Senft
1986: 312)

1. dayma: digging stick
(Mal 1965b:  );
 2. dema : digging stick (Senft
1986: 213)

1 dayaga: shallows
2. deyaga or dayaga:
the edge of a reef,
fringing reef
(Senft 1986:213- 214);
Mal 1922: 257)
3. dayadayasi: a variety
of fish (Baldwin n.d. :
37)

1.-didagi-: to load , e.g.:
in the yam house or
canoe
2. dadodiga: festive
filling in the yam house
(Senft 1986: 211, 214)

deuya: weeding
(the bigger weeds when the crops
are advanced)
“Vivila I deuyasi” : “The women
are rough weeding”
(Baldwin n.d.: 39)

deu: raft
(syn. kainadou)
(Baldwin n.d.: 38)

dilidalia: name of a stick
used along the bottom of
a net when fish over
mud (Baldwin n.d.: see
back of pg. 39)

dilidali: stale
(Baldwin n.d.: 40)
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1. -dobuna-: to cover with dirt,
E.g.:planting tubers
(Senft 1986: 214);
also -dubwadobuna-: to cover
with soil; -dubwani-: to cover
with one’s hands (Senft 1986:
217)
2. dobu: white coconut cabbage
(inside heat of coconut top;
famine food) (Baldwin n.d.: 40)

1. -dobusi-: to sail away,
to get out of sight
(Senft 1986: 215)
2. dodou: smal boy in
Kula crew
(Baldwin n.d.: 41)
3. kaidobu: pearlshell
worn as an ornament
(Baldwin n.d.: 77)

1. do-: prefix denoting
action takes place at sea
(see dom: lagoon)
(Baldwin n.d.: 40)
2. doba: grass skirt;
bundles of banana leaf
fibres; leaves of banana
called wakaya used to
make doba (see waga)
(Senft 1986: 215)
3. dobobu: a well
trimmed skirt (Baldwin
n.d.: 40)
4. keidebu: dancng sheild
(Baldwin n.d.: 77)
2. see bune above

dogina:
1. tip of leaf (Senft 1986: 216)

doga: boar’s tusk
(Senft 1986: 216)

1. doka: carved ornament of large
food house of Malasi and
Lukwasisiga subclans
(Senft 1986: 216)
2. dokala taytu: measure,
periphery of a heap of yam
(Baldwin n.d.: 41)

dokaliga: disappear, and
die at sea
(Baldwin n.d.: 41)

dokana or dodokana:
craving (while sick or
pregnant)
(Senft 1986: 216)

dolaba: outrigger poles
up to eight are fitted
through the main strakes
on the outrigger side of
the hull, and lashed
across it to the tops of
the main frames, to form
the outrigger mounting
(Powell 1995: 74)

1. dolaba: doorway (see
kaidolaba)
(Baldwin n.d.: 41)
2. -la-: to go from here
3. -dolapula-: to come in
sight at a bend
4.. -dolaguva-: to come
in sight, at a horizon
5.  doba: grass skirts
(Senft 1986: 215)

1. dom: lagoon
(Senft 1986: 216)
2.dom or doum: perish
3. dodom: sea weed
(long and flat leaves)

1. -dom-: to die out
(Senft 1986: 217)
2. doli: scorpion
(Baldwin n.d.: 40)
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(Baldwin n.d.: 40-41)
-donapula-: to sail
around a point
(Senft 1986: 217)

1. napula: final dance
2. -napula-:to dance the
final dance
(Senft 1986: 337)

doya: first prize in a harvest
competition; competition; flag
(Senft 1986: 217)

1. -doya-: to drift
2. doya: to paddle
3. doyaga shallow, or
reef that appears at low
tide (Baldwin n.d.: 42)

1. dumia: swampy garden
2. dumdum: to play, e.g., the
dolphin , kuriyavam, plays (see
magical formulae 10, 27 Mal.
1965b: 310;
Senft 1986: 218)

1. dumdum: heavy sea
2. -dumdum-: to surf
3. idamu: calm sea
(Senft 1986: 218; 233)
4. dumyeli: carrry away
in the stream
(Baldwin n.d.: 44)

1. dumya: swamp
2. dumwadoma: slippery
(Senft 1986: 219)
3. dumia: fresh water
swamp
(Baldwin n.d.: 44)

1. dudubila: darkness
desired effect in yam house
denoting plenty; see magical
formula 28, vilamalia magic
(Mal. 1965b: 313)
2. dudubuna: round, smooth;
nadubuna: round moon (see
isunapulo, preliminary harvest
magic; Mal 1965a: 164-165).

1. dududila: fish coming
up to the light of a  torch
;  to creep forward - as
against a current
(Baldwin n.d.: 42,
backside)
2. kalidudila: running
aground; keel grinding
on the bottom
(Baldwin n.d.: 95)
2. duya: the baler shell
the classif. for openings
in the bush, creek, river

1. dudu: thunder
2. dudua: snail, e.g.,
prow board
2. -dudunu-: to thunder
3. -duduni-: to defoliate
(Senft 1986: 218)

emeima: this side, at this side
e.g.: yalumgwa: on the far side,
moligilai, this side, and the garden
in between (Baldwin n.d.: 45)

1. emi: to dig up; cf. yeni
(Baldwin n.d.: 45)
2. yeni: to take by hand
3. yena: fish
(Senft 1986: 425)

1. -gabu-: to burn, to cook; to
burn the scrub
(Senft 1986: 222;
Mal. 1965b: 19)
2. gabu: roast, burn (Baldwin n.d.:
46)

gwaba: food ,especally
fat (meat, fish) that is
eaten as a ‘lubricant’ to
make dry food ‘go down
easier’ (Mal. 1965b: 91)

1. -gabu-: (cp):
something burning,
roasted food
2. gabagaba: pounding
for vegetable pudding
(e.g.: taro, or mona)
3. gabi: lift, carry on the
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head (female manner for
carrying loads)
(Baldwin n.d.: 46)
4. gubaki: to eat fish and
yam; copulation
 (Senft 1986: 229)

gadoi: upright sticks,  in lieu of a
fence, charmed to drive away bush
pigs (Mal. 1965b: 78)

1. gadi: bite (Baldwin
n.d.: 46)
2. gadileya: consumed
with passion, anger
(Baldwin n.d.: 46)
(see leywota below)
3. gadimolu: consumed
with hunger

Metaphor “to lift” used in garden
magic (e.g.: Magical formula
Mal. 1965a:   )
compare:

 gam: sign of prohibition on betel
nuts (plaited coconut or other
leaves ) against theives (Baldwin
n.d. : 47)

kaigagabile: rite of
lightness to logs
(Mal. 1929: 14)
ant. : mwau ,or  heavy

1. gagabila: light (e.g.,
timber);  no prohibition ;
permissable

1. gana: beach washed
by the waves
ganena: fins (perquisite
of old men (Baldwin
n.d.: 48)
garena: gills (Senft
1986:

gaya: ‘V’ shaped impression in
the top of a pile
(Baldwin n.d.: 49)

gayu: the fork in a tree,
or one side branch this
side , one that
(Baldwin n.d.: 49)

1. gebobu: canoe hull
(Mal. 1922: 204)
2. gebolo: center
compartment of a canoe
2. gebobo: a cargo crate
on a trading canoe;
used to express desire
for profitable Kula

1. bobu: log, round
timber
2. -bobu- to cut
3, -bobuta: round
4. -bobo-: cut
transversely
5. -bobobu-: to cut grass-
skirts  (Senft 1986: 196-
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expedition
(Ge- : prf. not found in
common speech but in
magic and song; Baldwin
n.d.: 49)
3. gebageba:
hammerhead shark

197)
6. geba: a cloth worn as
turban by old men
(Baldwin n.d.: 49)

1. gelu: small wooden
construction to display food
before a distribution (Senft 1986:
224)
2. ge’u: term for enormous
mounds scraped together by the
bush hen (kwarota) for brooding
purposes; metaphorically evoked
in garden spells; an ingredient
used in inaugural rite
(Mal. 1965a: 94, 105)

1. gelu::
vertical ribs of canoe to
which the free boards
are fastened
(Powell 1995: 74)
2. gelu: to man a canoe
boat; kula crew
(Baldwin n.d.: 50)

1. Gelivililavi: about
January, 5 months after
the harvest festival,
Milamala; time of
overseas travel
2. Geliw or Gere’u:
founder of  Muyuw
garden magic  (Mal.
1965a: 69-70; see Damon
1990)
2. gelubwaku: a fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 50)

1. gibuviyaka: rite of “the big
burning” or second burning, of the
fields; vatuvi spell used  (see
below); lumlum heaps of sticks,
weeds branches are set used to set
fire (Mal 1965a: 112-115, 298,
422, 431)

2. gibulaki: variety of taytu

3. gibuveaka: main burning off in
the garden
(Baldwin n.d.: 52)
4. Giburokaiwa: southeast side of
garden
Gibutilawa: northwest side
of garden (Mal. 1965b: 310)

lumata: beach
(Senft 1986: 314)

1. lululu: flame
2. lumaluma: moonlight
3. viya: variety of taro
4. -viya-: to chop
(Senft 1986: 314, 414)

5. gibugabu: burning,
roasting
6. gibaki: to straighten as
in a vice (to correct
crookedness; ) e.g.,
“igibaki kayala wa kova”:
“he works out his spear at
the fire”)
7. gibu: sullen, heavy,
distorted; also  to
alienate: e.g.:
“ I gibuki matala la
mwala “: the husband has
alienated his wife ; he
sees in her face the
reflexion as it were of his
reviling, beating, etc.
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 “Igibuki valu” : put the
village out of face, e.g: by
cooking bush-pig in it, by
extravagant behavior
(Baldwin n.d.: 51-52)

-ginola-: to set sail
(Senft 1986:226)
givi : (cp) serve of fish
(Senft 1986:70)

goguna: the smaller yams
(Baldwin n.d.: 58)

goguna: to prepare for a
journey
(Baldwin n.d.: 58)

1. -guba-:(cp) bundle of taro
(Senft 1986: 70)
2. gubakayeki: gardens for family
consumption
(Mal 1965a: 91)
3. see magical formula 34; (guba:
etymology uncertain ; it may be
derived from gebi: to lift; Mal
165b: 327; gebile: to lift,  Baldwin
n.d.: 49)

1. guba: hand net;
landing net with one
handle (Senft 1986:228)
2. gwaba as gubaki:
fish with vegetables to
make a mixed dish;
garnish; e.g.:
“Gala natana inia ku
meyesa, agu gwaba!” :
“You didn’t bring me a
single fish for my mixed
dish.!”
(Baldwin n.d.: 62)

1. gubaki: to eat fish and
yams, to copulate
2. -gubwa-: group of four
3. gua: necklace made of
shells
4. kayeki: mother of pearl
shell
 (Senft 1986: 228-229)
5. guba’i: to make to
raise, to lift, from gebi to
lift (Mal 1965b: 269)

1. -gubo-: (cp) garden division;
2.  gubu: (cp) smallest part of
one’s garden plot (Senft 1986: 70;
229)
3. -gubugwabu-: slash and burn
agriculture, to burn
(Senft 1986: 229)
4. gubwatala: a garden plot
(Baldwin n.d.: 58, backside)
5. urigubu: classically defined as
annual harvest gift to married
sister; son’s prestation to divorced
or widowed parent (Mal 1965a:
91;1965b:190-195;353);
represents interests held in a
marriage (Robinson 1962); as a
relatively small proportion,repres.

guba: a string basket,
mostly used for pearl
shells (Baldwin n.d.: 59)

In cooking or baking a
whole fish, an old guba
may be used so that the
fish does not fall to
pieces
(Baldwin n.d.: 62)

1. gubu, gabu: (cp) :
burning
2. gubuluva-: to argue, to
quarrel
3. guba: (cp) bundles of
taro
4. -gubwa-: (cp) group of
four
(Senft 1986:70; 228-230)
5. gubukova: marks burnt
along the forearm
(Baldwin n.d.: 58,
backside)
6. guba: string basket, or
small garden plot
7. gubukaya: inheritance
(Baldwin n.d.: 59)
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renewal of affinal contract (Powell
1956). Compare Weiner 1976)

gugula: heap
(Baldwin n.d.: 59)

guguya: a fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 60)

guguya: instructed
(Baldwin n.d.: 60)

see kaygum, or  kaigum:
first slender supports for yam
vines
(Baldwin n.d.: 79;
Mal 1965a: 137-138)

1. gum: sp. of fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 60)
2. gum: snail like
ornament at a canoe
board (senft 1986: 230)
3. kaigum: gill-net poles
, upright sticks to hang
gill-net on
(Baldwin n.d.: 61, 79)

1. gum: (cp) small piece
(Senft 1986: 71)
2. gumasia: northwest
wind, from the direction
of the sea rock at Kaibola
village
(Baldwin n.d.: 60)
3. gum: to blunt; take the
edge off or point off
of spear, digging stick
(Baldwin n.d.: 61)

see gumam:
a. hand net,  landing net
with with two handles
(Senft 1986: 230)
b. shrimp netof very fine
mesh (Baldwin n.d.: 61)

1. guma: man from
2.  gumasia: northeast
wind (Senft 1986:230)
3. kaigumita: slim, small
bellied (Baldwin n.d.: 79)

imkwitala: a yam
(Baldwin n.d.: 66)

im: pandanus root; used
to make cords for rope,
hand nets, and cords  (
Senft 1986: 235)
2. imkwai: net of thick
string
3. imsigusegu: a small
net of thin string
(Baldwin n.d.: 67)

1. kabimwaya: fertile soil
2. -kabinai- : to grow garden
products
(Senft 1986: 238- 239)

1. kabewota or
kobeiwota: area
surrounding fish net;
from kabe, wota
(Baldwin n.d.: 145)
2. kabidoya: to launch;
ceremony of first
paddlng of canoe

1.- kabi-: to exhume and
bury the mortal remains
once again;  to hold , take
hold of (Senft 1986: 239)
2. kaba- : place of, seat
of  (Baldwin n.d.: 68)
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(Baldwin n.d.: 69)
2. kabikuliga: to steer a
canoe; to know how to
steer a canoe
(Senft 1986: 239)

kabutu: to work collectively in the
gardens (Senft 1986: 240)

butura: renown
(Senft 1986

kabudaka: long timbers of yam
crate (Baldwin n.d.: 71)
1. kaibaba:
a. slanting poles of the kamkokola
and  slanting sticks of the kalivisi
b.  main garden or large garden
plot for someone (Mal. 1965b:
165-166)
2.  kaibala: name of carrying stick
for coconuts, on which are put
bundles of four for carrying
3. kaikabila: a weeding instrument
(pwakova)
4. kaikapola: coconut torch
5. kaikapula dayma: charming
(wrapping the planting stick
(Baldwin n.d.: 80)

1. kaibasi: refers to
caulking of canoe(see
basi) (Baldwin n.d.: 76)

2. kaibwarita or
kaibwalita: that side of
the circle of hand-netters
towards the sea
(bwalita) ; see
kailamwesi (Baldwin
n.d.: 77)

kaibasi: syringe, injection
(Baldwin n.d.: 76)
3. kaibwibwi: a pandanus
withlarge aerial rooots
(Baldwin n.d.:76- 77; 80)
kaikapula tomata:
wrapping up od the
corpse with mats for
burial (Baldwin n.d.: 80)

kaisuya: strength sticks;
also “kala peula waga:
“strength  of the canoe;”
sticks are tied down to
the hull log between
each frame pair so that
they hold the canoe
together and “links it to
its neighbor”
2. these sticks, as well as
budaka planks that give
the canoe depth,
distinguish large masawa
canoe from a fishing
canoe (Powell 1995:74)

1. kai: wood; wooden
stick (Senft 1986: 242);
prefix for trees, wooden
things (Baldwin n.d.: 75)
2. kasusu: first born ; also
kuluta first born child; lu-
: sister, brother;
lutu: muscles, strength
3. kasusu: fourth
4. -suya-: batch of fish on
strings
6. -suyo-: string things
through a hole
(Senft 1986: 262, 314)

kaisisuwa: gardens on the
seashore, momola, made by

kaisisuvi: wooden stick
that stabilizes a fish-trap

1. kaisuva: barren jungle
(Senft 1986: 262)
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eastern villagers of the Southern
part Kiriwina
(Mal.1965b: 86)

(Senft 1986: 262)
2. kasisuva: sandy beach
at foot of coral ridge,
e.g.: momola (Baldwin
n.d.: 113)

kakavala, or yagogu: seed yam,
small yam,
(Malinowski 1965a: 153);
yagogu: young yam plant (Senft
1986: 272, 420)

-kakosa-: to braid , e.g.
a fishing net
(Senft 1986: 246)

kala’i: rubbing the ground (Mal
1965b: 345)

1. kala: to rise, as in
Bogwa bi kala taria: the
tide is already rising
(Baldwin n.d.: 92)
2. kalala : mullet fish
(syn.: Tolam); a man-of-
war (jelly fish); a
mangrove
See lam; lamila

. kala-: prefix fo day
2. kala: his or her (e.g.:
own food)
3. kalaga :
a. the large red parrot
(green parrot od same
genus); totem bird for
Lukwasisiga clan
b. food for journey
(Baldwin n.d.: 92)

kalapisilia: garden stile
(Senft 1986: 247;
Mal 1965a:100)

1.  -kalapu-:  to bleach
and dry, by the sun
(kalasia), e.g. the sun
bleaches white a sail or a
net  (Senft 1986: 247;
Damon 1990:    )
2. -kwepi-: to bleach, to
smoothen , e.g.
pandanus leaves over a
fire  (Senft 1986: 301)

1. kala: his, her in
connection with food;
2. -pipisila-: to flash , to
beat
3. -lapou-: (cp): a third, a
portion
3. kwepiapa: buttock
4. kalakwapa or
kwepiapa: thigh
 5. kwepitapatila:
pandanus decoration,
worn at the ankle
(Senft 1986: 248,300-
301, 305,  350; Baldwin
n.d.: 93)

1. kalava’u: newly harvested kalavatu : sinkers; fish 1. kalavasi: elbow
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tubers; also as taytuva’u,
( Mal 1965b:104, 123);
2. kala-vau: new vegerables; first
fruits of the season (Baldwin n.d.:
93)
3. Kaluvau: sub-clan of Malasi;
original founders of Omarakana
magic of sun, soil (Mal 1965a:    )

net sinkers
(Senft 1986: 24);
see vatu
see leywota

2. kalasia: sun, sunshine
3. kalatau: relatives who
supply a married woman
food (Baldwin n.d.: 93)
4. kalawa, or kalava:
counting stick (for
counting baskets full of
yams); tally leaf, using
cycas or bracken leaf,
sisiye’ (Senft 1986: 245;
Baldwin n.d.: 93;
Mal.1965b: 93, 125)
5. kalaya (from leiya:
ginger ): get angry
(Baldwin n.d.: 94)

1. kali: garden fence
2. kalibudaka: pale, located at the
base of a fence
(Senft 1986: 248)
3. kalibudaka: side of garden
(Mal. 1965b:18, 83)
4. kalibudaka: outer boundary of
a garden; turned timbers in a fence
corner (Baldwin n.d.: 94)
5. kalibudaboda: payment in
riches (valuables) for food
(Baldwin n.d.: 110)

1.-kalibusi-: to punt
2. -kalilaguva-: to  punt
to the shore, to pole to
the shore
3. -kalinapula-: to punt
along the coast, around
a point
(Senft 1986: 248-249)
4. budaka: planks that
give a sea-going canoe
depth, distinguish large
masawa canoe from a
fishing canoe (Powell
1995: 74)
5. kalibudaboda: canoes
runnning nose to nose
(Baldwin n.d.: 110)
6. kalibutu: drive in fish;
preliminary gift in Kula
(Baldwin n.d.: 110)

1. -kali-: to pay honor a
person by putting a
feather in his hair
2. -kala-: to paint,
4. -kali-: to dry
5. -kalai- to wear in one’s
hair
6. budaka: plank
7. budakola: black;,
charcoal
(Senft 1986: 202; 247-
248)
8. kali-: through, as in
kalikeda,  sea passage
(Baldwin n.d. : 94)

kalige’i  or karig’i:
garden boundaries
(Mal. 1965b: 83;
Senft 1986: 260)

1. kaligeai: to break up
or to rot when
disentegration takes
place ; e.g.:
Bogwa I kaligeiai waga:
the canoe is breaking up
(see Mal. 1929 for

1. kaliga  or kariga : to
die, dead, death
(Baldwin b.d.: 95;
Senft 1986: 259)
2. kaligei: village ground
limits
 (Baldwin n.d.: 110)
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shipwreck magic and
narrative)

2. na-kariga: a barren
woman
(Baldwin n.d.: 95)
3. -kari-: to color, to dye
(Senft 1986: 259)
4. kaligeai: loose its
nature;(cloth) or
overcooked  ( fish,
vegetables)

kalepola or kalipola:
to go into the bush
(Senft 1986: 250)

1. kalipoula: fishing
canoe for fishing
(smaller than sea-going
masawa  (Baldwin n.d.:
96; Powell 1995:74;
Mal. 1922:111, fig. 2)
2. -lepa-: to put a spell
on a canoe, whipping it
with a string (Senft
1986: 307)
3. kaliviluvi: tiny canoes
for taking baloma to
Tuma
4 . I kaliviluvi waga:
try out a canoe
(Baldwin n.d : 98)

1. kalivili: turn over a
log, a canoe
(Baldwin n.d.: 98)
2. kapoula: region of the
kidney
(Baldwin n.d.: 107)

kalivivisi:
large garden. divisions
(Senft 1986:251)
kalyuvisi: freshly cut garden
(Baldwin n.d.: 99)

-kalivivi-: to stir,
e.g.: mona pudding Senft
1986: 251)

1. -kalipo- (CP) : site
2. pola: catch fish by
using net
3. -pola-: to catch fish
4.  polu: foam spray
(Senft 1986: 351)
5. poula: small plantation
of betel or coconut palms
6. -poula-: to group, heap
(Senft 1986: 352)

see  basi, to weed 1. kalipwakau: final
precision work in

1. -pwakau: white
2.  pwaka: lime, a coral
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building a new canoe
2. pwaka: parts of a
canoe whitened with
lime
3.  pwapola: net fishing
(Senft 1986: 354

3. -pwakova-: to weed
4. -pwa-: excrement
5. -pwai-: to work hard
for someone
(Senft 1986: 354-355)
6. topwawa: one with
elephantiasis in testicles
7. topwapwawa: male
baby (Baldwin n.d.: 313)

kalikeda : boundary belt; fence
road; sea passage
(Mal 1965a: 89);
see kuduwaga below

kalikeda: reef -passage
(Senft 1986: 249)

1. kali: garden fence
(Senft 1986: 248)
2. keda: path (e.g., kula
partner)
3. kalikeda: passage,
usually at sea but also by
land (conveyance)
(Baldwin n.d.: 95)

-kalota- to catch a lot
fish, to be successful
(Senft 1986: 251, 293);
see vakalota

1.-kalo-: 2 bundle of
crustaceans
2. kalokala: perineal band
(Baldwin n.d.: 99)
3. kaloma: red shells
(spondylus, to make kula
necklace)
3. -kalova-: to be weaned
(Senft 1986: 251); also
kalai: wean
(Baldwin n.d.: 99)

kalulu: pull up, pull out,
 e.g.: pig uprooting yams
(Baldwin n.d.: 100)

1. kalubeila: term for
trade connection for fish
2. kalubu:  large soka
fish (gall used as poison)
(Baldwin n.d.: 99)
3. kalubai or kulubai:
term used for trading
(see Kula; Baldwin n.d.:
99)
4. kalukuloku: tree
growing in salt water
(Baldwin n.d.: 100)
3. kalubuyema: a fish

1. kalu: time, hour,
moment (Baldwin n.d.:
99; probably from
kalasia)
2. kalubai; kalubeila:
friendship
(Senft 1986: 99)
3. kalubuwala: (kala +
bua, areca): payment for
intercourse (Baldwin n.d.:
99)
4. kalula: gall, gall
bladder
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(Baldwin n.d.: 100)
kamkokola:
magical prism of the garden,
“triangular” shaped; instills
firmness, resistance, protection
from danger
( Mal 1965a: 127-128)
Parts:
a. lapu:  vertical pole “which
makes a strong gardener”
; when placed becomes
“kamkokola”
b. kaybaba: two slanting lapu,
placed at right angles
2. kokola sena kasai: a very firm
pile (Baldwin n.d.:111)
3. kola: variety of yam
(Baldwin n.d.: 14)

1. kulakola: to get
caught in a net (Senft
1986:92) ;“gomane
ikola”: “it is entangled in
a net”
(Mal 1922: 504;
referring to the name of
a celebrated pair of
mwali (Kula armshells);
also another mwali
known for the shell from
it was made was orig.
found with small
bulivada fish inside,
(Mal.1922:504)
2. kola: be fast as a fish
in a net
3. kolekusi: prepare for a
journey by sea collecting
sail, poles, paddle, etc.
(Baldwin n.d.: 147)

1. lumkola: sense of well-
being
2. -lapou- : a third of
something
3. kokola: fear
4. -kokola-: to fear
5. kola: blackening of
one’s body as a sign of
deep mourning
6. budakola: black;
charcoal
7. -kam-: to eat
8. -kamati-: to kill a fish
by biting in its neck
(Senft 1986: 202, 252,
287, 305, 314)
9. kolavita: dry not
slippery
(Baldwin n.d.: 147)
10.  tubukola: moon,
month (tubu: tight, full,
round (Baldwin n.d.: 317)

kaylola lola (key word in
vilamalia magic, magical formula
29): mooring stake, borrowed
from the vocabulary of seafaring
(Mal 1965a: 249)

1. bilalola: to moor, to
anchor;
2. lola: anchor
(Mal 1965a: 249) ; see
lola below

kaywota: sapling stick of fertility
used in magical formula 4 (rite
conducted
in honor of founding ancestresses
of Kaylu’ebila garden magic of
Omarakana)

wota: fishing net ,see
below

1. -kanoku: having many gardens
2. kaniku:
a. mussel shell, or tin used as
scraper ( for cleaning tubers;
spoon  Mal. 1965b:134);
b. rasp for skirt making
c. spoon

kanakenuwa: beach 1. kanavasia: elbow
2. kanava-: to  lie down;
also -kaniyeva-
(yava: parents-in-law)
3. kaniva-: hip
4. kenuya: small plate,
dish
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(Senft 1986: 255) 5. kaneva: spoon for
stiring mona pudding
6. -keneva-: to bruise yam
and taro for mona
6. kenu: to lie down, to
have sexual intercourse
8. noku: color
(/v/, /w/; Senft 1986: 18,
254-255, 279,339, 424)

-kanoku: having many gardens
(Senft1986: 255)

kaniku:
1. mussel shell, or tin
used as scraper ( for
cleaning tubers; spoon
Mal. 1965a: 134)
2. rasp for skirt making
3. spoon
(Senft 1986: 255)

idiom for - kapatu, “ to
close”:
” Waga ekapatu,”  “The
canoe gets smaller on
the horizon”
(Senft 1986: 256)

kapatata: to flatten

kapota: songs sung
during launching of
canoe
kabidoya:

-kapo-: bundles
(Senft 1986: 257)

-kapusi-: to launch a
canoe; to be the first to
leave a place or sail
away (Senft 1986: 258)

-kapusi-: to fall down
(Senft 1986: 258)

karigei: garden boundary (Senft
1986: 260)

-kariga-: to die
-kariga: dead
(Senft 1986: 259)

karivisi: decorative “triangles”
that run along the sides of the
baleko;  these
interconnect the tula (boundary
poles making pattern of  smaller
squares), and kamkokola (see
above) , dividing baleko (see
above) into smaller portions

1. -kalivisi-: large garden
divisions (Senft 1986:
251) (/r/, /l/)
2. tula: cold (Senft 1986:
392)
3. visiya: rib
4. -visau-: to join, to
connect (Senft 1986:
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(Mal 1965a: 128); 412-413)
1. kasiyena: type of yam with
aerial roots
(Mal 1965a: 179-180)
2. yeni: to burrow in the soil with
one’s hands
(Mal. 1965b: 136)
3. kasikasi: hollow, rotten out
(e.g., yams, trees
4. kasikesa: a tree growing in salt
water
5. kasisegila: to become detached,
as a dead leaf
(Baldwin n.d.: 112)

1. yena: fish
(Senft 1986:425)
2.

1. kasi: their, in
connection with food
2. -kasi- to line
(Senft 1986: 261)
3. yeni: to gather by hand
(Senft 1986:425
4. kasesa: clitoris
5.  kasisi: strip off as bark
(Baldwin n.d.:112-113)

see above : bila, to “restore” the
garden

-katubeku- :
to sink, to cause to sink;
“Ikatubekusi ula waga
kesai”: “I get
shipwrecked”  (the
waves sink my canoe)
(Senft 1986: 264)

 1 -katu-: to strike from
above (Senft 1986: 263)
2. kato’ula: ilness
3. katumova-: to heal
with magic
4. -beku-:(cp)  to sink
5. -beku-: stone axe
blade;  made from
gilivakuma stone;
6. -gili-: row
7. -gilili-: to cut up
8. -gilulu-: to sink
because of a leak
9. vakumgwa: winning,
leading  (Senft 986:192,
226, 263, 402)

1. katubusi: launch a
canoe or boat
2. kibusi: make a canoe
leak
a. sobusi: splash water
on a canoe to prevent
splitting
b.  I sobusi bulukwa:
catch a pig running
along its track in the
bush
c.  to be born, to appear

1. kasobusi: to be born
2. libusa: push down the
canoe into the sea
(Baldwin n.d.: 23)
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(Baldwin n.d: 23)
1. katukweapapa: twine around
the yam stake (Kavatam)
2. katukwana: twist around yam
stake
(Baldwin n.d.: 118)

katukuni: (cp) reel
(Senft 1986: 71)

1. kweipiapa: thigh
2. kwepiapa: buttock
(Senft 1986: 300-301)

1. kweipiapa: thigh
2. kwepiapa: buttock
(Senft 1986: 300-301)

-katuligai-:
1. to pull ashore;
2. to collect flotsam;
3. to drift ashore
(Senft1986: 267)

katulilivi: support of smaller stake
by placing against it a stronger
one
(Baldwin n.d.: 119)

katulilivi Tabuya: the
canoe board is
supported, finished
(Baldwin n.d.: 119)

katuyuvisa: to cut off the tops of
tuberous plants (Senft 1986: 270

katuvisi: unravel,
unwind, e.g.:
Katuvisi dabala ulo
kaivau : unlease th
ehead of my new canoe
(ceremony, with
exchange of food
(Baldwin n.d.: 124)

1. katuyuvisi: to end a
period of tabu by having
a communal meal;
2. katuyuvi: to untie, to
disentangle ;
3.  katu: to strike from
above ;
4.. -katuvi-: to break
5.  katutvila: to exchange
wedding-gifts ; first gift
after marriage (Senft
1986:270; Baldwin n.d.:
124))
6. kato’ula: illness, to be
ill (Senft 1986: 263);
7. yuvisa: counter magic
which takes away
sickness;
8. -yuvisa: healing
(Senft 1986: 430)

katuwala: paddle par
excellence
(Baldwin n.d.: 124)

katuwala: to treat , honor
one as an elder brother
(Baldwin n.d.: 124)
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1. katuyaula: full sized
fishing expedition
(Baldwin n.d.: 125)
2. katuyau: sling away,
turn away, end for end,
e.g.: “katuyau waga”
(Baldwin n.d.: 125)

1. katuyausa: amatory
expedition on the part of
women (Mal. 1929: 226-
227; Baldwin n.d.: 125)
2. -yausa-: to guard

kaulaka: to lie fallow kaulo: (cp) ten-group
(strings of fish)
(Senft 1986: 71)

kaula, kaulo: taytu
vegetable food, staple
food (Mal 1965b: 97)

kauya: creel, fish trap
(Senft 1987:72)

1. -kavai-: to harvest; fetch food
from the garden
(Senft 1986: 272)
2. kava’i: to harvest  taytu
 (Mal 1965b: 137)
3. kavatam : vine supports
(Mal. 1965a:2124-125)

tokavata: stand up, e.g.:
the prow of the boat into
the wind
(Baldwin n.d.: 307)

1. kavailuva: fruit
 (Senft 1986: 272)
2. - vai-: to marry, to ram
in, to drive in
3. vai: stingray
(Senft 1986:

1. kayaku: garden council;
asociated with kalawa: counting,
enumeration of plots
2. kayasa: competitive display of
yams
(Mal. 1929: 213)

1. kaya: swim, bathe
(Baldwin n.d.: 130)
2. kayeki : mother-of-
pearl (also kaidobu,
gineuba)
(Baldwin n.d.: 131)

1. kaya: (cp) half piece of
food (Senft 1986: 72)
2. yakala: village council
3. -yakala-: to meet in
village council
4. yakali-: to refuse to
give something
(Senft 1986: 421)

kaybomatu, or bomatu:
North-east trade wind;
see magical formula 21; taytu
ripens during this season (Mal.
1965a: 105).

kaybu’a : coral boulders
on the rayboag ( reef
ridge); chalk used in
magical garden
ingredients; their
massive spherical shape
is a model for taytu
development
(Mal. 1965a: 106)

kaybomatu: large mussell
shell; used to clean
harvested taytu , and to
scarpe off chalk from
kaybu’a (see left) (Mal.
1965a:105-106 ; Mal.
1965b: 134)

kaibudaka: longitudinal logs of
the yam food house
(Mal. 1965a: 248).

budaka: plank
(Senft 1986: 202).
budaka : planks that give
a sea-going canoe depth,
distinguish large masawa

1. budakola: charcoal
2. budakola: black
3. budubadu: much,
many, a lot
(Senft 1986: 202)
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canoe from a fishing
canoe
(Powell 1995: 74;
Baldwin n.d.: 19)

4. dakuna: dead coral
stone- see below

kaidobu: betel nut and coconut
without the fruit
(Baldwin n.d.: 77)

kaidobu: pearlshell worn
as an ornament
(Baldwin n.d.: 77)

kaidebu: dancing shield
(Baldwin n.d.: 77)

kaygaga: Omarakana’s
magical formula 3 to expell evil
influences of bush pig (Mal.
1965a: 100-101)

See magical formula 27:
transforms garden to seascape,
and evokes Southeast as
giburokaywo, associated with the
domain of the mulukwausi , flying
witches (Mal 1965b: 310-311).
See Mal 1922, Ch X for Kaygu’a
magical names as Giyorokaywa.

1. In magical form. 3, a
bush-pig is driven out of
the garden as if it is,
metaphorically, a canoe
(ear as sail, and tail as
steering oar)
2. Kayga’u: Magic of
the Mist: supreme
remedy for any dangers
at sea (e.g., mulukwausi)
; the third indispensable
spell for sailors men
(together with Kula
magic, and canoe magic)
(Mal 1922: 245)

gaga: bad, wrong
(Senft 1986: 222)

1. kaykapola:   
a. referring to coconut palm
shoots that grow in the middle of
the top bunch of leaves, enclosing
budding leaflets and young fruit
bunches; b. where dried, used as
magical torches in garden rite; c.
considered the “quintessence of
fertility” (Mal. 1965b: 108);
d. this same plant part in areca nut
is mwaykena, see below.
2. kapuputala: one small  garden
3. -pulu-: (cp)  garden mound
4. pulu: small mound over a yam
plant
5. -puli-: bunch
(Senft 1986: 258, 353)

1. - pola-:   to catch fish
2.  pola: catch of fish
3. polalai: crotch
4. -kapusi-: to fell, to
falll,  to launch a  canoe
5. -kapula-: to appear on
the horizon
6. pulapula: to perform
wind magic, e.g.,
epulalpula yagila: he
performs wind-magic
7. pupwapua: to float or
roll, e.g.:
Ipupwapua waga:
the canoe is rolling
(Senft 1986: 351, 353)

1. kapo also  kapwa: (cp)
for wraped bundle
2. kapwala: any wrapped
bundle
3. kapula: parcel
5. kapugula: an
unmarried girl
5. -kapugula-: to go and
sleep with a boy
6. pua: penis
7. -pupusa: fat
8. -pupwadova: slippery
9. pupwakau: white
10. poula: small coconut
or areca grove
11.  polu: foam, spray
12. -polu-: to boil, to be
jealous, to worry.
13. -po’ula-: (cp): heaps,
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plantation, grove
14.  pokala: prestation
with the intent to elicit
reciprocal. exchange
(Senft 1986: 258-59,
351- 353)

kailagim or kaylagim: short
timbers on the Bwayma yam
house (Baldwin n.d.: 82)
laga: ceremonial purchase of a
task or transfer of a garden plot; a
very important transaction (Mal.
1922: 186)

lagim: cutwater
buttresses of the prow
boards, tabuya
(Powell 1995: 74)

laga: when an item is
exchanged for objects of
wealth, vaygua;opposed
to barter, gimwali
(Mal. 1922: 186)

1. kailalai: toy canoe
2. kaila-kaila: man past
his prime (Baldwin
n.d.:82)
3. kailamwesi: “adam’s
apple’; in fishing with
hand nets, a man , or
section of men taht cuts
off the shoal from
escaping into the
mangrove swamp
(Baldwin n.d. : 82)

1. kailasi: to commit
adultery

kainavali: roots
(Senft 1986: 244)

1. kunaia : standing
rigging” of mast, varia
(Powell 1995: 75) ;
2. kaina’ila: curved
strut that supports the
mast

1. kuna: rain
2. kunaya: gaff
3. naya, or laya (see laya
below): sail
4.  -na- : (cp) assoc:
animals, stars, corpses,
anthropomorphic
carvings, spirits, female
(Senft 1986: 295, 337)
5. -ka’ini-: to get stuck
(Senft1986:

1. kaisalu: a tree lopped off of its
branchesad left for a yam to climb
on (Baldwin n.d.: 86)
2. kaisusine: sprouting, shooting
up
(Baldwin n.d.: 86)

1. kaisai: wave, surf,
swell
2. kaisai -Boyowa
choppy seas, waves
buffeting  boat from two
sides alternately

1. kaisisu: mainstay ;
e.g.: leader
2. kaisapi: wristlet worn
by chief
 (Baldwin n.d.: 86)
3. kasai: hard, strong
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3. kasailola: name of gardening
spell
 (Baldwin n.d.: 111)

3. kaisaki: to come
together, meet, e.g.:
where the prow board
meets the waves
(Baldwin n.d.: 86)

(Senft 1986: ; Baldwin
n.d.: 111)
4. kaisova: a fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 86)
5. kasawaga: dance by
three men; they receive a
lrg. portion of sagali
(Mal. 1929: 93; Baldwin
n.d.: 111)

kakavala: smallest grade of tubers
used when proper seed yams have
run out (Baldwin n.d.: 91)

1. kalibutu: drive in fish;
preliminary gift in kula
(e.g:  butu, pokala)
(Baldwin n.d.: 110)
kanakenuva: sand
(Baldwin n.d.: 103)
kapwana: crab jaw
(Baldwin n.d.: 109)

1. kapuwa: heart; samll
just forming coconut
(egg-size)
2. kapuwana: form of a
witch - mulukwausi
(Baldwin n.d.: 109)

katulilivai: support, as puting a
strong stake against a weak one
for vine support (Baldwin n.d.:
119)

katuliliva Tabuya:
supported prow board;
the prow board is
finished ; name of a kula
magical rite (Mal. 1929:
416)

katupwaila: knock skin off yam,
body (Baldwin n.d.: 122)
kaylala: flower 1. lala: to flower (Mal.

1965b:93)
2. lala’i: branch, forking
of a tree (Mal. 1965b:
92);
3. kalala fish  mullet
(Weiner 1976:

kaylepa spell : magical formula 6;
inaugural rite of cutting the scrub,
after which men work individually

Kula myth of Kudayuri
discusses the quarrels of
brothers which arise
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on own garden plots; the leywota
are first struck (three year fallow);
quarrels may arise when chosen
plots are now recognized as
inferior (Mal 1922: 102)

over cutting of plots; the
younger brother kills his
elder brother because he
made rain magic over his
plot alone (Mal 1922:
311-316).

kayluvalova: taboo stick placed
on garden during kamkokola rite
(Mal 1965a: 125)

1. luva: one’s share of
food during a distribution
2. luluvala: sound
3. -lova-: to pierce, to
throw
 (Senft 1986: 312, 314)

kayala: fish spear; see
keyala: spear, arrow
(senft 1986: 273, 282)

1. keyale: kidney
(Senft 1986: 282)
2. kaypoula: small of
back in the region ofthe
3. kidneys (Baldwin n.d.:
85)

kaymata: main garden
Mal. 1965b:86)

all terms for garden types
begins with kay-:
classificatory form for all
wooden, woody things;
ka’i : generic term for
plant life;
mata: eye, also dead,
asleep, lazy, slow to
ripen;
 mamata: to awaken (Mal
1965b:86; 89)

kaymugwa : early gardens, mixed
gardens; planted first, established
prior to main garden planting
(Mal. 1965b: 86)

mugwa: acomplished,
finished, established Mal.
1965b: 86)

kaynavari: root (Mal 1965b: 92)
kaywabu:  hornet’s nest
(see MF 2, Mal 1965a:105)

kaivakau : tipped spear,
harpoon spear
(Baldwin n.d.:89)
keigula: moor, as a
canoe by driving a stake
into driving the bottom
through the outrigger
platform
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(Baldwin n.d.:133)
kekwoboda

kemata: big new garden;
(Senft 1986:278),
or kaimata

kemolu: small canoe,
without a sail
(Senft 1986: 279)

1. kema: axe; magic
(Senft 1986: 278)
2. kemali: to take along
3.. kemapu: to respond;
to pay back; to substitute;
mapu: to barter, buy, sell,
exchange
(Senft 1986: 318)
4. mata-:eye;
5. -mata: dead
6 . matala: tip
(Senft 1986: 320);
6. molu: hunger, famine
ant. malia: plenty
(Senft 1986: 328)

kemgwa: medium-sized garden
(Senft 1986: 278)
1. kevatam  or kavatam :
yam pole  (Senft 1986: 281;
Mal. 1965a: 124-125);
see weytunu below
2. kevakeva: spongy tissue inside a
sprouting coconut (variga)
(Baldwin n.d:135); varigeriga:
variety of taro (Senft 1986: 405)

1. -keva-: to sail
(Senft 1986: 281)
2. kevala: cook fish in
smoke on a frame
( Baldwin n.d.:135)
3. keula (kewa + la):
sailing
(Baldwin n.d.: 135)
4. kewa: the canoe runs
or sets out, sails
5. kewou: one man
canoe (no budaka, see
above)
(Baldwin n.d.:136)

1. ke’uva: plenty
2. -kevala: (cp): batch
drying
3. ke’uvela: seed
4. ke’ula: to carry on
one’s shoulder (mode of
men)
5. varona: one arm length
from the shoulder to the
fingertips of an extended
arm
(Senft 1986: 280-281;
405)

keyaku: village council; garden
council
(Senft 1986: 281;
Mal 1965a:90-95)

1. -keyaku-: to chat, to
gossip, to meet;
2. keya: to fuck
3. keyala:arrow, spear;
4. keyale: kidney
(Senft 1986: 281-282)

1. kilali: pick out bad tubers from
a heap

kilababa: sides of canoe,
onto which the budaka

1. kila: to sort out, to
choose
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2. kiligili: strip off leaves from
creeper by pulling vine through
the hands
(Baldwin n.d.: 140)

planks are fixed
(Baldwin n.d.: 140)

2.. kilakila: white sea
hawk
(Baldwin n.d.: 140)

-kiuya-: to pick (senft 1986: 286) kivaya: weir basket, fish
trap (Senft 1986: 286)

1. kobwaga: run short, insufficient
seed yams to plant a given area
(Baldwin n.d.: 145)

1. -kobolu- to break out,
broken through as a fish
breaks through a net
(Baldwin n.d.: 145;
Senft 1986: 286)
2. kobolu: adze used to
hollow out a canoe
3. kobusi: to paddle
(Senft 1986: 286-287)

1.

1. koga: old feeding root on a
tuber
2. kogesi: tear off the root of a
tuber when taking it out of the
ground
3. kogudu: break back a growing
shooting root
(Baldwin n.d.: 146)
4. kogigeya: to overthrow a pile
of yams (Senft 1986: 287)

koga: stay rope from
mast forward
(Baldwin n.d.: 146)

kokeva: to keep on
sailing; to be at sea
(Senft 1986: 287)

1. kopoi: culling the first fruits
(Baldwin n.d.: 149)

see kalavau above

1. kopili  to get tangled
in a net
2. kopwikewa: to sail off
into the sea, leave on an
overseas voyage
(Baldwin n.d.: 150)
3. koupa: weight for
anchoring a canoe
(Baldwin  n.d.: 151)

1. kopi, kopwi; kopoi:
nurse, to fondle, to cradle
in one’s arms
2. kopi: break in two
from gradual strain
(Baldwin n.d.: 149; enft
1986: 290)
3.  koivaga: love magic
4. -koi-: to weed
(Senft 1986: 287)

kotati: uproot, transplant
(Baldwin n.d.: 150)

1. kota: to anchor, come
to rest, be established,
safe, at peace

1. vakota valu: peace in
the village
2. kotati: or transfer a
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2. kaikota waga: boat
anchor
3. kabekota: anchorage
4. kotakota: lying at
anchor

person
(Baldwin n.d.: 150

koumwala: cleaning up of the
rubbish after the burning of the
fields; to clear soil of weeds ,
stones, refuse
(Mal 1965a: 110; Mal.1965b:135;
Baldwin n.d.: 151)

koumwala : heaps as
waves breaking against
the prow of a boat
(Baldwin n.d.: 151)

koumwala consists of:
1. nene’i: to sweep the
ground; ( to search for;
Senft 1986: 337)
2. kabi: to pick up stones
3. tubwalasi: to collect
sticks
4. vakalota: to set on fire
(Mal 1965b: 137)

2. kousisuwa (also kaisusua) : to
take long yams out of the ground
 (at isunapulo, preliminary harvest
of taro and kuvi, long yams)
(Baldwin  n.d.: 151)

1. kounapula: come out,
up, as adiver’s head
come’s out of water
(Baldwin n.d.: 151)

kounapula: to emerge
(Senft 1986: 291)

kovelevala: bursting (new fruit or
tubers ? ) (Baldwin n.d.: 151)

kovagi: to hollow out a
trunk, to make  a canoe
(Senft 1986: 291)

1. kova: fire, firewood
2. kovaga: busy making
things , e.fg. , boats,
mats, grass-skirts
(Baldwin n.d.: 151; Senft
1986: 291)

-kubila-: (cp) large land plot
(Senft 1986: 292);
also Kwabila or kwabilia: (cp) :
large land plot (Senft 1986: 72)

1. bilabala: to move up
and down and to and fro
(Senft 1986: 194)
2. bilau: health
3. bilum: net bag
4. bileya: enemy,
opponent
5. leywota: standard
garden plot (Senft 1986:
194)

kuduwaga:  (see also kalikeda)
“course of a canoe” (Mal. 1965b:
134; Damon 1990: 205)
a. boundary belt of cut scrub
which sets off the garden site
(composed of one or two fields);
b. boundaries oppose the garden

waga:  canoe; hull,
hollowed out tree (Senft
1986: 415)
a. wa!: amazement
(Senft 1986;
b. gaga: wrong, badly
(senft 1986: 222)

1. kudu: row;
2. kudu- :teeth
3. -kudu-: to bundle
band of fibres
4. kudavatu:
things/animals that flash
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site (buyagu) to the bush, odila,
or all the land outside (kapopu)
(odila is also called yosewo)
b. it is cut at the inaug. rite;
c. it is usually divided in half by a
road; also, small inroads to the
garden are usually made;
d. the most important road is the
kalapisila o valu: the stile on the
village side
(Mal 1965b: 83-84; 134, 138)

[anagram?: GAWA;
gabwe: to burn
someone; gala wala: sth.
burning  (Senft 1986:
223; metaphors of heat ,
or stinginess on part of
Trobriands vs. Gawa’s
fame of giving see Munn
(1985) on  Fame of
Gawa]

2. kudubua:  or
kudobua: mullet fish
(kalala);  betel toothed
black or red
 (Baldwin n.d.: 154; see
Mal 1929: 252)

up in the sea at night
(Senft 1986: 292)
[/w/, /v/: waga = vaga] ;
-va- (cp): river, sea
passage, door ;
vagua: wealth ( Senft
1986:18, 400)

bua: areca nut
doba: grass skirt
women “teeth” their
dresses (grass skirt ) into
bundles; e.g.:
Also, kudutala: “one
tooth” of dress material
(Baldwin n.d.: 154)

tokulumwala: stone ridge  or walls
between two fields
(to-kulula-mwala)
(Baldwin n.d.: 308)

1. kula: interisland,
interdistrict, ceremonial
exchange of shell
valuables (Mal. 1922;
Leach and Leach 1983)
2. kulakola: to get in a
net (Senft 1986: 293)
3. kulakola: beach with
high and low water
marks (Baldwin n.d.:
156)

1. kululu: tallest (Baldwin
n.d.: 308)
2. kulavala: magical
stimulus; e.g.: to heal
someone
3. vala: axe handle

: 1. kuliga or kuriga:
elongated steering
paddle (used as rudder),
as opposed to smaller
viyoyu (see below)
(Mal 1922: 227)
2. -kuliga-: to steer a
canoe. (Senft 1986:294)
3. -kabikuliga-: to steer
a canoe, to know how to
steer a canoe
(Senft 1986: 239)

kuliyava: porpoise
(Baldwin n.d.: 159)
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4. kulasi: barracuda
(Baldwin n.d.: 156)

kainavali: roots
(Senft 1986: 244)

1. kunaia : standing
rigging” of mast, varia
(Powell 1995: 75) ;
2. kaina’ila: curved
strut that supports the
mast

1. kuna: rain
2. kunaya: gaff
3. naya, or laya (see laya
below): sail
4.  -na- : (cp) assoc:
animals, stars, corpses,
anthropomorphic
carvings, spirits, female
(Senft 1986: 295, 337)
5. -ka’ini-: to get stuck
(Senft1986:

kopo’i: to harvest the large kuvi
yam; to harvest  taytu: kava’i
(Mal 1965b: 137)

kupo: two string of fish,
eels, etc (Senft 1986:
296)

1. kopo’i : to nurse and
hug a child (Mal 1965b:
137; Weiner 1976)
2. kupi: long drum

3. kupate: to look like
(e.g., father) (Senft 1986:
296)

kuvi: large yam kalikuvi: to dive head
first into the water
(Baldwin n.d.: 95)
kutiga: float on a fish net
(Senft 1986: 297)

kuwa;rattan See magical formula
28, magic of wealth and prosperity
(Mal 1965a: )

kuwa or kuva: mourning
necklace (/w/, /v/;
(Seligman 1910; Weiner
1976; Senft 1986: 297)

kwabila: a term used for
measurement and land tenure,
never for land as a garden
(Mal1965b: 84)

kwabu: landlubber
(Baldwin n.d.: 161)

lada: (cp) small fishing
spot (Senft 1986: 73)

kailagim or kaylagim: short
timbers on the Bwayma yam
house (Baldwin n.d.: 82)
laga: ceremonial purchase of a
task or transfer of a garden plot; a

lagim: cutwater
buttresses of the prow
boards, tabuya
(Powell 1995: 74)

laga: when an item is
exchanged for objects of
wealth, vaygua;opposed
to barter, gimwali
(Mal. 1922: 186)
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very important transaction (Mal.
1922: 186)
kailuvalova or kayluvalova: the
pole laid on the sides kamkokola
and marking the sides of the
baleko (Baldwin n.d.: 83;  cf. Mal.
1965a: 125)
-lam- : to grow many leaves
(Senft 1986: 305)
lumlum: rotten leaves
(Baldwin n.d.: 189)

1. lamina : outrigger
(Mal 1922; 226;
Senft 1986:305); also:
lamila, or outrigger log,
or float; it is set and
supported to the hull,
waga (see below), so
that it will be in the
intended position when
the canoe is afloat and
loaded
(Powell 1995: 74)
2. lumanena: outrigger
(lamila or lamina)
3. lum or lumata: ocean,
sea (Baldwin n.d.: 189)
4. yalumila: baler shell
(kwaduya, when alive
with fish in it)(Baldwin
n.d.: 161)

1.-mila-: to become;
2. malia: plenty, wealth,
abundance (Senft 1986:
318, 323; ant.: molu);
3. bwalimila: south wind
(Senft 1986: 208),  see
above: bwala, bwalita;
4. Milamala: harvest
festival (Aug -Oct,
Northern. Kiriwina)
5. lilami-: to pick betel
nut (Senft 1986: 305)
6. lum: shade, protect
from sun (Baldwin n.d.:
189)
7. lumalama: moonlight
(Baldwin n.d.: 189)

laya: canoe  sail; also
naya
(Powell 1995: 75);
see below: yuwaiyoluwa,
running rigging

1. luya: coconut meat,
sopi luya: coconut juice;
bulami: coconut oil;
nuya:coconut
(Mal 1965b: 110-111)

1. leywota:
 representative plot, perfectly
cleared plot; between 4-6 plots
that are specifically, individually
named; “show plot” (Mal1965a:
126); each is given a specific name
plot, and include the terms:
a. “vaboda” for leywota on on the
right (vaboda: to go and meet,”
Senft 1986: 400);

2. leyya : wild  ginger
root, used in canoe
safety magic“magic of
the mist, kaga’u
(Malin 1922:249)
2.  tauleya: to sail in the
middle of, to paddle in
the middle of (see Mal
1965a: fig  for garden
layout and placement of

1. leya: hot anger
(Senft 1986: 307
2. vota: to chop
(Senft 1986: 414)
3. kaigau: name ofdeath
magic (perormed at a
person’s death). Leya is
charmed and the chewed
stuff (kaui) is scattered by
mouth all over the village
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b. “sigeya’i” for those on the left (
sigweye: mates! Partners!; -siga- :
referring to myth , Senft 1986:
364);
2. leywota o u’ula:
standard plot of the beginning  (a
contraction of reuta’ula)
3. baleko leywota:
 plot already cleared
(etymology of leywota unclear,
see Malinowski 1965b:139)

leywota on either side of
garden path);
3. lei: to push off, throw
out (elei vota: he throws
out the net [minimal
pairs: /w/, /v/;), to pile
up yams, to cut coconuts
into halves (Senft 1986:
18, 306)
4. wota: fishing net
(Senft 1986: 418; also
wot in Muyuw, see
Damon 1990: );

against the flying witches;
“Gugwau valu” : “He
bespits the village”
4. Sinaketa and Vakuta
season “flesh food” with
ginger (Baldwin n.d.: 48)
5. kawota: challenge;
proclaim advent of a chief
(Baldwin n.d.: 130)

ligaba: old garden site from which
main crop has been harvested
(Senft 1986:305)

1. ligogu: garden adze
(See Mal. 1922: 414)
2. ligaba-: empty
3. gabu : to burn, cook,
roasted (Senft 1986: 222)

ligataya:  small canoe
with sail
(Senft 1986:308)

1. -taya-: to put down ,
to dump
2. -tayasi-: to clear a tree
(Senft 1986: 383)

liku : (cp) compartment of a food
house
(Senft 1986: 73)
likula bwaima: payment in wealth
by husband to those who filled his
yam house before contents can be
legally used (Baldwin n.d.: 178)

1. liku: (cp)
compartments of a canoe
(Senft 1986: 73; Mal
1922:204 )
2. kalikuliku: a stick,
dead and dried, used for
pounding the canoes
when driving fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 95)

1. liku: (cp) area of
authority
(Senft 1986: 73)
2.likuliku: earthquake
(see Mal 1922: 418)

lilava: churn through,
e.g.: the fish churns
through the inside of the
enclosed place
lilavai: wrapped up and
charmed parcel, e.g.:
taken on Kula
(Baldwin n.d.: 96)
lipu: (cp) compartments
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of a creel (kauya)  (Senft
1986: 73)
1. liu: sticks used to lash
along the strakes under
the dalaba poles (see
above) that form the
basis of the outrigger
platform
(Powell 1995: 74)
2. liula: shuttle for net-
making
(Baldwin n.d.:180)

1. liliu: myth
2. lilu: sun
3. -liluva-: to appear, in
reference to origin myths
(Senft 1986: 309-310)

lolewa:
a. conical heaps of yams (Senft
1986: 311)
b.small fence around a yam heap,
around a show kuvi (Baldwin n.d.:
183)

kaylola: mooring and
lola: to moor ;
 metaphor used in vilamalia
garden magic  (Mal 1965b: 314-
315)
2. lulu: pull out plants, grass,
tuber
lulu: door entrance
(Baldwin n.d.: 188)

1. lola: anchor; journey
2. lolua-:, or -lua-: to
dive
(Senft 1986: 311-312)
3. kaylola: mooring
lola: to moor
(Mal 1965b: 314-315)
4. luluvala inia: ridge
down fish’s back from
head to tail
(Baldwin n.d.: 188)
also :
luluva: a fish; place of
ancestral origin (Baldwin
n.d.: 188)
luluvi: wet
luluvala: sound
(Senft 1986: 314)
luluala: sound of roaring
as surf, wind (Baldwin
n.d.: 188)

1. -loleva-:to roll on the
ground rocked with pain
or anguish
2. -lola-: to walk about,
to go for  walk
(Senft 1986: 311)
3. lula: darkened
landscape (Baldwin n.d.:
188)
4. vala: axe handle
(Baldwin n.d.: 366.
backside figure)
5. -lulu-: to pull out
6 . -lulua-: to start to
burn; lululu: flame
7. luluboda: string o
cowrie shells worn by a
chief only below each
knee (Senft 1986: 313)

-luba-:  (cp) parcels of taro
pudding; to wrap up
(Senft1986: 313)

1. lubo- wife’s brother;
sister’s husband
(Senft 1986: 313)

luguta: type of yam (taytu)
(Senft 1986: 313)

-luguta: being a good
sailor; being a good
fisherman
(Senft 1986: 313)

lulu: verb used for harvesting
taro; to lift, pull out, to pull axe

1. lululu:flame
2. lulua-: to start to burn
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out of wood the verb, keli, to dig
is not used (Mal 1965b: 138);

(Senft 1986: 313)

1. lupo: (cp) smaller garden
division (Senft 1986: 73)
2. lupilakum: the best and most
easily growing taytu, which grow
ahead of other weaker varieties
(Mal 1965a: 150)

1. -lupa-: to lift
(Senft 1986: 314)
2. Tokilupalupa:
“uplifter”: a deity, sister
of Topileta, gatekeeper of
Tuma, resides at Bomatu
and directs spirits on the
waty to Tuma, especially
those in difficulties, the
wicked ones (head of
elephant) (Baldwin n.d.:
306)

luva: food; one’s share of food
during a distribution
luvi-: to root up
(Senft 1986: 315)
[luva = valu as village,
environment landscape, ect .,
Senft 1986: 404]

-luluvi-: to wet, e.g.:
The wave wets their
feet:
Iluluvi kaikesi kesai.

1. kasai: wave
2. kasai: small amount
3. -kasai: hard , tough,
difficult
(Senft 1986:280, 503)
4. lu-: brother (female
speaker;  sister (male
speaker)
5. lululu: flame
-lululu-: to be in flames
6. luluwai: to remember,
to remind
7. lutu: muscles, power,
strength (ant.?:  tula:
cold; also  tulubwabwau:
deep, dark sea, Senft
1986: 393)
8.. -luva-: tied bundle,
wooden dishes
9. -luvakola-” to try to
throw or spear

luya or nuya: ripe coconut (Mal.
1965b:109)
makavasisiva: garden where no
magic was performed (Senft 1986:
317)

-makava: strange, foreign
(Senft 1986: 317)

1. masawa: large sea-
going canoe (see Mal.

masawa: play, be happy,
amuse oneself
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1922)
2. ma-sim-na: shoal of
little fish (from sem: a
fine meshed net)
3. memiola: fin (also
siyola) (Baldwin n.d.:
202, 236)

(Baldwin n.d.: 199)

1. malia: time of plenty
e.g.: milamalia: harvest
celebration, seasonal return of the
spirits at the last month of year
(August in north Kiriwina);
vilamalia magic: to secure
abundant crop
(Senft 1986: 318 ;
Baldwin n.d.: 196-197)
2. mamama: mud, weak soil
(Baldwin n.d.: 197)

1. momola: seashore
(Mal 1965b: 81)
2. mamala: low tide, ebb
tide (Baldwin n.d.: 197)
3. malamalasi: fish
4. malasi: fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 196)
5. milaveta: sea arm,
lagoon (Baldwin n.d.:
204)

1. momola: fat
2. momona: semen
3. mona: pudding made
from taro and yam
4. momova: life
(/l/, /n/; Senft 1986:18,
329)
5. -mama: weak;
-mama-: to get weak, to
fail, to be lazy (Senft 986:
319)

munumunu: plant without a
wooden (ka’i) stem ; weed,
economically useless
(Mal 1965b:  )
mwanita: centipede
2. -mwali-: to make a heap of
cooked food; to share (Senft
1986: 331)

1. mwali: armshells
2. mwaliku: heave, a net
full of fish (see liku)
(Baldwin n.d.: 219)
3. mwadogu: mangrove
4. mwasila: kula magic
canoe launching rites
(Mal 1922: 147; Mal
1965b: 285)
5. kaimomwau: rite of
lightness, to remove
heavy log (Mal 1922:
415)
6. vaibusi momwau:
expelling heaviness of
canoe by means of a
stale potatoe
(Mal. 1922: 417)

1. -mwasawa-: to have
fun,  to play
2. mwau: heavy
(Senft 11986: 332)
3. mwala: husband
4.

naita: taro leaf
(Baldwin n.d.: 224)

-nanota-: to be sucessful
in catching fish; to fail;

1. nano: mind,
intelligence
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natu: a wild fruit (Baldwin n.d.:
228)

see -kalota
2. -notetila- to swim
under water
(Senft 1986: 337)

2. -notu-: (cp) kneaded
things, dot, drop
(Senft 1986: 335)
3. nau: genital discharge
4. nautona: to be in full
health (Baldwin n.d.:
228)

nunu: (cp) corners of a garden
(Senft 1986: 73)

1. nunu-: breast
2.. -nunu-: to suckle
3.. nuya: coconut
4. nunugwa: bundles of
grassleaf fibres for skirts

mesolaki
okatala: leeward (Senft
1986: 343)
okelamila : windward,
weathered side (see
lamila,  lamina above)
(Senft 1986: 343)
okobununa: in front of a
canoe (Senft 1986: 343)
okovalava: at the beach
(Senft 1986: 343)

1. -kovali-:  to break
canoe board (Senft 1986:
291)
2. -valaguva: to go up
from the canoe to the
beach
3. -vala-: (cp) : garden
division

1. olaodila: in the bush
2. odila: uninhabited land; bush,
uncut scrub area outside of garden
plot (M1965a: 16, 29, 68, 79, 81);
synonymous with yosewo (Mal
1965a:20, 27, 39, 84,87)
3. -kalepola-: to go into the bush

-olaola- : to paddle
(Senft 1986: 433

olumata: on the coast
(Baldwin n.d.: 235)

okwala
omewaga: in the back of
a canoe, behind a canoe
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(Senft 1986: 345)
-pali- : to make a fence
(Senft 1986: 346);

panapana: upper side-
parts of a canoe board
(Senft 1986: 347)
also idiom: tegala lagim

tegalu: basket for litter
(Senft 1986: 384)

palolua: a creeper
(Baldwin n.d.: 238)

palola: a sea worm,
annelid, that appears on
the shores, demarcating
harvest season and
festival (Baldwin n.d:
238)
parai: sail made out of
plastic (Senft 1986: 347)

see kalapisila  (possible
symbolism for pitapatila)
1.  kali-patu: surround, e.g.: the
fence is joined round
2.  kali-pitu -ki: stick in; impale
(Baldwin n.d.: 96)
2. pilipali: a creeper
(Baldwin n.d.: 243)

1. pitapata, or
pitapatila:  platform
between the canoe and
outrigger  (Powell 1995:
73-74; Senft 1986: 351)
2. patila: a fleet, the
outrigger platform
3. patula: a fish
Baldwin n.d.: 239
4. pitavegila: a net
(Baldwin n.d.: 242)
2. kopituki: to stow in
the compartment
3. kopitaki: to tie on, fix
on a bundle on the
rigging
4. kopwali, kopili: burst
through as fish or pig
through nets, or theives
out of houses
(Baldwin n.d.: 149)

1. -pitapata-: to share, to
distribute
2.. -pata-: to give, to
distribute
3. -patu-: to be full
4. kwe-: testicle
5. kwepiapa: buttock
6. kwepiapa: thigh
7. kwepitapatila:
pandanus decoration,
worn at the ankle
(Senft 1986: 300-301,
347, 351)
8. kopatu:  to steal, pilfer
(Baldwin n.d.: 149)
9. sepituki biga:
ambiguous speech;  to
join, to unite (Baldwin
n.d.: 262; Senft 1986:
363)
10. pilapala: thunder
(Baldwin n.d.: 241)

pelaka’ukwa: “ rite of dog’s
excrement” to rid the gardens of
bush pig; performed throughout
the island ;stone (southern district)
or taro (northern district) ritually

Mwasila magic invokes
dogs , nose to nose as
kula valuable meet in
exchnge; dog as ‘docile’
rather than angry (Mal
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thrown into uncut bush (Mal
1965a: 117)

347-348)

1. po’ula: (cp) plantation grove
(Senft 1986: 74)
2. pulu: (cp) garden mound
polu: see Magical formulae 1, 10
(Senft 1986: 74; Mal 1965a: 278)

1. polu or pulo: to dive,
to be immersed, buried
(Mal 1965b: 278)
2. poli: fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 243)

1. polu: foam , spray
2. -polu-: to boil, to be
jealous, to worry
 3. pola: stomach
(Baldwin n.d.: 243)
(Senft 1986: 351)

-pwakova-: to weed

see basi; koi, ikoi

pwaka: parts of a canoe
board whitened with
lime (Senft 1986: 354)

1. pwa- : excrement
2. pwai- to work hard for
(Senft 1986: 355)

1. pwapwasa: soft soil
 (Senft 1986: 355)
2. pwapwaya: soil, earth
(Mal 1965b: 87)

1. pwapola: net-fishing
(Senft 1986: 355)
2. pola: to catch fish
(Senft 1986: 351)

1. - pwapwasa-: to be
alright, to be easy
2. pwasa: pus, ulcer,
rottenness
3. pwaso: navel; umbilical
cord
(Senft 1986: 355)
4. posa, pwasa: fat
5. pwawa: elephantiasis
of the esticles
(Baldwin n.d.: 244, 250)

raibwaga: coral ridge
(Senft 1986:

sagali:  ceremonial distrib. of
yams, women’s grass-skirts, etc,
in general and particular in
connection with mourning rituals
(Senft 1986: 359)

sagala: fish gill
(Baldwin n.d.: 252)

-sagaga: hard working
-sa-: nut - bunch
sagwe: mates, partners
(Senft 1986: 358)

sagola: coconut that is almost ripe
(Senft 1986: 359)

sa-: formative found in
expressions related to
cocnut, areca nut (Mal
1965b: 109)

-sakavale-: to sail s.o.;
to run with someone

-sakaula-: to run
sakasakala: small bellied
beautiful girl;
sakala: waterfall

-salili-:   to burry -salili-: to drown, to
leave early, to burry
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(Senft 1986: 359)
salutu: hairy yam (Senft 1986:
359)

salu: bad smell from the
sea (Senft 1986: 359)

-sam- : (cp)   ginger
(Senft 1986: 74)

samamila: shrinking,
healing
pwasa samamila:
shrinking ulcer (Senft
1986 : 359)

samaku:  bunch of coconuts (Mal
1965b: 110)
sapona: open spaces  between the
large, cultivable fields (kwabila)
(Mal 1965b:138)

1. sapu: to plant
2. sisapu-: to plant yams
3. -pona-: hole; [also /n/,
/l/]
4.-polu-: to boil, to
worry, to be jealous
5. polu: foam , spray
6. pola: catch of fish, to
fish (verb form)
(Senft 1986: 351, 360,
369)

1, saytula : to place garden plot
boundary sticks
( Vakuta, Isl.;  Mal 1965a : 423)
1. sai: territorial boundary, e.g.:
seivau: new garden
2. saiboda: a fence around
garden
3. saida: a wild nut
(Baldwin n.d.: 253)
4. saisuya: a tree
5. salu: small island without
vegetation
6. kwoisalu: outside skin of
coconut
7. sakapu: shoot, sprout
8. sapu: to plant tubers
(Baldwin n.d.: 255-256)
9. sayaku: a tree, the sap used to
make face paint soba
(Baldwin n.d.: 258)
10.  sekutukutu : to put too close

1. say: section of  fishing
net (Muyuw Island,
Damon 1990:  )
2. saikeula: a fish
3. saikwala: a fish
presentation of big fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 253)
4. sakala: waterfall
5. sakapu: come up for
air
6. sali: shell fish; cut
planks with an axe
7. silisalisa waga: canoe
mates
(Baldwin n.d.: 254)
8. saya: war, battle ,
fight  (Baldwin n.d.:
258; Senft 1986: 360)
9. sekela: shark
9. sekovi: overturn, as a
canoe under sail; as

1. -sai-: to join
(Senft 1986: 358)
2. sai: hitch knot, bind
saigigi: to bind tight
3. saigwau: of a woman’s
grass skirt when full
length
4. saikeula, or sekeula: a
pregnancy cloak of
banana leaf worn over the
shoulders, at birth of first
born
5. saiki: give
(Baldwin n.d.: 253;
Mal. 1929: 184)
6. saili: to put , or to put
down, as in death
7. saipwana: long grass
skirt worn at mourning
(Baldwin n.d.: 254; see
Weiner 1976)
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together, as yams in planting
(Baldwin n.d.: 260)

enemies in war
(Baldwin n.d.: 260)

8. sapila: to swell up
(Baldwin n.d.: 256; Senft
1986: 360)

sawewa: leading stick like a
kavatam for kuvi
(Baldwin n.d.: 258)

sawila: seabird
(Baldwin n.d.: 258)

sawewa: to come undone.
e.g.: grasss skirt (Baldwin
n.d.: 258)

seuyo: lagoon (cp)
(Senft 1986: 74)

senuya: grass skirt worn
by women bathing or
swimming in the sea;
“underpetticoat”
(Senft 1986: 362;
Baldwin n.d.: 261)

sepu: a net
(Baldwin n.d.: 262)
see say above

1. sepupupwakau:
whitened as a grass skirt
by the sun
2. sepwagi: widen, as a
woman sitting open
legged with her child
between her legs; e.g.: I
sepwagi gwadi [wagi -
waga?]; also sikaka: to sit
with legs spread apart
(Baldwin n.d.: 262; Senft
1986: 365)

sesuya: wild fruit
(Baldwin n.d.: 262)

1. saisuyasi: string fish
into bundles through the
mouth and gills
2. sesila: to push ahead,
as a canoe in a race
(Baldwin n.d.: 262;
Senft 1986: 263)

1. kaisaisuya: a children’s
game, where they join
hands and dance round in
a ring (se+su+ya)
2. sesa: mashed
(Baldwin n.d.: 262)
3. sesuya: circle, ring ,
round dance (Senft 1986:
362)

1. seu: dig out soil
2. seuliwali:  a tree
3. seuseu: a wild fruit, a tree
(Baldwin n.d.: 263)

1. seulawola: excelling
at paddling
2. seuya: fringing reef
(Baldwin n.d.: 263)

1. seyoli: to capture with
rope or net
(Baldwin n.d.: 263)
2. seyoyu: undyed grass
skirt (Senft 1986: 364)

1. sevaleya: garfish
2. -sevau-: to “fight”

1. -seva-: to put, collect,
leave (Senft 1986: 363)
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with a shield against
women throwing rotten
fruit at the canoe board
in the process of
launching a canoe
(Senft 1986: 363)

2. leya: hot anger (Senft
1986: 307)
3. leywota: standard
garden plot, see above

sevanaya: frame, made
of strings used to make
sail (naya, see above)
(Senft 1986: 363)

-sevatai-: to fight against
someone
(Senft 1986: 363)

sibula: rooting end of tuber
(Baldwin n.d.: 264 ;Mal. 1965a:
)

1. sibu: bottom ; e.g.:
sibula waga: bottom of a
canoe
(Baldwin n.d.: 264)
2. sibata: a coral  (Senft
1986: 364)

1. sibu: gift to assuage
the grief of a mourner
2. sibula: cold
(Baldwin n.d.: 264)

silalagwa: to walk from
the reef to the beach and
then to the village (Senft
1986: 366
valauva: to go from the
shore to the village
(Baldwin n.d.: 337)

Vala: swollen (Baldwin
n.d.: 337)

-sisapu-: to plant yams (Senft
1986: 369)

-sisakaula-: to sail; to
go by canoe, by boat, by
ship (Senft 1986: 369)

1. sisi: blossom;
2. -sisi-: bough, to cut off
part of  tree; div. of a
magical formula;
3. sisia: to stay in one
place;
4. kaula: food, crop,
yield, yam;
5. kaulo (cp) ten group
(strings of fish)
 (Senft 1986: 271,369)

siwa:
1. (cp) sea portions,
ownership divisions with
reference to fishing
rights;
2. to be absent, away; to
live elsewhere
(Senft 1986: 74)
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sobulo : (cp) growing; single
growing shoot
( Senft 1986:73, 371)

soulo: (cp) fishing spot
(Senft 1986: 74)

1. soba: decoration, face
painting done with the
red juice of crushed betel-
nuts;
2. so-: partner,
companion (Senft
1986:371);
3. bulo

-sinakwau-: to fish with
landing net;
see gumam (Senft 1986:
368)

1. nanakwa: fast, quick,
swiftly
2. -na-: (cp) animals,
stars, corpses, persons of
female sex (Senft 1986:
333-335)
3. kwau: shark (Senft
1986:299)

sopu: yam plant, soap;
 -sopu-: to plant
a. esasona: aerial root
b. esusina: young yam plant
(e- : subject prefix, Senft 1986:

sopa: joke, lie, trick,
rubbish; -sopa-: to joke,
to lie, saying something
meaning it;
sopi: water ; spring;
sperm; ejaculate;
 master’s carver’s magical
mixture of crushed betel-
nut ands water;
-sopaki-: to trick, swindle
-sisu-: to live exist
(Senft 1986: 370, 372)

-soulo-: (cp) fishing spot
(Senft 1986: 74, 373)

soulava: spondylus shell
(Senft 1986: 373)

sukusaku: moveable top
on a canoe prow
(canoes from Kitava and
Yeguma)
(Senft 1986: 373)

1. supusopu:  yam plant
2. -supusopu-: to plant yam (Senft
1986: 375)
1. -susina-: to sprout, to shoot
2. -sususina- : to grow
(Senf t 1986: 375)

-suya-: (cp) batch of fish
on  strings
--seyo-: lagoon

1. sesuya: round dance;
circle
(Senft 1986: 553)
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 3. esusina: young yam plant
(Senft 1986: 221)
4. esasona: aerial root
(Senft 1986: 220)

(Senft 1986: 375) 2. susu: southern Massim
word for milk.
(Mal.1965b: 102)
2. -suma- : to be pregnant
3. sumakenia: sweet, rich
(Senft 1986: 374)

1. -tabau-: to carve well
or  cut, as in canoe
making
2. tabilaki: to roll up in
heaps, as the waves roll
up jetsam on the beach

1. Tabalu: high ranked
matrilineage (dala) of
Malasi clan (kumila) (see
Seligman 1910: 678)
2. tabeu: to sweep away a
pool of water
3. tabili: to roll up mats
(Baldwin n.d.: 284; Senft
1986: 376)

1. taboda bagula: the garden is
flourishing, in full growth
 (darkness as lush foliage, e.g.:
tabwabogwa: very thick,
enormously fat)
(Baldwin n.d.: 285; Senft 1986:
377)
2. tabogwa: to cut , to hew
(Senft 1986: 376)
3. taboula: spoiled, stale, as fish,
yams, fruit, stored too long
(Baldwin n.d.: 285)

1. taboda: closed , to
block effected through
black magic (‘black out’
when at sea; idiom:
“taboda bwala”: “the
house is closed” )
(Baldwin n.d.: 284;
Senft 1986: 376)

1. tabwadi: black magic
to make another
unattractive, especialy in
love-making  (Baldwin
n.d.: 285)

1. tabumyou: dust, dusty haze
(Baldwin n.d.: 284)
2. ta -bwaga: unfinished, as in
cutting, clearing a garden, fence,
canoe (Baldwin n.d.: 286)

1. tabumyou: sea haze,
white smoky haze at sea;
personification of flying
witch
 (Baldwin n.d.: 284)
1. tabusi: start paddling,
to paddle out to sea
(Senft 1986: 377)
2. tabuya: canoe prow
3. tabuyo: longitudinal
suppport to prow-board,

1. tabu-: grandparents,
grandchildren, father’s
sister, father’s sister
daughter
2. -tabu-: to mark, to
taboo (Senft 1986: 377)
2. tabubula: to give
tribute
(Baldwin n.d.: 285)
3. tabusia or tabasia:
ancestors
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lagim (Mal. 1922: 147;
Baldwin n.d.: 285;
Senft 1986: 377)

(Baldwin n.d.: 284)
4. tabugwa: ancestor
(Senft 1986: 377)

1. taginapula: to grow, bud forth
2. tagudu: to cut down plants
(Baldwin n.d.: 287)
3. taitu (see tetu, taytu): kind of
yam , e.g.: kuvi, large yam
(Baldwin n.d.: 288)

1. tagina: sound of
conch shell, tauya
(Baldwin n.d.: 287;
Senft 1986: 377)
2. taigoigo: action of
cocking up, as in
sandpiper’s tail
(Baldwin n.d.:288)

1.- tagina-: tosound (e.g.,
sound of drums
2. tagini: cut or scratch
designs on banana  leaves
material for making doba
(grass skirt (Baldwin n.d.:
287; Senft 1986: 377)
3. tagirikosi: undyed
grass skirt (Senft 1986:
377)
4. taiga-tuli: deaf ear to
others, as in couple
determined to marry
despite opposition of
relatives (Baldwin n.d.:
288)

-takewa-; takuweya:, takuali: to
clear the garden (Senft 1986: 379;
Baldwin n.d.:290)

1. -takausa-: to carry on
one’s shoulder (Senft
1986: 379)
2. takubali: brought
prostrate with weight of
sth, e.g.: tree, plant,
sound (Baldwin n.d.:
290)

talapem:  not yet fully developed
coconut (Mal 1965b: 109)

1. talababau: streamer
on a canoe (Baldwin
n.d.: 290)
2.-talaguva-: to arrive
by a paddled canoe
(Senft 1986: 379)

1. talilivi: to fill in, cover over a
planted seed yam
2. talilisi: to cut down branches
(Baldwin n.d.: 291)

talia: tide, high tide
(Senft 1935b: 109)

1. tali, -taloi’i-: to bid
farewell

2. -tali-: to bail
(Senft 1986: 379;
Baldwin n.d.: 291)

1. tam-: vines not used for
practical purposes , as opposed to

1. tama: kinship category
for father, father’s
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wotunu (see below) (Mal.1965b:
89)
2. -tam-: to shoot , sprout
(Senft 1986: 380).
3.  -tam-  (cp) : sprouting
shooting yams (Senft 1986: 74,
380)
4. tamalakala: a garden for one’s
father
5. tamisiakasi: gardens for the
fathers  (Senft1986: 380)
6. tamgogula: common garden
work; communal gardening; also
lubalabisa, as cooperative village
gardening (Senft 1986: 380; Mal.
1922: 160)
7. tamula or tamla: vine
8. tamkwaluma: small vine but
large tuber (kuvi); yam support
(Baldwin n.d.: 293)

brother; father’s sister’s
son; mother’s sister’s
husband (Senft 1986:
380)
2. laka: grave
Senft 1986: 304)

tanapoula: to paddle
around a point of an
island (Senft 1986: 381)
taniku: to unknot, to
release from a trap, to
weigh anchor

taninua: sardine
(Senft 1986: 31)

1. -tapela-: to collect, to gather in
; -tapusi-: to start to gather in
2. tapopwa: taro gardens
uli or uri : taro
(Senft 1986: 381)
3. tapu: to trim vegetables
4. taputagi: to space out, as in the
uprights in a fence
(Baldwin n.d.: 295)

1. -tapela-: to cross
using a canoe
2. tapana: shallow ( sea)
(Senft 1986: 380)
3. tapwapu: to take the
measurement of, e.g.: an
outrigger or canoe
4. tapwali: to cut open,
to gut a fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 295)

1. tapopula: to show
reverence by bending
one’s body
2. tapoi: to come into the
world
2. tapu: to blunt, flatten;
3. tapupula: to bend
down (Senft 1986: 381)
4. tapwana: main part,
trunk (Baldwin n.d.: 295)
5. tapweya: to put upin
baskets (Baldwin n.d.:
295)

1. taukuwakula: yell of cleaning
teams

1. tauleya-: to sail in the
middle of

1. tau: man ; tauwau:
men
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(Baldwin n.d.: 296)
2. tauvau: a variety of taro;
(imnimical spirits who take an
animal form of snakes to hurt
people)

(Senft 1986: 383)
see leywota (standard
plots that lie along a
garden ‘s intersecting
garden road )
2. tauya: conch shell,
triton ; e.g.: blown to
signal an arrival of
canoes or  haul of fish
(Baldwin n.d.: 297)

2. taubadi: man ,
husband
3. ta’uya: to fatten
4. -ta’ui-: to breed
(Senft 1986: 382-383)
5. tauna: white meat of
an oyster

tavakaya: dry, e.g.:
washing and drying
fishnet (Baldwin n.d.:
298)
1. tasasoria: “trial sails”
of new canoes (Mal.
1922: 146-147)
2.  tasau: to cut ahead,
as in a race with paddles
(Baldwin n.d.: 296)

1.-tasau-: to take out, to
empty (Senft 1986: 382)

1. taya: to put down a burden in
order to rest (Baldwin n.d.: 299)
2. tayoyuwa: cutting down,
clearing for new garden (Baldwin
n.d.: 299)
3. tayoyuva: new harvest, to
harvest; tayoyuva or tayoyuwa:
main harvest
(Senft 1986: 383;
 Mal 1965b : 103)

1.tayadi: to slither over,
as a canoe full of fish
over the shallows
(tapana), the crew
wading and pushing
(Baldwin n.d.: 299)
2. tayumila:to return by
canoe;  paddle
backwards ; paddle
against one another
(Senft 1986: 383;
Baldwin n.d.: 299)

1. yuva: shoal (Senft
1986: )

taytuva: newly harvested  yams
eaten immediately; opposed to
taytuwala
(Mal. 1965b: 103)

1. tuva: poisonous root
from a creeper used to
kill fish; also a medicine
e.g.: for sores (syn.
mulamula; mlamla)
(Baldwin n.d.: 322;
Mal. 1965a: 435)
[homophonic:  mlamla ,
lamila? see lamila ,
outrigger below]

givitau: stunned (tuva
root poison stuns fish)
(Baldwin n.d.: 53,
backside of pg.)
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 also :  tayumila: to
return by canoe
(Senft 1986: 383)

1. taytuwala: genuine, real yam
taken from main harvest, stored in
yam house; exchange yam used
for classical urigubu
(Mal. 1965b: 103)
2. tuwala: name given to older
sibling as taro tuber (Mal
1965b:106)
-tayeni-: to dig with one’s hands
(Senft 1986: 383)

yena: fish
(fresh or cooked)
(Senft 1986: 425;Mal
1965:29)

tetu: (cp) yams; or taytu
(Senft 1986: 75; Mal 1965a, b);
exchange taytu, e.g.: intended for
sister’s husband (lubo-; mwala:
husband); grown, exclusively,  in
the main garden plots (kaimata,
kaymata; leywota)

mwali: shell (conus
millepunctatus);
armshell (Kula valuable)
(Mal 1922; Senft 1986:
330)

mwala: husband
mwasawa: large canoe
mwalo: boy, chap
(Senft 1986: 330)

tokwabilia: landlubber
(Baldwin n.d.: 309)

tokwabu: landlubber
(Baldwin n.d.: 309)
toraba, or tolaba: a part
of masawa canoe;  pairs
of curved struts, fitted
from the dolaba poles
(see above) where they
pierce the top strake to
each side of the vatotu
(see below) sticks where
they enter the outrigger
(Powell 1995: 74)

1. - tola-: to punt, to
land, to spear
(/r/, /l/)
2.  -la-: to go away from
here
(Senft 1986: 302, 388)

1. topola: fisherman
1. tupila:  (cp) fleet
(Senft 1986: 391, 394)
3. toluguta: expert
fisherman
(Baldwin n.d.: 310)

1. tupi: to push away
(Senft 1986:394);
2. -pila-: part or piece
(Senft 1986:348)
3. topili: to be
camouflaged,
unnoticeable (Baldwin
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n.d.: 311, backside)
3. lupilakum : variety of
taro
2. lupo: small garden
division
(Senft 1986: 314)

tula: dividing stakes in garden
(Baldwin n.d.: 318)

tula: cold

tum: first gathering in the period
of harvest and the following
common meal (Senft  1986: 393:
Mal 1965a )
tumila: land, site (Senft 1986:
393)

-tuna-: to hoist a sail
(Senft 1986: 394)

tum: to cover,hide
(Baldwin n.d.: 319)

1. tuvata’u: a plant with flowers
like the marigold, “reproduces
from weytunu, seed, and a seed is
a fruit”
2. uwa:  (/v/, /w/) ‘to fruit’ or
fruit; small flower; the fleshy part
of any fruit (Mal 1965b: 94, 97;
Senft 1986: 18)

tuva: poisonous root
used for fishing
(Senft 1986: 394;
Mal 1965a: )

1.-tuva-:to dress, bandage
2. -tuvaluva: fearless,
brave
3. -tuvatu-: to make a
grass skirt
(Senft 1986: 394)
4. kalikatuva: dead
pandanus leaves (Baldwin
n.d.: 95)
5. tuvi: physician, doctor
6. tuviluwi: to train, make
confident
7. tuvamedila: a poison
that dries up blood
Baldwin n.d.: 322)

tuwaga: large conical heaps of
coral stone; created when  garden
plots are prepared for cultivation);
prevalent in southern and western
districts of the main island of
Kiriwina (Mal 1965a: 121)

1. see uwaga below
2. toliwaga: canoe
owner
(Mal 1922: 117)

1. tuva (/w/, /v/) see
above
2. see waga below
3. toli-: owner (Mal
1922:

udaweda: a  taitu udawada: seabird
(Baldwin n.d.: 323)
udawada: red fish
evoked in beauty magic
(Mal 1922: )

udauwada: lie,
deceive,fool (Baldwin
n.d.: 323)

-udila-: (cp) land tract
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(Senft 1986:75, 396)

1. ula’ula: payment to Towosi in
fish at garden inaugural rite (Mal.
1965a: 94-95)
2. ula: foulness;
i’ula: sterile
antonym: simasimala: fertility of
soil, and condition of  smoothness
(Mal 1965b: 135)

u’la: foundation or basis
of canoe; e.g.: when the
outrigger is on the left
hand side, and the body
(waga) on the right, the
fore of canoe is called its
head (dabwana) and the
aft is called u’ula
(Mal 1922: 216)

1. ula: my
2. -ula: adopted
3. -ulatila-: to be a male
bachelor; to have sex.
intercourse (young girls,
boys)
 4. -udila-: land tract
5. -ulaula- : to smell
badly
6. u’ula: cause, source,
root, origin, basis, ‘that is
why’
(Senft 1086: 396, 399)
7. u’ula: first part of a
spell (Mal 1922:433)

-ulaola-: to paddle
(Senft 1986:397)

uli: taro (Senft 1986:397)
uliwada: var. of taro (Baldwin
n.d.: 324)
umwatala: one bundle of taro with
their tops on (Baldwin n.d.: 326)
urigowa: type of taro; an alligator
(Baldwin n.d.: 327)

ulisalala: a fish uliweli: marital
disaggreement (Baldwin
n.d.: 324)

ulilaguva: post, stake ; stone as
basis of big food house (Senft
1986: 397)
1. ulumdala: when a generous
harvest results, these yams are left
behind to be gleaned,
surreptitiously put inside one’s
yam house; also known as
kalava’u or taytuva’u (new yam
food)
(Mal 1965b: 103-104)

lumata: beach
(Senft 1986: 314)

1. uluma: betel plantation
2. lumaluma: moonlight
3.lumkola: sense of well-
being
4. lumlum: leaves
5. dala: lineage (Senft
1986:212, 314, 396)

usigola: full ceremonial dancing
period associated with the harvest

usegelu: canoe crew
(Mal 1922:254-256)

1. usi: banana
2. -usiwosi-: to sing Senft
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festival,  Milamala (Mal 1922: 57) 1986: 397)
3. usigola!: a real banana!
(Baldwin n.d.: 327)

-uva- : to grow;
(/v/, /w/: see uwa below )
(Senft 1986:399)

uvalaku: full ceremonial,
competitive Kula
expedition; no vaygua
are carried; all district
canoes would sail, and
canoes would be fully
manned (obligatory).
Barring the death of
impt. personage or
scarcity, uvalaku
occurred every 2-3 yrs.
(Mal 1922: 208-209).
2. uvalaku: regatta, race;
trying out of new canoes
(Baldwin n.d.:328)
3. uvi, uvisa: measure in
fathoms, e.g.: canoe
(Baldwin n.d.: 329)

1. uva: (cp) span
measure, the span of two
extended arms, from tip
to tip (Senft 1986: 75)
2.. tuva; poison from
cultiv. root of a creeper,
wotunu;  used to fish in
coral outcrops (Mal.
1965a:  )
4. -uvayala-: to walk to
the shore, or along the
beach (Senft 1986:399)
5. uva: fathom
6. uvaku: pimples on face
(Baldwin n.d.: 328)

uwa: to fruit; refers to fruit,
fleshy fruit (Mal 1965b: 94)

uwaga: payment for use
of fishing canoe (part of
yield of fish) compare
with toguna (payment
for use of a sea-going
canoe) (Mal 1922: 119)

vakalota: to kindle a fire,
to set the heaps on fire ;
also “supi” (Mal 1965b: 136);
supusopu: to plant yams
(Senft 1986: 375)

1. vakala: belt of
spondylus shells
2. -kalota-: to catch fish;
to be successful; ant. :
nanota  (Senft 1986:
251, 337, 401)

1. -vakala-: to dry, to put
in sun to dry
2.  vakalova: adopted
child
3. -vakalova-: to adopt ;
to wean
4. sopi: water, sperm,
ejaculate (Senft 1986:
372, 401)

vakasulu: ceremonial
“cooking” of canoe
followed by two others
to expel evil influences
and to give canoe speed

1.- vakasulu-: to treat
wounds with warm water
(Senft 1986: 401)
vakasusulu: to sizzle fat
2. -vakasu-: to fill a
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(Mal 1922: 140) cup
3. -sulu-:to cook
3. kasau-: to fill in;
to give birth
4. kasauvaga: dance
performed at Milamala by
3 men symbolizing the life
of a eel [vaga =waga?]
(Senft 1986: 262; 374)
5. sulumyeyuva: love-
magic
6. -sula-: to seduce
(Senft 1986: 74)

kakata: right side of garden
e.g.: “kalibudaka o kakata”:
right garden side
(Mal. 1965a: 91-92)

vakatala: steer to the
right
(Baldwin n.d.: 353)

-vakota-: to anchor a
canoe (Senft 1986: 403)

1. vakota: peace, order
2. -kota-: to arrive
(Senft 1986: 403; 290)

-vala-: (cp) small garden
division: Senft 1986: 75)
vaua: to plant, to set (Senft 1986:
407)

1. vala, vaya: (cp)
rivers, creeks, sea
passages
(Senft 1986: 75)
2.-valaguva: to go from
the canoe to the beach,
from beach to village
(Senft 1986: 403)

1. vala: axe handle
(Baldwin n.d.: 333; Senft
1986: 403)
2. -vala- : to kick withthe
soles of one’ foot (Senft
1986: 403)
3. -vauwai-: to kill with
an axe or a spear (Senft
1986: 407)

-vali-: to plant taro
vali: to plant (Mal 1965b: 112)

1. -vali-: to paddle
(Senft 1986: 403)
2.-valigai-: to take
something out of a
canoe (Senft 1986: 403)

1. -vali-: to worry (Senft
1986: 403)

vania: canoe mast; also
varia, see below
(Senft 1986: 404)

1. vana: decoration;
2. -vanau:  tall, long
(Senft 1986: 403-405)

variga: 1.sprout of the areca nut;
2. sprout which grows from one
of the ‘eyes’ of a ripe coconut
(kwoymata-na:  sprouting end of
coconut, and kwoysibu-na: the

varia: canoe mast
(Powell 1996: 73-75;
Baldwin n.d.: 340)
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other side of the shell); 3. term for
spongy tissue that forms as a ripe
coconut sprouts and inside fluid
dries  (Mal.1965b:109)
vataga: oblong basket used to
carry magical ingredients ( Mal
965a: 1051
vatila: round yam vatila: wooden

construction to transport
something (e.g., clay
pots) with canoes (Senft
1986: 406)

1. -vati-: to set up,
unload, chop
(Senft 1986: 407).

vatuvi spell:
magical formula 2; the most
important ceremonial rite
(Mal 1965a: 96)
Also: magical word so as to
become like a vatu; feed it so that
it becomes very big , secure, safe
(Baldwin n.d.: 342)

1. vatotu: “stand up “
sticks fitted to the
masawa outrigger log at
the proper depth below
the eight dolaba poles
(see above; Powell
1995: 74)
2. also called vatotuwa;
“sticks that joins
outrigger to the
platform”
 ( Mal 1922: 256)
3. -vitusi-: to see sth.
clearly, to see one’s way
clearly (Senft 1986:414;
canoe magic directed
toward clear passage,
see Mal 1922: ch. V)
4. vatutua, or vatotua:
spike driven into a
outrigger (lamila) to
hold it in place and
support the platform
(pitapatila, see below)

1. vatu: stone, coral
boulder
2. -vatu-: to tie grass
skirts properly
3. -vatubwa-: to rear a
child
5. vatunu: rope, line
6.. totuana: fish bone
7. totuane-: bone
8. totula: bone
9. va: into
10. tuva: see above
(Senft 1986: 390,  400,
406-407)
11. vau: blacken
12. vatu: to set a design
in a doba
13. vatula: to cool, chill
14. vatula bam: chilling
of the uterus:
(Baldwin n.d.: 342;
Mal. 1929: 193)
15. vatula bulami:
ceremony to start a war
(Baldwin n.d.: 342;
Mal. 1929: 414)

-vaula: planting without dayma
(digging stick)
-vaula-: to  plant, to set
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(Senft 1986: 406)

vayla’u: to steal vegetable food
(Mla 1965: 125); also kwapatu: to
steal

pitapata (see above) patu: to close, to take
(Mal 1965b: 125)

: vava, or vawoi:
exchange of vegetables
for fish
(Senft 1986: 407;
Baldwin n.d.: 342)

1. vavatu: cave

Baldwin n.d.: 342))

1. vaya: coastline, river,
current, spearhead
(Senft 1986: 407)
2. vayaula: to turn
canoe around, “about
ship”
(Baldwin n.d.: 343)

vayaula: nose to nose,
rub noses, to stand up
against (Baldwin n.d.:
343)
-vayaula-: mother kissses
her child (Senft 1986:
407)

vayoulo: acacia leaves, found
along the seashore and  recited
over in the grand inaugural rite,
“vatuvi” magical gardening rite
(magical formula 2,
 Mal 1965a: 113)

1. vayola: final lashing
and magic of the
masawa canoe (Powell
1995: 75); kaibasi
(caulking) follows (see
above)
2.vayola: public display
of new kula canoe
(Powell 1995: 70)3.

1. vayola: shield .a tree
(acacia wood was used to
make traditional
warshields (Mal 1965a:
Baldwin n.d.: 343)
2. -vayoula-: to tie
3 . veyola: maternal
kinsmen  (Senft 1986:
407-408)

1. veva: the rope hat
controls the set of the
sail (Baldwin n.d.: 345)
2. -veya-: to float , drift,
bring sth. to s.o. (Senft
1986: 409)

vevaya: newborn
veyo: one’s clansmen
veya: parents
(Senft 1986: 409)

vigoda: shell fish
(generic term ) (Baldwin
n.d.: 346; Senft 1986:
410)

1. vilamalia magic: magical
formula of preservation, to keep
the food secure against rapid
consumption (Mal. 1965a:
;Baldwin n.d.: 347)

vivivila: sparkle, like
waves in the sun
as idiom: “Kalasia i
vivivila o-bwalita”
(Baldwin n.d.: 353)

1. -vila- : to share;
2. vivila: referring to
woman, girl
(Senft 1986: 411;
Baldwin n.d.: 348)
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2. vilaga: var. of taro (Senft 1986:
410)

waga : sea-going canoe
Mal. 1965b: 81; see Mal.
1922;  Powell 1995);
e.g., masawa : large
Kula canoe;. karaitau,
or kalaitau: kula partner
(Baldwin n.d: 110)
2. wagayela: cleft of tail
fin (Baldwin n.d.: 354)
.

1. tawaga: large spear
(Baldwin n.d.: 298)
1. kakuluwaiwaga: a tree
(Baldwin n.d.: 92)
2. waiwai: baloma spirit
3. karaiwaga: command,
authority, to induce
(Baldwin n.d.: 109)
4. kasawaga or
kasauvaga: complicated 3
man figure dance, e.g.:
eel dance (Mal. 1929:
293; Senft 1986: 261)
5. togwawaga: women
offering themselves
(Baldwin n.d.: 305)
6. kaidawaga: women’s
trimming board;
(kwaidawaga: thigh)
(Baldwin n.d.: 162)

wasi: ceremonial
exchange of yam and
taro (inland village
partner) for fish (coastal
village partner)
(Mal 1922: 187)

1. wasi-: obligation
2. -sisi-: to blossom
3. sisibogwa: coconut
mat
4. -sisiki-: to live
(Senft 1986: 369, 417)
5. Lukwasisiga clan
(kalaga : totem bird is
large red parrot ; also
food for journey
(Baldwin n.d.: 92)

wali: a creeper
(Baldwin n.d.: 357)

1. wali: paddle
2. wailulu:  fishing term
; canoes at the vakota
end of the two lines of
canoes, which fan out
when a shoal of fish is
sighted (vakota: position
where 2 lines divide) ;

1. pokala: prestation to
elicit reciprocal exchange
2. vakota: peace, order
3. -vakota-: to anchor
(Senft 1986: 403)
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ilamaula: canoes at the
wings;
pokalala:  canoes in the
center
(Baldwin n.d.: 355)

-wela-: string of fish;
batch of fish

wawota: sprouting of new taytu,
to break through; see magical
formula 40
(Mal 1965b: 334)

1. wota: fishing net
2. wotaye: one type of
exchange of fish for food
(Mall 1965b: 335)

1. nawota: spleen
(Baldwin n.d.: 228)
3. vawota: to go first
(Baldwin n.d.: 343)

1. weytunu: seed, see uwa, above;
also  basi: seed, pierce;  ke’uvela:
seed
2. kevatam: yam pole
(Senft 1986: 281)

-keva- : to sail
(Senft 1986: 281)

1. ke’ula: to carry on
one’s shoulder; also
ketakeva
2. -ketau-: to copulate
2. ke’uva: plenty
3. kuvi: large yam
Senft 1986: 280-281)

wokunu: four corners of the
garden;
Also nunula; breast, nipple
(Mal 1965b: 140);
kaynutatala: term desgnating
three corners of garden  having
kamkokola (see above)

-kului-: to drift off

(/l/, /n/)

1. kunuba: basket full of
seed yams
2. kunu- : hair
3. kuna: rain
4. vokulu: corner  (/w/,
/v/)
5. kuluta: first born child
6. -kuluvaliu-: bald
(Senft 1986: 295-296)

wotunu: vines (Senft 1986: 418);
creeper as a plant with matala (
tendrils)  which
I-kwari (catch hold), itavine,
(twine around) and imwoyne,
(climb up) a tree or artificial
support; wotunu is opposed to
vines (of taytu and kuvi) not used
for practical purposes termed
“tam-”
(Mal 1965b: 89-90)

1.  wota: fishing net
(Senft 1986: 418)
2. wayugo: name of
creeper; used in
ceremonial canoe
lashing; in the rite , the
magician has “fits of
trembling” and is given
baked fish, after which
his shaking stops.
This trembling shows his
magic is good. It is

1  leywota, see above
2.  unuunu: body hair
3. -una -: to load
4.  unasu: small yam
(Senft 1986:397);
5. -waia-: to slap, strike
6. -you-: to fly
(Senft 1986: 417, 428)
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likened to the movement
of bisila (pandanus
streamer), a symbol of
speed  (Mal 1922:137,
434)
wayugo: a creeper used
for lashing canoes
( Mal 1965b 89; 1922:
136-139);

yagavana: leaves of any trees or
creepers
(Mal 1965b: 93)

1. ya: (cp) for leaves,
fibres
2.

yapu: ‘to round off’
 (Mal 1965b:, 98,338)

puya: first stage of
mourning ritual (Senft
1986: 354)

yelu: sea, ocean, current
(Senft 1986: 424)

-yelu-: to remember
(Senft 1986: 424)

ye’una: insect producing black,
grey spots on coconut leaves, or
‘the decay on leaves;’magical
formula 41
(Mal 1965b: 337)

yena: fish
(Senft 1986: 425);
also ilia
(term used for fresh or
cooked)
(Mal 1965b:90)

1. -yeni-: a handful of
(cp)
(Senft 1986: 75)
2. yona: salt-water, salt
3. yeyona: to remember,
to keep in mind
4. yeyuna: tail fin
(Senft 1986: 425, 427)

 yosewo: uncut bush outside
garden-site chosen for cultivation;
metaphorical useless, lifeless; at
death, the corpse is “yosewo”
(Mal 1965b: 83-84)
yowota: well-trimmed part of
garden;  to make a clear garden,
in opposition to the kaygaga or
yosewo ( uncut bush);
“I yowota lapou-la bagula”: they
cut through inside of the garden-
site.”
Unclear etymology (see Mal.
1965b: 139; Also see leywota,
kayowota

1. yo-: to make to cause
2. wotu ( utu): to cut; to
slice off branches of
wood
3. wota: fishing net
(Mal 1965b: 139)
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yuva: (cp)  shoal (Senft
1986: 429)

1.  yoyu: coconut leaves
(Mal 1922: 105)
2. yoyu: palm branch; mat made
out of palm branch
(Senft 1986: 429)
3. nuya: coconut
4. bwaibwai: green coconut
(Senft 1986: 465)

yuwaiyoluwa:
running rigging of the
sail, laya or naya
of the masawa canoe
(Powell 1995: 75)

1. -youdali-: to cut
timber, hew down; to
pick leaves for health
magic and perform the
magical rite
2. -you-: to fly
1. yuvayoula: rope
2. -yuvayola-: to spin,
e.g.: spider spins a web
3. -kaiyuvai- ( -yuvai-):
layer  (/w/, /v/  )
4. luva: food ( one’s
share during a
distribution
5. -luvalova-: to throw,
to fight
( Senft 1986: 18, 245,
428, 430)

May -
October

South-east
Trade
Wind

Stage I: Summary
Dry Season; six month period;
includes harvest time and Milamala in
Kiriwina.
1. MF 1- MF 6: Inauguration of  the
gardens and of the cutting of the
scrub; imparting fertility to soil.
2. MF 7- MF 9: Inauguration of
clearing, early planting, and making
garden divisions.
3. MF 10 - MF 12: Building of the
magical wall (Kamkokola and
Karivisi) (Mal 1965a: Ch. 3).

Stage I: Summary
Preparation for canoe building;
includes Milamala in Kitava (June),
in southern and western Kiriwina
(July), and in Vakuta (September).
A. Component parts of canoe are
cut (tree is cut, hollowed out,
planks, boards, poles and sticks are
made, prow carved); magical spells
prepare the waga (hull):
1. Vabusi Tokway Spell
2. Kaymomwa’u Spell
3. Kapitunena
4.  Ligogu
5. Kapitunela nanola waga
Carried out in leisurely manner, by
toliwaga (owner) and a few
relatives (helpers). Completed over
a two- six month time period.
(Mal 1965a: Fig.3;1922: 124-125)
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May /
Yakoki
moon

June /
Kulu-
wasasa

Southeast
trade
winds

Stage I: Dry season
1. kayaku : garden council; plot
assignments
 (harvest continues from previous
cycle) Filling yam houses; vilamalia
magic)

2. Wasi  with Kavataria Village
(interisland kula type exchange of
fish-yam); tuva poison used in fishing;
speed is essential in carrying back the
fish;  towosi prepares MF 1’s
substances (from shore, rayboag, bush
by towosi) for MF1;
4. Ula’ula: offering, payment of fish
 to towosi
5. households enjoy meal from
distributed fish (Mal 1965a: 93-95) .
The type of fish is undisclosed; certain
fish are tabooed to garden towosi, as
they are to men who kula, and women
who give birth (Mal 1922: 337-339;
1965a: 5; 1929); certain fish evoke
beauty (e.g., red colored; Mal 1922:
339).

Stage I:
a. Decision made for uvalaku,
district wide competitive Kula
(compared to “Kula wala,” or  “just
Kula”).  Toli-uvalaku (master of the
uvalaku) puts on festivity for
community, crew members; pigs are
killed, sagali held, and full
ceremonial preparation of canoes
initiated (Mal 1922: 209-211).
b. Decision made to build, or re-lash
canoes (Mal 1922:126).
c. June-August: canoe building
season;  canoe magic performed
only on new canoe; all spells
performed by builder not the owner,
except the first one Vabusi tokway.
 (by owner or builder). Preparations
for canoe building occur after
harvest and vilamalia magic
(imparts durability and permanence
to new yam food, kalava’u)

Moon:
July/ kulu-
wasasa

MF 1: Inauguration of gardening in
general; oblation to ancestresses of
garden magic, Kaylu’ebila; a towosi
places some small pieces of fish on
the hearth inside his hut; he assumes
sitting position of sipuyatayle (only
adopted by women); taro evoked to
be prolific; leria (pests) are exorcised
and sea passages are “opened” as
means of expulsion (Mal 1965b: 253).
MF 2: Vatuvi spell : “To make rise”
a. Most  important magical rite,
inferring fertility to soil; includes
charming of the axe blades.
b. First cutting or “striking of the
soil,” transferring energies to the
“belly of the garden” (leavens, rises,

1. Vabusi Tokway:  Inaugurates
felling of tree (done by builder and
helpers) offering and spell to expell
wood sprite from the tree. Tree
selected is felled with axe, and
trimmed to appropriate length (no
magic), and pulled to beach or
village (Mal 1922:129).
2. Along the road, all villagers
helping to pull log. Pulling of log is
aided by “double rite of lightnesss” :
Kaymomwa’u and Kaygagabile:
To invoke lightness, thus
productiveness of canoe and
voyage (e.g.: Kaymomwa’u spell:
imparts lightness and removal of
heaviness by beating log with
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reclines, swells, grows in size) and to
exorcize garden pests (sweep away,
blow, drive off, send off, chase away).
c. Towosi and garden are symbolically
pregnant; he observes food taboos,
including substances used in rite.
d. Substances (from coral ridge) to
influence taytu growth (white,
healthy):
a.  yoyu, coconut leaves (dark green,
for strength, health); b. areca nut
(same association); c. ubwara : wild
plant; white, beautiful, long tubers; d.
kaybwibwi: white, fragrant pandanus
petals;e. kubila: white, fragrant plant;
f. sasoka tree: big, round fruit;
g. wakaya: largest banana variety,
huge trunk, swells out near ground.
h.youla’ula: creeper with white; i.:
flowers; igipikwanada, and
yokunukwanada:: creepers with
luxurious foliage.

bunches of banana leaves
(Mal 1922:129).

MF 3: spell of the “bad sapling; ”
(kaygaga); recited at the place where
main stile (kalapisila) will be erected.
(where the village road meets the
main garden plots. This stile is site of
much garden ritual. Bush-pigs are
exorcised as metaphorical canoe
(Mal 1965b: 266).

MF 4,5,6: impart fertility to soil; on
main standard plots (leywota) and
then each plot in turn:

Workers paid for heavy work with
puwaya  pig flesh, yams, coconut
juice (Mal 1922: 129).
2. Working out of the outside of
canoe (no magic)
3.  Scooping out of the inside of
canoe is inaugurated by:
Ligogu Spell: over special adze
with moveable handle (kavilali) to
scoop out canoe; canoe is likened to
the flying witch.
4. Other parts of canoe readied by
builder and helpers (no magic)

MF 4: spell of the “good sapling”,
(kayowota); garden is evoked to
“rise”
MF  5: continues MF 4; affirms
fertility of garden, rubbing soil with
weeds (Mal 1965b: 269).
MF 6: towosi commands fertility of

5. Kapitunena Duku: concluding
rite in the ceremonial inauguration
of the work over the canoe;  to
instill speed in log; metaphor of
dolphin as prow board skimming the
waves;  uses medicated adze blade
wrapped with banana leaves (idea of
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soil (‘burgeon with child”); he
“strikes”soil; each gardener takes his
medicated axe blade and cuts sapling
from his own garden plot
(Mal 1965b: 270)

lightness) (Mal 1922: 130-131).

Cutting of the scub, first on leywota
and Chief’s baleko (all men,
communal labor) and then ordinary
baleko by owner and relatives.
Scub left to dry.
(Milamala follows: complete lapse of
work for until next native moon.

End of
Milamala;
beginning
of Yakosi

Gibuviyaka : second inaugural
1. Vatuvi MF 2 (day 1): to exorcise
blight, pests ; use of coconut leaf
torches
2. vakavayla’u: wholesale burning of
fields
3.: gibuviyaka (day 2),  big burning at
leywota
4. MF 7 (day 3): Pelaka’ukwa; rite of
exorcism ; nearly identical with MF 3
(bush pig as “canoe”) except “dog”
and dog’s excrement is evoked as the
planted taro (magical protection);
ritual taro is planted at the village stile
site;  the pig is totem of Malasi and
the dog is a totem of the Lukuba
(culture heroe, Tudava, originator of
gardening, is Lukuba; Lukuba was the
leading clan of Vakuta (canoe
makers), only to be surrendered to
Malasi  who migrated to Vakuta
(Malinowski 1965b: 272; Mal 1922:
313, 321).

Before a canoe can be painted and
launched, 3  rites of exorcism are
performed :
1. Vakasula rite: ”cooking” of  hull
for speed, and cleanse via smoke;
speed is essential in wasi (inland
‘kula’) movement of fish to village
(see above).
2. Vaguri rite: to exorcise evil
witchery (bulubwalata)
3. Kaytapena waga: use of
medicated coconut torch; to
fumigate inside for speed and
cleansing (Mal 1965a:140).
4. The people of Gabu (gabu: to
burn, Senft 1986: 291), are the
focus of a famous song and dance
(Gumagabu); they are assoc. with
Kula mythology as a land dangerous
to the Trobriand kula men
(Mal 1922: 292).
5. a dog figures in the Kula myth,
Kudayuri (Mal 1922: 311).
Bwarodina (bush pig) are opposed
to domesticated (bunukwa; buna:
white cowrie shell, used to decorate
kula canoes(Senft 1986: 204). A
tabooed stone of  kula fame is
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(charming of the torches, second
ceremonial burning and MF 7,8,9 by
magician and acolytes; includes a
general taboo on garden work;
inaugurates the Koumwala, clearing
of the garden, see below)

“mother of all the pigs,”
Taryadabwoyro, located near
Bunama (domesticated pig:
bunukwa; buneyova: canoe shed
Senft 1986: 205; Mal 1922: 325).

MF 8: (day 4): Kalimamata; to
promote  growth; planting a kwanada
yam
MF 9: Bisikola: second taro planted;
building miniature spirit house ; to
make taro grow

End of
Milamala;
Bginning
of Yakosi

Day 5:  Community engagement:
garden work lifted and community
families begin clearing (koumwala),
erecting boundary poles (tula) and
squares (gubwatala),  early planting
(sopu), erecting fences (kali)  and
stiles (kalpisila or pisila)
(Mal 1965a: 114-115; 120-123).
   Where the village road strikes the
the garden, a stile is made in the
fence. This is the kalapisila o valu,
positioned at the garden road,
between, where the 4-6 leywota
(standard plots ) are always placed
(Mal 1965a:89-90)
(leywota as wota: net; net fishing is
said to take at least 6 men to be
efficient (e.g., Muyuw, Damon :
1990:79)
Possible Kula symbolism:  4 corners
to a standard plot; those leywota to
the right side of garden road have
corners (nunula) labeled
counterclockwise (mwali, arm-shells),
and those to the left are labeled
clockwise (soulava, necklaces) (Mal
1929:81; 1965a:100).
Leywota are usually alloted to men of
rank or renown gardeners. Like a new
masawa canoe, these plots receive

Stage II: Second Stage of Canoe
Building: Peformed at sea front of a
lagoon village, or on a beach of one
of the eastern villages . Owner of
canoe conducts kula beauty magic,
fixing of canoe parts (e.g.,prow
boards, gunwale planks, ribs) via
lashing rite, cleansing of canoe,
painting canoe black (primary color)
red, white; staining of red mouth on
bow, stern; launching and feasting
workers.
1. Communal work from 3-5 days;
whole community is energetically
engaged in creating the canoe
1. Katulivia tabuyo rite: Performed
over ornamental prow boards;
Planks, prow boards pieced and
trimmed.
2. Vakakaya rite: hull is ritually
washed in the sea to make canoe
fast and pollution free; (kula magic)
(Mal 1922:135)
3. Wayugo rite: Most important of
the magical performances in the
second stage; lashing together of
canoe parts with a creeper called
wayugo; canoe owner charms the
creepers via a wayugo spell,
imparting speed. Canoe oarts are
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careful magical, ritual handling. They
should be first in the completion of
gardening stages.
    On a kula voyage, men must only
enter the canoe at the front side of the
platform (vitovaria), facing the mast
(varia). Perhaps the kalapisila o valu,
stile at the central road which divides
the garden field, is symbolically, the
canoe platform. Canoe goers must
“scale the platform...and descend
front or back into the body of the
canoe (Malinowski 1922: 230). The
village stile would be the symbolic
tabooed zone of entry (see fig. 4,
alignment of stile to garden field
diagram, Mal 1965a: 89).

identified and , such that ashing
maintains cohesion of the various
parts of the canoe (e.g., keel, canoe
bottom, prow, ribs, prowboard,
transverse board, canoe side); rite
includes ritual eating of baked fish
(Mal 1922:137-139).
3. Gunwale planks and internal ribs
positioned and lashed
(Mal 1922: 136, 139).
4. outrigger and hull are fitted,
lashed, and platform built
5. Kaybasi (caulking) magic: to
make canoe safe, charmed by
builder or toliwaga; community
helps caulk holes, interstices
6. on one day, the sail is made in
triangular shape; old sail is placed
on the ground and used as a pattern
(Mal 1922:126, 140, plate 28)
6. series of exorcisms by canoe
owner--see above
7. Magic for painting canoe:
Kayoulo: black paint
Malakwa: red paint
Pwaka: white paint

End of
Yakosi, or
beginning
of Yavatu-
kulu
(Sept-Oct)

Kayluvalova inserted; taboo on all
garden plots (baleko).

Change of
season
from SE
trade wind
to calms
(Oct-
Nov);

Prep.made
in oversea

Preparatory to Kamkokola ceremony:
Collection of herbs and charming of
axe blades, using  MF 2.
Erection of Kamkokola: MF 10,11
a. Ceremony of the kamkokola is
considered by Malinowski (1965a:
130-31) as the “most mysterious and
ill-defined acts of gardening.”
b. Magical intent is to strengthen the
growth of the taytu vines; it finishes

Preparation for canoe sailing (3-7
days before sailing): magic to
ensure kula success (thus men’s
fame) and lasting food supplies;
Kula is postponed until all garden
plots are readied (kamkokola and
fences, planting Malinowski 1965a:
53).
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trading
com-
munities

Deep sea:
Shark
fishing
(Oct-Nov)

Fishing in
open seas
(calms,
Oct-Nov.;
March -
April);

Lagoon:
Mullet
fishing
(Oct-Ap.);
Pearl
fishing
(Nov-Ap.)

.

off the surface garden work -
artistically completes the garden tula
boundary system.
MF 10: bringing in lapu poles and
building the structure by gardener
men; whole community gathers;
intended to ‘anchor the garden’ soil;
each part of the garden is named;
magical potent is thunder lightening
(thunder=noise=fame in kula).
MF 11:  Strikes the Kamkokola pole
with charmed axe blades (used vatuvi
spell), evokes strength to kamkokola;
performed on every plot, and by
magician on leywota.

MF 12: vakalova; exorcism of blight
and pests (garden corners “boil”) to
strengthen the growth of taytu; this
ends kamkokola ceremony.
(Mal 1965a: 131).

Inaugurated by Yawarapu rite;
(placing of the mats on the platform
and the frames in the body)
“Boiling” is a metaphor used in
spells cast before the canoe
departure.
a. Yawarapu rite over coco-palm
leaves to ensure success in the kula
b. Kayikuna sulumwoya: A man’s
Kula objects (e.g., mint plant, lime
spatual, comb, mat, blanket, magical
bundle, presentation goods) are
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enumerated and said to “boil;” his
head parts  larynx and ‘speaking
organs’ are enumerated and each, in
turn, “boils ; lilava kaymwaloyo
spell in Beauty magic(Mal 1922:
200). Sulumwoya (aromatic mint
used in love magic) and coconut oil
are boiled, their persuasive
properties imparted to the canoe
owner, his goods (lilava bundle); it
will change the partner’s mind in his
favor.
c. Gebobo rite (also called kipwo’i
sikwau):  made over 4 coconuts by
friend or affine of the toliwaga to
make the food last, and the desire
for a good kula.

Through
the moons
of Yavatu-
kulu and
Toliyavata

Erection of remaining 3 kamkokola
and karivisi ( the magical wall) by

Metaphor of fecund garden / garden
magician is likened to first pregnancy
rites;  ritual washing of canoe and
mwasila (kula) beauty magic, and
ceremonial beauty magic, and first
pregnancy rites (at fifth month) are
said to be similar (Malinowski 1929)

The pregnancy rite takes place at the
fifth month, wherein the woman is
carried to sea to be ritually bathed,
and then sequestered from sorcerizing
attempts (most potent held by Chief
and guyau, and practiced by aspiring
sorcerers -matrikin). Garden growth
magic occurs at fifth month (since
Milamala); a “baby boon” is said to
take place nine months post
Milamala, coinciding with basi,
thinning out of imperfect tubers
(metaphorical children) and new
year’s harvest (see Bellamy 1926;
Black 1957).

In preparation for overseas sailing,
various magical inaugural rites
performed by the toliwaga to ensure
“unanchored state” of speed,
fluidity, and reliability:
a. Kadumiyala: ritual rubbing or
cleansing of canoe with charmed
leaves
b. Bisila magic: pandanus streamers
tied to mast and rigging
c.  Vabusi momwa’u: expelling the
heaviness via stale potato
d.  Bisiboda patile: rite of evil
magic to make other canoes slow
and thus achieve relative speed.

Canoe is likened to a female, even
the flying witch (Montague 1976;
Brindley 1984; Tambiah 1985b,
Malinowski 1929).
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Yavatam -
Kuluwota.

Dec-Mar.:
north-
westerly
monsoon
season

Stage II: The Magic of Growth,
directed to taytu under the soil, and
evidenced above in foliage.
Preventative care /aesthetics: weeding
and cleaning rites

Northeast Kiriwinian season for
interisland kula; bad weather keep
people near villages and indoors;
telling of Kukwanebu (ribald
folktales, said to help the yams grow,
Malinowski 1965a:156-157).

During
Yavatam
and
Gelivilavi

Growth magic 1  megwa geguda, of
unripe crop ( performance of rites
determined by growth of crops).
MF 13-MF 18: directed at
underground taytu’s growth of shoots
and leaves - these rise, branch out
above ground in free, unanchored,
mobile state.
MF 13  vaguri sobula:
 awakening of the sprouts.
MF 14  vasakapu sobula: evokes
sprouts to cut through, to emerge
(sakapu) (Mal 1965a: 144).
MF 15  kariyayeli sapi: Inaugurates
weeding (pwakova) and sweeping
clean (sapi); women work the
gardens, often communally
b. taboo on men to enter gardens as
women weed (yausa: custom of
southern district women to sexually
assault men who approach them
(Mal 1965a: 144).
c. taro is evoked; Malinowski
questions its historical significance for
Kiriwinian garden magic
(Mal 1965a:145).
d. at this stage, tubers are in most
danger from weeds; with regular rains
and sultry heat, “everything grows at
incredible speed “
(Mal 1965a: 144).
e. The name of the spell may be

a. When  men are away on Kula,
there is a “strict taboo on strangers
entering the villages” (Mal 1922:
205-206, 484). Women are to
remain in village and look after the
gardens, working in groups; taboo
on sexuality. If taboo were
breached, canoes “would be slow.”
As a rule, recriminations are said to
ocur between married couples
(Mal 1922: 206).
b. Women throw rotten fruit at
canoes when launched (Montague
1974). In all districts, women would
be excluded from competitive
uvalaku expeditions. Similarly,
when a man dies, it is customary (
Kitava, and Southern Massim) for
no one to enter the village.
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lexically associated with “karyiyala”
(magical portent) and “sapisapi”
(southern Massim term for Kula
necklaces)
(Mal 1922: 422; -sapi-: to swell ,
Senft 1986: 360).
yavata: north wind
yava: parents-in-law
yavali: death watch
yavatamwa: January
(Kukwanebu (folktales) are told
during the monsoon, yavata season .
These ar magical stimuli for the
kalava’u, new food crop
(Mal 1965a: 156; Senft 1986: 424).

 c. The mortuary taboo of So’i
restricts movement of Kula articles
until the So’i distribution of pig,
yams. Women play prominent roles
in So’i, ritually handling axe blades
(cf. axe blades ritually handled by
towosi in garden (Mal 1922: 488-
492).
d. Kula shipwreck narratives and
spells are related to the yavata
(north-western monsoon wind).
Spells are intended to clean the sea,
and  make a heavy mist to befog the
flying witch. The mulukwausi live in
the “eye of the yavata” (Mal 1922:
250-253, 257). They evoke key
lexicon in garden magic used during
yavatakulu season: spiders, bush
hens, weeds.  (Mal 1965a:144-148;
MF 15, 16, 18).
3. In kula fleet departures, the first
canoe is said to “clean the sea”
going out; it takes the rear coming
back (sailing privilege said to be
based on rank, Mal 1922: 231; see
MF 19).

MF 16: kaydabala : refers to growth
of rich foliage. Rite performed on
each plot. The towosi puts a
kaydabala (headstick, or small stick
laid horzontally between 2 vertical
poles on/near kamkokola).
a. Kuvi is evoked; it is magic for both
large kuvi yam and taytu.
The forehead (daba) embodies the
principle of authority (symbolic
greatness as large kuvi, competitive
yam display).
b. general fertility magic directed at
underground shoots, silisilata
(Mal 1965a:145-146).

This garden spell forecasts the
nature of future growth’- -like
expectations surrounding kula
launching and uvalaku.
1. “katuvisala dabala” phrase used
in the exchange of gifts at a the
presentation of canoe by toliwaga
to villlage headman as part of
tasasoria , canoe launching and trial
run (the “breaking of the head” of
the canoe”) (Mal 1922:164).
2. dabala : homophonic quality with
dolaba  - outrigger poles fitted
horizontally between hull and
outrigger to form the mounting
(Powell 1995:74).
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The young men of the Kula crew
are called silasila  (Mal 1922: ;
- sila-: to ride, to embark, Senft
1986: 366).

MF 17: kaylavala dabana taytu :
millipede evoked as symbol of
fertility, abundance (darkness; outer
skin of yam); focus on development
of taytu above and below ground
(Mal 1965a: 147).
Millipede is opposite the desired
whiteness in parturient woman; the
father of a pregnant woman must
appease   sorcerer via sagali, for
black magic can be used (evoking
millipede) to  turns skin black
(denotes adulterous thoughts) (see
Tambiah 1986a: 46).

Millipede is noted for its rapidity of
movement.

MF 18: kaysayboda:  (no rite); spider
evoked to create a canopy of foliage,
darkening the garden with many yam
branches (Mal 1965a: 147-148).

Metaphor of a spider, spinning its
protective web, blinding the flying
witch, is used in magic of the mist
see above (Mal 1922: 260).

MF 25: isunapulo: preliminary
harvest, first fruits harvest display
(taro and kuvi;. o kopo’i: preliminary
taking out of yams, Malinowski
1965a: 53).
a. Pearl shell (kayeki) is charmed;
garnering of taro and kuvi
b. offering made to ancestral spirits:  a
taro top from main leywota is cut and
placed in towosi’s hut
c. taboo placed on garden work
d. first fruits (taro and kuvi) displayed
in baku and on graves of recent
deceased , karigava’u
(Mal 1965a: 165-166, 293).
MF 26:  “to give up old crop for the
new;” towosi cuts up taro and places
it on his hearth (lifts taboo on new

Kula sailings from the Trobriands to
east and south: (Dec-March,
Northwest Monsoon season,
especially for NE Kiriwina)
uvalaku  ( competitive, district
wide Kula) as inversion of
“ kalavau “ (new food taytu), and
homonym of  “kalavapu,” practiced
at youlawada, kula gift-giving.  This
was practiced only in eastern
Kiriwina/ eastern Massim, non-
uvalaku Kula, and noted at so’i
mortuary feasts. The visiting party
bringing Kula gifts (soulava
necklaces) would throw spears at
the eaves of the chief’s yam house
or house (Mal 1922: 486).
   Uvalaku canoes from NE
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crop); he can not eat food from old
crop, but must wait for taytuva’u
(also called kalava’u), new food from
the main harvest (Mal 1965a: 167).

Note: Malinowski (1965a  Ch IX, X)
gave some comparative gardening
information. Isunapulo in southern
Oburaku is more developed, given the
greater import of taro.  In Oburaku,
the kamkokola and isunapulo are
integrated;  a taboo on work (fishing,
gardening) and associated mortuary
observance (display of first fruits on
graves of recent deceased,
karigava’u)  lends a more reverential
atmosphere (Mal 1965a: 292-293).
   Vakuta has isunapulo during the
time Kiriwnia has basi (thinning of
tubers); basi leaves the best, white
ones in the soil. Malinowski (1922:
Ch XIV) writes of the uvalaku fleet
from Dobu leaving about this time
(March), arriving in Vakuta, and the
Trobriands in mid-April. April is a
main harvest time of taytu.  Dobuans
would not receive “basi” (kula term
for intermediary exchange gift) but
‘real white taytu,’ symbolic kalava’u
as white mwali armshells.  From the
Vakutans, they received 344 mwali.
Before- hand,Vakutans had gone to
Kitava Isl. and received mwali. So,
too, had Omarakana’s chief (213
mwali) and Sinaketans (150  mwali).
Then, Sinaketans had gone to N.
Kiriwina and secured 154 armshells,
perhaps for soulava (‘male’
necklaces). After Vakuta, Dobuans
(60 canoes, 250 men)  sailed to
Sinaketa, South Kiriwina, arriving on
the full moon (Ilayibisila; bibisila:
pandanus streamer). From Sinaketa,

Kiriwinia would sail empty handed,
and return  laden with fruits of their
‘labor’- shell vaygua.  As Uvalaku
is ongoing, the new crop of taytu, “
kalava’u,” is  ripening underground.
  At isunapulo, the first fruits of
taro (symbolic female partner) and
kuvi (symbolic male partner) are
removed and ceremoniously
displayed in center of village.
   First fruits also are displayed on
graves to honor recently deceased .
Perhaps, this is a symbolic overlay,
referencing southern So’i mortuary
rites where kula valuables,
previously ‘dammed up,’ are
released to Kiriwinian  arriving
uvalaku partners.
At harvest time of new food
(kalava’u), Uvalaku partners from
the south, such as  Dobuans, receive
symbolic ‘fruits’ of partnership,
mwali (female) armshells.   
(Mal 1922: Ch.XVI).

Beauty Magic : upon final
destination; to make the partner
irresistable, as even ugly men  (as in
myth) are turned to atractive,
flashing (inamila) players; red color
of radience, charm (red as udawada,
talo fish):
1. Kaykakaya: ritual washing,
annoiting and rubbing with leaves
2.  Luya: coconut spell over scaped
ings
3.  Sinata: over the comb
4.  Sayaku: over the plack paint
5.  bowa: charcoal blackening
6.  talo: red paint of crushed areca
Magic of Final Approach:
peformed by toliwaga and two
canoe crew members, aimed at
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they received 304 mwali ( sum total
648). Thus, about 1/4 mwali resulted
from Omarakana’s uvalaku Kula, and
intraisland kula (Mal 1922: 386).

In Vakuta, there is a ritual eating of
fish at this taro/kuvi harvest; canoe
launching also entails this meal.

“shaking the mountain, to produce
an impression on the partners
awaiting on the beach
1. Ta’uya: ritual blowing of conch
shell
2. Kayukuna-Tabuyo: swaying of
the front prow board while spell
uttered
3. Kavalikuliku: the spell of the
toliwaga
4.  Kaytavilena mwoynawaga
--Magic of Safety: incantation
uttered at stern toward the Koya,
only when Kiriwinians entering
Dobu; Also Ka’ubana’i: ginger
charmed and rituallly spat over
Dobuan village and partners to
soften their hearts.

 During
Bulu-
maduku

Growth magic 2  megwa matuwo, of
ripening crops, MF 19-20.
MF 19 vapuri :
evokes “canoe loads” of plenty, as
tubers “break forth” in clusters (puri);
taytu varieties enumerated. Certain
varieties of the best kind “ rush
ahead” of others, leaving others
behind. Baloma will dance at the
“crossroads” (e.g., easy growing yam
lupilakum; lakum: crab, lupa: to lift,
Senft 1986: 304314): Mal 1965a:
149).

MF 20: reinforcement of MF 19;
kammamala or fetching back, the
bringing back  of various kinds of
taytu (Mal 1965a: 150)

1. Magic of Persuasion : wooing via
Kwoygapani: spell over a piece of
areca nut
1. Garden metaphors of “canoe
loads of plenty” are noted in kula
departure spells. “Quickness of
sailing” is like growth of new shoots
and  roots cutting through the soil
[a canoe, like a dolphin, quickly
cuts through the waves as ‘foliage’;
see MF 13, MF 14, MF 18, MF 27).
2. Departure spell: Kaylupa: a spell
to make the canoe lighter, to “lift “
out of the water (lupa)
a. Yavarapu spell: “abundant haul,”
reference to ‘Pari’ gifts to be given,
clusters of betel nuts to be received,
and the weight of goods such that
the outrigger is submerged.
2. Sulumwoya and Kaymwaloyo
spells: evoke canoes which are
sinking under the weight of
valuables received, through magical
powers to change the minds of
Kula partners (Mal 1922:198-201).
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3. returning kula canoes change
positions; the first in departure
(“cleaned the sea” going out) takes
the rear (based on rank, Mal 1922:
231; see MF 19).

Kula
sailing
 to the
Trobriands

MF 21: kaysalola: ‘anchoring’ the
roots; bush-hen  (ge’u) evoked to
anchor (lola) on the north-east and
south-west  (Mal 1965a: 151).

Sailings to the Trobriands

During
Kuluwota

Kuluwota
and
Utokakana

Momla Rite at the kamkokola:
inaugurates basi, by men of
community; the removal, thinning out
of bwanawa (new tubers)  that are
bwabwa’u (bad, black) and leaving
the pupwaka’u (good, white).

Slack season in gardening / Time of
private garden magic
Examples: MF 22, 23, 24

Sailings to the Trobriands

End of
Utokakana

Taboo on Garden work:  During
Okwala and Tum rites

MF 27: Okwala Rite: to make the
tubers mature, evoke ripening;
dolphin metaphor evoked;  places 4
day taboo on garden work (Mal
1965a: 168).

Sailings to  the Trobriands

Ilaybisila Tum rite: Inaugurates the main
harvest (tayoyuwa ); first vine ritually
harvested.
a. MF 2 vatuvi spell: adze and
coconut torches (kaykapola) are
charmed (for vakavayla’u rite:
anticipates  burning of the new
gardens 4 months later).
b. Tum: to “ press, weigh down,”
evokes ripening, darkening of outside
of tubers.
c. Inaugurates the main harvest of the
new yam crops (new kalava’u)

When shipwreck is possible, spells
of the “underneath”  (giyotanawa)
are evoked by the toliwaga; spell
“Dakuna Kayga’u “includes
metaphors of pressing down (tum),
to ward off danger (e.g.,shark:
kwau). This magic is taught to all
girls and boys.  Such spells evoke
mist to blind flying witches
(Mal 1922: 255-255).

Leywota, standard plot, may be
lexically assoc. with leya (wild
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Ilaybisila
and
Yakoki

Kaluwalasi

d. at leywota: ritual cutting of stalk
and pressing down of weeds; stalk is
twined around kamkokola; some
village custom to smash yam against
kamkokola. Young boys accompany
towosi and locate plants
(Mal 1965a:168-171).

Main Harvest and Cleaning of
tubers; Building the Kalimomyo;
Display and sorting of the crops;
division of annual yam prestation.

Bringing in of crops and display in
village; season of competitive yam
contests, Buritila’ulo.
Post-harvest :Vilamalia Magic:
To ‘anchor’ the bwayma (storehouse
of man’s wealth) in the midst of
plenty; discouraging eating beyond
mere appetite; restrains hunger and
greed.
MF 28: Tum Bubukwa: performed at
Chief’s bwayma; to give stability to
accumulated yam crop; followed by
filling the bwayma and prestation of
yam in village.
MF 29: Basi Valu; to make the crops
last; anchoring the yam house and
village (performed in village at main
bwayma)
Subsances used in rite:
a. kakema: dwarf tree with powerful
roots (MF 28)
b. lewo: short tree reaching to a very
old age (MF 29)
c. setagava: tough weed with strong
roots (MF 28)
d. kayaulo: tough tree, requiring axe
or knife for cutting
e. leya: wild ginger (Mf 29;
fierceness, toughness
f. binabina stones: hard stone or

ginger root). In garden magic and
canoe magic, “medicated” leya is
used as preventative measure,
associated with fiercenesss and
toughness (Mal 1922: 256-259; Mal
19e65a: 223, 225, 312).
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volcanic rock imported from south;
these stones are ‘pressers’ of the
bwayma flooor, departing
permanence, so that the yams will not
be consumed too quickly.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner           Date: 11/96    
Edited by:  Date:  11/96

SN Number:  SN047   
Name of story:  Tokomgaga
Name of storyteller:  Kasiiyoisi
Village of storyteller:Guwada
Sex of storyteller:  male
Age of storyteller:  middle aged man (?)
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from: Tamala  Giyavakuli
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  5
Side number:  1
Tape indicator: 328-41
Translator:
Transcriber: R. Kariyawagatetu

Comments:    Well told from the beginning to the end.

1 Tokomgaga and his sister, his sister's name is Iseyada and his name is Tokomgaga.

2 They lived on the shore, or Obwadewa and this Tokwenunubwa's home, called
Bomisikata which is on the other side of the shore.

3 Tokomgaga made his canoe.

4 Having finished the canoe, he made the net.

5 You stay home, I'll go fishing.

6 He went down to the beach pull his canoe and his fishing net off he went.

7 At Bomisikata, he found Tokwenunubwa lying down.

8 He told him , "lie down and be the log on which I can pull my canoe."

9 "Ah, who said this, my brother, I have no arms, no legs so that you can make me act
as a piece of log on which you can pull your canoe.

10 But finally Tokwenunubwa lied on the ground and Tokomgaga pulled his canoe on
hs chest.

11 "Ah, my friend, my chest is paining and is going to bleed."   "Ah you just try hard
while I pull our canoe into the water.

12 For the bottom of the canoe is just a new one.
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13 "Get on the canoe," invited Tokomgaga, he got on the canoe and off they went for
fishing together.

14 When they went on the passage (kalikeda) they casted off their net on the sandy part
? ""Nubulabwala".

15 When they chased the fish ((Toulam) to the net and it (net) was full and the biggest
one was caught with its head first.  Tokomgaga said, "my friend this is my choice
only."

16 "No, my friend this is not for your sister, not for your sister but its for me, your sister
red valve."

17 When they came, "You have misused the words," they put some fish for me, I'll cook
it and eat it."

18 "My friend, leave some fish for me, I'll cook and eat it."

19 "Ah, no, I must first of all take it to your sister to cook it and I take your share to
you and you will eat it."

20 He went off taking the fish to his wife and having worked the fish they ate it up.

21 While Tokwenunubwa was lying down.

22 They lived, he to his wife, "Go and get some taroes, big taroes in the garden ad bring
it home.

23 So the wife, Iseyada, went to the garden.

24 She went and got big taroes from the central part of the garden

25 He set off to Tokwenunubwa who was lying down, he told, "You lie down."

26 [see 25]

27 So Tokwenunubwa lied on the ground, he lifted the canoe and let it fall on
Tokwenunubwa.

28 "Ah! Ah! Ah! , Oh no our canoe has gone to the water, it must not be scratched on
the bottom because it's a new part."

29 "Get inside the canoe and went off to fish.

30 Having arrived there, they casted off their net, at Bomatu they cast their net.

31 The biggest fish (Kuyu) was caught in the net with the head going into the net first
and Tokomgaga claimed the biggest fish.

32 "My friend this one is for me only."

33 "Ah! no, this one is for your sister," "Ah your sister, with red valve (cunt)."
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34 "Oh your words, my friend are not clean."

35 "Let us go," when they came, he told his friend, lie down and I pull our canoe onto
the land."

36 He lifted up the canoe and put it on the chest of Tokwenunubwa"

37 and pulled the canoe up.

38 "The scratches were all over Tok{?} body.

39 "My friend, take and leave some for me. I'll cook it and eat it."

40 "Ah! no, I"ll take it to your siser,"so Tokomgaga carried the fish to his wife to cook.

41 Having cooked the fish, they ate everything and nothing left.

42 They did not bring some to Tokwenunubwa.

43 One day Iseyada went off to get some salt.

44 There he [she?] found Tokwenunubwa lying down.

45 "Man, what happened to your chest?"

46 "Something wrong with your brother he made a piece of log on which he could pull
his canoe."

47 "Oh come with me, "Oh no I have no arms no legs to come."

48 "I lie here because I have neither arms nor legs."

49 So Iseyada began making magic over the water.

50 Having said magical words over water, she said magical words over (kayeki) ['shell'
crossed out in text], he [she?] made clothes.

51 She told him, "Go and wash yourself," after his wash,

52 she began rubbing (kayeki) on his body which has been scratched then she left him on
the beach.

53 When he got better he went away.

54 He [she?] went and asked his sister "where did you find him?"

55 "Oh, but the one whom you make your piece of log on which you pulled your canoe,
his is scratched."

56 "Oh you must marry him so that I can make gardens for you"

57 "So Tokwenunubwa married Tokomgaga's sister, Iseyada.

58 And Tokomgaga made gardens for them.
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Entered by:  Caroline Gardner         Date: 11/11/97   
Edited by:  Date:

SN number: SN070
Name of storyteller:  Itanogi
Village of storyteller:  Kapwani
Sex of storyteller:  female
Age of storyteller:  middle-aged
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from:  Toyweyova [?]
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  7
Side number:  2
Tape indicator:  384-549
Comments:
Transcriber: to 530: John Patrick; 530-49: Bernard Mwayubu;
Translator: M Taugwaga 

1 Uiwokuva has no valva [vulva] she has only a plain body.

2 Her huband is from Obulaku.

3 When he comes back from fishing he calls out, "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva come and carry
the fish.

4 Tonight bed-stoppers (kidada) of Obulaku men will make noise and I will not control
myself."

5 She came to the beach put the fish on the plate and carried them away.

6 The next day was the same.

7 The next day men go fishing while she stayed and think over her problem.

8 Then when he returned, "Uiwokuva, Uiwokuva come and carry the fish.

9 Tonight bed stoppers of men of Obulaku will make noise and I will not control
myself."

10 She went and carried the fish.

11 By now the problem has become a vexing one.

12 The following day men went fishing and she went to collect the shells.

13 Then with the shells she went to Kwabula and asked, "Fellow women"
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14 "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva what do you want woman?"

15 I have come brothers I have brought your shells.

16 Perhaps you have extras, the one you are keeping under the house, bring

it and give it to me, I am tired of being scolded."

17 "What is it that you wanrted an old grass skirt?"

18 "No no its va......valva."

19 O no our brother we have only one each.

20 We don't throw them and there are no second hand ones.

21 Take further steps to Kituvi."

22 When she arrived at Kituvi she was greeted, "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva, what do you want
woman?"

23 O sisters I have come and brought your shells come and divide them among
yourselves.

24 Perhaps the ones under your houses give them to me."

25 "What is it, an old and worn out grass skirt?"

26 "No no a a....valva that you left behind."

27 "O no sister we have only one each.

28 Take a few steps further to Osapola."

29 As soon as they arrived they greeted her, "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva, what has brought you
here woman?"

30 "O no sisters come and get your shells and give me the ones that you left under the
house bring and give them to me.

31 I am tired of being scolded."

32 "What is it that you are looking for?"

33 "Valva"

34 "O there's none our sister we have one each.

35 They might have some spare ones at Ilaima."

36 "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva what do you want woman?"

37 "I have brought your shells sisters, perhaps the ones you left under the house give me
and I'll go.
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38 “I'm tired of being scolded."

39 "O there's none we only have one each."

40 Continue on to Vepulapola.
41 [no translation]

42 She walked and came to Vepulapola

43 "Uiwokuva Uiwokuva what is the purpose of your visit?"

44 "I have brought your shells and maybe you have spare ones under the house give them
to me.”

45 “I am tired of being scolded."

46 "What [want?] something?"

47 "Valva"

48 "O put the shells down.

49 Put them down and we'll divide them among ourselves."

50 "Is this the path leading to the river?"

51 "Go to the beginning of the river and sit with your legs wide open and chant."

52 You will see them come one by one.

53 Those that come first are the small ones.

54 Wait till that last one comes then open wide your legs and it will positioned itself in the
right place and you can return."

55 She went into the river and waded into the water.

56 She chanted and opened her legs wide.

57 She didn't want the ones that came first.

58 She saw the last one coming and opened her legs wider and it attached itself onto her.

59 She floated on it and returned by sea.

60 She came back to Obulaku.

61 She placed one of her legs on one side of wall and the other leg on the other wall.

62 She opened wide her thighs and waited.

63 Her husband returned from fishing and called out, "Uiwokuva!  Uiwokuva!  come
carry the fish.
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64 Tonight bed stoppers of Obulaku men will make noise and I will not control myself."

65 He called out the second time and there was reply.

66 "Man come see your wife maybe she is sick."

67 He went in and saw two of her legs on both of the top plates.

68 He fucked and fucked and forced tatom (back shelf ?) collapsed.

69 They placed themselves on the bottom shelf it collapsed.

70 "My love where did you find it?"

71 "E I found it at the collapsed tatom shelf."

72 They came to the floor of the house and fuck.

73 Continuous sexual intercourse killed both of them dead.  The end.
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Entered by:  Caroline Gardner

Date:    11/17/97
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN074  
Name of story:  Kutu Beba, Louse and Butterfly
Name of storyteller:  Igiyotata
Village of storyteller:  Lageva
Sex of storyteller:  Vivila
Age of storyteller:
Type of story:  Kwanebu
Where story obtained from: tabula (Mosiyesa)
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  7
Side number:  2
Tape indicator: 916-999
Translator:  Leslie D. Stephen
Transcriber: George Misasaluwa (Obowada Village)
Comments:     The title should be two names not one name Kutu  Beba.  Sentences

2,3 and 4 contain this word yokalala?  Unfortunately I couldn’t give the English word but
merely its a kind of tree which is very soft and the leaves hurt when come in contact with
the body.  In sentences 10 and 20 - pu-u-u? Its just a way of preseting the the sound of
noise.  When this noise of sound is produce, we call it pice?  Sentences 11 and 21 okupiu -
merely, the waste air which of couses given off through the anus.  In sentence 24 leyava?
Once again, I couldn’t give the English word for leyava.  Hawana, leyava is a nave given
to a type of tree which is usually found along the beach.  In sentence 28 Inauina? This
word is applied when you murmuring for something, well something like that.

1 The story is about Kutu, Beba or Louise and Butterfly.

2 They made themselves a canoe out of yakalala?

3 They made their outrigger out of yakalala?

4 They made their outrigger out of yakalala?

5 Today, they prepared themselves some food to take with them.

6 The next day, they set off for Kula voyage.
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7 While the two friends were paddling, Butterfly said, “Hey you, hurry up, in order to
move along.”

8 “Hang on.”

9 “Hurry up.”

10 Suddenly his friend behind the canoe went, pu-u-u?

11 “You Okupiu?, I would fly away leaving you behind.”

12 “Ha, you’ll fly, I’ll fly.”

13 “swim?”

14 “Ha, you’ll swim, I’ll swim.”

15 “Dive under the water?”

16 “Ha, you’ll dive, I’ll dive.”

17 They paddle and paddle and butterfly said, “you hurry up in
order to move along.”

18 “Kutu said, “you wait.”

19 They paddle and paddle, and Butterfly said, “hurry up in order
to move along,”

20 Suddenly his friend went pu-u-u.

21 “You okupiu?, “I’ll fly away leaving you behind.”

22 “Ha, you’; fly, I’ll fly”

23 “Swim”

24 “Dive under the water?”

25 “You’ll dive, I’ll dive.”

26 Butterfly flew away and suddenly Louise jumped onto the Butterfly’s hair.

27 He flew to a big leyava? and stood there.

28 While he was standing there, he kept on inavina? about his friend.

29 He said, “my friend Louise, my friend Louise.”

30 Suddenly, “you, what are crying for?”

31 “For my friend Louise.”

32 the Kutu or Louse said, yet here I am watching you.
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33 “Oh, well I’ll catch you and eat you.  I’ll catch you and eat you.”

34 Butterfly caught him and eat him.  The end.

Entered by: Caroline Gardner          Date: 11/96    
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN86  
Name of story:  Kweywayava
Name of storyteller:  Galabuwa
Village of storyteller:  Dayagila
Sex of storyteller:  male
Age of storyteller:  tomwaya
Type of story:  kwanebu
Where story obtained from:
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  8
Side number:  2
Tape indicator:
Translator:
Transcriber:

Comments:

1 I am going to tell you the story about a woman called  who lived Omlamwaluwa
with her husband, they were living together, until she became pregnant and gave
birth to girl child who was very, very pretty so she took the child and hid her in the
bush.

2 And her body was covered with ferns which grew on her and only the eyes can be
seen.

3 She was staying in the bush and one day her uncle's (mother's brothers) went
fishing, these were three of them.

4 The two elder brothers were not told by their sister,that is she did't say,"Your niece,
whom I have given birth to, is in the bush so you must remember her," but the
youngest brother was told about the girl by their sister.

 5 She told him and he knew it, the three brothers and their sister's gardens are taro
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gardens.

6 They were staying and the day the girl's uncles went fishing, the fishing net was
carried by the youngest brother, when they got to the beach, they went fishing and
came to the beach after they had finished fishing.

7 So they put their fish into three strings accordingly but the small brother put some
fish into a string an extra for the niece then they carried their fish and started to go
home, and when they were near their gardens.

8 The small brother said, ""Eh, men, you go fish while I go into the bush."

9 The two older brothers went fishing, and he put down his load and took the extra
string of fish and went into the bush.

10 When he was in the bush, he started to sing- "Wo Kweyuwayawa, Kweyuwayawa
woo my sister,wo my sister, I have no clansmen, I have no food but hiding, hiding in
the bush, the big bush weku )?) - weku o keiki (?) Kusegove (?) today, your fish,
come and get them; you cook and eat while I will go and join my brothers to the
village."

11 He returned to his load, carried it and went after his brothers.

12 Then the niece came and took the string of fish away and cooked.

13 The food she ate with fish is taro stems.

14 She took these taro stems from her uncle's gardens, when her mothers (uncle's
wives) got the taro tubers away and left rubbish of leaf stems, she usually collected
these to cook them in her pot and ate them with the fish

15 And when the two elder brothers arrived at their village, their sister asked, "where is
your brother.

16 "Oh, we came together, but his stomach was pain so he went into the bush, on the
way."

17 But he took some fish for the girl, for the sister knew.

18 The sister went back to her cooking, and the brother's wives cooked the fish and ate
them all, and after three days,

19 "Men, let's go fishing," so they went.

20 "But you women, go and bring home some food to go with the fish."

21 So went, the three brothers, while the women went to their taro garden, when they
arrived, they inspected their gardens.

22 And the eldest brother's wife exclaimed, "Wi! my taro rubbish is dispersed around
the places."
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23 "Who dispersed it?"  But it was their (daughter) son-in-law, who came looking for
taros, but found only stems.

24 Anf the other woman said, "My rubbish is not very good, it is thrown around the
garden, the rubbish from my previous clearing of taro tubers.

25 Anyway they pulled up taros cleaned them carried them on their heads and went
home.

26 They peeled the taros and cooked them for their husbands were soon arriving.

27 The brothers made three strings of fish but the youngest one made another string for
the niece.

28 When the brothers were nearing their gardens.

29 They climbed over the fence and the youngest brother said, "Brother go first while I
go into the bush for my stomach is aching."

30 He put down his load and called: "Wo Kuveyuwayawa Kweyuwayawa
Kweyuwayawa my sister, Kuyewayawa my sister, I have no grass skirts, no food
but hiding in the bush, bush, weku (?) weku - weku wo keigo ?) kesago (?) I put
here, come and get your fish away cook and eat."

31 So when the girl's uncles went away, she took the string of fish and left it where she
lived and went to the gardens; she looked in the first rubbish heap but these was
nothing so as the other two heaps, so she cut the stems and took them away, when
she arrived, she cut the stems into pieces into her pot with her fish.

32 She cooked her food, ate the fish with the taro stems to go with the fish.

33 After two days, the youngest brother's wife was suspicious so the next day the men
said, "Let's go fishing."

34 "Wo, you take down the fishing net and our youngest brother willl carry it," said
one of the eldest brothers; so the youngest carried the fishing net and went down to
the beach.

35 The brothers went away fishing.

36 And the women went back to their gardens to get some food.

37 When they were in the gardens, they saw that their rubbish heaps were in disorder.

38 The girl's eldest uncle's wife stood up and said, "Wi no maybe a bird which comes to
disperse the taro rubbish heaps."

39 And another said, "my elder sister, my heap is the same."

40 And another said, "my elder sister, my heap is the same.And the
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youngest wife also joined in, "So is mine, my taro tops are thrown out and the sun
has dried them up."

41 When they had finished going around inspecting their gardens, they started pulling
up taro tubers.

42 When the eldest brother's wives had finished, they were to go but the youngest wife
was not.

43 For she went and pulled the best taros which were planted and were growing close
to stumps.

44 She pulled five of the best taro tubers.

45 She brought them, cleaned and cut off the tubers from the taro plant and placed
them inside her taro rubbish heap.

46 But not her elder sisters, they just got enough taro tubers for them.

47 "Hey, girls, let's go and cook for the old men for soon they will be home," called the
two older wives.

48 So they carries their taro tubers and went home where they peeled the skins off and
broiled them, the three brothers were sharing the fish amongst themselves.

49 They shared the fish accordingly, but the youngest brother made a string of fish
from his share for his niece.

50 When he had finished, he carried his load.

51 "Let's go home," when they were close to the gardens fence form the beach.

52 He, the youngest brother told his brothers, "Oh! my brothers, my stomach is very
painful so I am going to the bush." when he was in the bush he called

53 "O Kuyuwayawa. O Kuyuwayawa."

54 "My sister's dasughter, my sister's daughter I have no grasskirt, no food."

55 "But hiding in the bush, bush, weku-weku-weku."

56 "I kalioni(?), keiko, kesago-wo (hang your fish come and get it, bring it up, cook
them and eat while I join my brothers."

57 He came out, took his load and went away, and the girl came out, took the fish
away and went to the rubbish heaps to took food.

58 She searched in the eldest brother's wife's rubbish heap but there was nothing.

59 She went to the second one but no food, then she went to the third heap,she threw
rubbish away and found five best taro tubers.
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60 So she sang - "O she knows, she knows, she has mind to think, she puled taro
tubers for them, her and her husband."

61 "While she puts behind my food, so I can get them away, cook them and eat for the
first time."

62 She took the tubers instead of getting stems, she took them to her basket, put them
in and went to cook them.

63 When she had finished peeling the skins she put the fish and the taro in her pot to be
cooked.

64 When they boiled and cooked, she served them on a leaf and started eating.

65 When she had finished eating she went to sleep.

66 So they went back fishing.

67 The husband's said, "Let's go fishing."

68 So they went back fshing.

69 They told their wives, "You go and get some taro tubers from the garden," and
went away so as the wives.

70 But the youngest wife wore a grass skirt and put on an extra one.

71 She took her daughters grass skirt made out of coconut leaves as well.

72 She took a piece of shell and said some magical words onto it.

73 So they went, for she said something on to the shells, three of teh wives did't know
about their sister-in-law.

74 Their mother-in-law didn't tell them that their sister inlaw whom she gave birth to
was so pretty so she hid her in the bush.

75 The wives went to the garden, pulled up taro tubers, cleaned them and returning
home carrying the baskets of taro tubers.

76 When they went over the fence and were going homewhen the youngest brother's
wife said, "Go first while I go back to the garden and get my shell which I have left
behind."

77 "O we will go first," the two elder wives said, she went back to the garden and she
saw that there was nobody there.

78 So she called, "O kuyuwayava, Kuyuwayava, my sister-in-law, law, I have no
grasskirt, no food, but hiding in the bush, bush weku-weku-weku.

79 She turned around and saw an object covered with ferns but she could only se two
eyes.
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80 She went beyond the eldest wife's rubbish heap but straight to the youngest wife's
rubbish heap to search.

81 She found four taro tubers.

82 She sat down and said, "Oh she knows, she knows.

83 She has mind, she has mind to think, she made food for her family and left these for
me to come and get them."

84 She was ready to go, when the youngest wife went around and grabbed her.

85 She was surprised, she looked up and said, "Wi! let me go mother."

86 No, for we made our gardens and eat what we produce."

87 But you are here, so that we would produce food for you and your mother."

88 But why she brought you to the bush

89 "So we are going home."

90 She tried to persuade her to let her go but no result.

91 She took out the shell piece and cut her head, and all the ferns fell off and she stood
very, very pretty as though the full moon rising from Muywa.

92 She made her wear the grasskirts and said, "Let's go home to your uncle's."

93 When they were about to arrive to the village, the wife of the eldest brother looked
and saw them so said, "Wi, see our youngest sister, she has brought a girl."

94 She was white skinned and pretty, they went straight , and the wife put her load
down she told the girl, "You go to the inner part of the house and lie down on your
uncle's bed while I peeled off the taro tubers.

95 She went straight and lied on the bed while her mother peeled the taro tubers.

96 She was happy and peeling the tubers.

97 She was still peeling while the girls body was weakening.

98 The girl shouted and died.

99 She would be alive if she stayed where she was used to, but when she brought
home, she died.

100 She went of the house and called to her friends, "EH, the girl I brought has died."

101 "Ah, who has died?" they asked.
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102 "She has died when I was covering my pot."

103 And their mother-inlaw came out.

104 "I have told you that if you bring her home, she will die, for when I gave birth to her
I hid her in the bush and made her adaptable to the bush," she said to the youngest.

105 So, they started crying and mourning.

106 And by the time the men were arriving.

107 His brothers went first, but the youngest went to the bush with the fish.

108 "Keiko kesasgo" no answer "keigo kesago(?)  girl I hang, wo there is no answer."

109 He went to her place, but she was not there.

110 So he came out, carried his load and went home and when he arrived, there as
crying and mourning.

111 So he joined his brothers to cry.

112 They cried until it was in the evening when they went to bury their niece.

113 The next day they had a communal distribution for the dead girl.

114 They lived forever at Mulamwaluva while their niece had already died.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner         Date: 11-17-96   
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN091 
Name of story: Vakia
Name of storyteller: Piakida
Village of storyteller: Kaihola
Sex of storyteller: Female
Age of storyteller:
Type of story: Kukwaneliu
Where story obtained from: From her mother (Kawawega)
Date story obtained: January 1971
Tape number: 9
Side number: 1
Tape indicator: 254-348
Translator:
Transcriber: Bernard Muayubu

Comments:  Vakia - Kingfisher bird

1 The daughter of chief was (living) staying in Muyuwa Woodlark area) and one time
she started a play on the beach where dthey go (the girls) to eat the white ripples
made by the waves.

2 They were eating, drinking the white ripples with her friend and she pulled out her
clitoris and put it on a stone.

3 Then came the Kingfisher bird, which took the clitoris and took it to Muyuwa.

4 When they returned, her friends were eating by she was worried and tired so went to
lie down.

5 She was lying down and her friends said; “Oh you go and tell your friend to come.

6 What for she were and lied down while we are eating.”

7 “Young lass, come and sit with your friends while they are eating”.

8 “No you go and sit and eat and I can lie down here by myself.”  She said

9 She was sleeping all throught the ningt until the next day..

10 She said, “girls we are now going swimming.”

11 “Oh my friends, my clitoris is lost.

12 And lher friends asked; “where did it get lost.”
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13 “Yesterday, when we were swimming, I pulled it out and put it on a stone, and when
we were getting ready to return home, I found out that it was lost.”

14 “That was the reason, why you didn’t come to eat with us but went to sleep, we
returned form the beach”; her friends said

15 “Oh that was the reason”, she said.

16 So, they went to reach for it.

17 They were looking for the clitoris on the stone but in vain.

18 The next day, they went to swim and that Kingfisher came.

19 It flew and sat in a tree and said;

20 “Kaki-taki-taki ta mokita (truly) kita.

21 “Wi! what?”

22 “Taki-taki” and was holding(sp?] that that clitoris for those girls to see.

23 Taki-taki-taki-ta said the kingfisher bird.

24 The girls looked up and saw that, the bird was holding the clitoris.

25 “Wi, the bird on top of the tree, is holding the clitoris.”

26 The bird dripped it (the clitoris) and the chief’s daughter was already happy and her
friends took it and asked, “You see?”

27 “No, thats the one , but friends, my body is now bit alive.”

28 For, if it did take away, she chewed it and now it is small.

29 For her mother and father cried for it.

30 And the bird returned and called to the girls and saw them took the clitoris and put it
back in the girl’s vagina.

31 The girl went to sleep that night, but her clitoris was dried and never go to drink th
white ripples with her friends, because of the breakage of her clitoris.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner          Date: 11/96    
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN127   
Name of story:  Kwanepa
Name of storyteller:  Bunuvagola
Village of storyteller:  Luwebila
Sex of storyteller: male
Age of storyteller:
Type of story:  Kwanebu
Where story obtained from:
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  12
Side number:  1
Tape indicator:289-409
Translator:  Rise [?] , Gerald B.
Transcriber:

Comments:

1 Kwanepa and his mother lived at Labai.

2 Everyday he goes out fishing while his mother stays back.

3 And there two girls from Kebola, of whom one lived at Okuriebobu [sp?] and the
other at Otuwatawa.

4 When they knew that he was going down fishing, they walked along the stiff stones
looking for ulia ? vines.

5 They used to go down to the beach and wait for him from fishing bringing fish, and
they took the rest and gave him only two to take them to his mother.

6 When he goes home when his mother asks him where are the rest of fish, he would
answer, "No, that's all."

7 You went there early in the morning and that's all you got for us?"

8 Next day, when he goes down to fish, the girls followed him.

9 When they finished their ulia expedition the two girls went down to the beach to take
all the fish and he came home almost empty handed.

10 He got home, he mother asked, "Is this all for us?"

11 "Yes, that is all, the fish did not tug the lines."

12 Yiu went early in the morning until evening you bring only two fish."
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13 When he woke up next morning off he went to the beach followed bythese two girls.

14 After ulia expedition they went down to the beach and took all the fish from him.

15 Having prepared the fish, he was going to carry it home, but they asked him, "give us
some fish."

16 "No, I must take these fish to my mother."

17 "Ah, if I sleep with you I can give you fish."

18 "But you have refused me so you must go empty handed."

19 After strong argument, the man went away but they said to him, you must come back
tomorrow."

20 When he got home, he told his mother, "mother every time when I go fishing the two
girls from the water, they took all the fish with them and give me only two."

21 "Mother, this time I will pretend to die while you weep so that when they hear cry
they'll come and I'll see them."

22 "I will take a deep breath as they will be entering the house, and you must leave the
house and lock the door so that I keep them as my wives in our house."

23 "All right."

24 So next morning he did not go fishing but stayed home.

25 When he was with this mother, he pretended to die and his mother began crying.

26 The girls were coming down to the beach when they heard the cry.

27 His mother's cry went like this, "Oh my son Kwanepo, "Oh my son Kwanepo," "Oh
my son Kwanepo."

28 Kwanepa, Kwanepawai, Kwanepa Kwanepamai, "Oh my son Kwanepo."

29 They heard the cry from the stiff stones, they said, "Oh friend, I think this man is
dead."

30 Well, let us go and join his mother."

31 Walking on the road they heard the mother crying.

32 "Oh my son Kwanepo, "my son Kwanepo."

33 "Kwanepo, Kwanepawai, Kwanepa, Kwanepamai, my son Kwanepo."

34 "Oh our husband is really dead."

35 "When they were approaching his mother informed her son, "They are coming now."
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36 "When the girls reached the central part of the village, they began crying as they
were going to the house.

37 "One of them cried, "Oh my friend here I am," I am from Otuwatawe I am your
wife!" Kwanepa, Kwanepawayo! Kwanepo Kwanepamai, Oh my husband kwanepo!"

38 The other girl began to cry, "Oh here I am friend!" I am from Wayoye my husband
Kwanepo, Kwanepo Kwanepawae, Kwanepa Kwanepamae, my husband Kwanepa."

39 As the girls reached the entrance to the house, he took a deep breath as if he were
really dead.

40 When they sat in around him, the mother went out and locked the door.

41 When he sat up, he grabbed two of them and slept with them.

42 They started ? from morning till evening, they all died.  The end.
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Entered by: Caroline Hoppe Gardner          Date:  11/18/97  
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN129  
Name of story: Siligadoi
Name of storyteller: Mekulula
Village of storyteller:  Kabulula
Sex of storyteller:  Male
Age of storyteller:
Type of story:  Kwanebu
Where story obtained from:  Tokwavau (Tamala)
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  12
Side number:  1
Tape indicator: 469 -570
Translator:  Musaawa Musaaresi
Transcriber:
Comments:  The story teller wasn’t speaking loud enough, therefore I couldn’t hear
clearly what he was saying.

1 This is a story of  Siligadoi.

2 Siligadoi lived in Kwedieya.

3 His garden was at Kikwdudu.

4 He was cutting the bushes, he cut it here and there and then wuya  girls of
Webutuma came.

5 They came laughing at the top of their voices.

6 He stood up and cut a stick and said, “Aii! the word of a sharp knofe, whom will
I give it to?”

7 “May it who comes last or in the middle or the first.”

8 “Take our eldest girl in front.”

9 “Get into the bush.”

10 “Oh, take it easy, Siligadoi.”

11 She lifted her grass skirt and came to him.

12 Wa uou, what that very big vagina lips but vagina lips not very big but you have
exagerated yours.

13 Grass skirt is being tangled in it.
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14 “You too much exagerating.

15 “Come here quickly.”

16 Take it easy, Siligadoi, I’m coming.”

17 She went and took her grass skirt off and Siligadoi said, “Ah, what a large
vagina, vagina is not large.

18 But yours is like a huge hole.

19 “What’s that one sticking out, sweet heart?”

20 “It’s my clitoris, take your cock and put it it, Siligadoi.”

21 “Who said that, sweet heart”

22 If I put my cock in, I think it will slice xx( my cock) into two.

23 “What are those like vines?”

24 “Thats my hair around my womb, get your cock and put it in, Siligadoi.”

25 “I think if I put it in, I will be binded to death,  on your stomach, and I won’t see
my relatives.”

26 “What’s that like and angry fire blazing?”

27 “That is the side of my vagina in red, get your cock and put it in, Siligadoi.”

28 “I think if I put it in I will be burnt to death and I won’t see my relatives.”

29 “What is that piece blazing like a fire?”

30 “That’s the side of my vagina in red, tet your cock and put it in, Siligadoi.”

31 “Wii, who said that, sweet heart?”

32 I think if I put it in, I will be burnt to death, on your stomach, and I won’t see my
relatives.”

33 “Stand up, Get up, Get up!”

34 “Oh! man, take it easy, needles to speak of ignorance.”

35 anyway, he gave his knofe to her and then he went home and slept and hte next
day he went back.

36 He cut the bush here and there and then wuya girls came.

37 They were laughing merily at the top of their voices and he stood up and said,
“Aii”, the word of the knoves sharpness, whom will I give it to?”

38 May it be who walks first or middle or at the end.”
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39 “Our eldest sister who is out in the front.”

40 “Get into the bush.”

41 “Oh, take it easy, Siligadoi, I’m coming.”

42 “Get into the bush quickly.”

43 She lifted her grass skirt.

44  He looked at her and said, “woa, what a big womb.

45 Ah no, the grass skirt is being tangled.

46 What a big womb

47 Make haste and come here.

48 She came and he looked at her and said,”woa’, what a large vagina.

49 You are a vagina exagerator.

50 “Vagina is small but yours is what:”

51 “Quickly, get your cock and put it in, Siligadoi .”

52 “Who said that, Who knows how to go about doing it.”

53 “Nobody knows.”

54 You wanted to copulate, thats why i’m here lying down, so fuck.”

55 “Who knows, and what’s that like a spear, it might spear me, ”

56 Thats my clitoris, get your cock and put it in, Siligadoi.

57 “Who said that, I think if I put it in, my belly be speared and I will not see my
relatives.”

58 “What are there like vines.”

59 “That is the hair around my womb, get your cock and put it in, Siligadoi.

60 “Who said that, you exagerators, for nobody knows that.”

61 Siligadoi’s cock was erect, so he  put away his tapa cloth and he inserted it in.

62 He inserted it into the girl’s vagina and he pulled it out saying, “”woa’, urine is as
red as hibiscus flower.

63 “And your’s is as red a a blazing fire in the garden.”

64 The girl said, “you fuck” but he replied, “you, nobody knows so we’ll just try it.”

65 He inserted it into her vagina right to the base of his  cock.
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66 They  fucked while standing and they while moving here and there because the
girl was not steady for he had a very big cock.

67 They each had a leg on the ground but they fucking and moving around.

68 they came to a large xx like rock and her head stuck fast and he came to her and
he said, “wii, sweet heart if it were edible, it would be the sweetest of all.”

69 Wait on, I’ll do it again and again, I think it’s the best thing.

70 “Very very sweet so I’ll do it again, wi, wii.”

71 “But didn’t you fuck my friends?”

72 “No, nothing, you today only.

73 So I’ll do it again sweet heart

74 I think it’s the best thing.

75 They  fucked while Siligadoi and the girl for Siligadoi had fucked to death.

76 The younger girls said, “let’s go and see our eldest sister.”

77 Woo’, he fucked our eldest sister to death.”

78 They pulled his cock out and looked at it in amazement.

79 What a very big cock, no wonder, he fucked our esdest sister to death,” they
said.  The end.
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Entered by:  Caroline Gardner         Date: 11/17/97
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN 134 
Name of story:  Tokwamgwaga
Name of storyteller:  Mekalai
Village of storyteller:  Kabulula
Sex of storyteller:  Male
Age of storyteller:  Tomwaya
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from:
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  12
Side number:  1
Tape indicator: 918-999
Translator:      Mtaugwaga
Transcriber:    Daniel Stephen U.C. Oyabiya
Comments:     You might hear the word pronounced two different

pronounciations.  Tokumwaga and Tokwamgaga.  Which one of them, doesn’t matter.
Daniel prefers Tokwagaga.  Mekalai say Tokwamgaga

1 E. Tokomugwaga’s wife was called Kobusigegeya.

2 His brother in-law was called Tobusiguguya.

3 While mending the net he said to his wife, “you sliced the kamebogi (type of taro)
and cook own food and bring it.

4 Tomorrow we are going fishing and we very much like to use our own new canoe.”

5 She peeled the food cooked it and early next morning Tokomugwaga took the nets
and the food and set off.

6 He carried the load came and found his brother in-law sleeping, “Tobusigegeya come
let’s go fishing.”

7 Walking us he answered, “ are we going fishing.”

8 “E.”

9 His brother in-law came out and both of them went to the beach and sat down.

10 Tobusigegeya was looking for rollersTokomgwaga who was sitting

down asked “what are you looking for?”

11 “The rollers”
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12 Just lie down (as a roller) and I will push our canoe.

13 Boy don’t you spoil my canoe every care be taken it is a new one.

14 “Is that so, don’t be so cruel.”

15 He turned and lay on his back and tokwamgaga started pulling the canoe.

16 He pulled it and a cry of pain came from Tobusigegeya, “Yakaye (cry of pain)
yakaye my ribs.

17 Yakaye my head yakaye!, yakaye my hands!, I I I , yakaye my chest yakaye!”

18 I’ll break your neck if you jump away

19 Can’t you see, this is my new canoe.”

20 She stood up and boarded the canoe.

21 They loaded the food and Tobusigegeya grabed the pishing pole.

22 “Bring our pishing line”

23 So he took it and gave one push two and said “Here take our pushing pole while I
had my breakfast and strengthen my body then you’; have yours later”

24 He sat down and busied himself with that basket of food till he finished the content in
it.

25 He prepare the rubbish and left it as his brother in-laws breakfast and he said, “Ei
give me our pushing pole while you have your breakfast.”

26 So he took the pushing pole while you have your breakfast.”

27 His brother in-law sat down and found there was only rubbish left and he asked,
“where is the food for me to eat?”

28 You can eat the rubbish and what’s wrong with that?

29 You always grumble and you are renoun for that.”

30 He sat down and finished his breakfast of rubbish.

31 Tokwamuguaga then saw the nipple of that school of tome (name of a fish) coming.

32 He stood up and cast his net and the fish entangled themselves in it.

33 He said, “Dive down otherwise big fish (such as sharks or swordfish) will break my
net.”

34 Dive down yourself if I go naugobu will (name of fish) catch me.

35 Dive down, don’t delay it otherwise they (big fish) will break my fishing net.”
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36 He dived down grabed the net full of fish and placed on the canoe.”

37 OK, you pole the canoe.”

38 “I can’t pole the canoe my hands are sore.”

39 Stop pretending to pole the canoe.

40 Do you want your neck to be split?

41 So he poled the canoe till they came to the beach.

42 Tobwamgaga asked, “what are looking for?

43 “The rollers”

44 Just lie down and let pull my canoe up and stop acting a fool.

45 Can’t you see that my canoe is a new one.

46 So Tobusigegeya law down his brother in-law pulled the canoe.

47 As he rolled along with the canoe he cried out, “Yakaye, yakaye, oh my hands, my
head, I I I my chest, yakaye yakaye my ribs.”

48 He pulled the canoe up

49 He lifted that net full of fish and said, “come and take the intestines out”

50 They sat downand tobusigegeya bent to his work and as he threw the intestines away
tokwamgwaga collected and heaped them in front of him.

51 As soon as he finished his work Tokwamgwaga asked him, “Hey you tobusigegeya
where are the intestines?”

52 I threw them away.”

53 “Idiot collect your intestines.”

54 “What about the fish?”

55 I’ll take them and your sister will cook and I’ll bring your fish.”

56 Oh my brother in-law can I have one and roast it here?”

57 I’ll have only one and roast it.”

58 That toma (type of fish) is as big as the trunk of a coconut tree.

59 give me that one and i’ll roast it.”

60 “Oh boy i’ll tell you

61 That fish, your sister likes it very very very much.
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62 “Forget it.”

63 Tokwamgaga stringed the fish and carried them home.

64 Tobusigegeya wrapped the intestines roasted and ate them.

65 His brother in-law’s name is Tokwamgaga.

66 He carried the fish to the of him and his wife

67 As he reared it he shouted, “kudoko, kukoko (meaningless noise made when
shouting).”

68 He put his load down.

69 “Oh Tokwamgaga did you give one to your brothe in-law to roast?”

70 “Yes I have given a toma as big as the trunk of a coconut tree and I brought these to
you to cook.”

71 “Thats good.”

72 He lay down resting while his wife cook the fish.

73 Kikibo finished the cooking, served the food and said, “Ei Tokwamgaga come and
eat the shark while I take your brother in-laws fish and soup to him.”

74 What a mad woman is this, you do not know the way you fish.

75 In men’s way of fishing you stat back roast and eat.

76 When we come to the village we sleep on our miniature yam house oped leggedly
and lie there.

77 Oh bring your brothers food.”

78 He took the food and came under the mwalotuli (? type of tree ?) and sat down.

79 He ate and fisished all the food and drnk the soup.

80 He broke the plate and the cup too and came back home to his wife

81 The wife asked as soon as he arrived, “where is the plate and cup?”

82 Wa your brother refused to give them to me, he’ll cover his food with he said.

83 “That’s OK let your brother in-law cover his food with the plate.”

84 His name is Tokwamgwaga.  The end.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner          Date: 11/96    
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN203  
Name of story:  Tabwagila
Name of storyteller:  Kautagega
Village of storyteller: Mutawa
Sex of storyteller:  male
Age of storyteller:  middle age
Type of story:  kukwanebu
Where story obtained from: tamala (wabuwa)
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  19
Side number:  2
Tape indicator: 679-771
Translator:  Gibson Henry
Transcriber: Bernard Mwayubu

Comments:

1 The story of Tokwagila.

2 He once lived in Koma village.

3 He had never copulated his wife simply because he mistakenly thought the vagina
looked like a big sore on his wife.

4 He decided to uncover the shell money and headed for the Kaduwaga village.

5 "What's up, Togwagila?"

6 "I've brought this shell money to but your to come and diagnose my wife who I fear
has caught a very strange sickness."

7 He went there the next day and saw her.

8 "How is your suffering?" (What sort of sickness have you?).

9 "He is telling lies, it's only my organ and he thought it was (takwagila?)"

10 He copulated with her and left.

11 Before he left, he had told the husband saying, "you must see that you make ginger
formula on her."

12 He found that his wife had been spoilt.

13 "Wa, he has made the sickness worse without my consent and what's more he has
entered her as if he owned her."
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14 He was gone but when the next day came, Tokwagila got the kesilasila (name of
shell money) and headed for the Tawena village.

15 "What's up, Tokwagila?"

16 "Come and diagnose my wife for she must have a very strange sickness."

17 "Tokwagila is it not?"

18 "Alright you can go now, and I shall be there tomorrow."

19 He went and (as he) opened the door of house.

20 "What sort of sickness have you?"

21 "He is tellling lies, his mad penis, it's only my organ and he thinks it (Tokwagila?).

22 He copulated her and after he had finished, he advised the husband saying, "you must
make a ginger formula on your wife."

23 When he came to check, fhe found that his wife's thighs and vulva were wet.

24 "A, there is too much pus and I'm sure he has made it worse for her."

25 He had gone, but when the next day came. Tokwagila, fetching the Momaso shell-
money, headed for the Tuma Island.

26 He went in his canoe.

27 "What's up, Tokwagila?"

28 "A, come and diagnose my wife who has caught a mysterious sickness and she is
really spoilt."

29 I think it's (Takwagila?) and a big one too."

30 He came back with him and found her home resting, "woman?" he enquired.

31 "Let me see what sort of sickness is it that bothers you."

32 "He is telling lies, his mad penis, it's only my organ and he thinks it's a strange sore."

33 He copulated her and after he had finished, he left.

34 In the afternoon, her daughter asked and said, "what ha your husband

been doing running around bringing men here?"

35 "Wo, you know, he saw my organ and thought it was takwagila - a very big sore."

36 They went in to sleep and when the daughter had fallen asleep, the (her) son-in-law
approached her.

37 He erected his penis and forced it into her vagina and penetrated deeply and they
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both died of it.

38 They were both buried.  The end.
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Gardner      Date: 11/11/97   
Edited by:  Date:

SN Number:  SN215  
Name of story:  Nabubulaveka
Name of storyteller:  Mwapwaya
Village of storyteller:  Mtawa
Sex of storyteller:  Male
Age of storyteller:
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from: Tuwala
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  20
Side number:  1
Tape indicator: 170-298
Translator:  Gibson Henry Bagidou
Transcriber:
Comments:     Nabubulaveka is not the name of the woman, it is the discriptive

term given to her for not knowing how to remove the hair form the brow and lids of her
husbands eyes (and also with her oongue and lips and also not wanting to pinch him with
her nails so that acars or the marks she left and when exposed, seen by others.  Thus
Mitakuku - removing the eye lashes and hair form the brows and kikimali - act on pinching
(orderly manner) and leaving marks with finger nails are part of premarital and romantic
life of Trobbrianders.  The former is more obvious and this used to be regarded as part of
the public recognition of the spouces before marriage.

1 The story of newly married couples of the Osesuya village.

2 All wives, except one, had shown their expertised romantic performances on their
husbands who afterwards looked hairless on their eyelids and brows.

3 Seeing that he was the noly man who had not had his eye lashes and his brow hair
removed, he forced others to go fishing and while they wee fishing, the sunu was
high and he could see that the other men were suffering from the glaring light and
from the scratches they had received from their wives.

4 He was amazed at the scenery but kept on fishing and when the sun had gone low,
they made their way home.

5 As soon as they had reached home, he asked, “Where is your mother?”

6 “She is in the house.”
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7 Tell her to come and wrap the uaya (small fish) that unknowledgeable and good for
nothing vulva!

8 I make the fire blaze so that there will be light, you unknowledgeable  ulava.

9 The same thing happened when the next day came.

10 When they brought back the fish, it was the same.

11 When they had finished eating (the children and their mothers) and as soon he
reached home, he asked,”Where is your mother?

12 “A, she is sick (and lying) in the house.”

13 “Wake her up to come and wrap the fish that unknowledgeable vulva, good for
nothing vulva.”

14 Meanwhile, the woman had been thinking and she asked herself, “How can I handle
this man.”

15 They went fishing again and when they came back he asked, “where is your mother?”

16 “A, she is sick.”

17 “Wake her up to come and wrap the fish (uaya) that unknowledgeable vulva, good
for nothing vulva!”

18 “A, she said she is sick and wants you to go and make the fire for her.”

19 When he got into the house, he found her ready with a scraper.

20 He did his (began to do) house duties until he had finished them.

21 She held him by the hair and with the scraper, she scratched him all over.

22 Just by using the scraper on him, he looked like a wild pig which had just torn by
tusks or spears.

23 She then went on removing his eye lashes and brow hair with her lips and tongue and
his eyes were swollen.

24 He could not see his way, all he had to do was to feel his way.

25 He, as well as the other men were to go fishing again.

26 But he could not see still and so he had to feel his way.

27 Eventually, they were out and while they were fishing, and the sun was shining, he
could not stand the glaring light of the sun.

28 They came back and as soon as he had reached the village he asked, “where is your
mother?”
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29 “She is in the house.”

30 “Tell her to come quickly and wrap the uaya (fish), that expertised vulva!

31 He went into the house and she handed to him his share of food.

32 “Hurry up and wrap the fish, you expertised organ!”

33 So she went on to doing the preparation of the fish as was asked of her and they
lived happily ever after.

34 Osesuya was their village.  The end.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner           Date: 11/96    
Edited by:  Date:

SN number:  SN 232
Name of story:  Baloma (spirit)
Name of storyteller:  Tokombobu
Village of storyteller:  Kaibola
Sex of storyteller:  male
Age of storyteller:
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from:  Tokabibgowa
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  21
Side number:  1 & 2
Tape indicator:  301-450

 Comments: He didn't leave out any of the words.  The idea of coconut from paragraph 48
is that Baloma (spirit - Trobs) had to upper halve with hole.  So it is she could see them by
looking through hole on the upper shell.  She gave the lower halve to the couple with the
idea that because there is no hole we have no means of seeing or identifying spirits.  This
is a traditional explanation why spirits cannot be seen now.

Translator:  Emmanuel Giyomatale [?]
Transcriber:  [?] Wanumwetola

1
Baloma was a woman from Okupukopu village.

2 She died and went but her daughter was alive gave birth to child.

3 The daughter called Baloma to bring her some food.

4 After death Baloma went to Tuma but on her daughters request she got some food
prepared to take to her.

5 Being a spirit her journey over the sea between Tuma island and Kiriwina was easy.

6 Arriving at Lomyuwa she chanted,

7 "O whose foos I'm carrying - O whose food I'm carrying o-o-

8 My child's food I will carry, - carry - carry -o-o - put it down and see.

9 O my neck hurts my neck hurts -u-u-u."

10 People from Kaboli helped her take her load down, and she sat down to rest.

11 After resting they helped her to her load.
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12 Coming to Dayagila she chanted the second time -

13 "O whose food I'm carry, whose food I'm carry -o-o-

14 My child's food I will carry - carry - carry -oo - o - put down and see.

15 O my neck hurts, my neck hurts."

16 Arriving at Dayagila she sat down to rest.

17 After resting women of Dayagila helped her to her load and she set out.

18 Coming to Yulumgwa, put her load down and chanted the third time,

19 "O whose foos I'm carrying, whose food I'm carrying - oo

20 My child's food.  I will carry - carry - carry - o - o  put down and see.

21 O, my neck hurts, my neck hurts - u - u - u."

22 Women of Yulumgwa came to her assistance.

23 After resting they helped her to her load.

24 Coming to Mweligilagi she chanted the fourth time.

25 Whose food I'm carrying, whose [food] I'm carrying o - o - o

26 My child's food.  I will carry - carry - carry - oo.

27 O my neck hurts, my neck hurts."

28 Women from Mweligilagi helped her put her load down.

29 She sat down to rest.

30 After resting, she was helped to her load and set out for Okupukopu. (end Tape 21
side 1)

31 "Whose food I'm carrying, whose food I'm carrying - o - o - o.

32 My child's food.  I will carry - carry - carry -oo, put down and see.

33 O my neck hurts my neck hurts - u - u - u."

34 Coming to the village of Okupukopu she found her daughter caring her child.

35 Baloma handed over her load and took the little child and went in the house.

36 The daughter immediately started cooking.

37 After eating Baloma told her daughter this.

38 "I will [ missing word?] in the corner of house."
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39 When you cook, pass some soup to me so that I could heal and strenghten me.

40 After a while, I will become a person again."

41 Everything was done accordingly.

42 However this was done in the absence of the girl's husband and when he returned
from the garden he saw a pair of eyes in corner of the house.

43 They were very big.

44 "What is that?" he asked, point to th ecorner of the house.

45 "That's my mother."

46 She died but when she heard I've given birth she's brought me food."

47 "Its very frightful" he complained.

48 "Bring me a coconut" Baloma said to him.

49 They brought a coconut to her.

50 After husking, she broke it horizontally in halves.

51 Handing the lower halve to the she said, "Your lower halve, my upper halve."

52 I'm going, but will return at Yoba time during Malamala and when I do you will not
see me but I will see you.

53 This is the end of our story.

54 Hanging kasiyena in my garden.

55 Ripe with paw [?]

56 Hanging kasiyena in my garden your Katayela (?) Dimu.  The end.
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Entered by: Caroline Gardner Date:         11/11/97   
Edited by:  Date:

SN number: SN 247
Name of story:  Pwaneta
Name of storyteller:  Mwakwabuya
Village of storyteller:  Kebola
Sex of storyteller:  male
Age of storyteller:  middle age
Type of story:  Kukwanebu
Where story obtained from:
Date story obtained:  January 1971
Tape number:  22
Side number:   2
Tape indicator:
Comments:  "Small ending paragraph is typical of all the endings of Trobriand

folktales and even Malinowski stated it in his book  "Science Religion and Magic"
its called Kasiyena." Translator:  F M  [sp?] Taugwaga

Transcriber:  Bernard Mwayubu

1
Its residential area was at Olugwalaguva.

2 That man of Bwetalu also lives there too.

3 He stayed and when the day was calm and clear he decided to go fishing.

4 That skull has been watching that man of Bwetalu on what he is doing because it is
the skull of the ancestors.

5 Him and his wife got the fishing net ready on the verandah.

6 That skull went first to the beach.

7 It came and went into the big coral stone.

8 Then that Bwetalu man came and went into the water.

9 The skull has already mentally guided and persuaded him.

10 As soon as he touched the sea he said, "O that is really a big low tide.

11 ?

12 Surely today I'll be lucky.

13 When his feet touched the water then that kalawa (name of a fish) ran and came
shoreward.
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14 "That kalawa has gone in so I will catch it first."

15 That skull is already inside the stone.

16 He cast his net finished and heaved the stone.

17 He turned the stone over and that Kalawa was caught.

18 He came forward and held it already caught in the net.

19 That stone jumped and took hold of his penis and balls between its teeth.

20 "Yakaye expression of pain) wi what is it?"

21 He left the net and didn't gather it.

22 He was in great pain.

23 He tried to pull it off but couldn't so came ashore.

24 The net and the fish he left them.

25 He came ashore with that skull.

27 Here he couldn't it off either  so he went into Okibobau and struggled
unsuccessfully.

28 But his pain was lessening and he couldn't possibly wear his pubic leaf.

29 That skull is still biting and hanging on to his prick and balls.

30 He took the molobau (kind of a lily) leaf and placed them awkwardly around his
waist.

31 You know the darkness has fallen and he walked away from the beach.

32 He walked and walked and came to his verandah and his wife was serving food
inside the house.

33 He called out to her, "My love?"

34 The wife cooked the food to go with the fish and she waited and waited till
evening.

35 She said, "I'll serve the food and get ready maybe my husband will bring the fish
and we'll cook them (in the pot) and smoke them."

36 He came to the metawabu (part of a hut) and said, "Love prepare the house and I'll
come.

37 Something got me."

38 "What something?"

39 "You went fishing so I prepared the food and yet you came empty

handed."

40 "No an unknown thing I'm bringing it.
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41 Make fire I'm feeling sick.

42 You see the lily leaves and can you see it.

43 One skull is biting my private parts."

44 She made the fire and mat on top of him and mat underneath he lay down crying in
agony.

45 His cries were heard the next house and they asked,

46 "Woman?"

47 "Yes?"

48 "What's wrong with your man?"

49 Wi I don't know.

50 He got it from the beach.

51 He brought it to us and we are troubled.

52 Something unknown bit his penis and balls together.

53 You make some magic on the ginger root and give him.

54 Maybe it will come off but right now it's still hanging on my husband.

55 He came and saw him and went back and dig the ginger root behind the houses.

56 He dug it made magic on it and went in.

57 "No make way and let me see your husband.

58 What kind of sickness is he having?"

59 "I don't know but maybe he is having tobudawa (a kind of illness) which bit his
balls and it has swollen already."

60 His friend lifted the mat and chewed the ginger root and as he was about to spit the
skull bit his friend's penis.

61 No, what have you brought has bitten me already."

62 He came back as soon as he was biten.

63 He came back to his wife and said, "Woman you look out."

64 "What is it?"

65 I said make way that man's (next house) sickness has found me.

66 I was going to spit his ginger root on him and the thing bit me so I came back.

67 He went into the house.

68 "Make fire my head is splitting.

69 She made the fire.
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70 "Woman keep on making fire till daylight.

71 I will die soon because the pain now is unbearable."

72 Then the friend next door was listening to the noise which the man and his wife are
making.

73 He peeped (through the door) and asked, "What is it?"

74 "Wi I don't know he brought this sickness of the next door neighbor with and
beggingly told me to make fire.

75 Perhaps you know how to cure it come and do something."

76 "Wait for a moment while I go and dig ginger root.

77 He dug the ginger root from behind the house and chanted a spell upon it on his
verandah.

78 He went into the house.

79 He went in and said, "Give way.

80 You make fire so that we can see."

81 She made the fire and move aside.

82 He lifted the mat and was about to spit the ginger root on the sick person when the
skull took hold of his penis thus claiming its third victim.

83 "Aaah! Boy I'm already bitten.

84 I will pass it on to someone.

85 He writhed [?] on the floor and left it and came to door step and stepped over.

86 "My wife make fire I'm bringing it.

87 It has bitten me already and I coming with it."

88 "What have you brought to the village men, soon all (the men) will be bitten.

89 The man who was bitten came across to his house.

90 He lay down between the two mats which covered his one on top and another
underneath.

91 In the third house (his own house) there were cries of pain.

92 The occupants of the fourth house said, "Listen carefully to the commotion next
house."

93 The curiosity brought the man out and he asked, "What is the matter  with the
man?"

94 "Just come and identify this sickness.

95 He got the sickness from those (next house neighbors) and brought it here."
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96 "What sort of sickness is it?"

97 "I don't know maybe it is the sickness of this village or perhaps it's something else."
answered the wife doubtfully.

98 "Make way, and come along and we'll see what sort of sickness it is."

99 He lifted the top mat and the skull took hold of his penis and balls, thus claiming its
fifth victim.

100 "Aaah!  It has bitten me already.

101 My wife got the house ready and I'll bring it across - the thing has already bitten
me."

102 He went back to their house with the skull.

103 He went inside and moaned.

104 "You listen it sounds like someone breaking the poles (kawala) and tossing them
around."

105 The man next door came and asked, "What's wrong with your husband?"

106 Outside it is cold.

107 The skull has bitten most of the people.

108 "You haven't sleep yet - is there anything wrong with your husband?"

109 "No I don't know those people there, got it first and passed it on to us and  we
couldn't get any help.

110 The thing bit their penises and now it is my husband's turn and we being kept
awake."

111 "Good I'll cast a spell and the thing will come off."

112 He cast a spell upon the water container and came to house of the sickman.

113 "You make your husband sit up."

114 "No I cannot make him sit up, just come and go to him because you are a man.

115 He lifted the mat and was about to make the sick man sit up when the  skull left
him (sick man) and roughly took hold of the penis of the curer.

116 He automatically moved his bum backwards and said, "Go fuck your sisters and eat
your excrement.

117 It has bitten me already.

118 You cunningly brought me here and now I am bitten."

119 The sickman said, "It has already left me my chief.

120 You will feel it later."
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121 "You fuck your own wife and both of you eat your excrement.

122 You cunningly brought me here to get me bitten.

123 My wife make the fire burn and I'll come with it.

124 It has already bitten me and I'm coming."

125 He went with the skull and entered the house.

126 The sickness (i.e. the skull) went around the Bwetabu village and bit the men one
by one.

127 The dawn is breaking by now.

128 The dawn was breaking and the birds were announcing it when a man woke up and
listened to the murmurs coming from a house and he was wondering.

129 He sat on his verandah and inquired, " What you and your husband are talking
about?"

130 "Ko there is nothing in particular.

131 There is something wrong with the man (her husband), his balls are really big.

132 They have grown bigger than usual.

133 Maybe his tobudawa (a type of sickness) is descending to his private parts.

134 I don't know perhaps you can do something and try to cure it."

135 He uttered a counter-spell and brought it to the sickman's house.

136 "Make way and we'll see your man."

137 He opened the house and went inside.

138 "Where is he?"

139 "He is at the back of the house lying like a log."

140 Can you see those ones (balls) getting bigger in size?

141 It is an unknown thing and I don't know what it is."

142 He touched the mat and was about to lift it when the skull took hold of his penis.

143 Now it is nearly full daylight.

144 "Ko that was really a smart trick and I should have known it before I bring these
ginger roots here.

145 It has bitten me already and I'll go back."

146 The curer went away and the sickman who was lying down said, "Widower (I feel
better now).

147 It has bitten you and you will feel the might of that illness."
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148 The skull has reached the third section of the village when the sun came up.

149 The men of that section will be bitten during the day.

150 The neighbors of the sickman saw the children going in out of the house and he
told his children, "Go and see what is going in that house."

151 I am suspicious that man doesn't get sick often only now."

152 He came and saw that skull and went back to dig for some ginger root.

153 He finished and cast a charm over it.

154 He came and bent down to spit the charmed ginger root when the skull

 opened its mouth and clasped tightly his penis.

155 Women were around when he came outside onto the verandah.

156 He crossed to his house and went inside.

157 The skull finished all the near of the third section of the village.

158 That man's wife was dead.

159 He was the last in the row of houses and his house was rotting away.

160 He saw the other man crossed to his house with the skull.

161 The man next to him went to have a look.

162 "What is it that your father brought across?"

163 "O ko he went to see the other mans's sickness and somehow brought it here with
him.

164 He looked inside saw him and said, "That thing there is like a tobudawa (a kind of
sickness) if we cast a spell over (his) drinking water it will fall off.

165 It didn't go deep enough so there's no problem."

166 He uttered the spell over that water container and went to the sick man's house.

167 "Make way and let me come in and see your father.

168 The skull will come off and your father will be alright, there is nothing hard about
it."

169 He sat down on one end of the bed and the other sat on the other end.

170 The sick man sat up and that skull left him and bit the penis of the magician with
the edge of the beds.

171 "You fuck your sister and eat your excrement, it has bitten me already.

172 Wi Aaah!

173 My children don't block the way, I'll come and die there in our own house."
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174 His head is splitting (with the pain) and he will die.

175 That old man sat and watched all the movements of the people coming and going
and he asked himself, "What are they doing perhaps I can go and ask them".

176 He looked into the house and said, "What is the matter with your father I see you
coming and going out?"

179 "One thing which came from over there and it has come to us.

178 He (the father) went there to perform a counter magic and somehow he got the
illness himself."

180 Go and bring some to our father."

181 He came back and uttered a counter-spell over a parcel of ginger root and brought
it.

182 "Make way, make way we'll split (the ginger root) and the thing will fall off, there
is nothing hard about it."

183 He leaned over and was going to spit the ginger root the skull took hold of his
penis.

184 "Ko you have tricked me to come and I have fallen into a trap.

185 You (wife) should have taken his ginger roots fuck him and eat your excrement to
him."

186 Wi forget it my chief I thought when you spit the ginger roots it will disappear."

187 "Make way for me to go back to my house."

188 He went back to his house and went in.

189 All the men were afraid because they experienced the might of that skull.

190 They stood and stared at the old man

191 "Men if any of us dare to go to him he will be bitten again.

192 This skull has been to everyone of us, come.

193 Come and we'll light fire all around his hut and he will be burnt with that skull.

194 If anyone goes inside to cure him surely he will be bitten."

195 The men all agreed to this plan and they set fire to the old man's (he is a widower)
hut.

196 The cries of that skull mingled with the noise of the fire.

197 The hut burn and burn till there was nothing of it left.

198 Later the people found that the skull was really a human skull.
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199 The man who was bitten first said, "Men that skull is from Olugwalaguva (place
name), that is the very one.

200 When I was getting ready to go fishing he heard me and went first.

201 I was bitten when I came and brought it here.

202 That is the very skull

203 Let's go and check."

204 They came to its place and there was no skull.

205 The old man was burnt to ashes.

206 The following day they made a mortuany feast in commemoration of that ancestral
skull.

207 In clusters come kasiyena yams Greeting the season's end.

208 Supporters heavy with weight bend and break.

209 I (storyteller) cook the taro pudding.  Tokombobu ate it all while Jerry [Jerry
Leach ?] grumbles.

210 A challenge to you Toginei for another story.  The end.


